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Task 3.2 Documentation of Assistance Provided to CAMPO Modeling Team 

Part of Task 3 of the contract with CTR is to assist CAMPO by identifying areas for model improvement. 
This effort was completed through a variety of means. Some of the assistance was provided as a result 
of direct requests from CAMPO leadership to examine CAMPO’s modeling practices as they relate to 
industry trends (e.g., technical memo on demographic allocation tools, or the technical memo on 
network coding). Other assistance provided was an output of the DTA modeling effort, and the result of 
CTR identifying improvements that could be made to the CAMPO base model through our work on DTA 
(e.g., base model demand discrepancy, or the new process for updating centroid connectors). 
Documented below are the items with which CTR provided assistance to CAMPO, which resulted in 
improvement to the CAMPO model.  

3.2.1 CAMPO 2015 Model Development Scope of Work 
Dr. Jen Duthie provided significant input into the development of the CAMPO scope of work for 
solicitation of a consultant for the CAMPO 2015 Model Development. Our experience in working with 
the model, identifying areas with room for improvement, understanding the work flow, as well as our 
understanding of the history of issues surrounding prior model development efforts, gave Dr. Duthie 
unique insight to assist with this scope development. The final scope of work is attached for reference. 

Enclosure: “CAMPO 2015 Model Development Scope of Work” 

3.2.2 Base Model Demand Discrepancy 
Review of the CAMPO 2010 base model began with receiving a preliminary version in late 2013. During 
2014, the team worked on refining models for the CAMPO region and developed a preliminary regional 
DTA model using the updated 2010 network and demand. It was discovered that the 2010 base model 
had a morning peak period (6 AM to 9 AM) demand that was substantially lower than that of the 2005 
base (interim) model forecast for 2010. The estimate was even discovered to be far lower than the 2005 
year estimate. Table 3.2.2 summarizes the differences in demand between the two base year models for 
2010, the time-of-day proportions, and the percent change between them. 

Table 3.2.2  CAMPO Model Demand Comparison 

Model Year 
Peak Demand (% of Total) 24-hour 

Demand Morning Midday Afternoon Nighttime 
2010 
(2005 Int Base) 

1,154,545 
(23%) 

1,802,112 
(37%) 

1,230,667 
(25%) 

734,836 
(15%) 4,922,159 

2010 
(2010 base) 

714,619 
(14%) 

1,992,507 
(39%) 

1,128,547 
(22%) 

1,265,677 
(25%) 5,101,348 

% Change -38% 11% -8% 72% 4% 
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Upon discovery, this discrepancy was communicated to the CAMPO modeling team. It was stated that at 
that time the model was still under development and subject to change, including the demand 
estimates. Later releases included adjusted, but similar demand estimates which contained the 
substantially lower morning peak value. This lower value for the morning peak carried through the base 
year and all subsequent forecast years for the 2010 base model.  

Closer to the final release, it was noted by the CAMPO modeling team that the 2010 base model 
demand estimates were based on a new, more robust strategy for estimating demand for the region. 
This process resulted in a different distribution of demand across the individual time-of-day intervals 
(morning, midday, afternoon, and nighttime). Subsequently, the morning peak had a lower proportion 
of the daily demand. This explained the lower morning peak demand even though the 24-hour demand 
was higher for the same year (2010), as shown in in the table. The midday and nighttime periods gained 
proportionally, particularly the nighttime period. In all, multiple discussions were held with CAMPO staff 
to fully vet the discrepancies. 

3.2.3 Developing a Strategy to Refine Centroid Connector Placement 
In traffic assignment models, the placement of centroid connectors may have a significant impact on 
model performance and results. Centroid connectors are used to model the loading of vehicles into the 
network, and attention must be paid to their number and location in order to avoid unrealistic 
congestion or low utilization of minor roadways by local traffic. Given that the manual inspection of 
centroid connector placement may be too time consuming in large regional networks, including 
macroscopic static assignment models, the first attached paper proposes two simple automatic centroid 
connector placement strategies for model applications, and explores their impact on the resulting traffic 
flow patterns on lower functional class roadways. The purpose of these strategies was to overcome 
deficiencies in centroid connector placement resulting from the limitations of the most common 
techniques in practice. Sensitivity testing and field data comparisons suggest that the strategies achieve 
more realistic results when compared to traditional connector distribution. 

Traditional centroid connector placement strategies may lead to excessive congestion and unrealistic 
traffic patterns, while manual network refinement is prohibitive in large regional models. The effort 
behind the second paper utilizes parcel-level data to inform an automated centroid connector 
placement methodology with the goal of producing more realistic network loading patterns. Parcel-level 
data is used to allocate travel demand between two sub-regions in each considered traffic analysis zone, 
and to select appropriate nodes for the centroid connector placement. Numerical experiments, 
conducted on a medium-size network in the Austin, TX region, suggest that the proposed approach 
better approximates both corridor travel times and traffic counts throughout the network, with 
improvements of more than 40 percent in travel time estimation accuracy, and 12 percent in traffic 
count estimation. While the application proposed is focused on dynamic traffic assignment models, the 
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methodologies can be extended to benefit other modeling approaches, including static traffic 
assignment models. 

Enclosure: “An Investigation of Centroid Connector Placement for Advanced Traffic Assignment 
Models with Added Network Detail” and “Using Parcel-level Data to Inform Centroid Connector 
Placement: A Dynamic Traffic Assignment Application” 

3.2.4 Demographic Allocation Tool 
Enclosure: Draft “Summary of Scan for MPO Best Practices: Demographic Allocation Tools,” January, 
2016 

3.2.5 Network Coding  
Enclosure: Draft “Summary of Scan for MPO Best Practices: Network Coding,”, November, 2015 

3.2.6 Active Transportation 
Enclosure: “Active Transportation Network Data Environment,” March, 2016 

3.2.7 Lessons Learned 
Submitted October, 2015. Available by request 

 



CAMPO 2015 MODEL DEVELOPMENT SCOPE OF WORK 

PROJECT FOR: 

Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) 

PROJECT TITLE: 

CAMPO 2015 Model Development 

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT: 

The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization, hereinafter referred to as CAMPO, seeks 
offers in response to this Solicitation from engineering and/or planning firms qualified and 
experienced in travel demand modeling and TransCAD GISDK programming. The objective of 
the project is to develop the 2015 Base Year Model to be used for the CAMPO 2045 Long Range 
Plan in the six-county region (Bastrop, Burnet, Caldwell, Hays, Travis and Williamson counties). 
Specifically, CAMPO is seeking a consultant team to update its model networks, update its 
demographic assumptions and projections, and calibrate the model system to base year traffic 
counts and travel surveys.  

The results of this work will benefit CAMPO staff, its Transportation Policy Board, its Technical 
Advisory Committee, local jurisdictions, and the public by providing a tool that can aid in 
regional transportation decision-making. 

BACKGROUND: 

The 2010 Base Year CAMPO Travel Demand Model was updated to improve the mode choice 
component and implement a four (4) period traffic assignment, and the model was calibrated 
to the 2010 base year condition.  CAMPO currently uses a customized demographic allocation 
tool, which is implemented in TransCAD. The demographic forecasting procedure was updated 
from grid-level allocation to parcel-level allocation tool in 2012. A CAMPO 2010 Planning Model 
Guide, documenting the details of demographic forecasting and travel demand modeling 
procedures, is available upon request. 

ESTIMATED SCHEDULE: 

Jan 2016 – Dec 2017 

TOTAL BUDGET: 

$400,000 



ANTICIPATED SERVICE: 

The following tasks identify the major work components that the consultant will undertake. 
CAMPO anticipates that the consultant will build upon the existing 2010 base year model, to 
the extent practicable. CAMPO will provide all necessary models and documentation. 

Task 1.  Project Management 

1.1 Prepare a project management plan. 
Deliverable: Project management plan. 
 

1.2 Prepare and submit monthly progress reports, invoices, and billings. 
Deliverable: Monthly reports, invoices, and billings. The report should detail hours worked by 
each team member, all expenses, progress made on each task, work to be performed for 
each task in the next month, and any issues that need to be resolved. 
 

1.3 Establish and maintain a project schedule with key milestones. 
Deliverable: Project schedule with milestones. 
 

1.4 Attend regular meetings with CAMPO staff. 
Deliverable: Meeting notes. 

 

Task 2. Network Coding 

2.1 Prepare a plan for how to build networks and conduct quality control. 

Deliverable: Document describing the network coding procedure, including a procedure to 
check for coding errors. The consultant may choose to use the current network coding 
procedure or improve upon it to develop a method that will lead to efficiencies in coding 
scenarios, efficiencies for future model updates, or will lead to better quality control.  
 

2.2 Develop the base year (2015) model network for roadways and transit. 
Deliverable: TransCAD network files for roadway and transit in year 2015. A separate file 
should also be provided that outlines any network coding decisions made by the consultant. 
 

2.3 Develop the future year (2025 and 2045) model networks for roadways and transit. 
Deliverable: TransCAD network files for roadway and transit in year 2015. A separate file 
should also be provided that outlines any network coding decisions made by the consultant. 



Task 3.  Develop population and employment inputs to the travel demand model. 

3.1 Prepare a plan for how to develop population and employment inputs and conduct quality 
control. 

Deliverable: Document describing the demographic forecasting procedure, including a 
procedure quality assurance and control. The consultant may choose to improve upon the 
current parcel-based demographic allocation tool or propose a new method. The procedure 
should work with either county control totals or regional control totals. The consultant must 
explain how the proposed method is defensible and follows best practices. 

3.2 Develop base year (2015) population and employment inputs to the travel demand model.  

Deliverable: Model files describing population and employment inputs (e.g., at parcel-
level, traffic analysis zone-level); Documentation on how the inputs were developed. 

3.3 Develop future year (2025 and 2040) population and employment inputs to the travel 
demand model.  

Deliverable: File containing population and employment inputs to the model; 
Documentation on how the inputs were developed. 

 

Task 4: Structural refinements to travel demand model. 

4.1 Update travel demand model code to accommodate any changes made to the existing 
model’s network coding procedures or demographic forecasting, as described in Tasks 2 and 3. 

Deliverable: Documentation on all changes made, if any, to the code base to accommodate 
changes to procedures described in Tasks 2 and 3. 

4.2 Update travel demand model code to fix any problems found during the model update. 

Deliverable: Documentation on all problems found and all changes made to the code 
base. 

 

Task 5.  Calibrate, validate, and test the CAMPO’s 2015 base year model using the most 
recent travel survey and traffic data. 

5.1 Prepare a plan for how to conduct reasonableness checks on, calibrate, and validate the 
2015 base year model. 



Deliverable: Document describing all reasonableness checking, calibration, and 
validation procedures. Describe how the proposed plan meets best practices. 

5.2 Conduct reasonableness checks on all model inputs and outputs. 

Deliverable: Report detailing results of all reasonableness checks. 

5.3 Calibrate and validate the 2015 base year model to the latest saturation counts, transit on-
board survey, and household survey. 

Deliverable: Report detailing how the model was calibrated to match base year data, 
and the final calibration results. 

5.4 Test model for future scenarios. 

Deliverable: Documentation of results from running the future year models with the 
inputs developed in previous tasks, including all reasonableness checks performed and 
their results. 

 

Task 6. Training, Support, and Documentation 

6.1 Workshops to train staff and area model users 

Deliverable: Two half-day training sessions to give an overview of the 2015 base year 
model to CAMPO staff and to area model users. All training materials including 
presentations and hand-outs will be delivered. 

6.2 Support for scenario modeling 

Deliverable: CAMPO staff will conduct the model runs to evaluate future scenario 
conditions. The consultant will be on-call to provide support and additional one-on-one 
staff trainings as needed.  

6.3 Complete documentation 

Deliverable: Complete documentation of the 2015 base year model including network 
coding procedure, demographic forecasting procedure, and any other changes to the 
model system. All quality assurance and quality control procedures for each step should 
also be included. 
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ABSTRACT 1 

Advanced traffic assignment models, such as simulation-based dynamic traffic assignment (DTA), 2 

typically incorporate more detailed network representations than traditional planning models, and often 3 

include traffic signals and lower functional class roadways. In this context, the placement of centroid 4 

connectors may have a significant impact on model performance and results. Centroid connectors are 5 

used to model the loading of vehicles into the network, and attention must be paid to their number and 6 

location in order to avoid unrealistic congestion or low utilization of minor roadways by local traffic. 7 

Given that the manual inspection of centroid connector placement may be too time consuming in large 8 

regional networks, this paper proposes two simple automatic centroid connector placement strategies for 9 

DTA applications, and explores their impact on the resulting traffic flow patterns on local streets. The 10 

first approach radially distributes the connectors to link centroids to the nearest nodes in order to account 11 

for added network detail, and is intended to exemplify some of the limitations of the most common 12 

techniques in practice. The second strategy involves dividing the centroid and subsequent demand into 13 

two parts and distributing the demand across one subcentroid linked to nearby nodes and one linked to the 14 

periphery, effectively establishing a bi-level distribution. A modification of this strategy involves 15 

eliminating nodes at signalized intersections as viable candidates for connection. As part of the evaluation 16 

of the methods, a new metric has been introduced, the locality factor, to describe the use of minor streets 17 

by local traffic. The numerical experiments, conducted on two real-world networks, exemplify the 18 

impacts of the incorporation of local streets and the placement of centroid connectors on model results. 19 

Sensitivity testing and limited field data comparisons suggest that the bi-level centroid connector 20 

placement strategy achieves more realistic results.   21 

 22 
Keywords: local streets, centroid connector, dynamic traffic assignment 23 

  24 
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1. INTRODUCTION 1 

Transportation planners are increasingly adopting advanced transportation models, including dynamic 2 

traffic assignment (DTA), to evaluate complex planning strategies in large areas. DTA models typically 3 

require a more detailed network representation than their static counterparts, given that they are 4 

simulation-based and capacity-constrained. The appropriate level of detail to be used for a model depends 5 

on the purpose of the analysis, the availability of network information, and the resources required to 6 

develop and run the model; lower functional class roadways are often relevant for corridor analyses and 7 

accessibility studies.  8 

Due to time and cost limitations, aggregated demographic data is used to model the individuals. 9 

This aggregated data is carefully studied to define areas with homogeneous travel behavior called traffic 10 

analysis zones (TAZs). Traffic analysis zones can be used for modeling demand generation for each zone 11 

and demand distribution from zone to zone (1). One of the central assumptions in most traffic assignment 12 

models is that all TAZ activity is concentrated at the zone centroid. Connectors are dummy links used in 13 

many transportation applications to define the entry (exit) points of trips into (out of) the roadway 14 

network.  15 

One of the challenges of incorporating local streets into planning models is to ensure an 16 

appropriate utilization pattern, particularly when centroid connectors are present. Centroid connectors 17 

play an important role in the observed traffic patterns on local streets. Because connectors offer a cost-18 

free alternative to reach origins and destinations from specific roadway nodes, they may be used to bypass 19 

local streets, making theses more likely to carry cut-through traffic.  20 

The number and placement of centroid connectors can also significantly impact the congestion 21 

pattern in capacitated models. For a given travel demand value, fewer connectors result in a higher 22 

concentration of trip ends at specific locations, potentially creating congestion. This phenomenon may be 23 

more noticeable when centroid connectors are placed on local streets with low capacity values.  24 

This paper discusses the impact of centroid connector placement on simulation-based dynamic 25 

traffic assignment models that include local streets, and proposes strategies to produce more realistic 26 

traffic flow patterns. It is trivial that changing network topology by adding detail to the network requires 27 

careful editing the connector structure. However, manual edition is not practical in large regional 28 

networks, and oversimplified automatic techniques that simply choose the nearest node may lead to 29 

unrealistic behaviors. The goal of this study is to exemplify the nature of the impacts of centroid 30 

connector placement on modeling results, and to propose an automated process to generate centroid 31 

connectors that improves upon the “nearest node” paradigm. By automating the process, the goal is to 32 

better enable the transition between static traffic assignment models and dynamic traffic assignment 33 

models. Numerical experiments are conducted using real transportation network information to assess the 34 

performance of the proposed methodologies, and to validate model results using field data. The proposed 35 

strategies are flexible and require minimal manual intervention making them appropriate for large-scale 36 

models.  37 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes previous work studying the 38 

impact of centroid connectors and transportation analysis zone structure when modeling local streets. 39 

Section 3 exemplifies the interaction of centroid connectors and added streets using a real transportation 40 

network model, while Section 4 introduces two centroid connector placement strategies, along with a 41 

performance metric to assess their performance. The results of several sensitivity analyses conducted on a 42 

different transportation network are reported in Section 5, and conclusions are discussed in Section 6. 43 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 44 

This research proposes to address several network modeling related issues in a dynamic environment. The 45 

definition of dynamic user equilibrium (DUE) is the extension of Wardrop’s rule in the static case (2). It 46 

states that all demand between the same origin-destination (O-D) pair and departing in the same time 47 

interval will experience the same travel cost, and no user can improve their travel time by unilaterally 48 

changing the route. Following the pioneering work of Merchant and Nemhauser (3, 4), many researchers 49 
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have contributed to developing this field (5, 6). A comprehensive discussion on DTA can be found in 1 

Chiu et al. (7). 2 

Transportation models are commonly used to describe transportation systems and simulate traffic 3 

flow. The level of detail incorporated in the network representation greatly affects the outcome of the 4 

model. The significance of this detail with respect to model results has been investigated in previous 5 

studies (8, 9, 10, 11, 12). Specifically, Bovy and Jansen (13) studied networks with different levels of 6 

detail and found that increasing the detail of the roadway network modeled always yielded better results, 7 

but with a diminishing return; only marginal improvement was achieved after a point. This relationship 8 

was found to be influenced by the level of congestion. When the network is not congested, the effect of 9 

added detail is minor. Under congested conditions, however, the traffic flow pattern when only higher 10 

functional class roadways are included does not follow the distribution of a more detailed network (14). 11 

As a result, the effects of congestion may not be properly represented. 12 

Khatib at al. (15) investigated the impact of disaggregating TAZs for use with a statewide model. 13 

The researchers found that the number and size of TAZs, as well as location of centroids can affect travel 14 

demand modeling, and showed that disaggregating TAZs yields modeled link volumes that are closer to 15 

field-collected traffic counts. They noted that although prior literature indicates that the level of TAZ 16 

aggregation should be consistent with the network detail, their study showed that more network detail 17 

yields better results regardless of TAZ structure (though smaller TAZs are generally better). The authors 18 

later broadened the scope of their research to look at the interaction between TAZ structure and network 19 

detail (16). Their findings are consistent with the previous study showing that smaller TAZs provide 20 

model link volumes that are closer to field-collected counts. 21 

Jeon et al. (17) studied this relationship further by evaluating the change in model results when 22 

going from a detailed to more aggregate-level model. They identified that TAZ structure and network 23 

detail have a significant impact on the results and emphasized the importance of matching the level of 24 

network detail to the TAZ aggregation. When going to a less detailed network, traffic flow shifts from 25 

local streets to major streets, representing the main source of aggregation error. Other research by Muñoz 26 

and Laval (18) has shown that local streets can provide alternate routes for some users to bypass 27 

bottlenecks, and may affect other user behavior as well. 28 

The majority of this paper addresses issues with the centroid connectors. The available literature 29 

provides minimal information about placing connectors. Some general guidance has been provided 30 

regarding connector placement and the importance of the network nodes to which they are connected 31 

(19). Several studies (e.g., 20) have proposed splitting TAZs into smaller subzones to achieve more 32 

disaggregation and assigning one centroid to each of them. However, this approach introduces computer 33 

memory and computational time concerns. Friedrich and Galster (21) developed three methods for 34 

placing connectors in static traffic assignment (STA) application. As the first approach, each zone is 35 

divided into sectors and a connector link is created for each sector. Nodes located in areas with a high link 36 

density were selected in the second approach. In the last method, nodes within a specific threshold from 37 

the zone centroid are chosen. Qian and Zhang (22) investigated the influence of different connector 38 

configurations on STA results. They showed that traffic volumes are impacted by the connector layout 39 

and proposed an optimization algorithm to reduce volume to capacity ratios. 40 

Some DTA modeling approaches do not utilize centroid connectors to model the loading of 41 

vehicles onto the network. Instead, they rely on network links specifically designated to distribute travel 42 

demand over a transportation analysis zone (23). While these “generation links” present advantages from 43 

a traffic simulation standpoint, they also require more complex assumptions at different stages of the 44 

assignment process, including the route search. Many practical applications still model roadway network 45 

entry/exit via centroid connectors 46 

The primary purpose of this study it to determine the importance of modeling local streets and to 47 

address issues related to including them in a dynamic framework. In the past, little attention has been 48 

given to the problem of modifying centroid connectors along with adding network detail. In this paper, 49 

two strategies to modify the centroid connector configuration when minor roadways are added into the 50 
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network are introduced. The proposed methodology is tested on two different networks and the results 1 

show that the approach is quite flexible and can be applied universally. 2 

3. MODELING LOWER FUNCTIONAL CLASS ROADWAYS IN DTA MODELS 3 

This section investigates network-wide changes to traffic flow patterns as a result of the incorporation of 4 

local streets, when no subsequent adjustments are made to the centroid connector configuration. The 5 

Visual Interactive System for Transportation Algorithms (VISTA) (24) is used here to model two 6 

networks representing the same area, one of which includes several local streets in addition to the base 7 

system of arterials and collectors. In both networks the travel demand is specified using an O-D matrix 8 

representing the trips between TAZs and their time of departure. TAZs are represented using dummy 9 

nodes (centroids), connected to the roadway network via centroid connectors with abundant capacity and 10 

speed attributes so that traversing them has a negligible impact on the route choice. The model 11 

convergence is measured by the gap value, which represents the proximity of a solution to dynamic user 12 

equilibrium conditions (7). A zero gap represents a perfectly stable system (details about the gap 13 

computation can be found in (25)). The following sections describe the utilized data and numerical 14 

results. 15 

3.1. Network Data and Experimental Design 16 

The base network is a model of the Austin, Texas downtown area, obtained from the metropolitan 17 

planning organization and further refined for application purposes. The base network has 1,314 links, 585 18 

nodes, 34 zones, 329 centroid connectors, and a total demand of 62,676 vehicles distributed in a two-hour 19 

period. The complete network includes a number of local streets that are not modeled in the base network. 20 

Figure 1 shows the links used in both of these networks. For preliminary testing, no additional 21 

modifications were made to the complete network; all inputs including demand, number of TAZs, 22 

centroid location, number of connectors per centroid and connector nodes were the same as the base 23 

network. The initial placement of centroid connectors is consistent with what was used by the local 24 

metropolitan planning organization. The objective of this practical example is to showcase how adding 25 

local streets (those with low capacity) to the model can change the recurrent flow patterns predicted by a 26 

DTA model. The two selected networks were run for the same number of iterations, which led to an 27 

appropriate and consistent convergence level in the base case.  28 

 29 
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 1 
FIGURE 1  Downtown Austin base network and added local streets. 2 

3.2. The Impacts of Modeling Local Streets 3 

Does the addition of local streets significantly affect model performance and results? Such streets provide 4 

more routing alternatives for vehicles, and therefore can alter traffic flow patterns on adjacent roads. Prior 5 

research suggests that addition of network detail can improve model results, but should be accompanied 6 

with adjustments to the TAZ layout or how demand is loaded onto the network (15, 17). If the TAZ 7 

layout is already relatively disaggregate, but the connectors are not appropriately distributed, local traffic 8 

may still not use added minor roadways. This section further analyzes the impact of incorporating local 9 

streets on model performance and resulting traffic flow patterns, by comparing the DTA model results 10 

between the base and complete networks, without modifying the connector configuration.  11 

From the model performance standpoint, both networks reached near-equilibrium conditions 12 

within the specified number of iterations. Slightly better convergence was observed in the complete 13 

network (1.17 percent relative gap versus 1.47 percent), possibly as a result of reduced congestion due to 14 

the added capacity.  This is consistent with conclusions from a study by Bovy et al. (13).  15 

The complete network yielded a total system travel time (TSTT) of 8,146 hours compared to 16 

8,216 for the base network. Origin-destination travel time differences varied across the network, with 17 

some O-D pairs experiencing increased delays in the complete network. Most of the directly affected O-D 18 

pairs, defined as those that have at least one path utilizing the streets added in the complete network, were 19 

observed to experience travel time reductions, as anticipated. It is important to point out that not all of the 20 

vehicles traversing the new alternate routes experienced a lower travel time compared to the base case 21 

network, which is likely a result of the complex mechanisms that drive the equilibrium solution in 22 

assignment models. 23 

The simulation results show that the addition of local streets affected the route choice and 24 

experienced travel time for the modeled vehicles. However, since no additional modifications were made 25 

to the network, notably to the TAZ structure or configuration of centroids and connectors, local streets 26 

were observed to be bypassed by local traffic using the connector links, as the centroids were often 27 
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connected to nodes at the boundary of the TAZ (this is illustrated in Figure 2-b). With a zero travel cost 1 

associated with the centroid connectors, there was no direct incentive for vehicles to take local streets 2 

within the TAZs at the beginning or end of their trip. This connectivity issue can artificially lower the 3 

amount of “local” traffic from nearby centroids on the local streets. As such, two modifications are 4 

proposed here to handle this issue. Both strategies are based on reconfiguring the centroid connectors and 5 

changing the way the demand is loaded onto, or unloaded from, the network. 6 

4. METHODOLOGY 7 

This study first seeks to verify the aforementioned findings using a customized performance metric, and 8 

then investigates how the centroid connectors and associated demand should be distributed to further 9 

improve model results. The aim is to more adequately execute the network loading process, to 10 

appropriately distribute the demand across both existing and newly added roadways, and to ultimately 11 

evaluate different strategies for completing this process automatically. If local streets are added without 12 

reconsidering centroid connector placement, the results may not be realistic. For example, the connectors 13 

may be linked to roadways along the periphery of the TAZ and thus, bypass added local streets that 14 

residents are likely to use to leave their neighborhood and load them directly onto a boundary arterial. 15 

This may limit the amount of local traffic assigned to local streets, making them more attractive for cut-16 

through traffic.  17 

To address this issue, two modifications to the centroid connector placement are proposed in this 18 

section. The first, more conventional approach redistributes the connectors in each TAZ by selecting the 19 

closest nodes to link to the zone centroid, including those added with the new street segments. The second 20 

strategy seeks to attain a more even distribution of entry/exit points throughout the TAZ by dividing each 21 

zone into two concentric areas and generating a separate set of centroid connectors for each of them. 22 

Further, a novel metric is introduced to assess the performance of centroid connector layout strategies 23 

based on the corresponding traffic flow patterns on local streets. 24 

Strategy I:  Closest Node Selection 25 

Assigning demand to nodes closer to the zone centroid, which represents the geographical center for each 26 

TAZ, is anticipated to increase the share of local traffic on the local streets. To implement this strategy, 27 

we first identify all nodes within each TAZ using ArcGIS software. A circular area of appropriate radius 28 

is defined around the centroid of every zone  ,  and divided into    sectors, where    is the user-specified 29 

number of desired centroid connectors. Each sector covers an area with central angle of       and all the 30 

corresponding zone nodes, and is associated with at most one centroid connector. The closest node to the 31 

zone centroid is selected as the connector endpoint within a subarea. This strategy radially distributes 32 

access and egress points around the centroid and within the zone.  33 

Strategy II:  Bi-level Selection 34 

The bi-level centroid placement strategy is an extension of the approach described in Section 4.1, in 35 

which two concentric areas are defined around each zone centroid. The radius of the inner area is defined 36 

based on a threshold, computed as the average distance between each node in a TAZ and the 37 

corresponding centroid, as shown in the equation below:  38 

    
 

  
∑   

 
    

         (1) 39 

where     is the threshold value for zone  ,    is the number of nodes in zone  , and   
  is Euclidean 40 

distance from the zone   centroid to node  .    defines the set of zone   nodes. 41 

The outer area extends from the inner area to the boundaries of the TAZ. Travel demand from/to 42 

the TAZ is split equally between both areas. Both areas are divided into sectors as described in Section 43 

4.1, and at most one connector is generated for each of these sectors.  44 
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Figure 2 illustrates the centroid connector layout for both of the strategies described in this 1 

section, and for the case study described in Section 3. The green lines and points represent network links 2 

and nodes, respectively. Centroid connectors are differentiated using red lines, and the zonal boundary is 3 

shown in dark blue. Figure 2-b demonstrates how most of the added streets are bypassed by the centroid 4 

connectors when the zone centroid is not reconnected. The strategies proposed in this work generate entry 5 

points on the added roadway segments.  6 

Locality Factor 7 

To explore the impact of each centroid connector configuration on network utilization, an appropriate 8 

performance measure is required. Intuitively, it is expected that local streets will carry mostly local traffic 9 

(i.e., trips destined to or originating from a nearby entry point), although some cut-through traffic is 10 

anticipated. The locality factor proposed in this work assesses the usage of local streets by local traffic in 11 

the model. Let     be the path-link distance between a local street segment   and all vehicles traveling on 12 

path  : 13 

            

      

      

      

             (2)  14 

where: 15 

   

  
  Euclidean distance between link   beginning and path   origin 16 

   

  
  Euclidean distance between link   beginning and path   destination 17 

   

  
  Euclidean distance between link   end and path   origin 18 

   

  
  Euclidean distance between link   end and path   destination 19 

A large path-link distance means that the origin and destination of vehicles on path   are far from 20 

link   and indicates that the corresponding trips are not “local”. The inverse of     can be used as a 21 

measure of the proximity of path   to link  . We refer to the weighted average of such value as the locality 22 

factor:  23 

   
 

  
∑

  

   
             (3) 24 

where: 25 

    link   locality factor  26 

    total flow on link    27 

    path   flow 28 

     distance between link   and path   29 

     1 if link   is on path  , 0 otherwise 30 

Let   denote the set of added local streets. The total locality factor (TLF) for the network under 31 

study can be defined as: 32 

    ∑                 (4) 33 

The locality factor is designed to assess the utilization of added roadways by local traffic. This 34 

factor measures the ability of the model to account for additional network detail in the assignment 35 

process, thus facilitating an evaluation of the connector placement and demand distribution relative to the 36 

network layout. We note that there are alternative formulations of    , such as the selection of an average 37 

value of all the considered distances, that may lead to different versions of the locality factor. The 38 

rationale behind our proposed definition can be explained through an example: consider a one-way street 39 

 , and a path   for which the origin is close to the end of the corresponding link   , and the destination is 40 

far from both,    and  the start of the corresponding link   . Further, let’s assume that link  , is long, and 41 

as a result the trip origin is also far from   . Flow on such path should be considered as local traffic, and 42 

the only metric that ensures such outcome is the minimum of the distances described above.   43 
 44 
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 1 

  2 
(a) Base Network Layout          (b) Complete Network Layout 3 

 4 

  5 
        (c) Closest Node Selection Layout (d) Bi-Level Selection Layout            6 

 7 
FIGURE 2  Centroid connector layout for each tested network configuration for the same TAZ.  8 

5. RESULTS 9 

This section discusses the results obtained when implementing the strategies described in Section 4 to a 10 

real transportation network. Most of the experiments described below are conducted on the network 11 

described in Section 3.1, and additional sensitivity tests were run on a second network described in 12 

Section 5.5.  13 

For the Austin network, at most, eight connectors were added per TAZ under both reconfiguration 14 

strategies (in case of bi-level, up to four inner connectors and four outer connectors) and all models were 15 

run until reaching convergence. Table 1 reports the network parameters for each configuration. A 16 

Centroid Connector Node Roadway Link ! Zone Centroid Zone Boundary
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summary of the results for each tested strategy, including convergence levels and average system 1 

performance metrics, are presented in Table 2.  2 

 3 
 TABLE 1  Characteristics of the studied networks 4 

Network 
# of 

Links 

# of 

Nodes 

# of 

Zones 

# of 

Connectors 

Base Network 1314 585 34 329 

Complete Network 1506 627 34 329 

Closest 1506 627 34 575 

Bi-level 1506 627 34 571 

 5 
TABLE 2  DTA results using the studied strategies 6 

Network TSTT (hr) 

Average 

Travel Time 

(min) 

Cost Gap 

Percentage 

Base Network 8216.24 7.87 1.47% 

Complete Network 8146.46 7.80 1.17% 

Closest 8121.08 7.77 1.13% 

Bi-level 8206.61 7.86 1.13% 

 7 

The following sections describe the behavior of the locality factor in our numerical experiments, 8 

and present four more tests designed to assess the sensitivity of the proposed bi-level approach to various 9 

input parameters, and to compare model results to field data.  10 

5.1. Locality Factor  11 

The TLF (Equation 4) values were computed for the three network layouts incorporating the local streets; 12 

complete, closest node, and bi-level and are presented in Table 3. 13 

 14 
TABLE 3  Total locality factor 15 

Network Total Locality Factor 

Complete  0.087 

Closest  0.092 

Bi-Level 0.14 

 16 

As expected, the lowest locality factor is obtained from the model run of the complete network 17 

without redistribution of the centroid connectors. Again, since the connectors extending from nearby 18 

centroids often bypass the added street segments, much of the local traffic is not assigned to these links. 19 

Implementing the closest node selection process leads to a slight increase (less than 5 percent) of the 20 

locality factor. The small impact observed for this scenario is likely a result of the fact that much of the 21 

TAZ demand is assigned to the far-reaching connectors in the equilibrium solution, given the lack of 22 

additional constraints. The bi-level selection methodology, however, increases the TLF by a factor of 1.6. 23 

The increase is attributable to the division of the zone into two areas, which implicitly enforces a more 24 

even distribution of network entry/exit points across the TAZ. Clearly, redistributing vehicles over a new 25 

connector layout and constraining a portion of the demand to the inner area of the zone results in more 26 

usage of local streets by local traffic. 27 

5.2. Sensitivity of the Bi-Level Approach to Demand Distribution  28 

This section investigates the effects of applying different split ratios when distributing TAZ demand 29 

between the inner and outer areas associated with the bi-level approach. Figure 3 presents the effect of 30 

demand distribution, represented by the demand split ratio, on the locality factor (left) and TSTT (right). 31 

As expected, assigning a higher proportion of the demand to the inner area resulted in a larger share of 32 
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local demand on the added links. This is a result of forcing more trips to start or finish within the inner 1 

TAZ area, which is where many of the local streets were added. Also, since accessing the zone’s 2 

boundary requires more travel time from inner subcentroids compared to outer subcentroids, we observe 3 

an increase in the TSTT (Figure 3) with the inner-centroid fraction (the percentage of demand assigned to 4 

the inner subcentroid), which eventually stabilizes. This increase may also reflect the impact of forcing 5 

some trips to utilize streets with lower capacities and speed limits.  6 

 7 

   8 
 9 
FIGURE 3  The effect of inner-centroid fraction on locality factor (left) and TSTT (right) using the bi-level 10 
selection approach.  11 

5.3. Effect of Signalized Intersections at Entry Points  12 

The presence of traffic signals at network entry/exit points may affect the traffic flow patterns 13 

resulting from simulation-based DTA models. The magnitude and mechanisms for this impact depend on 14 

the characteristics of the corresponding traffic simulator. VISTA uses a cell-transmission-model approach 15 

for traffic propagation (27), in which signalized intersection delay, queues and vehicular movements may 16 

be affected by the presence of centroid connectors. In the context of our DTA implementation centroid 17 

connectors are modeled as an additional leg at signalized intersections. The flow in and out of centroid 18 

connectors is not restricted by traffic signals, which may increase the delay experienced by vehicles 19 

performing “legitimate” turning movements at the intersection. 20 

The network layout presented in this section is designed to avoid connecting centroids to nodes at 21 

signalized intersections. This means that vehicles can enter/exit the simulated roadway network at an 22 

unsignalized intersection only. It should be noted that the available node set is limited when avoiding 23 

signalized intersection compared to previous scenarios where there was no restriction on a candidate 24 

connector node. As a result, the number of centroid connectors generated under this scenario is 495 which 25 

is 76 fewer than the case including signalized intersections. The locality factor was observed to increase 26 

by 14 percent when signalized intersections were avoided. This reflects the fact that, in general, signals 27 

are installed at the intersections of major streets rather than local streets with low volumes. Avoiding 28 

signalized intersections implicitly favors the use of entry points on local streets, and the results follow a 29 

similar trend to that described in the previous section. A similar analysis explains an observed increase in 30 

TSTT.  31 

5.4. Sensitivity to the Number of Centroid Connectors 32 

This section analyzes the impacts of the maximum number of centroid connectors allowed per zone on the 33 

locality factor and overall system performance. Table 4 presents the corresponding results, which exhibit 34 

relatively minor variations in the locality factor, with the exception of the single centroid connector case.  35 

The use of only one connector resulted in a high TSTT due to the limited accessibility in each sub-zone. 36 

This limited connectivity also yielded a higher locality factor, as vehicles were forced to pass through the 37 

closest node and subsequent links (representative of local streets) to access the centroid.  38 
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More alternative routes are provided for vehicles when a larger number of centroid connectors are 1 

used, which leads to a reduction in the locality factor. Such decrease suggests a trend to avoid minor roads 2 

when alternatives are present. The increased number of entry points was also observed to improve overall 3 

system performance (TSTT), likely as a result of the congestion reduction achieved by avoiding excessive 4 

concentration of trip ends at any particular locations.  5 

 6 
TABLE 4  Network statistics when varying the number of centroid connectors per sub-zone 7 

Number of 

Connectors per Sub-

Zone 

Demand Split 
# of Centroid 

Connectors 
TLF TSTT (hr) 

1 50-50 239 0.55 8748.87 

2 50-50 371 0.25 8310.6 

3 50-50 471 0.20 8318.21 

4 50-50 571 0.15 8317.08 

5 50-50 653 0.14 8153.54 

6 50-50 691 0.12 8071.98 

7 50-50 773 0.10 8057.52 

8 50-50 811 0.11 8010.96 

5.5. Comparison with Field Measurements 8 

As a final evaluation of the methodology, field travel times within the extent of a network model for 9 

Williamson County, Texas were compared against estimated corridor travel times from DTA models. 10 

Separate models were built to reflect each of the proposed centroid connector placement strategies. The 11 

Williamson County base network has 1,281 nodes, 158 zones, 2,617 links, and a total demand of 134,896 12 

vehicles for the analyzed AM peak period. Travel times along 9 corridors in each direction (covering 365 13 

links) were collected in the field for a related project. The average error in the estimated travel times 14 

throughout the AM peak period was used as a performance metric and are summarized in Table 5. The 15 

best performance is achieved using the bi-level approach by assigning 90% of demand to the inner areas.  16 

Even though the improvement in the average travel time error is marginal, the maximum error 17 

shows a more significant improvement. These relatively minor changes reflect a positive trend in terms of 18 

model behavior and are promising in reducing and bounding the error over the whole network. Also, it 19 

should be noted that the base network was calibrated with hours of work and detailed study of population 20 

distribution and by taking into account the geographic properties of the region. Placing the connectors 21 

through the proposed bi-level approach is an easy and tractable task and requires small manual effort 22 

while still being capable of observing the network and demand properties.  23 

There are several reasons why models results do not reflect field conditions exactly. DTA model 24 

are designed to capture the system performance on a typical day, and are not expected to exactly 25 

reproduce observed conditions on a given day. Additionally, the validation data was collected using 26 

relatively few runs of probe vehicles, and there may be biases introduced by lane choice or circumstantial 27 

delays at intersections.  28 

 29 
TABLE 5  Validation results based on field data (Williamson County, Texas). 30 

Network 

Layout 

Base Network Closest Network Bi-level Network 

min max avg min max avg min max avg 

Travel Time 

Error (min) 
0.03 5.4 1.23 0.03 5.4 1.28 0.02 4.2 1.1 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 1 

Advanced transportation models, such as DTA, often require adding detail to the network representation 2 

used for regional long-range planning. This paper explored the impacts of adding minor roadways on 3 

route choice and flow propagation in DTA models, and how traffic on these streets is affected by the 4 

layout of centroid connectors. Numerical experiments were used to show that incorporation of minor 5 

roadways without any changes to the centroid connector layout may lead to counterintuitive and possibly 6 

inaccurate usage patterns characterized by a high fraction of cut-through traffic on local facilities. To 7 

mitigate this issue, two strategies were proposed to redistribute the connectors emanating from each 8 

centroid in order to obtain a more realistic estimate of the proportion of local traffic using local streets. A 9 

new performance metric was also introduced, the locality factor, to quantify the utilization of roadway 10 

segments by demand generated from (or attracted to) nearby centroids. Numerical results, including 11 

sensitivity analyses and comparisons with field data using two real networks, indicate that the bi-level 12 

method and selection process results in the highest locality factor and generally achieves better model 13 

performance metrics. Overall, the results underscore the importance of enforcing a realistic distribution of 14 

trip entry/exit points throughout TAZs when simulation-based models are used. While other 15 

methodologies may be used to attain this goal, the strategies proposed in this paper are flexible and simple 16 

to implement within most existing large-scale assignment frameworks.  17 

Future research will focus on the development of techniques to customize the demand allocation 18 

within a TAZ based on demographic and employment data. Roadway capacities and information at the 19 

parcel-level will be used to generate a radial distribution of the centroid connectors that better reflects the 20 

location of business and residences within the TAZ, and to revise the allocation of demand to the different 21 

buffer zones. The use of multi-level centroid connector placement strategies, and the use of novel data 22 

sources to compute the locality factor on real transportation networks will also be investigated. 23 
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ABSTRACT 
Simulation-based dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models are particularly sensitive to the topological 
detail of the traffic network, including the location of centroid connectors. Traditional centroid connector 
placement strategies may lead to excessive congestion and unrealistic traffic patterns, while manual 
network refinement is prohibitive in large regional models. This research effort utilizes parcel-level data 
to inform an automated centroid connector placement methodology with the goal of producing more 
realistic network loading patterns. Parcel-level data is used to allocate travel demand between two sub-
regions in each considered traffic analysis zone (TAZ), and to select appropriate nodes for the centroid 
connector placement. Numerical experiments, conducted on a medium-size network in the Austin, TX 
region, suggest that the proposed approach better approximates both corridor travel times and traffic 
counts throughout the network, with improvements of more than 40 percent in travel time estimation 
accuracy, and 12 percent in traffic count estimation. While the application proposed in this paper is 
focused on DTA models, the methodologies can be extended to benefit other modeling approaches, 
including static traffic assignment models and DTA models that use generation links. 
 
Keywords: dynamic traffic assignment, network modeling, network loading, centroid connectors  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The use of advanced transportation planning models allows decision makers to better understand the 
spatial and temporal aspects of transportation systems performance. Among these, dynamic traffic 
assignment (DTA) models (1) have been increasingly used in practice due to their ability to capture the 
propagation of congestion and the impact of a variety of traffic control and management strategies (see 
Appendix of (2) for case studies utilizing DTA in modeling efforts).  

Advanced models often require more detailed inputs, including a more accurate representation of 
the transportation network. However, previous research suggests that improving the network 
representation without considering how travel demand is loaded onto the network may not yield the 
desired benefits; additionally, it’s been shown numerically that the placement of centroid connectors plays 
a significant role in the results of both static and dynamic traffic assignment models (3, 4). While 
traditional centroid placement techniques may not suffice towards this end, manual refinement of centroid 
connectors may be prohibitive in large regional models.  

This research effort utilizes parcel-level data to inform an automated centroid connector 
placement methodology with the goal of producing more realistic network loading patterns. We extend a 
technique observed to improve the usage pattern of local streets in DTA models (3) to account for built 
square footage in the centroid placement decision. Parcel-level data is used to allocate travel demand 
between two sub-regions in each considered traffic analysis zone (TAZ) and to select appropriate nodes 
for the centroid connector placements.  

Numerical experiments, conducted on a medium-size network in the Austin, TX region, suggest 
that the proposed approach better approximates both corridor travel time and traffic counts. Though this 
research effort focuses on DTA implementations  that utilize centroid connectors to load the network (e.g. 
VISTA, DTALite, Cube Avenue), it is hypothesized that the density of parcels could be utilized to inform 
static traffic assignment models, as well as modeling approaches that employ generation links (e.g. 
Dynus-T, DYNASMART.) .   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 summarizes previous work concerning 
the loading of trips onto networks for traffic assignment models and the use of parcel data in planning. 
Section 3 details the proposed methodology. Section 4 provides detail on the experimental design. Section 
5 presents the numerical analyses, while Section 6 describes the results. Lastly, Section 7 offers 
concluding remarks and outlines possible future research directions.   

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In dynamic traffic assignment there are generally two accepted methodologies for loading demand onto a 
network: centroid connectors and generation links (1). While centroid connectors are widely used, a 
review of available literature on how to load trips coded in origin-destination matrices onto a network 
shows that guidance on the placement of centroid connectors is largely overlooked.  This is not 
unreasonable due to static assignment’s rough abstraction of the real world network structure. 
Unfortunately, this appears to have carried over into dynamic traffic assignment, despite the increases in 
the fidelity of the network representations.  In fact, in both the DTA primer (1) and the guidebook on the 
utilization of DTA in modeling (2), the main guiding remark on centroid connector placement is to avoid 
creating unrealistic congestion points. The primer and guidebook recommend accomplishing this via the 
intelligent placement of connectors and generation links and avoiding the placement of connectors at 
signalized locations.  The following sections describe previous efforts concerning the placement of 
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centroid connectors in DTA applications, and the use of parcel data in the context of transportation 
planning. 
 
2.1 Centroid Connectors in DTA Models 
Work by Qian and Zhang found that the placement of centroid connectors plays a significant role in the 
results of static traffic assignment (STA) models; their research suggests that the results become unstable 
when connectors are arbitrarily assigned (4).  They also concluded that the observed issues did not 
improve by simply increasing the number of connectors; thus, they recommend future research into the 
optimization of connector placement. Other researchers have observed variability in DTA results as a 
function of changes to the centroid connector structure (3, 5).   

The work conducted by Jafari et al. explores the impacts of centroid connector placement on the 
use of local streets, and proposes a methodology that increases the proportion of “local” traffic that utilize 
such facilities (3). This is accomplished by defining two zones within each TAZ and splitting the total 
demand to/from the corresponding zone using an arbitrary fraction that is constant across TAZs. The 
inner and outer subzones are concentric areas, where the inner subzone radius is a function of the average 
distance of the nodes in an individual TAZ.  The demand for each subzone is assigned to the network at 
the n nodes within the subzone that are nearest to the zone centroid (based on the Euclidean distance). 
The target number of entry nodes in each subzone is pre-specified by the user when the new centroid 
connector structure is created.  This research effort found that the 90/10 inner-to-outer subzone demand 
split resulted in the highest network locality factor, a performance indicator that measures how much of 
the traffic on lower functional class streets internal to the TAZ is local and not simply cutting through (3). 
 
2.2 Parcel Data in Transportation Planning 
Another important aspect of this project is the use of parcel data as a proxy for demand.  The use of parcel 
data in the planning process is relatively new; however, it has been utilized as a way to approximate 
demand in several fields including water resources (6) and transportation planning.  

Activity based models are beginning to explore the use of parcel-level data for demand modelling 
efforts.  Sacramento Area Council of Government was the first major metropolitan planning organization 
(MPO) to utilize parcel-level data in travel demand modeling efforts when they incorporated land-use 
policy and planning through its Preferred Blueprint Scenario in December 2004 (7).  The SACOG activity 
based model (SACSIM) uses parcel-level data, instead of TAZs, in order to be able to answer questions 
about development patterns, street patterns, and proximity to transit services.    

This research effort seeks to utilize parcel data in a new methodology for the data driven 
placement of centroid connectors.  The goal is to advance prior work to develop guidance on the more 
accurate placement of centroid connectors without requiring visual inspection and excessive model 
calibration to ensure connectors are not placed in locations that will create artificial bottlenecks, and to 
ensure the generated connector structure results in data supported network flows. A review of available 
literature indicates that a process that achieves these objectives is largely absent. The methodologies 
proposed by this research are expected to facilitate producing more realistic network loading patterns 
across a variety of modeling approaches.     
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3. METHODOLOGY 
The motivation of this research is to develop an automated centroid connector placement strategy that 
uses parcel data to generate network entry/exit points consistent with the likely location of activities 
within a TAZ, thus achieving more realistic traffic patterns on local and major streets.  

In the proposed approach, two concentric areas are defined per TAZ, an inner and an outer 
subzone. The centroid splitting strategy was introduced by Jafari et al. in order to attain more realistic 
traffic patterns on networks with detailed representations of minor streets (3). This work extends previous 
efforts by using parcel data to automatically determine TAZ-specific inner-to-outer subzone demand 
splits, and to select appropriate entry nodes within each subzone.  

The following sections provide further detail on the main components of the proposed approach, 
including initial data processing steps. The methodology was implemented in Java, while most of the pre-
processing steps were accomplished using GIS software.   
 
3.1 Data Preprocessing 
Data preprocessing was necessary for both parcel-level and traffic network data. For the latter, the 
proposed methodology requires distinguishing between centroid nodes and regular “eligible” nodes.  The 
“eligible” list only includes the network nodes that are reasonable entry/exit points (e.g. excludes nodes 
on limited access facilities). GIS software was used to assign a TAZ ID to each eligible node through a 
one-to-many approach. This allows nodes along TAZ borders to be assigned to each neighboring zone, 
thus making them eligible for connector placement from each corresponding centroid. As such, the match 
operation selected in the software tool assigned nodes a particular TAZ ID if it was within a specified 
distance of the TAZ boundary.  The authors found that a buffer distance of five feet led to the inclusion of 
nodes that lay along the border between TAZs without adding superfluous nodes.  

Parcels, originally geocoded as polygons, were translated into point data using GIS software to 
facilitate the algorithmic implementation of the proposed methodology. Relevant information for each 
parcel point includes coordinate data, square footage, corresponding TAZ ID, and an identification of the 
closest eligible node ID. The square footage of every residential and commercial land parcel located 
within a TAZ was then assigned to the node nearest to the center of the parcel, by Euclidean distance. 
Each parcel was assigned to a single node to avoid inappropriately biasing the demand distribution. This 
seeks to approximate reality, as the most densely developed areas in a TAZ are presumably going to 
generate the most demand on the real-world network. 

 
3.2 Dividing the TAZ into an Inner and Outer Subzone 
The algorithm for the data driven placement of centroid connectors first divides the TAZ into two 
concentric areas: an inner subzone and an outer subzone (see Figure 1b). The motivation behind this 
decision was supported by previous research: having two subzones was found to achieve a more even 
distribution of entry/exit points throughout the TAZ (3).  The inner subzone’s radius was computed as the 
average distance between each node in the selected TAZ (i.e. each potential entry location into the 
network) and the TAZ’s centroid, as shown in the following equation (3): 
 

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 = 1
𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖
∑ 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖                   (1)  
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where 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 is the threshold value for zone 𝑖𝑖, 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the number of nodes (potential entry locations) in zone 𝑖𝑖, 
and 𝑑𝑑𝑗𝑗𝑖𝑖 is the Euclidean distance from zone 𝑖𝑖’s centroid to node 𝑗𝑗.  𝑍𝑍𝑖𝑖 defines the set of nodes that belong 
to zone 𝑖𝑖. In terms of implementation, the process effectively splits each centroid into two: a centroid for 
the inner subzone and a centroid for the outer subzone.     
 

  
FIGURE 1 Pictorial Representation of Methodology 

 

3.3 Determining the Demand Split for the Inner and Outer Subzones 
Based on the  data produced by the preprocessing described above, each parcel was assigned to the node 
it was nearest to in the network by Euclidian distance (see Figure 1c); note that a node 𝑛𝑛 is considered 
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accessible to a zone 𝑧𝑧 if a parcel belonging to zone 𝑧𝑧 is assigned to node 𝑛𝑛.  Parcels, especially at zone 𝑧𝑧’s 
boundary, may be assigned to a node 𝑛𝑛 in a different zone z′, and in this way that node 𝑛𝑛 is accessible 
from zone z′ even though node 𝑛𝑛 is outside the zone 𝑧𝑧′’s boundary; this is argued as an acceptable process 
as, in reality, zone boundaries do not exist.   

The weight of each node 𝑛𝑛 is equal to the total built square footage of parcels that were assigned 
to it.  The demand split for each TAZ’s inner and outer subzone was computed by summing the weight of 
all nodes that fall spatially within each subzone and dividing by the total weight of all parcels that are 
accessible to the TAZ. This is demonstrated mathematically in equations 2 and 3:  

 

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖∈𝐼𝐼
∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧∈𝑍𝑍

                  (2) 

𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜 = 1 −𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖                  (3) 

where 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 is the weighted proportion of the demand that belongs to the inner subzone, 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 is the parcel 
weight assigned to node i, 𝑛𝑛𝑧𝑧 is the parcel weight assigned to node z,  𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜 is the weighted proportion of the 
demand that belongs to the outer subzone, 𝐼𝐼 is the set of nodes that belong to the inner zone, and 𝑍𝑍 is the 
set of nodes that belong to the TAZ where 𝐼𝐼 is a subset of 𝑍𝑍. 

For example, if a TAZ housed parcels that summed to 100,000 square feet, where 75,000 square 
feet was assigned to nodes that fell spatially within the inner subzone, the demand ratio would be 3-to-1 
inner-to-outer split. Thus, if the representative centroid for this TAZ had a demand of 100 vehicles, 75 
vehicles would be assigned to enter the network within the inner subzone and the remaining 25 vehicles 
would enter through nodes in the outer subzone.  This is explained mathematically in equations 4 and 5: 

 
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝐷𝐷                 (4) 
 
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 = 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜 ∗ 𝐷𝐷                 (5) 
 

where 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is the demand that is assigned to the network via connectors in the inner subzone, 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 is the 
demand that is assigned to the network via connectors in the outer subzone, and D is the total demand for 
the TAZ. 

This represents an advancement of prior work, as the demand split is unique to each TAZ and not 
a “one-size-fits-all” approach. There are two exceptions to this rule: in the case of a subzone having no 
parcel information, or zero built square footage, 100 percent of the demand is assigned to the other 
subzone; in the case of no parcels residing in a TAZ, or zero built square footage, the demand is split 
50/50 between the two subzones.  The split of 50/50 was selected because it was argued that without 
additional network, demand, or development detail in the area, a rational case cannot be made to allocate 
demand asymmetrically.    
 
3.4 Selecting the Entry/Exit Nodes 
The number of centroid connectors (𝑛𝑛) per subzone is a user input variable requiring sensitivity analysis, 
which is consistent with prior studies.  This project builds on the methodology identified in in prior 
research for selecting entry/exit nodes. In work by Jafari et al., 𝑛𝑛 entry nodes are selected based on their 
distance to the TAZ centroid (3). In this experiment, the entry nodes for each subzone are the 𝑛𝑛 highest 
weighted nodes in each subzone (see Figure 1d).  In the case of a TAZ with no parcels, the entry nodes 
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are selected using the previous method whereby the 𝑛𝑛 nodes chosen in each subzone are the closest, 
defined by Euclidian distance, to the centroid of the parcel-less TAZ.   

 
4.0 NETWORK DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN  
This section describes the numerical experiments conducted to assess the performance of the 
methodology described in the previous section. The goal of these experiments is to explore whether using 
parcel data allows for a better approximation of vehicle entry/exit points, ultimately leading to more 
accurate models. Field counts and travel times along major corridors are used to assess model 
performance.  
 
4.1 Network Description 

 Experiments were conducted using a sub-area network in the Austin, TX region located in 
Williamson County.  The network topology and attributes were extracted from the capital area 
metropolitan planning organization’s (CAMPO) regional model, and refined to incorporate additional 
roadway detail throughout the network. The resulting base network includes 3,440 links, 1,680 nodes, 399 
centroids, and 823 centroid connectors and supports a demand of 135,616 vehicles. Traffic signal data 
were provided by state and local agencies and entered into the model.  Sub-area demand for the AM peak 
period (6 a.m. - 9 a.m.) was extracted from a regional DTA model. Available field data collected to 
calibrate the network includes counts on 1,305 network links and travel times along 18 corridors (Figure 
2). Parcel data was obtained from GIS files provided by the Capital Area Council of Governments.  

 

 
FIGURE 2 Network and Validation Data 

 
4.2 Scenario Description 
A total of seven scenarios were modeled in this effort.  The selected DTA software package, VISTA, is 
simulation-based and finds equilibrium solutions expected to represent recurrent congestion patterns (8). 
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The base scenario includes the original centroid connector structure provided in the CAMPO regional 
model.  

For comparison purposes, two scenarios were built using the aforementioned bi-level approach 
developed by Jafari et al. (3). Two inner-to-outer demand split ratios, 50/50 and 90/10, were considered 
for this bi-level method based on their performance in previous research. The 90/10 inner-to-outer 
subzone demand split was selected because it was found to have the highest locality factor; the 50/50 
inner-to-outer subzone demand split was selected because it was the ratio that marked a threshold of 
stability in the network total system travel time (3).  

In order to test the data driven placement of centroid connectors presented in this study, the 
researchers developed four additional scenarios: two with two connectors per subzone and two with four 
connectors per subzone. Much of the available literature suggests that using signalized intersections as 
entry/exit points for centroids should be avoided as it may create artificial congestion at these locations. 
Thus, alternate scenarios for the two connector and four connector case studies were implemented where 
nodes at signalized intersections were eliminated from eligible demand entry points in the network. 

 

5.0 RESULTS 
This section describes the results from the subsequent numerical analyses in terms of the updated centroid 
connector structure and the corresponding model performance.  

  
5.1 Centroid Connector Placement 
Table 1 details the number of centroids and connectors created under each of the proposed scenarios. The 
number of regular links and nodes remained constant across scenarios. When the demand is split between 
an inner and outer subzone, additional centroids are required to redistribute the demand accordingly. This 
number is not quite doubled because subnetwork boundary centroids are not split as they represent flow 
across these points extracted from the regional model and not an associated TAZ.   
 

TABLE 1  Modeled Scenarios and Corresponding Centroid Connector Structure 

Scenario No. of 
Centroids 

No. of 
Connectors 

Base 399 823 
Bilevel, 50/50 Demand Split, 

Signals not Acceptable 
715 1545 

Bilevel, 90/10 Demand Split, 
Signals not Acceptable 715 1545 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 

715 1117 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

715 1075 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 715 1585 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

715 1443 
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One of the unique features of this research is that the demand is split according to parcel density 
for each individual TAZ.  Figure 3 shows the inner demand ratio for all 158 TAZs in the network.  This 
seems to indicate, at least for this test network, that it is more realistic to place the majority of demand at 
entry points closer to the zonal centroid. The relatively widespread distribution also suggests that is 
valuable to use an approach that is capable of endogenously selecting an appropriate split.  

 

 
FIGURE 3 Inner Demand Ratio Frequency Based on Parcel Data 

 
5.2 DTA Model Performance 
Table 2 reports a summary of the average system level performance metrics. The lowest total system 
travel time, total vehicle miles traveled, average origin-destination (OD) travel time, and average path 
link and the highest average speed are achieved using the parcel data methodology with four connectors 
per subzone. This strongly suggests that this approach avoids artificial bottleneck creation. This is 
substantiated through the evaluation of model performance relative to field travel times. 
 

TABLE 2 Test Network Statistics after Convergence 

  
TSTT 

(h) 
VMT 

(veh mi) 

Average OD 
Travel Time 

(min) 

Average 
Speed (mph) 

Average Path 
Length (mi) 

Base 22858 830970 10.11 36.80 6.24 
Bilevel, 50/50 Demand Split, 

Signals not Acceptable 
23853 847555 10.56 36.43 6.32 

Bilevel, 90/10 Demand Split, 
Signals not Acceptable 

23911 848571 10.61 36.25 6.34 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 21267 844503 9.41 37.96 6.30 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

21643 847728 9.58 37.63 6.33 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 20463 820166 9.05 38.44 6.14 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

20703 826481 9.16 38.21 6.18 
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Table 3 shows minimum, maximum, and average corridor travel time error for each of the seven 
strategies. Field travel times were collected along select corridors during the peak periods, while model 
travel times along the same corridors are computed based on the travel time of simulated probe vehicles. 
The table also shows the percent change between the base methodology for allocating centroid connectors 
and the remaining six strategies.   

 
TABLE 3 Corridor Travel Time Validation Results 

Network 
Min TT 

Error 
(min) 

Max TT 
Error (min) 

Average TT 
Error (min) 

% Change 
Min 

% Change 
Max 

% Change 
Average 

Base 0.028 9.885 1.706 --- --- --- 
Bilevel, 50/50 Demand 

Split, 
Signals not Acceptable 

0.029 8.094 1.636 5% -18% -4% 

Bilevel, 90/10 Demand 
Split, Signals not 

Acceptable 
0.029 10.933 1.656 5% 11% -3% 

Parcel Based, 2 
Connectors, Signals 

Acceptable 
0.039 2.232 0.969 40% -77% -43% 

Parcel Based, 2 
Connectors, Signals not 

Acceptable 
0.001 2.173 0.960 -95% -78% -44% 

Parcel Based, 4 
Connectors, Signals 

Acceptable 
0.010 2.235 0.982 -65% -77% -42% 

Parcel Based, 4 
Connectors, Signals not 

Acceptable 
0.004 2.213 0.973 -85% -78% -43% 

 
As one can see, the approach that best matched the field data was the strategy that involved 

splitting demand and placing connectors via parcel data, with signalized intersections not selected and 
two connectors per subzone.  This results in a 95 percent decrease from the base case in minimum 
corridor travel time error, a 78 percent decrease from the base case in maximum corridor travel time error, 
and a 44 percent decrease from the base case in average corridor travel time errors.   

Table 4 shows the results of the error associated with link volume counts.  The table also details 
the percent change between the calibrated base methodology and the remaining six strategies in terms of 
root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE). Field counts, available at various levels 
of temporal aggregation, were compared with model volumes aggregated in a consistent manner.    
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TABLE 4: Field Traffic Count Validation Results 

Network RMSE MAE 
% Change from 

Base 
Base 413.9 256.5 --- --- 

Bilevel, 50/50 Demand Split, 
Signals not Acceptable 440.6 258.5 6% 1% 

Bilevel, 90/10 Demand Split, 
Signals not Acceptable 

424.3 253.0 2% -1% 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 

367.4 237.3 -11% -7% 

Parcel Based, 2 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

362.6 232.8 -12% -9% 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals Acceptable 

372.2 239.5 -10% -7% 

Parcel Based, 4 Connectors, 
Signals not Acceptable 

367.7 234.6 -11% -9% 

 
Both error metrics are consistently lower using the parcel-data based approach when compared to 

the base model. It is interesting to note that the bi-level approach increased the RMSE of the link count 
errors, though it demonstrated improvement in terms of travel times. This is likely a consequence of the 
“one size fits all” approach to distributing demand between the inner and outer subzone. It was clearly 
shown that while the majority of TAZs support larger inner-to-outer demand split ratios, there is 
variability across the network. Much of the data used in this experiment were collected on major streets, 
and thus, comparatively accurate model results depend on proper allocation of demand along connecting 
roadways. Parcel level data seems to support a more realistic placement of centroid connectors; the 
subsequent distribution and loading of demand ultimately improves the observed errors. 

 
6.0 ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION 
The results presented in the previous section suggest that parcel data may be used to produce more 
accurate DTA models. Additional insights from this research that may inform future model improvements 
and implementation are discussed below.  
 
Areas where most intersections are signalized require special attention. Signalized intersections were 
found to present a special challenge in the selection of nodes to load demand. In the modeled network 
there are 150 signalized intersections. When centroid connectors were linked via highest weighted node 
without excluding these intersections, 50 and 70 signalized intersections were selected as entry nodes for 
the two and four connector scenarios, respectively. Additional nodes may be created near signalized 
intersections as possible entry/exit nodes to address this issue; however, the simulation technique used in 
the selected model application is prone to generating artificial congestion along short links, particularly at 
signal approaches. Further research is needed to address this issue appropriately. 
 
More connectors do not necessarily mean better results. As noted in Table 2, though the four connector 
per subzone scenario seemed to yield the best system performance metrics—total system travel time, 
vehicle miles traveled, average OD travel time, average speed, and average length path—it was not the 
scenario that best matched field data.  The two-connector-per-subzone scenario marginally outperformed 
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the four connector scenario. This supports similar conclusions that more connectors per TAZ does not 
necessarily mean better results, found to be true in static traffic assignment (4). However, as a whole, the 
results for the two and four connector scenarios were very similar and both showed improvements over 
traditional approaches. 
 
Splitting demand arbitrarily within TAZs may not provide accurate loading patterns.  The work 
performed by Jafari et al. was an important step towards recognizing the importance of centroid connector 
placement on ensuring reasonable traffic patterns, and providing scalable solutions to improve large 
regional network models (3).  However, the implemented one-size-fits-all demand split, along with the 
lack of information regarding the actual location of activities within a TAZ, resulted in limitations in the 
effectiveness of the approach. Figure 4 depicts the centroid connector structure resulting from both a 
typical placement strategy and the parcel-based approach, along with the location of built space based on 
parcel data within a TAZ in the Williamson County network. With the base methodology, two of the three 
connectors are placed at nodes in the network where there is likely no demand generated (no development 
indicated in the parcel map).  Additionally, there is no connector servicing a residential development in 
the lower left quadrant of the TAZ. The use of parcel data helps to more accurately load/unload demand 
at appropriate locations.   
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FIGURE 4 Centroid Connector Placement Before and After Parcel Data Utilization 

 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This paper proposes a parcel-data based methodology to automatically place centroid connectors in 
networks for DTA applications. Simulation-based DTA models are particularly sensitive to the 
topological detail of the traffic network, including the location of centroid connectors. Traditional 
centroid connector placement strategies may lead to excessive congestion and unrealistic traffic patterns, 
while manual network refinement is prohibitive in large regional models. This research uses parcel-level 
data to allocate travel demand between two sub-areas within each TAZ and to select appropriate network 
access points within each of these zones. It extends previous work by allowing the demand split among 
TAZ sub-areas to vary across zones, and by considering the parcel density when selecting network 
entry/exit locations.  

Numerical experiments suggest that the proposed methodology leads to solutions that are more 
consistent with field data than both traditional centroid placement approaches and previous research 
findings. In numerical experiments conducted on a real-world network, the approach involving two 
connectors per subzone while avoiding signalized intersections produced the most realistic results. When 
compared against real world travel times on 18 corridors in the network, the maximum travel time error 
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was reduced to just 2 minutes and 11 seconds and the  average travel time error dropped to under a minute 
(58 s).  This was a 95 percent and a 44 percent improvement, respectively, when compared against the 
base network.  Link counts were also found to be more consistent with real-world data when the data 
driven approach to centroid connector placement and demand split was used.  The RMSE of the 1,305 
links with field traffic counts was found to decrease by 12 percent compared to the base case.  

The findings also suggest that a larger number of centroid connectors does not necessarily lead to 
better model results, which had already been suggested in the literature. The presence of traffic signals at 
intersections was observed to introduce additional challenges in the placement of connectors, which may 
motivate further research, though it was shown that avoiding the placement of connectors at these 
locations improved the results. In summary, the results are encouraging and highlight the value and 
importance of collecting, processing and understanding new data sources. While the application proposed 
in this paper is focused on DTA models, the methodologies can be extended to benefit other modeling 
approaches, including static traffic assignment models and DTA models that use generation links 

The next steps in this research effort are to refine how demand is allocated across connectors and 
explore methods to endogenously determine an appropriate number of centroid connectors to generate per 
zone. It is speculated that using the parcel information assigned to nodes to proportionally assign demand 
to individual connectors may improve the accuracy of the loading pattern. Using parcel density to 
determine the appropriate number of connectors per TAZ, eliminating another user defined input, is 
anticipated to not only supplement this process, but to further automate the implemented procedure.   
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Demographic Allocation Tools 

Summary: 

The current CAMPO tool allocates projected growth in housing and employment, by type, to each 
county based on county control totals, and relies heavily on user input (more details below). A key point 
to address in the 2045 travel demand model is to allocate growth regionally, and check that county 
control totals are approximately met. Currently CAMPO is assigning growth by county, which can lead to 
odd results.  

One interesting finding was that, in several areas, it is the COG staff that develops these forecasts, and 
the MPO staff uses these as input. 

Several tools that do demographic allocation are described in the next section. There is a trade-off 
between having a behaviorally-based model, and having a model that is simple to use without 
considerable expertise. A key criticism of the current CAMPO Demographic Allocation tool is that it is 
grounded in theory to justify its allocations.  

While many concerns have been raised about CAMPO’s Demographic Allocation Tool, the MPO has 
invested a great deal of resources in the tool, so sticking with this tool and modifying it to address the 
concerns may be the best course forward for the 2045 planning process. Perhaps the most critical 
modification is creating default values for the curves so that results are replicable. Research may be 
needed to find these values. Parallel to this effort, other tools should be explored that can be 
transitioned to for the 2050 planning process. UrbanSim is one such tool, grounded in theory, which 
may meet CAMPO’s needs. While billed as a very detailed parcel-level tool, several MPOs are using it at 
a more aggregate level.  

Specifications for 2045 plan demographic allocation tool: 

- Consider intercounty impacts when assigning growth (i.e., not just county by county) 
- Defensible basis for method used (e.g., calibrate using a previous year) 
- Considers recent growth patterns when allocating new growth 
- Does not require in-house programming expertise 
- Does not require examining every parcel in the region 
- Can be integrated (manually or automated) into the existing travel demand modeling process 
- Can be built within the current timeline for plan development 
- Tool is actively maintained and support is available 

Summary by tool: 

Demographic Allocation Tool (used for CAMPO 2035 and 2040 planning) 



- Allocates future households and employment by type given user-generated assumptions about 
future possible land development 

- Developed specifically for CAMPO by TTI 
- Parcel attractiveness is a function of user-specified “attractor points” and distance to all other 

TAZs 
o User-specified “attractor points” can have user-specified weightings 
o The weights on each variable in the attractiveness equation are user-specified 

- Growth constrained using goal densities or limits 
- Goal densities represent the expected level of development in a parcel.  
- Limit method limits growth to a number of max allowable units 
- In both cases, growth is assigned to highest ranking parcel until goal/limit is met, then proceed 

to next highest ranking parcel. A distribution curve is used to spread out the growth among 
parcels with varying levels of attractiveness. The user may vary the exponent of the curve. 

- User inputs percent of households by type 
- For county-level allocation, each county is allocated separately, so inter-county accessibility is 

not considered. 
- Concerns have been raised about different results achieved by different people running it, and 

the lack of theoretical underpinning 
- For now, we could develop default assumptions to make results replicable and do testing to 

improve defensibility. 

UrbanSim (http://www.synthicity.com/urbansim/)  

- Capable of modeling demographic processes, households’ long-term and short-term choices, 
impact of land use regulation, impact of changes to the transportation system, real estate 
development, and economic processes 

- Very detailed model, though some MPOs are using only parts of it to meet their needs 
o PSRC uses UrbanSim to represent comprehensive plans. 
o ABAG determines county-level control totals and then uses UrbanSim to allocate 

further.  
- Open-source so we know what the model is doing. 
- Emailed with Paul Waddell, tried to schedule call, but haven’t heard back 

TELUM (Transportation Economic Land Use Model http://www.telus-national.org/products/telum.htm)   

- Gravity-based model that has been around since 1976 (previously called Dram/Empal). (A 
gravity model is one where population and employment grow in areas with higher accessibility.) 

- Can handle up to 800 defined analysis zones (so CAMPO TAZs would need to be aggregated). 
- Forecasts employment locations, then residential locations, then land use densities, which are 

fed into the next time period for forecasting employment locations, then residential locations, 
etc. 

- Considers growth trends over the last 5 years when predicting future growth 
- Useful for allocation at an aggregate level, e.g., districts 

http://www.synthicity.com/urbansim/
http://www.telus-national.org/products/telum.htm


o NCTCOG uses this model for district-level allocation and then uses a more detailed 
model to allocate from districts to TAZs. 

- Dr. Kara Kockelman at UT Austin developed a simpler version of this model that is available for 
free on her website. 

o http://www.caee.utexas.edu/prof/kockelman/G-LUM_Website/homepage.htm 
 

UPlan (http://ice.ucdavis.edu/project/uplan) 

- Simple, rule-based model that projects future land use patterns. Demand for land is converted 
to employment and households by applying factors. 

- Allocates at the grid-level. Grid cells can be parcel-sized or larger, with a trade-off between run-
time and detailed results. 

- Grid-cells are given attractiveness values based on proximity to existing urban areas and 
transportation facilities, as well as to other attractions. 

-  Similar issues potentially as the Demographic Allocation Tool in terms of lack of theoretical 
underpinning. 

- May be most useful to allocate within a district (smaller geographic unit than a county) or within 
each TAZ. 

- Currently being revamped, change in developers, new version will be released 

PECAS (Production, Exchange and Consumption Allocation System http://www.hbaspecto.com/pecas/)  

- Based on economic theory, equilibrium of supply and demand 
- Predicts flows of “exchanges” and then converts these to travel demand 

o Uses nested logit models 
- Can be run at different levels: parcel, grid, zones 
- Very detailed inputs required 
- Used by ARC (switched from Dram/Empal due to lack of support and limited capabilities), 

SANDAG, others 
 

Summary of each conversation: 

Arash Mirzaei (NCTCOG) 

- Use Dram/Empal for district-level allocation and then UPlan to allocate from districts to TAZs 
- Isn’t happy with current approach but doesn’t know what they will do next 

Stefan Coe (PSRC) 

- PSRC uses UrbanSim, but doesn’t use all of UrbanSim’s functionalities. It is mostly used to 
represent comprehensive plans. 

o Mark Simonson is contact (msimonson@psrc.org ) 

http://www.caee.utexas.edu/prof/kockelman/G-LUM_Website/homepage.htm
http://ice.ucdavis.edu/project/uplan
http://www.hbaspecto.com/pecas/
mailto:msimonson@psrc.org


Drew Cooper (SFCTA) 

- ABAG determines county-level control totals and then uses UrbanSim to allocate further 
o Aksel Olsen is the contact for ABAG (akselo@abag.ca.gov ) 
o They keep parcel data up to date? 

- SF Planning Department re-allocates the county-level totals within a county every two years 
o Scott Edmondson is contact at SF Planning Dept. (Scott.Edmondson@sfgov.org ) 

- Scenario analysis is important 

Mike Schofield (formerly with TxDOT TPP) 

- Demographic Allocation Tool should have default assumptions to make results replicable. It 
could be a useful tool if changes are made to it to make it defensible. 

David Kruse (formerly with AACOG) 

- Used TELUM 
- Expert input needed to correct forecasts that are off, add constraints and encourage 

development where appropriate 
- Used data on development plans, looked at parcel growth 
- Allocated to Census tracts and then had set of rules (adapted from NCTCOG?) to allocate to TAZs 

(expert opinion needed for this too) 
- Had some ground rules, e.g., no losses 
- NJIT team made TELUM Windows-based, but now it is more of a black box, harder to change 

parameters 
- Need to have the trust and relationships with member agencies to know forecasts will be flawed 

and to work together to come up with the best forecast 
- Got input from agencies as well as utilities 

Guy Rousseau (ARC) 

“Our ABM and PECAS are now fully integrated as a transport & land use model that leverage a 
combined impedance measure across highway and transit modes, rather than just using travel 
time by one mode.  This combined travel impedance measure comes from the ABM Work 
Location Mode Choice Log-sum skim matrices, which provide travel impedance between 
zones.  The log sum matrices take into account the time and cost of travel by all modes of 
transportation, according to traveler perceptions about the importance of the attributes of each 
mode, as well as non-included attributes that affect the probability of taking each mode 
between each origin-destination pair. 

 The intent of our ABM & PECAS integration consists in accounting for zonal accessibility, and 
have the ABM feed PECAS with work location mode choice log-sum skims produced by the ABM 
at discrete time intervals, and in turn, use the PECAS land use forecasts to inform the ABM, in a 
data exchange iterative fashion, for each network-year.” 

Michael DuRoss (DelDOT) 

mailto:akselo@abag.ca.gov
mailto:Scott.Edmondson@sfgov.org


- (Brian Gardner recommended we look at this one) 
- Developed LUTSAM 
- It looks like LUTSAM is a way to look at model results in a more detailed way for a small area in a 

region. I’m not clear on how it allocates demographics at a regional level to TAZs, or if this is 
even done within LUTSAM. 

- Also, I checked out CUBE Land, which they are moving to. It’s not clear the method behind the 
allocation. 

“…we have focused more on the allocation part of "land use modeling" than the more classical "how 
much" population and employment determined through classical land use models.  For our DOT, a 
statewide committee determines annual statewide and countywide control totals of future housing 
and jobs and the MPO's then annually allocate to TAZ. 
Our approach allows us to allocate TAZ "control totals" within the TAZ (to existing or hypothetical 
tax parcels), or allows a scenario of adjusted TAZ data to run through the same process.   
I don't worry about statewide or countywide totals, like a traditional feedback land use model.  
Having said that, we are adapting our approach to CUBE Land anyway.” 

- Switching to Cube Land… 

Aksel Olsen (ABAG) 

- Rule-based approach 
- San Francisco is fairly simple because (sub-bullets are quotes from his email) 

o It is one city which is all of 49 square miles 
o * The allocation from the regional government is not that much bigger than the list of 

already identified projects in the pipeline 
o * We had decent data on development capacity and could allocate the rest in 

proportion to capacity, weighted by the base year share. 
- “I now work for ABAG, and the geographic area is probably two orders of magnitude different. It 

is easy to get it wrong, accordingly, and there are 100 jurisdictions who care deeply about 
whether housing and retail fall on one side of a jurisdictional line or not. People take these 
allocations rather seriously, to a point. We have the fiscalzation of land use to thank for that.” 

“So during our last regional plan (before my time), a suite of models was used; here is the playbill 
version: 

The regional forecasting model produces employment forecasts by industry that are, in turn, 
disaggregated into employment for individual counties. The county demographic component 
produces individual county-level population forecasts directly. County-level economic and 
demographic data serve as control totals for the subregional Projective Optimization Land Use 
Information System (POLIS) model. Finally, the results from the POLIS model are used as controls for 
the Subarea Allocation Model (SAM). 

The potential for economic and demographic growth and its distribution are based on the 
availability of space (vacant land, under-utilized existing developed areas, and building sites that can 



be reused or redeveloped). Space must be adequate to allow for the forecast levels, whether it is 
the total region, county, zone, or census tract. Therefore, because of the importance of available 
space, land use data are collected from all jurisdictions in the Bay Area through the information 
provided in their general and specific plans. Periodically, ABAG also receives information through 
county assessor's files and other sources. 

 

For the tract-level and taz-level allocation, a spreadsheet model was used with basic weights. This 
doc describes the basic approach for employment and households, respectively, on pages 23 and 31. 
It is relatively short but informative. 

http://planbayarea.org/pdf/final_supplemental_reports/FINAL_PBA_Forecast_of_Jobs_Population_
and_Housing.pdf 

That was last time. UrbanSim was used at the EIR stage (the spreadsheet was used for the actual 
plan), but our partner agency, MTC (they are actually the MPO; ABAG is the COG; the Bay Area is 
rather unique in that sense) now runs the land use model and have have like 2.5 FTE over several 
years to get it running, so it is an investment to be sure. But the infrastructure is pretty cool once it 
is there; allowing for on the fly visualization of results in a browser, explicitly accounting for all 
manner of relationships between urban agents, land markets, and policies, including development 
fees. 

So that is definitely the Rolls Royce version. 10 years ago we got a fairly barebone version running in 
San Francisco for like $60,000 contract money plus staff time. The main time and money allocation 
will be on getting the data compiled, cleaned and standardized for your region. If that is in good 
shape already you are in luck. That is usually a major bottle neck and time sink. 

There are two camps within our agencies: 

Those that trust the models to provide reasonable results that we can use to start a conversation, 
acknowledging that they are just model outputs and all the caveats, and those who think models are 
generally missing the key details and, if you will, the politics of where growth goes and where it 
doesn't, and what types. If your region is similar, and there is an overweight of the last type of folks, 
even the best model won't help you that much. Then something much simpler probably will need to 
suffice.” 

Pramod Sambidi (HGAC) (Dmitry no longer there) 

- Developed SAS code based off of UrbanSim 
- Update land use forecasts quarterly and post them here: http://arcgis02.h-gac.com/RLUIS/ 
- Willing to share SAS code, but don’t think it is easily transferable 

Cole Kitten (previously with CAMPO, now with City of Austin) 

http://arcgis02.h-gac.com/RLUIS/


- The DAT worked well at the grid-level. The updates to bring it to parcel-level over-complicated 
the model.  

- Would like to have household size represented differently by household, rather than by TAZ. 
- Communications with jurisdictions is very important to get buy-in. Request preliminary site 

plans. 
- Unincorporated areas are challenging. 
- Ask Tom Williams for documentation on changes to the tool. 
- Used 2005 911 data. 
- Paul Frank at CoA Planning and Zoning has the city’s data. 
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Network Coding 

Summary: 

The number one takeaway from talking to staff members at MPOs across the country is that network 
coding and the associated QAQC is resource-intensive. Here are other key takeaways. 

• Automating Common QAQC Checks: Efficiency can be gained by developing scripts to automate 
the process of checking for common network coding errors. The main benefit in doing this is 
catching problems before starting a model run, which can waste time.  

• Documentation: Many MPOs do not have clear documentation of their network-coding process 
and associated QAQC steps. Maintaining documentation on all aspects of the modeling process, 
including network coding, is important to ensure all model users use the model as intended. 

• Meta-Data: Many MPOs keep meta-data on their network to track the person who added or 
edited a given segment, the date, and other key pieces of information. This is helpful for when 
there is a question about the way a network is coded. 

• Who codes the network? Several agencies noted that it can be problematic to let non-modelers 
(e.g., agency staff) edit the network. They may not understand the process and why certain 
information is needed, and inconsistencies may be created. That said, it’s important to have a 
visual way for the planning team to check the accuracy of the coding. 

• How often to update the network? A protocol should be developed for when the network is 
updated. Plans in a region can change frequently and it can be very challenging, and possibly 
unproductive, for the regional MPO network to keep pace.  

• What is coded? A protocol should be developed to ensure consistency throughout the region in 
how the model network is coded. Many travel demand models are not sensitive to changes in 
signal timings, adding a center left-turn lane, etc. The modeling network could be a subset of the 
list of regional improvements in the plan. 

• Model-Free Networks: A few MPOs have created processes for automating the conversion of a 
network from GIS to a model. The primary benefit of doing this is that the person editing the 
network does not need to be familiar with the model software. Also, if you change software 
then the transition is easier. An open standard is being released on 11/15/15 by 
http://modelfree.org/.  

Summary of each conversation: 

Ohio DOT (Greg Giamo) 

“Our network coding manual is about 15 years out of date because nobody reads manuals.  We have a 
training course we do once every 4-5 years, I've attached the zipped powerpoint (renamed from .zip to 
.zi_ to get through our firewall) of the highway network coding portion (there is also a transit section 
and a section on conflating networks to true shape which I'm omitting due to size).  But even better is 
the network metadata file I've attached, that serves as the primary point of reference for people.  If you 

http://modelfree.org/


compare them you will note some discrepancies because the training hasn't been done in 4 years and 
the network standard changed a little since then.” 

Caliper Corporation (Howard Slavin) 

“Caliper has developed a special master network application for TransCAD that stores multi-year and 
multi-scenario networks in a single database.  The system supports both highway and transit networks.  
Projects can be coded in phases and turned on or off in specific scenarios and/or have their phases 
rescheduled.  A 2025 scenario will automatically know the network that will be in effect.” 

Dr. Mark Hickman at University of Queensland, Australia 

“Some colleagues at the Smart Transport Research Centre in Australia, Prof Edward Chung and Dr. Marc 
Miska, have developed a "model-free" approach to network coding. This work grew out of a need to 
have networks that were compatible across different (simulation) software tools, without having to re-
code the network every time. 

The website for their work appears to be a bit dated, but you may wish to contact them for more recent 
information. Their work may be found at http://modelfree.org “ 

*The website has been updated and the model-free network coding standard will be available 
November 15th.  

Dr. Kara Kockelman at The University of Texas at Austin 

“I happen to have a slideshow for a guest lecture by TTI's Kevin Hall (who manages much of TxDOT's 
networks & demand modeling) about network coding details, in case that's helpful to you.   It was 
shared with all students, and I improved upon it as best I could (with his assistance), so I can deliver it 
myself in the future, or perhaps have him deliver the somewhat modified slides (which are on my office 
PC).” 

Elizabeth Sall, Urban Labs (formerly with SFCTA) 

“Drew gave a presentation on the SFCTA "network wrangler" at ITM during the "modeling meta" 
session.  It is pretty awesome and I suggest you look into it / talk to him (or me or lisa or billy) about it.  
Billy also gave a presentation on it at the very beginning at a planning apps conference. There is some 
info on GitHub: https://github.com/sfcta/NetworkWrangler . We will be expanding and leveraging 
NetworkWrangler for our FastTrips project.  You can see some glimpses of how it works in slide 10-15 of 
this slideshow 

DTAAnyway can then take networks coded by NetworkWrangler and mix it up with signal timings, etc 
and spit out DTA networks.  “ 

Scott Ramming, DRCOG 

http://modelfree.org/


“One thing my agency (mostly me so far, but my colleagues are new) has found useful is to write a script 
(we use the TransCAD platform) to check for missing or invalid attribute values in network layers, and 
write the exceptions to a file, so you can make corrections as another round of the editing process 
before discovering the error as part of the actual run.  

As we identify more things to check for, they can be added to the script.” 

Yi-Chang Chiu, Arizona State University 

“In our recent study with my former doctoral student Dr. Lei Zhu we found out that the network code 
practice is rather subjective based on some rule of thumb. Most agencies we interviewed may not have 
a systematic process to test different network coding/resolution alternatives due to various reasons. We 
looked into the desirable network resolution for traffic demand model and traffic assignment purpose.  

 A part of the research was published in recent TRR No 2528, the conference version is listed below.  

http://trid.trb.org/view.aspx?id=1339073 

The full dissertation is listed herein: 

http://arizona.openrepository.com/arizona/handle/10150/347053 “ 

Arash Mirzaei, NCTCOG 

- FHWA reviews networks, so make sure to check with local FHWA person 
- Human management - 1 coder, works manually, no master network 
- Agiven year network includes all projects funded and started to be built in that year 
- Start from previous year, code roadway updates 
- Some meta-data is kept included who coded, etc 
- All network coding done in TransCAD, not GIS 
- TIP system can be updated every three months, based on projects, TIP code, no database behind 

it 
- Doesn't make sense to have TIP and MTP linked exactly 
- Brian is Master Network Coder and Mitzi Ward oversees process and is most familiar with it 

Stefan Coe, PSRC 

- Networks are coded in GIS and automatically converted to EMME model format. A lot of time 
went into designing the geodatabase twelve years ago. The application runs in EarthMap. It was 
built by consultants from Cambridge Systematic and improved upon by PSRC staff. 

- He sent me a powerpoint that he gave at the TRB Innovations in Travel Modeling conference in 
2014. 

 

http://arizona.openrepository.com/arizona/handle/10150/347053
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Active Transportation Network Data Environment 
Scope of Work 

Prepared for:  Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) 
Prepared by:  Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Austin 

Date:  March 28, 2016 

 
 
The description of the 2045 Regional Active Transportation Plan included in the scope work 
detailed in RFP KP0001 includes several technological infrastructure components, in particular 
Task 1.2 (Data Development) and Task 3 (Update Online Regional Active Transportation Viewer). 
CTR will assist CAMPO by implementing or developing these technologies and assisting 
consulting agencies in making using of them to fulfill the objectives outlined in Task 1 
(Discovery, Existing Conditions, and Needs Assessment). 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
CTR will create a data warehouse to manage the active transportation data, implement tools to 
interface with the data, and provide technical support and training for CAMPO in order to ensure 
full utilization of the technology.  The layers of the active transportation GIS stack will include: 
 

1. A relational database back-end (e.g. PostGIS) 
2. Web-based user interface for working with GIS data (i.e. an updated interactive map) 
3. Web-based administrative and database management interface 
4. Version control and project history functionality 
5. Backup and recovery system 
6. Data conversion functionality for common GIS data formats (i.e. ETL) 
7. Interfaces with other common GIS applications and data stores (e.g. ArcGIS, OSM) 

 
We will use well-supported and open technologies wherever possible so that we or another party 
will be able to easily extend the component applications and which will facilitate CAMPO's 
objectives of targeted outreach and community engagement. 
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SCOPE OF WORK 

1. Install, configure and test software components (e.g. database, software clients, etc.) to 
ensure a fully functional and reliable GIS stack. 

2. Deploy an initial working prototype on CTR servers supporting basic work-flows and run 
an introductory workshop and training session to demonstrate usage and functionality. 

3. Collect feedback from CAMPO – debug and extend the prototype to provide requested 
features and support additional work-flows. 

4. Deploy a second working prototype on CTR servers which includes added features. 

5. Perform a second round of debugging. 

6. Deploy the stable implementation on a dedicated server or cloud hosting service. 

7. Provide training and consultation for CAMPO staff (including consultant and interns) in 
order to assist in the data collection effort. 

8. Provide continuing IT support including consultation and minor development tasks. 

 
DELIVERABLES 

1. Every two-week status updates via email or call. 
2. Two training sessions for CAMPO staff and consultant team. 
3. Online Regional Active Transportation Viewer. 
4. GIS stack supporting CAMPO work-flows. 
5. Continued support of the tool and team throughout the project duration. 

 
TIMELINE 

1. Kick-off meeting with CAMPO and consultants (mid-April 2016) 
2. Regular meetings/calls with CAMPO and consultants to ensure the data work flow is 

efficient (e.g., discuss file formats, schema, etc) (ongoing) 
3. Initial prototype and training (early May 2016) 
4. Final prototype and training (end of May 2016) 
5. Stable deployment (June 2016) 
6. Support data collection efforts (ongoing) 
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

Task 4.1 Fiscal year 2015 DTA Studies 

In addition to updating the DTA model for the region, CTR was tasked with completing DTA sub-area 
studies for CAMPO and member agencies. This served to answer transportation-related planning 
questions, as well as provide an opportunity to apply the DTA model in the region and identify any 
necessary edits in the model prior to opening DTA model access to practitioners, member agencies, and 
local professionals.  

This section of the report presents a schedule and short description of completed dynamic traffic 
assignment (DTA) studies since the prior contract submittal (January 2015).  Four CAMPO sponsored 
studies were completed during this time frame.  The following table summarizes the project information 
for each study. 

Table 4.1.1 DTA Project Application Study Schedule 

Project Title Project Description 
Project 
Begin 

Project 
End 

SH 71 Improvements:  
Analyzing the Impact of 
SH71 Interchange 
Construction on Traffic 
in the City of Bastrop 

The objective of this study was to analyze traffic 
impacts during and after the construction of a grade-
separated interchange along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive 
(LP 150) and a grade-separated interchange along SH 
71 at SH 95 (Jackson Street). The analysis, covering 
both morning (a.m.) and afternoon (p.m.) peak 
periods, was completed using two types of traffic 
models. DTA models were developed to estimate 
changes to area travel patterns during and after 
construction of the two interchanges. 

July 
2014 
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Austin Avenue Bridge 
Improvements:  Using 
Dynamic Traffic 
Assignment Modeling to 
Analyze the Traffic 
Impact of Modifications 
to the Austin Avenue 
Corridor 

The objective of this study was to first determine the 
peak period impact of implementing a traffic control 
plan (TCP) to account for closing one lane in each 
direction on both Austin Avenue bridges for complete 
reconstruction in 2016 versus in 2035. Second, the 
study was used to determine the peak period traffic 
impact of providing a left-turn lane on the Austin 
Avenue bridges (for a total of five lanes) versus only 
providing four lanes in 2035. 
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September 
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

MoPac South: Impact on 
Cesar Chavez Street and 
the Downtown Network 

The objective of this study was to analyze traffic 
impacts on Cesar Chavez Street and the downtown 
area resulting from adding express lanes to MoPac 
Expressway south of Cesar Chavez Street. Further, the 
study assessed the impact of proposed direct-
connector ramps between the MoPac South express 
lanes and Cesar Chavez Street. The analysis included 
both morning and afternoon peak period travel 
demand for year 2020 traffic conditions.  
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November 
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Multimodal Traffic Study 
of the Guadalupe 
Corridor  

The objective of this study was to predict route 
changes and travel time gain/loss by passenger cars, 
as well as improvements in bus operations and its 
effect on passengers’ route choice relative to multiple 
configurations of the Guadalupe Street corridor along 
the University of Texas campus. The DTA model 
simulated cars and buses in a mixed traffic condition 
to incorporate the effect of each mode on the other. A 
schedule-based transit assignment model was used in 
integration with the DTA model to determine how 
transit users choose their paths and stops according to 
each scenario.  

November 
2014 

November 
2015 

The location of the aforementioned studies is shown in Figure 4.1.1, which highlights CAMPO region 
studies, along with other area studies previously completed or identified as potential future applications 
of the DTA model.  



DTA Application Study Locations 

1. CAMPO/City of Bastrop, SH 71 Improvements
2. CAMPO/City of Georgetown, Austin Avenue

Bridge Reconstruction Analysis
3. CAMPO/City of Austin, 7th Street and 8th Street

Conversion
4. CAMPO/City of Austin, Congress Avenue Corridor

Analysis
5. CAMPO/City of Austin, Guadalupe Street Transit

Routing Analysis
6. Williamson County, Round Rock Roadway

Network Evaluation
7. Williamson County, Hairy Man Road Corridor

Analysis
8. CAMPO/CTRMA, MoPac North Express Lanes
9. CAMPO/CTRMA, MoPac South Express Lanes
10. CAMPO, SH 45 SW
11. TxDOT Austin District, I-35 Central Austin Ramp

Analysis
12. CMTA, MetroRail Long Range Plan
13. City of San Marcos, Downtown Street Conversion

Analysis
14. Hays County, Roadway Extension Analysis
15. Travis County, Precinct 4 Project Analysis

Figure 4.1.1  DTA Application Study Locations 
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Task 4.2 DTA Study Reports 

In addition to updating the DTA model for the region, CTR was tasked with completing DTA sub-area 
studies for CAMPO and member agencies.  This served to answer transportation-related planning 
questions, as well as an opportunity to apply the DTA model in the region, and identify any necessary 
edits in the model prior to opening DTA model access to practitioners, member agencies and local 
professionals. Following is a list of the enclosed DTA applications studies completed during this fiscal 
year. 

Enclosures 
• “SH 71 Improvements: Analyzing the Impact of SH 71 Interchange Construction on Traffic in the 

City of Bastrop” (Technical Report), February 2015 
• “MoPac South: Impact on Cesar Chavez Street and the Downtown Network” (Executive 

Summary), November 2015 
• “MoPac South: Impact on Cesar Chavez Street and the Downtown Network” (Technical Report), 

November 2015 
• “Multimodal Traffic Study of the Guadalupe Corridor” (Draft Technical Report), November 2015 
• “Austin Avenue Bridge Improvements: Using Dynamic Traffic Assignment Modeling to Analyze 

the Traffic Impact of Modifications to the Austin Avenue Corridor” (Draft Technical Report), 
September 2015 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) has 
funded the development of a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) 
model for the metropolitan planning region.  The University of 
Texas at Austin’s Center for Transportation Research (CTR) is tasked 
with development and application of this DTA model.  Part of the 
funding provided by CAMPO enables CTR to apply the DTA model to 
various locations in the region.  CAMPO’s support of its member 
agencies enabled this project to be completed for the City of 
Bastrop.  
 
The objective of this study was to analyze traffic impacts during and 
after the construction of a grade-separated interchange along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive (LP 150) 
and a grade-separated interchange along SH 71 at SH 95 (Jackson Street). The analysis, covering 
both morning (a.m.) and afternoon (p.m.) peak periods, was completed using two types of 
traffic models. DTA models were developed to estimate changes to area travel patterns during 
and after construction of the two interchanges. More detailed microsimulation models were 
also used to examine the performance of four key intersections before, during, and after 
construction. 
 

DTA models are designed to assign vehicles to a 
transportation network by adjusting route 
selection as simulated traffic conditions change 
over time.  They are generally more detailed and 
can simulate the impact of congestion more 
appropriately than conventional travel demand 
models. Though not as refined as microsimulation 
models, they can be used to assess areas or regions 
more efficiently. The DTA model constructed for 
this study covers the Bastrop city limits and 

surrounding areas.  It was extracted and uses demand estimates from the 2005 CAMPO travel 
demand model, updated to represent 2015 conditions. 
 
Six DTA models were developed to simulate existing conditions, various stages of roadway 
construction, and full build-out conditions. The construction-scenario DTA models were 
designed to reflect “worst-case” scenario conditions based on the anticipated timeline for 
construction.  
 
The DTA models estimated no routing impact on either east-west or west-east travel along SH 
71, during or after construction. Between SH 71, east of Tahitian Drive, and the Bastrop 
downtown area and points north of the rail line (Hawthorne Street), some traffic was found to 
shift to LP 150 during construction. Some traffic was also found to shift to Chestnut Street west 
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of SH 95 during construction phasing. After build-out of the two interchanges, traffic using 
Chestnut Street, west of SH 95, was found to decrease significantly during the p.m. peak, but 
return to near existing conditions for the a.m. peak. This is part of a larger trend of traffic 
shifting to SH 71 after construction.  While travel times were found to increase during 
construction, they were generally found to be lower after construction than before. 
 
Four intersections were included in the microsimulation models built for this study: LP 150 at 
SH 95, LP 150 at SH 21, SH 71 at SH 95, and SH 71 at Tahitian Drive. The intersections were 
evaluated for peak hour conditions based on traffic counts conducted in August after the 
beginning of the school year. The unique configurations of the intersections were evaluated 
using the Synchro microsimulation software.  
 
With existing signal timing plans, the operation of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 will 
experience diminished service during construction, in large part due to the minor approaches 
experiencing more delay.  Some of this delay can be alleviated with signal timing optimization.  
Excessive queuing was not found from the construction scenario simulations, except for the 
southbound approach at SH 95.  Provision of an exclusive right-turn lane during construction, 
and potentially enabling right turns from both approach lanes during part of construction, is 
important for operation of the signal. The full build-out of the two interchanges is anticipated 
to improve operation of the intersections along SH 71 significantly, though the large turning 
volumes at the SH 95 intersection will continue to be a concern.   
 
Several recommendations have been devised based on the results of the study: 

• Additional data should be collected to evaluate the two intersections along SH 71 during 
weekend conditions. A supplemental analysis should then be undertaken to assess 
differences in intersection operations as travel patterns change during the week.  

• The traffic signals along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 should be optimized during 
construction; this will involve changing the signal plans as the configuration of the 
intersections is modified based on observed traffic conditions. 

• The traffic control plan for SH 71 at SH 95 should be modified to maintain an exclusive 
right-turn lane for the southbound approach, possibly enabling right turns from both 
approach lanes during Phase 1 Stage 3.  

• Additional data should be collected and conditions monitored along LP 150/Chestnut 
Street during construction. Additional optimization of the signals, notably at SH 95 at LP 
150/Chestnut Street and Chestnut Street at Main Street, may improve operations along 
this corridor given the identified change in travel pattern (additional traffic using LP 150 
during construction of the SH 95 interchange). 

• The traffic signal at the intersection of LP 150 at SH 95 should be optimized during the 
p.m. peak, pending a review of the need for pre-timed signal operation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this study was to analyze traffic impacts during and after the construction of a 
grade-separated interchange along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive (LP 150) with frontage roads and a 
grade-separated interchange along SH 71 at SH 95 (Jackson Street). Two different types of 
traffic models were developed for the City of Bastrop area:  
 

1) Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models, which were used to estimate route-changing 
behavior in response to the network modifications, and  

2) Microsimulation models, which provided detailed performance measures at four key 
intersections.  

 
This study was funded through a contract with the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (CAMPO) with the goal of providing transportation network modeling services to 
member agencies. This report summarizes the results observed from the DTA and 
microsimulation models and provides several recommendations based on the findings. 

2. BACKGROUND 
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) plans to upgrade the intersections of SH 71 at 
Tahitian Drive and SH 71 at SH 95 in the City of Bastrop from at-grade intersections to grade-
separated interchanges (see Figure 1 for intersection locations). The objectives of this study are 
to determine if and how traffic may divert during and after the construction of these two 
interchanges and what impact the construction will have on area operations.   
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Figure 1. Location of Intersections along SH 71 Designated for Improvement 

The first goal of this effort is to estimate traffic impacts due to construction of the interchanges 
along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95.  Specifically, this study will estimate whether traffic will 
divert through the downtown Bastrop area, notably along LP 150/Chestnut Street and north-
south roadways connecting Chestnut Street and SH 71, as a result of the proposed traffic 
control plan configuration.  The study was designed to assess existing conditions and compare 
these results to conditions during construction phasing for the intersections and after full build-
out of the two interchanges. An update on the construction timeline for the corridor 
improvements indicated that the SH 95 interchange construction will let prior to completion of 
the interchange at Tahitian Drive. Therefore, the review of construction impacts includes 
simultaneous phasing of the two interchanges. 

To study the impact of the traffic control plan (TCP) scenarios and proposed improvements, the 
research team carried out two modeling efforts.  To assess route diversion in the area during 
construction of the two interchanges, the team created a DTA model for the City of Bastrop and 
surrounding vicinity. A microsimulation model was also created using Synchro software to 
assess the impact of the construction scenarios and full build-out on traffic operations along SH 
71. The purpose of the microsimulation modeling effort was to evaluate traffic operations, 
including delays and queues at key intersections.   
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3. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 DTA Model 
A DTA model was used to investigate changes to travel patterns resulting from construction and 
full build-out of the interchanges along SH 71.  The traffic assignment process involves routing 
vehicles between their points of origin and destination. This routing is based on assigning 
vehicles to their least cost path with the shortest travel time.  The model evaluates routes and 
assigns vehicles across the network to achieve the lowest travel time for each individual vehicle 
modeled. 

The DTA model applies changes to route selection as traffic conditions change over time, and 
can simulate the impact of congestion more appropriately.  The ability of the model to adapt 
the routing assignment to congestion generally makes the model more accurate for evaluating 
network impacts during peak periods, particularly those involving changes to capacity, which 
are common in traffic control plan scenarios. The DTA model also enables one to investigate 
impacts throughout an area extending beyond a corridor or series of intersections where a 
microsimulation would be appropriate.  The construction of interchanges along SH 71 lends 
itself to this type of application, where there is concern about rerouting of traffic along 
roadways throughout the downtown area. 
The DTA model used in this analysis represents a subnetwork extracted from a regional DTA 
model. The model was constructed by combining the base CAMPO network with more detailed 
features, including traffic signals, added within the subnetwork boundaries. The subnetwork 
follows the limits of the one-mile extraterritorial jurisdiction for the City of Bastrop to the east 
and north, with the Colorado River as the boundary to the south, and includes the intersection 
of FM 20 and SH 71 to the west (see Figure 2). These limits extend beyond the area of concern 
for the project evaluation while encompassing several major route alternatives and travel 
productions within the region. 
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Figure 2. Layout and Extent of DTA Model 

To represent existing conditions, the 2015 CAMPO morning and afternoon peak period models 
with forecasted demand tables were used.  Demand for the subnetwork was extracted from the 
full CAMPO regional model using TransCAD and input into the DTA software.   

The DTA models were developed to evaluate the route choice behavior of travelers before, 
during, and after the construction of grade-separated interchanges along SH 71 at Tahitian 
Drive and SH 95, and the impact on area traffic, especially in the downtown Bastrop area. Both 
the morning (a.m.) and afternoon (p.m.) peak periods were analyzed to review the impacts 
during typical weekday conditions when demand is at its highest. For the CAMPO travel 
demand model, the a.m. peak period represents 6:00 to 9:00 a.m. and the p.m. peak period 
represents 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. To date, the impact of four scenarios has been reviewed to assess 
the impact of construction of the interchange at Tahitian Drive and the full build-out of the two 
interchanges. 

Traffic Signal 

Intersection 

Roadway 
Bastrop City Limits 
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Six DTA models have been developed and analyzed for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods 
representative of the following scenarios: 

1) Existing Conditions:  At-grade intersections along SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 
2) Tahitian-1:  Phase 1 Stage 3 of construction of the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive interchange 
3) Tahitian-2:  Phase 2 Stage 1 of construction of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive interchange 
4) SH 95-1:  Phase 1 Stage 3 of construction of SH 71 at SH 95 interchange (simultaneous 

with Phase 2 Stage 1 of construction of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive interchange) 
5) SH 95-2:  Phase 2 Stage 1 of construction of SH 71 at SH 95 interchange (simultaneous 

with Phase 2 Stage 1 of construction of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive interchange) 
6) Full Build-out Conditions:  Grade-separated interchanges at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 

3.2 Microsimulation Model 
In addition to the DTA models, microsimulation was used to assess four key intersections in the 
vicinity of the project site (see Figure 3) for a.m. and p.m. peak periods. The following 
intersections were included in the analysis: 

1) SH 95 at Loop 150/SH 21 (Chestnut Street) 
2) SH 21 at Loop 150 
3) SH 71 at SH 95 (Jackson Street) 
4) SH 71 at Tahitian Drive (LP 150) 

 

 
Figure 3. Key Intersections Included in the Microsimulation Models (Google Earth) 

SH 71 at Tahitian Dr 

SH 71 at SH 95 

SH 21 at LP 150 SH 95 at LP 150 

SH
 9

5 

SH 71 

LP 150 
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Traffic counts from the week of August 25, 2014, at these four intersections were obtained 
from GRAM Traffic. The traffic counts are cumulated into 15-minute intervals ranging from 7:00 
a.m. to 9:00 a.m. for the morning peak period and from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. for the 
afternoon peak. The traffic counts were assessed to determine a peak hour, or maximum count 
over four consecutive 15-minute intervals, for each peak period collected. The a.m. peak hour 
was determined to be 7:45 to 8:45 a.m. and the p.m. peak hour was found to be 5:00 to 6:00 
p.m. Please refer to Appendix A for the traffic counts at these four intersections. To supplement 
the turning movement counts, 2012 TxDOT 24-hour counts were reviewed primarily to 
determine the percentage of heavy vehicles for the intersection approaches. Figure 4 shows the 
count locations with 2012 average annual daily traffic counts (AADTs) and the percentage of 
heavy vehicles from the TxDOT collection at each site. 

 
Figure 4. TxDOT 2012 AADTs and Percent Heavy Vehicles (Google Maps) 

In addition to traffic counts, current signal timing plans for each intersection were obtained 
from TxDOT. The traffic signals at all four intersections operate with at least semi-actuated 
timing plans with the exception of the signal at SH 95 at LP 150, which operates on a pre-timed 
plan during the p.m. peak period. Based on this information and the TCP drawings provided by 
the City, twelve scenarios were analyzed using Synchro for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods. The 
scenarios are summarized below: 
 
1) Existing conditions/current roadway configuration 
2) SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP scenarios 
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a. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP Phase 1 Stage 1 
b. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP Phase 1 Stage 2 
c. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP Phase 1 Stage 3a (no separate right-turn lane along 

westbound approach) 
d. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP Phase 1 Stage 3b (separate right-turn lane along 

westbound approach) 
e. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive TCP Phase 2 Stage 1 

3) SH 71 at SH 95 TCP scenarios 
a. SH 71 at SH 95 TCP Phase 1 Stage 1 
b. SH 71 at SH 95 TCP Phase 1 Stage 2 
c. SH 71 at SH 95 TCP Phase 1 Stage 3 
d. SH 71 at SH 95 TCP Phase 2 Stage 1 
e. SH 71 at SH 95 TCP Phase 2 Stage 2 

4) Full build-out of all proposed improvements along SH 71 at SH 95 and SH 71 at Tahitian 
Drive (including frontage roads) 

4. MODEL RESULTS 
4.1 DTA Model Results 
This section summarizes the DTA modeling results for the six scenarios described in Section 3.1.  
The findings are presented for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods, respectively. 

4.1.1 Morning Peak 

Origin-Destination (OD) Path Analysis 

The OD Path Analysis examines the paths taken by vehicles traveling between an origin (or set 
of origins) and a destination (or set of destinations). In addition to representing points within 
the network, origins and destinations may represent points of entry along the boundary of the 
network.  In this section, the used paths for different OD pairs before, during, and after 
construction are presented for the a.m. peak period (6 to 9 a.m.). The pairings analyzed use the 
east end of SH 71 as a fixed origin to help demonstrate the typical westbound flow of 
commuter traffic in the area during the a.m. peak. The graphics in this section specifically show 
routing for the second hour of simulation as intended to represent the peak hour. The line 
weight and color is designated to indicate the relative amount of traffic on each roadway 
segment, as indicated in the figure legends. The color scale goes from dark blue (low volumes) 
to dark red (high volumes) with an increase in line thickness with higher relative volumes. 
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OD Pair 1:  SH 71 East End to SH 71 West End 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 71 

Destinations: Boundary of study area at west end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 950 vehicles for the peak period (~320 veh/hr) 

Model results:  No differences between the six scenarios in terms of route choice were found. 
Vehicles use only SH 71 in all six scenarios (see Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5.  Travel Pattern from SH 71 East End to SH 71 West End  

 
OD Pair 2:  SH 71 East End to West of the Colorado River 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 71 

Destinations: West of Colorado River 

Total demand: Approximately 1,920 vehicles for the peak period (~640 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  No differences between the six scenarios in terms of route choice were found. 
Vehicles use only SH 71 in all six scenarios (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Travel Pattern from SH 71 East End to Desinations West of Colorado River 

 
OD Pair 3:  SH 71 East End to Downtown Bastrop Area 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 71 

Destinations: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Total demand: Approximately 445 vehicles for the peak period (~150 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, travelers use both Loop 150 (57 percent) and SH 71 (43 
percent) to reach their destinations (see Figure 7 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, the majority 
of vehicles are assigned to SH 71 (71 percent) (see Figure 7 (b)). This is likely due to the fact that 
the channelized right turn lane along the westbound approach at the Tahitian Drive intersection 
will be closed during this construction stage and the accessibility from SH 71 to Loop 150 will 
subsequently be reduced. For the Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, and SH 95-2 scenarios, more travelers are 
assigned to Loop 150 (about 73 percent) (see Figures 7 (c) and (d)). In the full build-out 
scenario, most of the vehicles are assigned to SH 71 (92 percent) (see Figure 7 (e)).  It is worth 
noting that very little, if any, change to traffic along LP 150, west of SH 95, occurs between the 
existing, Tahitian-1, Tahitian-2, and full build-out scenarios.  There does appear to be slightly 
less traffic using LP 150 (Chestnut Street) immediately west of SH 95 for the SH 95-1 and SH 95-
2 scenarios for this pairing due to more use of SH 95 to the north (see Figure 7 (d)).  
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(a) Existing 

 
(b) Tahitian-1 
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 (c) Tahitian-2 

 
(d) SH 95-1 & SH 95-2 
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(e) Full Build-out 

Figure 7. Travel Patterns from SH 71 East End to Downtown Bastrop Area 

 
OD Pair 4:  SH 71 East End to North Side of Bastrop 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 71 

Destinations: Bastrop north of the rail line 

Total demand: Approximately 40 vehicles for the peak period (~15 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, vehicles mainly use Loop 150, with some traffic on SH 
71 (14 percent) (see Figure 8 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, the numbers of vehicles using SH 
71 and Loop 150 are approximately the same (see Figure 8 (b)). For the Tahitian-2 and SH 95-1 
scenarios, less than 10 percent of the vehicles are assigned to SH 71 (see Figure 8 (c)). For the 
SH 95-2 scenario, all vehicles use LP 150 (see Figure 8 (d)). In the full build-out scenario, more 
travelers choose SH 71 (33 percent) (see Figure 8 (e)), indicating a clear shift to SH 71 with the 
new interchanges in place for these destinations. Travel west of SH 95 for this OD pairing is not 
significantly affected by the network changes. It should be noted that the demand for this OD 
pair is very low, at only approximately 15 vehicles per hour during the a.m. peak period. 
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(a) Existing                                       
 

 (b) Tahitian-1

 
(c) Tahitian-2 & SH 95-1 

 
(d) SH 95-2                             
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 (e) Full Build-out 

Figure 8. Travel Patterns from SH 71 East End to North Side of Bastrop 

 
OD Pair 5:  SH 71 East End to North End of SH 95 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 71 

Destinations: Boundary of study area at north end of SH 95 

Total demand: Approximately 145 vehicles for the peak period (~50 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  For the existing, Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, and SH 95-2 scenarios, all vehicles for this 
OD pair use only Loop 150 (see Figure 9 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, some travelers switch 
to SH 71 (24 Percent) (see Figure 9 (b)). In the full build-out scenario, a few travelers choose SH 
71 (12 percent) (see Figure 9 (c)). No impact west of SH 95 is visible for the scenarios. It should 
be noted that the demand for this OD pair is relatively low, at approximately 50 vehicles per 
hour during the a.m. peak period. 
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(a) Existing, Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 
  

(b) Tahitian-2 

 
(c) Full Build-out 

Figure 9. Travel Patterns from SH 71 East End to North End of SH 95 
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OD Pair 6:  SH 21 East End to Downtown Bastrop Area 

Origins: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 21 

Destinations: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Total demand: Approximately 225 vehicles for the peak period (~75 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, most vehicles coming from SH 21 use LP 150 to travel 
to the two downtown destinations north of LP 150. In all other scenarios (during construction 
and after full build-out), some vehicles originally using LP 150 adjust their route to head north 
along SH 95 and then west along east-west connections, such as Cedar Street, to make their 
way to their destination. This trend is most obvious in the SH 95-1 scenario as more vehicles 
take the route using SH 95 (See Figure 10 (e)). This shift off of LP 150 is likely a result of other 
vehicles adjusting their route to use LP 150 instead of SH 71. 

 
(a) Existing 
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(b) Tahitian-1 

 
(c) Tahitian-2 
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(d) SH 95-1 

 

 
(e) SH 95-2 
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(f) Full Build-out 

Figure 10. Travel Patterns from SH 21 East End to Downtown Bastrop Area 

 
OD Pair 7:  Downtown Bastrop Area to West of Colorado River 

Origins: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Destinations: West of Colorado River 

Total demand: Approximately 700 vehicles for the peak period (~235 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  No significant change in route choice is observed between scenarios for this OD 
pair during the morning peak period. The majority of vehicles use SH 71, as shown in Figure 11. 
Note that approximately 100 vehicles use Pecan Street to access SH 71 from LP 150.  
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Figure 11. Travel Patterns from Downtown Bastrop Area to West of Colorado River 

 
Travel Time Analysis 

This section presents the change in average travel time during the a.m. peak period between 
the aforementioned OD pairs. From Table 1, we can see that the Tahitian-2 and SH 95-1 
scenarios are the worst performing scenarios, with travel time increases over existing 
conditions for some OD pairs. It should be noted that the construction scenarios incorporate 
optimized signal timing plans for the SH 71 intersections during construction phasing based on 
the results of the microsimulation analysis, which is estimated to improve the conditions for 
these intersections, at least relative to utilization of the existing timing plans. After full build-
out, the travel time between most OD pairs improves, especially from the east end of SH 71 to 
the west and downtown Bastrop. Travel times from the east end of SH 71 to points north 
remain relatively unchanged after full build-out. 
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Table 1. Morning Travel Time Analysis (Minutes) 

Origins Destinations Existing Tahitian-
1 

Tahitian-
2 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full 

Build-out 

SH 71 at 
Bastrop 

State 
Park 

West end of SH 71 10.5 9.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.0 
West of River 9.0 8.5 9.0 9.0 9.0 7.0 

Bastrop S. of rail line 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0   5.0 4.0 
Bastrop N. of rail line 10.5 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.5 
North end of SH 95 10.0 10.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

Selected Roadway Segment Analysis 

This part of the analysis helps identify which travelers are using a selected roadway segment in 
the network by illustrating the paths of all vehicles that use the segment. To evaluate if traffic 
will shift to LP 150/Chestnut Street during construction phasing, roadway segments along LP 
150—one west of SH 95 and one east of SH 95—were selected for analysis.  

Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Westbound Direction 

In the full build-out scenario, the number of vehicles assigned to this section of roadway 
decreases by approximately 170 vehicles during the peak hour compared with the existing 
scenario (see Table 2). The travel pattern remains largely unchanged between the existing 
scenario and the construction scenarios (see Figure 12 (a)).  After full build-out, among all the 
travelers using this section of roadway, the proportion of vehicles coming from the southeast is 
lower (see Figure 12 (b)), indicating more vehicles from that direction will use SH 71 with the 
intersection upgrades. The figure also indicates that a higher proportion of vehicles use SH 95 
from LP 150 to the east to gain access to SH 71 after full build-out of the interchange, but the 
absolute number is approximately the same. 

Table 2 shows that the number of vehicles using this roadway segment decreases during most 
construction phases. This is due to some travelers that originally use LP 150 switching to other 
routes. For example, vehicles leaving the neighborhood south of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive use 
both LP 150 and SH 71 when heading toward downtown Bastrop. However, during construction 
phasing, as more traffic from areas to the east diverts to LP 150, some of these vehicles reroute 
to SH 71 as a result.  

Table 2. Number of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Westbound 

 Existing Tahitian-2 Tahitian-3 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full  
Build-out 

Number of vehicles 
during peak hour 820 760 750 740 830 650 
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(a) Existing, Tahitian-1, Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 

 
(b) Full Build-out 

Figure 12. Paths of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Westbound Direction 
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Loop 150 (Chestnut Street) between Hill Street and Pecan Street, Westbound Direction 

The majority of traffic identified on the segment of LP 150 (Chestnut Street) west of SH 95 
through the downtown Bastrop area, originates from the east along SH 21 or north along SH 95. 
This traffic is primarily destined to points west of the river along LP 150 or SH 71, with some 
destinations in the downtown area. Much of the traffic crossing this section bound for SH 71 
uses Pecan Street to gain access to the highway.  Traffic destined for points along LP 150 
continue along the roadway to the west (see Figure 13).  This pattern of traffic splitting in this 
area, depending on the destination, is consistent between scenarios.  During construction, the 
total number of vehicles using this section of roadway increases by approximately 8 percent in 
the Tahitian-1 and Tahitian-2 scenarios, 17 percent in the SH 95-1 scenario, and 52 percent in 
the SH 95-2 scenario (see Table 3). The significant increase in traffic during the SH 95-1 and SH 
95-2 scenarios comes from SH 21 (see Figure 13 (b)). This traffic otherwise uses SH 95 to access 
SH 71, but during reconstruction of the SH 95 intersection, these vehicles divert to Chestnut 
Street. After construction, with the full build-out, the volume on this section of roadway returns 
to approximately its original value. 

Table 3. Number of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between Hill Street and Pecan Street, 
Westbound 

 Existing Tahitian-2 Tahitian-3 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full  
Build-out 

Number of vehicles 
during peak hour 230 250 250 360 330 240 

 

 
(a) Existing, Tahitian-1, Tahitian-2, & Full Build-out  
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(b) SH 95-1 & SH 95-2 

Figure 13. Paths of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between Hill Street and Pecan Street, Westbound 
Direction 

4.1.2 Afternoon Peak 

OD Path Analysis 

In this section, the used paths for different OD pairs before, during, and after construction are 
presented for the p.m. peak period (3:30 to 6:30 p.m.). The pairings analyzed use the east end 
of SH 71 as a fixed destination to help demonstrate the typical eastbound flow of commuter 
traffic in the area during the p.m. peak. The graphics in this section specifically show routing for 
the second hour of simulation as intended to represent the peak hour. 

OD Pair 1:  SH 71 West End to SH 71 East End  

Origins: Boundary TAZs at west end of SH 71 

Destinations: Boundary TAZs at east end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 990 vehicles for the peak period (~330 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  No differences between the six scenarios in terms of route choice were found. 
Vehicles use only SH 71 in all six scenarios (see Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Travel Pattern from SH 71 West End to SH 71 East End 

 
 OD Pair 2:  West of the Colorado River to SH 71 East End 

Origins: TAZs west of Colorado River 

Destinations: Boundary TAZs at east end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 2,170 vehicles for the peak period (~725 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  No differences between the six scenarios in terms of route choice were found. 
Vehicles use only SH 71 in all six scenarios (see Figure 15). 

 
Figure 15. Travel Pattern from West of Colorado River to SH 71 East End 
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OD Pair 3:  Downtown Bastrop Area to SH 71 East End 

Origins: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Destinations: Boundary of the study area at east end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 420 vehicles for the peak period (~140 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, travelers use both Loop 150 (44 percent) and SH 71 (56 
percent) (see Figure 16 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, the trend begins to shift with a higher 
proportion of vehicles using LP 150 (69 percent) than SH 71 (31 percent) (see Figure 16 (b)). For 
the Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, and SH 95-2 scenarios, the majority of vehicles for this OD pairing 
continue to use LP 150 (69 percent for Tahitian-2, 76 percent for SH 95-1, and 94 percent for SH 
95-2) (see Figure 16 (c)). In the full build-out scenario, nearly all travelers use SH 71 (93 percent) 
via SH 95 (see Figure 16 (d)). 

 
(a) Existing 
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(b) Tahitian-1 

 
 (c) Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 
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 (d) Full Build-out  

Figure 16. Travel Patterns from Downtown Bastrop Area to SH 71 East End 

 
OD Pair 4:  Downtown Bastrop Area to SH 71 East End 

Origins: Bastrop north of the rail line 

Destinations: Boundary of the study area at east end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 50 vehicles for the peak period (~15 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, travelers use both LP 150 and SH 71, with slightly more 
vehicles (55 percent) using LP 150 (see Figure 17 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, due to the 
construction, only a few vehicles are found using SH 71 (17 percent) (see Figure 17 (b)). For the 
Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, and SH 95-2 scenarios, all vehicles for this OD pairing use LP 150 (see Figure 
17 (c)). In the full build-out scenario, the majority of vehicles are assigned to SH 71 (83 percent), 
primarily via SH 95 (see Figure 17 (d)). It should be noted that the demand for this OD pair is 
very low; only approximately 15 vehicles per hour during the p.m. peak period. 
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(a) Existing 

 
 (c) Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 

 
(b) Tahitian-1  

 
 (d) Full Build-out 

Figure 17. Travel Patterns from North Side of Bastrop to SH 71 East End 

 
OD Pair 5:  North End of SH 95 to SH 71 East End 

Origins: Boundary TAZs at north end of SH 95 

Destinations: Boundary TAZs at east end of SH 71 

Total demand: Approximately 150 vehicles for the peak period (~50 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, both LP 150 and SH 71 are used. The proportions of 
traffic using these two paths are similar, with 48 percent using SH 71 and 52 percent using LP 
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150 (see Figure 18 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, both roadways are still used but a much 
higher proportion of traffic is assigned to LP 150 (94 percent) to avoid the construction impact 
at the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive intersection to SH 71 (see Figure 18 (b)). For the Tahitian-2, SH 
95-1, and SH 95-2 scenarios, all vehicles for this OD pair use only LP 150 (see Figure 18 (c)). In 
the full build-out scenario, the majority of vehicles use SH 71 (60 percent) (see Figure 18 (d)), 
which demonstrates the attractiveness of the route after the intersection improvements. It 
should be noted that the demand for this OD pair is relatively low, approximately 50 vehicles 
per hour during the p.m. peak period. 

(a) Existing 
 

(b) Tahitian-1 
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(c) Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 

 
(d) Full Build-out 

Figure 18. Travel Patterns from North End of SH 95 to SH 71 East End 

 
OD Pair 6:  Downtown Bastrop Area to SH 21 East End 

Origins: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Destinations: Boundary of study area at east end of SH 21 

Total demand: Approximately 190 vehicles for the peak period (~65 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing and Tahitian-1 scenarios, most of vehicles from these origins 
heading to SH 21 use SH 95 to access LP 150 (see Figure 19 (a)). During the other three 
construction phases analyzed, all vehicles use only SH 95 to gain access to LP 150 to travel east 
(see Figure 19 (b)). It is likely that this occurs during these three scenarios as a result of more 
vehicles switching from SH 71 to LP 150 and forcing these vehicles to reroute. In the full build-
out scenario, more vehicles access LP 150 earlier in their route than in the existing scenario (see 
Figure 19 (c)). The results show that after full build-out of the two interchanges, SH 71 is more 
attractive and fewer vehicles are assigned to LP 150/Chestnut Street which, consequently, 
makes this road more appealing to those traveling between these OD pairs. 
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(a) Existing & Tahitian-1 

 
(c) Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 
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(d) Full Build-out 

Figure 19. Travel Patterns from Downtown Bastrop Area to SH 21 East End 

 
OD Pair 7:  West of Colorado River to Downtown Bastrop Area  

Origins: Areas west of Colorado River 

Destinations: Downtown Bastrop south of the rail line 

Total demand: Approximately 715 vehicles for the peak period (~240 veh/hr) 

Model Results:  In the existing scenario, more vehicles from west of the Colorado River use SH 
71 to reach destinations in the downtown area (see Figure 20 (a)). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, 
the proportions of vehicles using SH 71 and LP 150 are similar, with a slightly higher number 
using SH 71 (see Figure 20 (b)). During the other three construction phases analyzed, the 
proportion of vehicles using LP 150 is much higher (see Figure 20 (c)). This is consistent with 
observations from other OD pairs, which indicate that many vehicles move from SH 71 to LP 
150 to avoid construction on SH 71 during these phases. In the full build-out scenario, more 
people use SH 71 (see Figure 19 (d)). This again demonstrates that SH 71 is more attractive after 
the upgrade at these two intersections. 
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(a) Existing 

 
(b) Tahitian-1 
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(c) Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, & SH 95-2 

 
(d) Full Build-out 

Figure 20. Travel Patterns from West of Colorado River to Downtown Bastrop Area 

 
Travel Time Analysis 

The average travel time during the p.m. peak period between those aforementioned OD pairs 
in different scenarios are presented in Table 4. The estimated travel time doesn’t change 
substantially between the base and TCP scenarios. However, the scenarios involving 
construction phasing at SH 95 perform the poorest. As previously noted, the construction 
scenarios incorporate optimized signal timing plans for the SH 71 intersections during 
construction phasing based on the results of the microsimulation analysis. By comparing the 
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travel time between the existing and full build-out scenarios, we can see that the intersection 
upgrade improves the travel time for nearly all OD pairs.  

Table 4. Afternoon Travel Time Analysis (Minutes) 

Origins Destinations Existing Tahitian-
1 

Tahitian-
2 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full 

Build-out 
West end of 

SH 71 

SH 71 at 
Bastrop 

State Park 

9.5 9.0 9.0 9.5 10.0 8.0 

West of River 12.0 12.5 12.0 13.5 14.0 12.0 
Downtown S. 

of rail line 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.0 

Downtown N. 
of rail line 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 11.0 10.5 

North end of 
SH 95 10.5 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 

 

Selected Roadway Segment Analysis 

Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Eastbound Direction 

The majority of traffic using LP 150 east of SH 95 is destined for points east along SH 21 (see 
Figure 21). For the Tahitian-1 scenario, the number of vehicles using this segment of roadway 
increases slightly (see Table 5). For the Tahitian-2 and SH 95-1 scenarios, the number increases 
by approximately 100 vehicles, or 13 percent, during the peak hour (see Table 3). For the SH 
95-2 scenario, the number of vehicles using this segment peaks at approximately 930 per hour, 
which is 20 percent more than that in the existing scenario. This traffic, destined southeast to 
SH 71 is diverted from SH 95. The flow patterns in the Tahitian-2, SH 95-1, and SH 95-2 
scenarios are similar, as shown in Figures 21(b) and (c). After full build-out, among all the 
travelers using this link, the percentage of people going to the northeast is higher, as fewer 
vehicles destined to SH 71 use this route (see Figure 21 (d)). This indicates that vehicles are 
being assigned to SH 95 to gain upstream access to SH 71 with the new interchange system. As 
a result, the total number of people using this link is reduced by approximately 30 vehicles, or 4 
percent, during the peak hour. 

Table 5. Number of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Eastbound 

 Existing Tahitian-2 Tahitian-3 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full  
Build-out 

Number of vehicles 
during peak hour 780 810 880 880 930 750 
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(a) Existing & Tahitian-1 

 

 
(b) Tahitian-2 & SH 95-1 
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(c) SH 95-2 

 

 
 (d) Full Build-out 

Figure 21. Paths of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between SH 21 and SH 95, Eastbound Direction 
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Loop 150 (Chestnut Street) between Hill Street and Pecan Street, Eastbound Direction 

The majority of traffic identified on the segment of LP 150 (Chestnut Street) west of SH 95 
through the downtown Bastrop area, originates from the west along LP 150 and SH 71 with 
destinations east along SH 21 or north along SH 95 (see Figure 22). This pattern is largely a 
reverse of that identified for the a.m. peak period (see Figure 13).  However, due to limited 
access to north-south residential streets from eastbound SH 71, much less traffic is shown using 
these roadways in the p.m. peak period. Therefore, more traffic on this roadway segment, 
including that from SH 71, arrives from the west along LP 150. The numbers of vehicles using 
this roadway segment in all scenarios are summarized in Table 6. 

Table 6. Number of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between Hill Street and Pecan Street, Eastbound 

 Existing Tahitian-2 Tahitian-3 SH 95-1 SH 95-2 Full  
Build-out 

Number of vehicles 
during peak hour 420 420 430 470 460 270 

The traffic pattern appears consistent across all scenarios (see Figure 22 (a) and (b)). During 
construction, the total number of vehicles using this roadway segment increases marginally—
about 3 percent for Tahitian-2, 13 percent for SH 95-1, and 7 percent for SH 95-2. After 
construction of the interchanges, the number of vehicles assigned to this roadway segment 
drops approximately 35 percent (see Table 6 and the volume scale in Figure 22 (c)), indicating a 
shift of traffic toward SH 95 at the new interchange.  

 
(a) Existing, Tahitian-1, & Tahitian-2 
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(b) SH 95-1 & SH 95-2 

 
(c) Full Build-out 

Figure 22. Paths of Vehicles Using Loop 150 between Hill Street and Pecan Street, Eastbound 
Direction 
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4.2 Microsimulation Model Results 
All four intersections evaluated as part of the microsimulation analysis are currently signalized.  
Assessing the performance of the signals was completed using intersection level-of-service 
(LOS), a quantitative performance measure representative of the quality of service provided, as 
rated on an A to F scale1.  The LOS for signalized intersections is based on control delay, or the 
delay to traffic attributable to the signal, measured in seconds per vehicle using the scale 
provided in Table 7.  

Table 7. Automobile LOS Criteria for Signalized Intersections1 

Control Delay (s/veh) LOS 

0-10 A 
>10-20 B 
>20-35 C 
>35-55 D 
>55-80 E 

>80 F 

The LOS of each intersection under the different scenarios analyzed is discussed in the following 
sub-sections.   

4.2.1 Existing Conditions 

Table 8 displays the intersection LOS ratings for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods for existing 
conditions with existing signal timing plans. 

Table 8. Intersection LOS Summary* – Existing Conditions 

Intersection 
Peak Period 

AM PM 

SH 95 at LP 150 C E 
SH 21 at LP 150 A B 
SH 71 at SH 95 F (119) F (87) 

SH 71 at Tahitian Dr D D 
* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 

The LOS varies by intersection and peak period. The signal at SH 95 at LP 150 appears to be 
performing well during the a.m. peak, but is at an unacceptable level during the p.m. peak.  The 
following movements at the intersection are at LOS F during the p.m. peak and are hindering 
the overall intersection operation: 

                                                           
1 Highway Capacity Manual 2010. Transportation Research Board, Washington, D.C., 2010. 
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• PM: Eastbound left turn (111 s/veh), westbound left turn (194 s/veh), and northbound 
through movement (111 s/veh) 

The intersections at SH 21 at LP 150 and SH 71 at Tahitian Drive are functioning at an 
acceptable LOS (D or better).  However, there are some problematic approaches, particularly at 
the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive intersection.  The following approaches or movements are 
functioning at LOS E or worse: 

• AM: Eastbound left turn and westbound left turn (LOS E) 
• PM: Westbound left turn and northbound left turn (LOS E); southbound through-left is 

LOS F at 88 s/veh 

The signal at SH 71 at SH 95 is failing (LOS F) during both peak periods.  The following 
approaches or movements at this intersection are LOS F: 

• AM: Westbound left turn, northbound left turn and through, southbound left and right 
turns (southbound approach is LOS F at 311 s/veh) 

• PM: Northbound left turn and through, southbound right turn (northbound and 
southbound approaches are LOS F at 123 s/veh and 224 s/veh, respectively) 

4.2.2 SH 71 at Tahitian Drive during TCP Phasing 
This sub-section summarizes the simulation results of the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive intersection at 
different TCP phases and stages. Table 9 displays the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive intersection LOS 
ratings for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods for the different TCP phases.  The LOS ratings were 
compiled using the existing timing plan for the Phase 1 scenarios, prior to moving traffic to the 
frontage roads, versus an optimized timing plan. Since Phase 2 of construction will move traffic 
to the newly constructed frontage roads and split the intersection into two signals, only a new, 
optimized timing plan is considered. Note that the optimized timing plans are based on the 
traffic counts collected in August. 

Table 9. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive Intersection LOS Summary* – TCP Scenarios 

Peak 
Period 

Signal Timing 
Plan 

TCP Frontage 
Road 

Intersection 

TCP 

P1 S1 P1 S2 P1 S3a P1 S3b P2 S1 

AM Existing D D E E Westbound D 
Optimized D D D D Eastbound D 

PM Existing F (84) F (99) F (108) F (113) Westbound E 
Optimized E E E F (83) Eastbound E 

* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 

The LOS varies across peak period and TCP scenario. For the a.m. peak period, the signal 
generally performs at an acceptable LOS except during Phase 1 Stage 3, which can be improved 
to an acceptable LOS D after signal optimization. During the p.m. peak period, the signal 
generally does not perform at an acceptable LOS. However, with signal optimization, the signal 
can maintain LOS E through most of the construction stages.  The specific approaches that 
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appear especially problematic (LOS F) are summarized in Table 10.  Note that the northbound 
and southbound approaches experience the most negative impact due to the TCP 
configuration, though the eastbound approach during the p.m. peak is also expected to 
experience delay. 

Table 10. SH 71 at Tahitian Drive Intersection Problematic Approaches* – TCP 

Peak 
Period 

Signal 
Timing 

Plan 

TCP Frontage 
Road 

Intersection 

TCP 

P1 S1 P1 S2 P1 S3a P1 S3b P2 S1 

a.m. 
Existing NB (111) NB (127) NB (150) NB (137) Westbound  

Optimized   NB (90)  Eastbound NB (115) 

p.m. 
Existing EB (107), 

SB (97) 
EB (131), 
SB (117) 

EB (125), 
SB (189) 

EB (134), 
SB (178) Westbound SB (93) 

Optimized NB (93), 
SB (96) 

NB (130), 
SB (96) 

NB (145), 
SB (158) 

NB (145), 
SB (158) Eastbound NB (128),  

SB (91) 
* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 

4.2.3 SH 71 at SH 95 during TCP Phasing 
This sub-section summarizes the simulation results of SH 71 at SH 95 intersection at different 
TCP phases and stages. Table 11 displays the SH 71 at SH 95 intersection LOS ratings for the 
a.m. and p.m. peak periods for the different TCP phases. Similarly, the LOS ratings were 
compiled using the existing timing plan for the Phase 1 scenarios and an optimized timing plan 
for both phases. For Phase 1 Stage 3 of construction, the provided lane designation for the 
southbound approach included one exclusive left-turn lane and one shared through-right lane.  
Due to the poor LOS and long queuing observed from the simulation for the construction stage, 
two alternate configurations where evaluated.  These alternatives include implementing a 
shared left-through lane and an exclusive right-turn lane, and using a shared left-through-right 
lane and an exclusive right-turn lane.  The LOS measures for these configurations are 
summarized in the tables below. 
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Table 11. SH 71 at SH 95 Intersection LOS Summary* – TCP Scenarios 

Peak 
Period 

Signal 
Timing 

Plan 

TCP 
Frontage Road 

Intersection 

TCP 

P1 S1 P1 S2 P1 S3 P2 S1 P2 S2 

a.m. 

Existing 
F (119) F (200) F (205) 

Westbound D E Designated RT Lane F (129) 
RT and Shared RT Lanes F (167) 

Optimized 
F (101) F (126) F (128) 

Eastbound C D Designated RT Lane F (109) 
RT and Shared RT Lanes F (99) 

p.m. 

Existing 
F (86) F (103) F (126) 

Westbound D D Designated RT Lane F (121) 
RT and Shared RT Lanes F (155) 

Optimized 
E E F (96) 

Eastbound C C Designated RT Lane E 
RT and Shared RT Lanes F (92) 

* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 

The existing signal timing plans at this intersection fail (LOS F) during both peak periods in all 
Phase 1 scenarios.  With signal optimization, the performance during Stages 1 and 2 of Phase 1 
during the p.m. peak were shown to be improved to LOS E. Signals during all stages in Phase 1 
in the a.m. peak period and Stage 3 of Phase 1 in the p.m. peak period were still performing at 
LOS F, but the estimated delays were reduced significantly with signal optimization. The delay 
was also reduced in Phase 1 Stage 3 with implementation of an exclusive right-turn lane. 

During Phase 2, with traffic being moved to the frontage road, this intersection performs 
better. The frontage road intersections during both a.m. and p.m. peak periods were estimated 
to perform at LOS C or D except the westbound frontage road intersection with LOS E during 
the a.m. peak period in Stage 2. Similarly, the specific approaches that appear especially 
problematic (LOS F) are summarized in Table 12.  Similar to the SH 71 at Tahitian Drive 
intersection, the northbound and southbound approaches experience the most delay. Signal 
optimization may not improve the performance of the intersection above LOS F; however, the 
delay for the worst performing movements can be reduced by changing the balance of green 
time between approaches (e.g., southbound approach during Phase 1 Stage 3 in the a.m. peak). 
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Table 12. SH 71 at SH 95 Intersection Problematic Approaches* – TCP 

Peak 
Period 

Signal 
Timing 

Plan 

TCP Frontage 
Road 

Intersection 

TCP 

P1 S1 P1 S2 P1 S3 P2 S1 P2 S2 

a.m. 

Existing 

SB (311) SB (598) NB (104),  
SB (606) 

Westbound   
WB 

(108), 
SB (93)   

Designated RT Lane NB (104),  
SB (331) 

RT and Shared RT Lanes NB (104),  
SB (471) 

Optimized 

EB (86), 
WB (87) 
SB (140) 

EB (85),  
WB (101), 
SB (215) 

EB (85),  
WB (101), 
NB (164),  
SB (215) 

Eastbound     Designated RT Lane 

EB (85),  
WB (101), 
NB (164),  
SB (147) 

RT and Shared RT Lanes 

EB (85),   
WB (101), 
NB (164),  
SB (111) 

p.m. 

Existing 

NB (122), 
SB (224) 

NB (142),  
SB (290) 

NB (540),  
SB (290) 

Westbound     Designated RT Lane NB (540),  
SB (271) 

RT and Shared RT Lanes NB (540),  
SB (413) 

Optimized 

SB (100) WB (97),  
SB (100) 

NB (285),  
SB (134) 

Eastbound     Designated RT Lane NB (229),  
SB (129) 

RT and Shared RT Lanes NB (285),  
SB (117) 

* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 

The queuing at the two intersections was also reviewed as part of the microsimulation analysis. 
While excessive queuing wasn’t observed at the Tahitian Drive intersection during construction 
phasing, it was observed at the SH 95 intersection. This was identified as being associated with 
the heavy right-turn volume at the intersection for the southbound approach. This condition 
motivated the review of alternative lane designations for the two-lane approach, particularly 
during Phase 1 Stage 3 of construction when the channelized right-turn lane will be closed. 
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Tables 11 and 12 show the LOS measures for the different configurations and Table 13 
identifies information on the queue length for the southbound approach.   

The reported queue length was extracted from both Synchro and the Synchro simulation 
package, Simtraffic.  The Simtraffic software provides a more realistic assessment of the 
estimated queuing at the intersection based on simulated driver behavior.  The simulation was 
used to identify the extent of the problem with queuing at the intersection. Using the provided 
configuration, consisting of one exclusive left-turn lane and one shared through-right lane as 
shown in the 90-percent TCP drawings, the queue at the intersection for the southbound right-
turn extended to the upstream signalized intersection at SH 95 at LP 150/SH 21, disrupting 
operation.  

This problem was observed even with optimization of the signal at SH 71. It was then 
attempted to alleviate both the queuing issue and the poor LOS for the approach by changing 
the configuration to a shared through-left lane and an exclusive right-turn lane.  Although this 
configuration improved the LOS for the approach, as well as the intersection (as shown in 
Tables 11 and 12), it did not completely alleviate the issue with queuing, particularly evident 
during the a.m. peak.  The Synchro and Simtraffic software reported smaller queues for the 
approach using this configuration (see Table 13); however, the problem with queues extending 
to the upstream signal remained. Therefore, a third configuration was examined. 

Changing the inside lane on the approach to a shared left-through-right lane, effectively 
providing two available lanes for the right turn, was implemented as a third option. For the a.m. 
peak, which demonstrates the issue with the right-turn queue more so than the p.m. peak, this 
configuration was found to improve both the LOS and the queue when compared to the 
planned configuration.  The average queue was significantly reduced and no problems with 
spillback to the upstream signal were observed.  Table 13 identifies the 50th percentile queue 
length in feet obtained from Synchro and the average queue length reported from Simtraffic for 
each southbound approach lane for the lane designation identified (inside lane, outside lane). It 
is noteworthy that the LOS for the p.m. peak was slightly worse with this configuration versus 
the designation with a shared left-through lane, though the queue length improved 
substantially. 
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Table 13. SH 71 at SH 95 Queuing Along Southbound Approach* – TCP 

Peak 
Period 

Signal 
Timing 

Plan 

SH 95 TCP Phase 1 Stage 3 

SB Approach 
Configuration 

LOS (avg. 
delay, sec) 

50th Percentile 
Queue Length (ft) - 

Synchro 

Average Queue 
Length (ft) – 

Simtraffic 

a.m. 

Existing 

Left, T+R F (205) 141, ~1586  
L+T, Right F (129) ~257, ~1140  

L+T+R, Right F (167) ~1128, ~291  

Optimized 

Left, T+R F (128) 100, ~1043 1068, 1213 

L+T, Right F (109) 168, ~829 542, 595 

L+T+R, Right F (99) ~720, 116 241, 228 

p.m. 

Existing 

Left, T+R F (126) 110, ~813  
L+T, Right F (121) ~164, ~612  

L+T+R, Right F (155) ~803, 0  

Optimized 

Left, T+R F (96) 86, ~589 715, 1011 

L+T, Right E 124, ~227 1225, 1266 

L+T+R, Right F (92) ~549, 2 199, 178 
* The number in parenthesis is the intersection delay (seconds per vehicle) 
~ Indicates that volume exceeds capacity and queue could, theoretically, extend indefinitely 

4.2.4 Full Build-out Conditions 

Table 14 displays the intersection LOS ratings for the a.m. and p.m. peak periods for existing 
scenario with existing signal timing plans and full build-out scenarios with optimized signal 
timing plans. 

Table 14. Intersection LOS Summary – Existing and Full Build-out Conditions along SH 71 

Intersection 
AM Peak PM Peak 

Existing Future/Op Existing Future/Op 
SH 71 Westbound Frontage Road at SH 95 

F 
A 

F 
A 

SH 71 Eastbound Frontage Road at SH 95 B B 
SH 71 Westbound Frontage Road at Tahitian Dr. 

D 
A 

D 
B 

SH 71 Eastbound Frontage Road at Tahitian Dr. B A 
SH 95 at LP 150 C C E C 

From Table 14, we can see that after both overpasses are built out, the intersection LOS 
improves significantly. The two SH 71 intersections are estimated to have a LOS of at least B. 
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Furthermore, if the signal at SH 95 at LP 150 is converted from pre-timed to actuated control 
during the p.m. peak period, the signal operation can be improved.  Currently, the signal 
operates at LOS E during this period.  If optimized using actuated control, the signal is estimated 
to be improved to LOS C, assuming that it does not require pre-timed phasing. Optimization can 
dramatically improve the operation of the eastbound, westbound, and northbound approaches 
incorporating a shortened cycle length and reallocation of green time. 

5. NOTABLE ISSUES 

From the microsimulation analysis, the intersection of SH 95 and LP 150 operates at a LOS of E 
during the p.m. peak period. This signal is on a pre-timed signal plan during this period. In 
addition, the intersection of SH 71 and SH 95 exhibits an unacceptable LOS F rating during both 
peak periods. The following individual approaches exhibit an unacceptable LOS under existing 
conditions: 

• Northbound and southbound approaches at SH 71 and SH 95 (a.m. and p.m. peak) 
• Northbound and southbound approaches at SH 71 and Tahitian Drive (p.m. peak) 
• Eastbound, westbound, and northbound approaches at SH 95 and LP 150 (p.m. peak) 

During construction, the following are important findings at the intersection of SH 71 and 
Tahitian Drive: 

• The intersection varies between LOS D and E during the a.m. peak, though optimization 
may be able to help maintain the signal at an acceptable LOS. 

• The intersection operates at an unacceptable LOS (E or F) during the p.m. peak during 
construction, though optimization may be able to improve operation. 

• The northbound approach during the a.m. peak period and the eastbound, northbound, 
and southbound approaches during the p.m. peak are a concern; primary issues at the 
intersection are with the minor approaches. 

• Some improvement in operation can be achieved using optimized signal timing plans 
during Phase 1, notably with the northbound approach; adjusted timing for each stage 
of construction may be necessary to improve operation and account for adjusted 
intersection configurations. 

• The Phase 2 layout does not appear to cause any additional (beyond Phase 1) problems 
if both frontage road signals are timed appropriately, though the model does not 
account for the indirect impact of the construction zone on traffic flow. 

During construction, the following are important findings at the intersection of SH 71 and SH 
95: 

• The intersection operates at an unacceptable LOS (E or F) during the a.m. and p.m. 
peaks through Phase 1 of construction, though optimization may be able to improve 
operation. 
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• During Phase 2, optimization of the frontage road intersection operation is estimated to 
help the intersection operate at an acceptable LOS (using the proposed frontage road 
configuration) with the exception of the westbound frontage road during the a.m. peak 
in Stage 2. 

• The eastbound, northbound, and southbound approaches during the a.m. peak period 
and the northbound and southbound approaches during the p.m. peak are a concern, 
primarily during Phase 1; primary issues at the intersection are again with the minor 
approaches. 

• Some improvement in operation can be achieved using optimized signal timing plans 
during Phase 1, notably with the southbound approach; adjusted timing for each stage 
of construction may be necessary to improve operation and account for adjusted 
intersection configurations. 

• The Phase 2 layout does not appear to cause any additional (beyond Phase 1) problems 
if both frontage road signals are timed appropriately; the operation appears significantly 
improved with this configuration, though the model does not account for the indirect 
impact of the construction zone on traffic flow. 

From the DTA analysis, some changes in travel patterns were identified between the existing 
condition, the TCP configurations for SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 at SH 71, and the full 
build-out of the two interchanges. The following identifies some of the issues found from the 
analysis results: 

• During construction, some increase in traffic along LP 150, including west of SH 95, was 
found during both the a.m. and p.m. peak periods. This increase was minimal during 
construction phasing at Tahitian Drive, but was found more substantial during 
construction phasing at the SH 95 intersection. 

• During construction, an increase in travel time was found between many of the OD pairs 
reviewed for both the a.m. and p.m. peak periods. 

6. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The following summarizes the findings and conclusions from the model results: 

1) Some traffic shifting for OD pairs occurred between the Bastrop downtown area 
(including points north of the rail line) and the east end of SH 71, with traffic moving to 
LP 150; this trend is more pronounced during Tahitian TCP Phase 2 and SH 95 Phase 1 
and Phase 2 than during Tahitian Phase 1. 

2) Some traffic was found to shift to LP 150 west of SH 95 during construction phasing; this 
amount was small during the Tahitian TCP phases, but more substantial during the SH 
95 TCP phases, especially SH 95 TCP Phase 1 Stage 3. After build-out, traffic using LP 150 
west of SH 95 decreased significantly during the p.m. peak, but returned to near existing 
conditions for the a.m. peak.  
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3) Traffic shifted to SH 71 from LP 150 after full build-out of the interchanges, both east 
and west of SH 95. 

4) A small increase in travel time was observed from model results for the OD pairs 
analyzed during all construction phases.  

5) Travel times were generally found to decrease with full build-out of the two 
interchanges. 

6) The intersections along SH 71, particularly at SH 95, are not currently performing well 
during the peak periods. 

7) Using existing signal timings, the operation of SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 95 will 
experience diminished service, in large part due to the minor approaches experiencing 
more delay; some of this delay can be alleviated with optimization. 

8) Excessive queuing was not visible from simulation runs along SH 71 during construction 
phasing at Tahitian Drive. 

9) Not maintaining the southbound designated right-turn lane at the SH 71 intersection at 
SH 95, in particular during construction Phase 1 Stage 3, was found to result in excessive 
queuing along the approach. Provision of an exclusive right-turn lane during 
construction of the SH 95 interchange, and potentially enabling right turns from both 
approach lanes during Phase 1 Stage 3, is important (with re-optimization) for operation 
of the signal. 

10) The full build-out of the two interchanges is anticipated to improve operations of the 
intersections along SH 71 significantly.  

11) The intersection of SH 95 at LP 150 is experiencing poor LOS during the p.m. peak period 
with pre-timed control and can be improved with optimization and actuated control 

12) At full build-out, the westbound SH 71 frontage road west of the intersection at SH 95 
may experience operational challenges due to weaving. 

13) Large turning volumes at the SH 71 at SH 95 intersection hinder existing operation and 
will likely be a concern for construction phasing and potentially at the frontage road 
signals after full build-out of the interchange. 

14) East-west routing along SH 71 between OD pairs on the east and west ends of the model 
limits was not affected during or after construction; the assigned route remained SH 71 
for all scenarios. 
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on observations from the model results and subsequent conclusions, the following 
recommendations are provided: 

1) Additional data should be collected to evaluate the two intersections along SH 71 during 
weekend conditions. A supplemental analysis should then be undertaken to assess 
differences in intersection operations as travel patterns change during the week.  
 

2) Improvement in operation at SH 71 at Tahitian Drive and SH 71 at SH 95 can be achieved 
with signal optimization during construction. It is recommended that traffic be 
monitored at the beginning of each construction stage so that signal timings can be 
optimized based upon actual observation of driver behavior/traffic demands at that 
time. Special attention should be given to the SH 71 at SH 95 interchange during 
construction phasing due to the heavy turn volumes at this intersection. 
 

3) The southbound approach of SH 71 at SH 95 should be reconfigured during TCP Phase 1 
Stage 3 of construction. The current configuration (90-percent plans) identifies a lane 
designation with one exclusive left-turn lane and one shared through-right lane. 
Providing a shared through-left lane and a designated right-turn lane instead would 
greatly improve the level of service (LOS) for this approach and the intersection as a 
whole, due to the heavy southbound right-turn volume. The queue length for the 
southbound approach would also improve with an exclusive right-turn lane. Further 
modifying the lane designation to include a shared left-through-right lane and an 
exclusive right-turn lane would reduce the queue length substantially. Implementing a 
lane designation whereby both lanes accommodate right turns will require not only an 
update to the TCP signing, but should include temporary pavement markings to direct 
lane assignment into the intersection proper. Dotted line markings should be used to 
extend lane lines through the intersection and separate right-turning movements.  
 
Implementing a configuration accommodating right turns from both approach lanes will 
require additional review by the design team.  This should include determining if the 
geometry is sufficient to enable simultaneous right-turn movements with the 
construction configuration, while considering the design vehicle.  Allowing right turns on 
red from both lanes should also be evaluated further. It may be necessary to prohibit 
these turns from the inside (left-hand) lane due to limited visibility of westbound traffic 
during construction (i.e., construction equipment or barricades along the road or 
vehicles in the inside lane blocking the view of drivers in the outside lane). Provision of 
dual right-turns on red is discouraged when the signal uses split timings and/or when 
conflicting U-turns (eastbound to westbound at this intersection) are allowed. Both of 
these provisions are currently in place at the intersection. Prohibition of right turns on 
red from the inside lane can be accommodated using an R10-11c sign, as shown in 
Figure 23. 
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If right turns cannot be accommodated from both lanes, it is recommended that the 
outside lane be made an exclusive right-turn lane and the inside lane a shared left-
through lane. This will require updating the TCP signing for the southbound approach.  
Ultimately, this configuration represents a small, yet effective, change. An exclusive 
right-turn lane is needed at this approach, regardless of the inside lane designation. 
 

4) Since additional traffic was found to use LP 150 and Chestnut Street during construction 
of the SH 95 interchange, additional data should be collected and conditions monitored 
along this roadway during construction. Additional optimization of the signals, notably 
at SH 95 at LP 150/Chestnut Street and Chestnut Street at Main Street, may improve 
operations along this corridor given the change in travel pattern. 
 

5) Improvement in operation of the traffic signal at SH 95 at LP 150 during p.m. peak 
period conditions (currently LOS E) may be achieved with signal optimization, 
particularly if the signal is changed to actuated instead of pre-timed control during that 
time period. This will require reviewing the need for current pre-timed control during 
the p.m. peak period at the intersection. 
 

 

Figure 23. R10-11c: NO TURN ON RED EXCEPT FROM RIGHT LANE Sign2 

 

 

                                                           
2 Texas Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, Revision 1. Texas Department of Transportation, 2012. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this study was to analyze traffic impacts to downtown of adding express lanes 
along MoPac south of Cesar Chavez Street. Further, the project involves assessing the 
implementation of two direct-connect ramps between the express lanes and Cesar Chavez 
Street. The ramps provide direct connections between the MoPac South express lanes and 
Cesar Chavez Street, in both directions. The analysis, covering both morning (6:00-9:00 AM) and 
afternoon (3:30-6:30 PM) peak periods, was completed using dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) 
models.  These models were used to estimate changes to area travel patterns for each scenario 
analyzed for year 2020 traffic conditions. The area included in this study is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Study Area Boundaries 

 
Five DTA models, described in Table 1, were developed representing variations of the MoPac 
South express lane plan. 
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Table 1. Scenario Definitions 
Scenario  Description 
No-Build No MoPac South express lanes; MoPac North express lanes included 

1 Two express lanes in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connect ramp in 
each direction 

2 Two express lanes in each direction without direct-connect ramps 
3 One express lane in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connect ramp in 

each direction 
4 One express lane in each direction without direct-connect ramps 

 
This study was funded by the Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority and the Capital Area 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO). This memo summarizes the results observed 
from the DTA models and provides several recommendations based on the findings. 

2. BACKGROUND 
DTA models are useful for estimating changes to area travel patterns given changes in a 
roadway network. They are designed to assign vehicles to a transportation network by 
adjusting route selection as simulated traffic conditions change over time.  They are generally 
more detailed and can simulate the impact of congestion more appropriately than conventional 
travel demand models. Though not as refined as microsimulation models, they can be used to 
assess areas or regions more efficiently.  

The focus of the effort discussed herein was to analyze impacts of the MoPac improvements on 
Cesar Chavez Street and the nearby downtown area. This study area was shown in the previous 
section in Figure 1. 

To properly analyze the impact of the MoPac South express lanes on the study area, the limits 
of the modeled area extend beyond the boundaries of the area under study. This is from the 
area north of SH 71 (Barton Skyway) to Enfield Road/15th Street, and from MoPac to Congress 
Avenue.  Along MoPac, the model extends just south of Loop 360 to include the ingress/egress 
access between the express lanes and general purpose lanes south of Cesar Chavez Street. 
Figure 2 shows the layout of the model used for this study. The travel demand for this modeled 
network was extracted for each analyzed alternative from the 2020 CAMPO forecasted travel 
demand model with the existing plus committed network.  
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Figure 2. Layout and Extent of DTA Model 

The CAMPO regional model used for this study covers six counties in the Austin area and 
establishes traffic routing throughout the region. Improvements along the MoPac corridor for 
each alternative were coded into the regional model to capture the full magnitude of impacts 
of the network changes. Therefore, route shifting that occurs beyond the DTA model 
boundaries, including those associated with nearby IH 35, are captured in this model and 
represented in the inputs used for the DTA models. Note that the IH 35 corridor modeled in the 
regional network does not incorporate the planned improvements as part of the Mobility 35 
project since they are not expected to be complete by year 2020. 

The five DTA models briefly described in Section 1 (Table 1) were developed to simulate a No-
Build Scenario and four Build scenario models representing variations of the express lane plan. 
All scenarios were modeled for 2020 conditions and the travel demand table for each was 
extracted from independent runs of the CAMPO regional model with the corresponding MoPac 
South configuration. The scenarios with the direct-connect ramps (Scenarios 1 and 3) are 
intended to maximize use of the facility in 2020, allowing CTR to evaluate a worst-case 
assessment of the impact to congestion along Cesar Chavez Street. This involved removing the 
toll for the direct-connect ramps in the models.  
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3. MODEL RESULTS 
The model results have been assessed on an aggregate level, as well as with respect to specific 
streets in the study area. The findings are presented for both the AM and PM peak periods. 

3.1 AGGREGATE PERFORMANCE 
For trips beginning and ending within the designated study area, as outlined in Figure 1, the 
average travel times are given in Table 2. For all trips within the model area, shown in Figure 2, 
the average travel times are provided in Table 3.  Morning peak period trips are shown in Figure 
3 and afternoon peak period trips are illustrated in Figure 4. 

Table 2. Study Area Average Internal Travel Times [minutes] 
 Time Period 

Scenario AM Peak PM Peak 
No Build 3.3 15.7 
Scenario 1 3.3 9.5 
Scenario 2 3.4 8.8 
Scenario 3 3.3 7.4 
Scenario 4 3.3 8.9 

Table 3. Model Area Average Travel Times [minutes] 
 Time Period 

Scenario AM Peak PM Peak 
No Build 11.5 22.8 
Scenario 1 7.8 13.4 
Scenario 2 9.1 14.6 
Scenario 3 7.6 10.9 
Scenario 4 8.3 14.0 
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Figure 3. Comparison of AM Peak Period Average Travel Times  

 
Figure 4. Comparison of PM Peak Period Average Travel Times  

On average, travel time in the study area is approximately the same for all scenarios during the 
AM peak. For the PM peak, average travel times are lower in all of the Build scenarios than in 
the No-Build Scenario within the study area. The Build scenarios facilitate better access to the 
corridor and reduced congestion in the vicinity of the Cesar Chavez/Lake Austin Boulevard 
interchange. This leads to reductions in average downtown-area travel time relative to the No-
Build scenario. Scenarios 2 through 4 see the largest improvement in downtown area travel 
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times. Scenario 1 changes area travel patterns the most, and leads to some higher travel times 
downtown than the other Build scenarios. 

For the entire model area, the Build scenarios all consistently perform better than the No-Build 
Scenario. Better access to the MoPac corridor coupled with improved flow along MoPac result 
in the lower travel times. Scenario 3 performs the best overall. 

3.2 IMPACT TO CESAR CHAVEZ STREET 
In this section, travel times on Cesar Chavez Street are examined in the eastbound direction in 
the morning, and in the westbound direction in the afternoon. Figure 5 shows the limits of the 
corridor analyzed in the eastbound direction and Figure 6 shows the limits of the corridor 
analyzed in the westbound direction. 

 
Figure 5. Travel Time Limits for Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 
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Figure 6. Travel Time Limits for Westbound Cesar Chavez Street 

As shown in Figure 7, travel times remain relatively constant on eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 
in the AM peak period across scenarios. This is largely due to the fact that traffic volumes do 
not fluctuate substantially across scenarios. It has also been determined through detailed 
operational analysis by consultants for the Mobility Authority that the merge area for the 
direct-connector ramps with Cesar Chavez Street does not significantly disrupt flow along the 
roadway. 

 

Figure 7. Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street AM Travel Time (From MoPac Merge to Congress Ave) 
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As shown in Figure 8, travel times on westbound Cesar Chavez Street in the PM peak period 
decrease in the Build scenarios relative to the No-Build Scenario. This decrease in travel time is 
due to less downstream congestion forming along the ramps connecting the roadway with 
MoPac, particularly those providing access to southbound MoPac. Scenarios 3 and 4 attract less 
traffic to westbound Cesar Chavez Street and as such, result in lower travel times than 
Scenarios 1 and 2. 

 
Figure 8. Westbound Cesar Chavez Street PM Travel Time (from Congress Avenue to MoPac 

Diverge) 

3.3 IMPACT TO 6TH STREET 
In this section, travel times on 6th Street, which is one-way in the westbound direction, are 
examined for the afternoon peak period. Figure 9 shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 
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Figure 9. Travel Time Limits for 6th Street 

As shown in Figure 10, travel times on 6th Street in the PM peak period decrease in the Build 
scenarios relative to the No-Build Scenario. Much of this improvement occurs east of Lamar 
Boulevard where a change in travel pattern has a positive effect. Compared to the No-Build 
Scenario, the Build scenarios all result in more traffic on 6th Street continuing straight through 
the intersection at Lamar Boulevard versus making a left turn to travel south.  With improved 
conditions downstream at the interchange with MoPac, drivers have more incentive to use the 
roadway. The resultant reduction in the left-turn volume at the intersection improves 
conditions upstream along the roadway. 
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 Figure 10. 6th Street PM Travel Time (Congress Avenue to MoPac) 

3.4 IMPACT TO 5TH STREET 
In this section, travel times on 5th Street, which is one-way in the eastbound direction, are 
examined for the morning peak period. Figure 11 shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 
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Figure 11. Travel Time Limits for 5th Street 

As shown in Figure 12, travel times on 5th Street in the AM peak period stay relatively constant 
across scenarios. Since there is available capacity along the corridor, and intersection control 
constrains flow, the changes in travel patterns do not lead to noticeable changes in travel time. 

 

  Figure 12. Eastbound 5th Street AM Travel Time (MoPac to Congress Avenue) 
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3.5 IMPACT TO LAMAR BOULEVARD 
In this section travel times on Lamar Boulevard are examined in the northbound direction in the 
morning peak period and the southbound direction in the afternoon peak period. Figure 13 
shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 

 

Figure 13. Travel Time Limits for Lamar Boulevard 
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As shown in Figure 14, travel times on northbound Lamar Boulevard in the AM peak period stay 
relatively constant across scenarios. This is largely a result of the fact that travel patterns 
remain consistent along this corridor across scenarios in the AM peak period. 

 

Figure 14. Northbound Lamar Boulevard AM Travel Time (Oltorf Street to 15th Street) 

As shown in Figure 15, travel times on southbound Lamar Boulevard in the PM peak period 
decrease significantly in the Build scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. This improvement is a 
result of a decrease in traffic using the Lamar Boulevard corridor south of 6th Street as the 
travel pattern shifts toward more utilization of 6th Street for access to MoPac. This change is the 
least in Scenario 4. 
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Figure 15. Southbound Lamar Boulevard PM Travel Time (15th Street to Oltorf Street) 

3.6 IMPACT TO S. 1ST STREET AND GUADALUPE/LAVACA STREETS 
In this section, travel times on S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street in the northbound direction in the 
morning peak period, and Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street in the southbound direction in the 
afternoon peak period are examined. Figure 16 shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 
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Figure 16. Travel Time Limits for S. 1st Street 

As shown in Figure 17, travel times on northbound S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street in the AM peak 
period stay relatively constant across scenarios. Similar to northbound Lamar Boulevard, this 
result is largely due to travel patterns remaining consistent along this corridor across scenarios 
in the AM peak period. 
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Figure 17. Northbound S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street AM Travel Time (Oltorf Street to 15th 
Street) 

As shown in Figure 18, travel times on southbound Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street in the PM 
peak period decrease significantly in the Build scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. In this 
case, the improvement is partly a result of a decrease in traffic using the corridor with 
additional traffic traveling toward MoPac. Generally, the Build scenarios exhibit improved travel 
times upstream of Cesar Chavez Street with less congestion building along westbound routes to 
MoPac that otherwise slow southbound traffic along the corridor.  
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Figure 18. Southbound Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street PM Travel Time (15th Street to Oltorf 
Street) 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the construction of MoPac South express lanes is not anticipated to negatively impact 
downtown Austin. Travel times in the morning peak period remain relatively constant across 
scenarios. This is a result of consistent travel patterns across scenarios in the morning peak 
period.  Travel times in the afternoon peak period decrease in the Build scenarios versus the 
No-Build Scenario. This is a result of improved conditions at the interchange of MoPac at Lake 
Austin Boulevard/Cesar Chavez Street.  Alleviation of congestion and improved access to MoPac 
in the vicinity of the interchange contributes to reduced travel times along major corridors in 
the study area. While not all sections improve consistently, the “Build” scenarios generally 
result in lower travel times in the area. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The University of Texas at Austin Center for Transportation Research (CTR) was tasked with 
development and application of a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) study to analyze the impact 
of MoPac South Express Lanes on downtown Austin. This effort was funded by the Central 
Texas Regional Mobility Authority and the Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization 
(CAMPO), and supplements ongoing analysis of the MoPac corridor by the project team. The 
area included in this study is shown in the figure. 

 

 
 
DTA models are useful for estimating changes to area travel patterns given changes in a 
roadway network. The objective of this study was to analyze traffic impacts on Cesar Chavez 
Street and the downtown area resulting from adding express lanes to the MoPac Expressway 
south of Cesar Chavez Street. Further, the study assessed the impact of proposed direct-
connector ramps between the MoPac South express lanes and Cesar Chavez Street. The 
analysis included both morning (6:00-9:00 AM) and afternoon (3:30-6:30 PM) peak period 
travel demand for year 2020 traffic conditions.  
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Five DTA models were developed representing variations of the MoPac South express lane plan: 
 
Scenario  Description 
No-Build No MoPac South express lanes; MoPac North express lanes included 
2 EL + DC Two express lanes in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connector 

ramp in each direction 
2 EL Two express lanes in each direction without direct-connector ramps 

1 EL + DC One express lane in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connector ramp 
in each direction 

1 EL One express lane in each direction without direct-connector ramps 
 
Results have been compiled for all five scenarios for the AM and PM peak periods. All 
comparisons of results are between the Build and No-Build scenarios in year 2020. For trips 
beginning and ending within the designated study area, as outlined in above figure, average 
travel times are approximately the same for all scenarios during the AM peak. For the PM peak, 
average travel times are lower in all of the Build scenarios than in the No-Build Scenario within 
the study area. The Build scenarios facilitate better access to the corridor and reduced 
congestion in the vicinity of the Cesar Chavez/Lake Austin Boulevard interchange. This leads to 
reductions in average downtown-area travel time relative to the No-Build Scenario. Scenario “2 
EL + DC” changes area travel patterns the most, and leads to some higher travel times 
downtown than the other build scenarios. 

For the entire model area, including a section of MoPac, the Build scenarios all consistently 
perform better than the No-Build Scenario. Better access to the MoPac corridor coupled with 
improved flow along MoPac result in the lower travel times. Here, Scenario “1 EL + DC” 
generally performs the best. Both aggregate performance metrics and corridor-specific results 
were compiled. 

Travel times on Cesar Chavez Street were reviewed in detail in the eastbound direction in the 
morning, and in the westbound direction in the afternoon between MoPac and Congress 
Avenue. Travel times remain relatively constant on eastbound Cesar Chavez Street in the AM 
peak period across scenarios. This is largely due to the fact that traffic volumes do not fluctuate 
substantially across scenarios. A consultant for the Mobility Authority has also determined, 
through detailed operational analysis, that the merge area for the direct-connector ramps with 
Cesar Chavez Street does not significantly disrupt flow along the roadway. Travel times on 
westbound Cesar Chavez Street in the PM peak period decrease in the build Scenarios relative 
to the No-Build Scenario. This decrease in travel time is due to less downstream congestion 
forming along the ramps connecting the roadway with MoPac, particularly those providing 
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access to southbound MoPac. Scenarios 3 and 4 attract less traffic to westbound Cesar Chavez 
Street and as such, result in lower travel times than Scenarios 1 and 2.  

Results for 5th Street and 6th Street were also compiled between MoPac and Congress. In the 
morning peak period, travel times on 5th Street stay relatively constant across scenarios. Travel 
times on 6th Street in the PM peak period decrease in the Build scenarios relative to the No-
Build Scenario. Much of this improvement occurs east of Lamar Boulevard where a change in 
travel pattern has a positive effect. Compared to the No-Build Scenario, the build scenarios all 
result in more traffic on 6th Street continuing straight through the intersection at Lamar 
Boulevard versus making a left turn to travel south.  With improved conditions downstream at 
the interchange with MoPac, drivers have more incentive to use the roadway. The resulting 
reduction in the left-turn volume at the intersection improves conditions upstream along the 
roadway. 

For some other roadways accessing the downtown area, including Lamar Boulevard and S. 1st 
Street, inbound travel times were assessed for the morning peak period and outbound travel 
times for the afternoon peak period. Travel times on northbound Lamar Boulevard and S. 1st 
Street in the morning peak period stay relatively constant across scenarios. This is largely a 
result of the fact that travel patterns remain consistent along these corridors across scenarios 
during this period. 

Travel times on southbound Lamar Boulevard in the PM peak period decrease significantly in 
the build Scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. This improvement is a result of a decrease in 
traffic using the corridor south of 6th Street as the travel pattern shifts toward more utilization 
of 6th Street for access to MoPac. This change is less noticeable for Scenario “1 EL”, where the 
least impactful change is implemented along MoPac. Travel times on southbound Guadalupe 
Street to S. 1st Street in the PM peak period also decrease significantly in the build Scenarios 
versus the No-Build Scenario. In this case, the improvement is partly a result of a decrease in 
traffic using the corridor with additional traffic traveling toward MoPac. Generally, the build 
Scenarios exhibit improved travel times upstream of Cesar Chavez Street with less congestion 
building along westbound routes to MoPac that otherwise slow southbound traffic along the 
corridor.  

Overall, the construction of MoPac South express lanes is not anticipated to negatively impact 
downtown Austin relative to the No-Build Scenario. Travel times in the morning peak period 
remain relatively constant across scenarios. This is a result of consistent travel patterns across 
scenarios in the AM peak period.  Travel times in the afternoon peak period decrease in the 
Build scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. This is a result of improved conditions at the 
interchange of MoPac at Lake Austin Boulevard/Cesar Chavez Street.  Alleviation of congestion 
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and improved access to MoPac in the vicinity of the interchange contributes to reduced travel 
times and increased throughput along major corridors in the study area. While not all sections 
improve consistently, the build scenarios generally result in lower travel times in the area. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this study was to analyze traffic impacts of adding express lanes along MoPac 
south of Cesar Chavez Street. Further, the project involves assessing the implementation of two 
direct-connector ramps between the express lanes and Cesar Chavez Street. The ramps provide 
direct connections between the MoPac South express lanes and Cesar Chavez Street, in both 
directions. The analysis, covering both morning (6:00-9:00 AM) and afternoon (3:30-6:30 PM) 
peak periods, was completed using dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models.  These models 
were used to estimate changes to area travel patterns for each scenario analyzed.  

This study was funded by the Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority and the Capital Area 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO). This report summarizes the results observed 
from the DTA models and provides several recommendations based on the findings. 

2. BACKGROUND 
DTA models are designed to assign vehicles to a transportation network by adjusting route 
selection as simulated traffic conditions change over time. They are generally more detailed 
and can simulate the impact of congestion more appropriately than conventional travel 
demand models. Though not as refined as microsimulation models, they can be used to assess 
areas or regions more efficiently.  

The focus of the effort discussed herein was to analyze impacts of the MoPac improvements on 
Cesar Chavez Street and the nearby downtown area. This includes the area from Barton Springs 
Road to Enfield Road/15th Street, and MoPac to Congress Avenue. Figure 1 shows the study 
area established for this analysis. 
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Figure 1. Project Study Area 

To properly analyze the impact of the MoPac South express lanes on the study area, the limits 
of the DTA models extend from the area north of SH 71 (Barton Skyway) to Enfield Road/15th 
Street, and from MoPac to Congress Avenue.  Along MoPac, the model extends just south of 
Loop 360 to include the ingress/egress access between the express lanes and general purpose 
lanes south of Cesar Chavez Street. Figure 2 shows the layout of the model used for this study. 
The demand for the subnetwork was extracted for each analyzed alternative from the 2020 
CAMPO forecasted travel demand model with the existing plus committed network.  

The CAMPO regional model used for this study covers six counties in the Austin area and 
establishes traffic routing throughout the region. Improvements along the MoPac corridor for 
each alternative were coded into the regional model to capture the full magnitude of impacts 
of the network changes. Therefore, route shifting that occurs beyond the DTA model 
boundaries, including those associated with nearby IH 35, are captured in this model and 
represented in the inputs used for the DTA models. Note that the IH 35 corridor modeled in the 
regional network does not incorporate the planned improvements as part of the Mobility 35 
project since they are not expected to be complete by year 2020. 
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Figure 2. Layout and Extent of DTA Model 

Five DTA models were developed to simulate a No-Build scenario and four build scenario 
models representing variations of the express lane plan. All scenarios were modeled for 2020 
conditions and the demand table for each was extracted from independent runs of the CAMPO 
regional model with the corresponding MoPac South configuration. The scenarios with the 
direct-connector ramps are intended to maximize use of the facility in 2020, allowing CTR to 
evaluate a worst-case assessment of the impact to congestion along Cesar Chavez Street. This 
involved removing the toll for the direct-connector ramps in the models. The five scenarios are 
identified in the table below. 
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Table 1. DTA Model Scenarios 
Scenario  Description 
No-Build No MoPac South express lanes; MoPac North express lanes included 
2 EL + DC Two express lanes in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connector ramp 

in each direction 
2 EL Two express lanes in each direction without direct-connector ramps 
1 EL + DC One express lane in each direction with a one-lane flyover direct-connector ramp 

in each direction 
1 EL One express lane in each direction without direct-connector ramps 

3. MODEL RESULTS 
The model results have been assessed on an aggregate level, as well as with respect to Cesar 
Chavez Street specifically, roadways parallel to Cesar Chavez Street and other inbound 
roadways in the model, and downtown travel patterns. The findings are presented for both the 
AM and PM peak periods. 

3.1 AGGREGATE PERFORMANCE 
For trips beginning and ending within the designated study area, as outlined in Figure 1, the 
average travel times are given in Table 2. For all trips within the model area, shown in Figure 2, 
the average travel times are provided in Table 3.  Morning peak period trip travel times are 
shown in Figure 3 and afternoon peak period trip travel times are illustrated in Figure 4. 

Table 2. Study Area Average Internal Travel Times [minutes] 
 Time Period 

Scenario AM Peak PM Peak 
No-Build 3.3 15.7 
2 EL + DC 3.3 9.5 
2 EL 3.4 8.8 
1 EL + DC 3.3 7.4 
1 EL 3.3 8.9 

Table 3. Model Area Average Travel Times [minutes] 
 Time Period 

Scenario AM Peak PM Peak 
No-Build 11.5 22.8 
2 EL + DC 7.8 13.4 
2 EL 9.1 14.6 
1 EL + DC 7.6 10.9 
1 EL 8.3 14.0 
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In the PM peak period, travel times are lower in all of the build scenarios than in the No-Build 
scenario. All of the build scenarios facilitate better access to the corridor and reduced 
congestion in the vicinity of the Cesar Chavez/Lake Austin Boulevard interchange. This leads to 
reductions in average downtown-area travel time relative to the No-Build scenario. Scenario “2 
EL + DC” changes area travel patterns the most, and leads to higher overall travel times 
downtown than the other build scenarios. The observed impact and contributing factors are 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. 

 
Figure 3. Average Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

 
Figure 4. Average Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 
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For the entire model area, the build scenarios all consistently perform better than the No-Build 
Scenario. Better access to the MoPac corridor coupled with improved flow along MoPac result 
in the lower travel times. Scenario “1 EL + DC” generally performs the best where the majority 
of the improvements are incorporated but fewer impacts to travel patterns are experienced 
within the study area.  

3.2 IMPACT TO CESAR CHAVEZ STREET 
For Cesar Chavez Street, the scenarios with the direct-connector ramps influence traffic in this 
area. This includes an additional merge area between the northbound-to-eastbound direct-
connector ramp along the corridor in the immediate vicinity of the merge point for the 
eastbound Reserve Road entrance ramp, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Merge Areas along Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 

In this section, travel times and volumes on Cesar Chavez Street are examined in the eastbound 
direction in the morning, and in the westbound direction in the afternoon. Figure 6 shows the 
limits of the corridor analyzed in the eastbound direction and Figure 7 shows the limits of the 
corridor analyzed in the westbound direction.  
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Figure 6. Travel Time Limits for Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 

 
Figure 7. Travel Time Limits for Westbound Cesar Chavez Street 

As shown in Figure 8, travel times remain relatively constant on eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 
in the AM peak period across scenarios. This is largely due to the fact that traffic volumes do 
not increase across scenarios. A consultant for the Mobility Authority has also determined, 
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through detailed operational analysis, that the merge area for the direct-connector ramps with 
Cesar Chavez Street does not significantly disrupt flow along the roadway. 

 
Figure 8. Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

Peak direction traffic volumes along Cesar Chavez Street decrease for both peak periods west of 
Lamar Boulevard. This is attributable to the limited capacity downstream of the merge area 
with the direct-connector ramp and persistent congestion along Cesar Chavez Street across all 
scenarios. Some traffic diverts to 5th Street in the build scenarios further contributing to the 
decrease. Traffic volumes along Cesar Chavez Street and select corridors in the area were 
extracted from the model for the peak periods and are provided in Appendix A. Eastbound 
volumes along Cesar Chavez Street extracted from the model for the AM peak period are 
shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Eastbound Volumes along Cesar Chavez Street West of Lamar Boulevard (AM Peak 

Period) 

In the AM peak period, the primary difference in travel pattern is in Scenario “EL 2 + DC” where 
traffic headed to downtown shifts to the new ramp. The number of vehicles using the inbound 
direct-connector ramp for the peak period (with no toll imposed on the ramp) in the model is 
approximately 2,300 vehicles for Scenario “EL 2 + DC” and 2,050 for Scenario “EL 1 + DC”, with 
only approximately 700 vehicles using the existing connection.  

In the PM peak period, travel times generally decrease along westbound Cesar Chavez Street 
due to improved conditions downstream through the MoPac interchange and along 
southbound MoPac. Travel times are lower in the scenarios with one express lane than the 
scenarios with two express lanes in each direction. Travel patterns shift more substantially in 
the scenarios involving the two-lane expressway. Additional traffic accessing the corridor via 
northbound Lamar Boulevard resulted in congestion building upstream of the intersections and 
subsequently higher travel times in this section, and within the full study limits evaluated, as 
shown in Figure 10. Figure 7 illustrates the limits along the corridor from which the travel times 
were extracted.  Additional travel times can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 10. Westbound Cesar Chavez Street Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 

This trend was also identified in the PM peak where approximately 2,850 vehicles use the 
outbound direct-connector ramp for Scenario “2 EL + DC” and 2,100 for Scenario “1 EL + DC” 
with approximately 1,000 vehicles using the existing connection. Though this shift occurs, 
westbound volumes along Cesar Chavez Street, west of Lamar Boulevard, remain relatively 
constant across scenarios.  The volumes extracted from the model for the PM peak period are 
shown in Figure 11. Additional peak period volumes are shown in Appendix A. 
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Figure 11. Westbound Volumes along Cesar Chavez Street West of Lamar Boulevard (PM Peak 

Period) 

Additional traffic accessing Cesar Chavez Street from Lamar Boulevard is attracted to the 
corridor in two-lane expressway scenarios as a result of a change in congestion pattern along 
MoPac. Generally, travel along southbound MoPac improves in the two-lane expressway 
scenarios. However, two new merge conditions are created along northbound MoPac, south of 
Barton Skyway and near Lake Austin Boulevard. Notably, the merge area near Lake Austin 
Boulevard is the result of a ramp reversal with the No-Build Scenario. In the No-Build Scenario, 
a ramp providing access to the northbound express lane is available.  

Congestion in this area in the build scenarios makes accessing northbound MoPac south of the 
bridge less desirable. Instead, traffic from the area just south of Lady Bird Lake tends to enter 
northbound MoPac via Cesar Chavez Street, accessed from northbound Lamar Boulevard, 
causing some additional queuing upstream. Again, while traffic volumes west of Lamar 
Boulevard remain fairly consistent across scenarios, the composition of this traffic changes 
across scenarios. This is due to improved access to northbound MoPac via the corridor with less 
congestion at the interchange caused by southbound traffic queuing along the ramp system. 
Traffic patterns for one-lane expressway scenarios do not change as much with respect to the 
No-Build Scenario along Cesar Chavez Street as a result of fewer downstream improvements, 
thus, there is not as much congestion generated along the corridor upstream of Lamar 
Boulevard. In all of the build scenarios, westbound traffic traveling to southbound MoPac and 
west on Lake Austin Boulevard shifts to 6th Street due to the improved downstream conditions 
through the MoPac interchange. Travel along other area corridors is discussed in more detail in 
the following section. 
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3.3 IMPACT TO AREA ROADWAYS 
In the AM peak period, traffic volumes and travel times remain consistent across all scenarios.  
Only small changes in traffic volumes occur along Enfield Road and 5th Street, east of MoPac, 
and S. 1st Street, at the South 1st Street Bridge, though a noticeable decrease along Congress 
Avenue occurs for inbound traffic in Scenario “2 EL + DC”.  This corresponds with an increase 
along northbound Lamar Boulevard as some traffic shifts toward MoPac in this scenario. As 
noted above, an increase in traffic along northbound Lamar Boulevard for all of the Build 
scenarios is associated with an increase in traffic along westbound Cesar Chavez Street west of 
the intersection area to access northbound MoPac.  

3.3.1 IMPACT TO 6TH STREET 
In the PM peak period, more pronounced differences are found between scenarios along area 
roadways. Some westbound traffic (to Lake Austin Boulevard) shifts from Cesar Chavez Street 
and Enfield Road to 6th Street, while additional traffic destined for South Austin also uses 6th 
Street due to improved conditions along southbound MoPac and the interchange area along 
Lake Austin Boulevard in the build scenarios.  Like the northbound direction, the planned 
configuration for the southbound direction implements a ramp reversal, changing access 
between the express lane and general purpose lanes for the build scenarios.  Unlike the 
northbound direction, this reversal creates an egress point to the express lanes in the build 
scenarios. This change, along with the continuation of the southbound express lane, relieves 
congestion along the corridor in the southbound direction.   

Additionally, southbound flow from westbound Cesar Chavez Street shifts to the direct-
connector ramp that merges with the express lane farther to the south, further mitigating 
congestion in the area for scenarios with direct-connector ramps.  These improvements result 
in attracting flow to 6th Street to access southbound MoPac.  Though traffic increases along 6th 
Street, travel times decreased due to the improved flow along southbound MoPac with the 
shift in Cesar Chavez Street traffic to the southbound direct-connector ramp. Figure 12 
illustrates the limits along the corridor from which the travel times were extracted. These travel 
times are shown in Figure 13. Additional travel times can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 12. Travel Time Limits for 6th Street 

 

  

Figure 13. Westbound 6th Street Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 
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As shown in Figure 13, travel times on 6th Street in the PM peak period decrease in the build 
scenarios relative to the No-Build Scenario. Much of this improvement occurs east of Lamar 
Boulevard where a change in travel pattern has a positive effect. Compared to the No-Build 
Scenario, the build scenarios all result in more traffic on 6th Street continuing straight through 
the intersection at Lamar Boulevard versus making a left turn to travel south. With improved 
conditions downstream at the interchange with MoPac, drivers have more incentive to use the 
roadway. The resulting reduction in the left-turn volume at the intersection improves 
conditions upstream along the roadway. 

3.3.2 IMPACT TO 5TH STREET 
In this section, travel times on 5th Street, which is one-way in the eastbound direction, are 
examined for the morning peak period. Figure 14 shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 

 
Figure 14. Travel Time Limits for 5th Street 

As shown in Figure 15, travel times on 5th Street in the AM peak period stay relatively constant 
across scenarios. Since there is available capacity along the corridor, and intersection control 
constrains flow, the changes in travel patterns do not lead to noticeable changes in travel time. 
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Figure 15. Eastbound 5th Street Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

3.3.3 IMPACT TO LAMAR BOULEVARD 
In this section, travel times on Lamar Boulevard are examined in the northbound direction in 
the morning peak period and the southbound direction in the afternoon peak period. Figure 16 
shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 
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Figure 16. Travel Time Limits for Lamar Boulevard 

As shown in Figure 17, travel times on northbound Lamar Boulevard in the AM peak period stay 
relatively constant across scenarios. This is largely a result of the fact that travel patterns 
remain consistent along this corridor across scenarios in the AM peak period. 
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Figure 17. Northbound Lamar Boulevard Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

As shown in Figure 18, travel times on southbound Lamar Boulevard in the PM peak period 
decrease significantly in the build Scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. This improvement is a 
result of a decrease in traffic using the corridor south of 6th Street as the travel pattern shifts 
toward more utilization of 6th Street for access to MoPac. This change is less noticeable for 
Scenario 4, where the least impactful change is implemented along MoPac. 
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Figure 18. Southbound Lamar Boulevard Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 

3.3.4 IMPACT TO S. 1ST STREET AND GUADALUPE/LAVACA STREETS 
In this section, travel times on S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street in the northbound direction in the 
morning peak period, and Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street in the southbound direction in the 
afternoon peak period are examined. Figure 19 shows the limits of the corridor analyzed. 
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Figure 19. Travel Time Limits for S. 1st Street 

As shown in Figure 20, travel times on northbound S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street in the AM peak 
period stay relatively constant across scenarios. Similar to northbound Lamar Boulevard, this 
result is largely due to travel patterns remaining consistent along this corridor across scenarios 
in the AM peak period. 
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Figure 20. Northbound S. 1st Street to Lavaca Street Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

As shown in Figure 21, travel times on southbound Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street in the PM 
peak period decrease significantly in the build Scenarios versus the No-Build Scenario. In this 
case, the improvement is partly a result of a decrease in traffic using the corridor with 
additional traffic traveling toward MoPac. Generally, the build scenarios exhibit improved travel 
times upstream of Cesar Chavez Street with less congestion building along westbound routes to 
MoPac that otherwise slow southbound traffic along the corridor.  
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Figure 21. Southbound Guadalupe Street to S. 1st Street Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 

3.4 IMPACT TO DOWNTOWN AREA TRAVEL PATTERNS 
In the AM peak period, the general travel patterns remained consistent across scenarios. This 
included both travel to the downtown area, as well as within this portion of the network. An 
analysis of roadway congestion and signal delay throughout the downtown network revealed 
small differences across the scenarios. This is depicted in the figures below using the following 
color scale 

 

Figure 22. Color Scale for Figures 23-26 
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Figure 23. Congestion on Area Roadways in the No-Build Scenario (AM Peak Period) 

Figure 23 illustrates some congestion forming in the downtown area during the AM peak period 
for the No-Build Scenario.  Much of the congestion is located south of the river or along MoPac 
and the ramps connecting MoPac to the east/west corridors in the area. (The section of 
northbound MoPac shown is free-flowing because there is a bottleneck just south of Barton 
Springs Road that is released at this point.) For the build scenarios illustrated in Figure 24, some 
changes in the congestion patterns are depicted.  Congestion remains visible south of the river 
and within the downtown grid, but is alleviated in part along MoPac and the connecting ramps. 
Congestion forms along the direct-connector ramp from northbound MoPac to eastbound 
Cesar Chavez Street.  This is a result of the ramp’s merge area, which is located near the merge 
point for the eastbound Reserve Road entrance ramp (shown in Figure 5 on page 11). 
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Figure 24. Congestion on Area Roadways in the Build Scenarios (AM Peak Period) 
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Figure 25. Congestion on Area Roadways in the No-Build Scenario (PM Peak Period) 

For the PM peak period, Figure 25 illustrates heavy congestion throughout the study area in the 
No-Build Scenario. Congestion also persists on the ramp connections with MoPac, in particular 
those through the Lake Austin Boulevard/Cesar Chavez Street interchange. For the Build 
scenarios illustrated in Figure 26, congestion largely persists in the downtown area. Significant 
alleviation of congestion is shown through the aforementioned interchange, as well as along 
Barton Springs Road west of Lamar Boulevard. The figures clearly demonstrate better traffic 
flow in these areas as a result of the Build scenario improvements to MoPac. 
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Figure 26. Congestion on Area Roadways in the Build Scenarios (PM Peak Period)
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the construction of MoPac South express lanes is not anticipated to negatively impact 
downtown Austin. Travel times and volumes in the morning peak period remain relatively 
constant across scenarios. This is a result of relatively consistent travel patterns across 
scenarios for those conditions, though some changes affecting 5th Street and Enfield Road were 
found. The model results demonstrated a number of more substantial differences between 
scenarios for the afternoon peak period. 
 
Travel times in the afternoon peak period decrease in the Build scenarios versus the No-Build 
Scenario. This is a result of improved conditions at the interchange of MoPac at Lake Austin 
Boulevard/Cesar Chavez Street.  Alleviation of congestion and improved access to MoPac in the 
vicinity of the interchange contributes to reduced travel times along major corridors in the 
study area. While not all sections improve consistently, the Build scenarios generally result in 
lower travel times in the area. 
 
With the improved operations at the interchange, an increase in volume was found along 6th 
Street, particularly for traffic heading west along Lak Austin Blvd or south along MoPac. With 
downstream conditions improving for westbound Cesar Chavez Street, along with access to 
MoPac, additional northbound MoPac traffic was found to use this corridor west of Lamar 
Boulevard (compared to the No-Build Scenario).  This was especially evident with Scenarios 1 
and 3, where changes in travel patterns in this area caused some congestion to form elsewhere. 
 
For both the morning and afternoon peak periods, average travel times throughout the model 
area and the study area were found to improve in the Build Scenarios when compared to the 
No-Build Scenario. This was more evident for the afternoon peak. Additionally, inbound 
throughput during the morning peak period and outbound throughput during the afternoon 
peak period were found to increase.  Again, this was largely attributable to improved conditions 
at the interchange of MoPac at Lake Austin Boulevard/Cesar Chavez Street, as well as better 
flow along south MoPac with the added capacity. 
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Table A.1. AM Peak Period Traffic Volumes 
 Scenario 

Roadway Location No-Build 2 EL + DC 2 EL 1 EL + DC 1 EL 
EB Cesar Chavez St W of Lamar Blvd 5,600 5,500 5,250 5,200 5,000 
WB Cesar Chavez St W of Lamar Blvd 3,100 3,650 3,350 3,750 3,600 
5th St E of MoPac 4,650 4,900 4,900 5,100 4,700 
6th St E of MoPac 1,950 2,150 2,100 2,150 2,450 
EB Enfield Rd E of MoPac 4,200 4,100 4,200 4,150 4,250 
WB Enfield Rd E of MoPac 1,900 1,800 1,800 1,850 1,700 
EB Barton Springs Rd W of Lamar Blvd 3,150 2,850 3,400 2,900 3,650 
WB Barton Springs Rd W of Lamar Blvd 3,150 2,200 2,550 2,000 2,200 
NB Lamar Blvd Bridge 4,950 5,650 5,300 5,600 5,800 
SB Lamar Blvd Bridge 2,650 2,250 2,350 2,500 2,250 
NB 1st St Bridge 2,380 2,550 2,400 2,600 2,500 
SB 1st St Bridge 3,200 3,300 2,850 3,100 2,800 
NB Congress Ave Bridge 7,050 6,550 6,950 6,750 7,050 
SB Congress Ave Bridge 4,450 4,150 4,750 4,200 4,750 
SB MoPac Express Lanes at Barton Skwy - 1,800 1,300 1,650 1,250 
NB MoPac Express Lanes at Barton Skwy - 4,500 2,800 4,150 2,600 
SB MoPac Express Lanes at Lake Austin - 1,350 1,300 1,250 1,250 
NB MoPac Express Lanes at Lake Austin - 2,200 2,800 2,100 2,600 
SB Express Direct-connector Ramp - 450 - 400 - 
NB Express Direct-connector Ramp - 2,300 - 2,050 - 
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Table A.2. PM Peak Period Traffic Volumes 
 Scenario 

Roadway Location No-Build 2 EL + DC 2 EL 1 EL + DC 1 EL 
EB Cesar Chavez W of Lamar Blvd 5,350 4,600 5,050 4,900 4,750 
WB Cesar Chavez W of Lamar Blvd 6,250 6,000 6,150 5,950 5,750 
5th St E of MoPac 4,650 5,050 5,100 5,600 4,700 
6th St E of MoPac 2,800 4,650 4,200 4,500 4,350 
EB Enfield Rd E of MoPac 3,700 3,800 3,900 3,800 3,900 
WB Enfield Rd E of MoPac 5,500 5,250 5,650 5,300 5,550 
EB Barton Springs Rd W of Lamar Blvd 2,000 2,050 1,900 1,800 1,850 
WB Barton Springs Rd W of Lamar Blvd 5,500 4,700 4,800 4,700 4,950 
NB Lamar Bridge 5,000 5,500 5,800 5,700 5,400 
SB Lamar Bridge 8,150 7,000 7,100 7,150 7,100 
NB 1st St Bridge 2,450 2,750 2,700 2,350 2,700 
SB 1st St Bridge 4,700 4,450 4,450 5,050 4,750 
NB Congress Bridge 7,500 6,950 6,950 6,900 6,950 
SB Congress Bridge 9,050 9,400 9,800 9,100 9,200 
SB MoPac Express Lanes at Barton Skwy - 7,600 4,800 6,350 4,950 
NB MoPac Express Lanes at Barton Skwy - 6,300 5,200 6,000 5,950 
SB MoPac Express Lanes at Lake Austin - 4,750 4,800 4,200 4,950 
NB MoPac Express Lanes at Lake Austin - 5,100 5,200 4,700 5,950 
SB Express Direct-connector Ramp - 2,850 - 2,100 - 
NB Express Direct-connector Ramp - 1,200 - 1,300 - 
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Note:  The information provided in this appendix supplements information presented earlier in 
the report with more disaggregate travel time results along key corridors in the study area. 

 
Figure B.1. Travel Time Limits for Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street 

Table B.1. Eastbound Travel Time along Cesar Chavez Street (AM Peak Period) 
Travel Time in Minutes 

Scenario 
Mopac Merge 
to Lamar Blvd 

Lamar Blvd to 
Congress Ave Total 

No-Build 2.5 2.9 5.3 
2 EL + DC 2.1 2.9 5.1 
2 EL 2.0 2.9 4.9 
1 EL + DC 1.9 2.9 4.8 
1 EL 2.6 2.9 5.4 
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Figure B.2. Eastbound Cesar Chavez Street Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 

 

 
Figure B.3. Travel Time Limits for 5th Street 
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Table B.2. Travel Time along 5th Street (AM Peak Period) 
Travel Time in Minutes 

Scenario 
Mopac Merge 
to Lamar Blvd 

Lamar Blvd to 
Congress Ave Total 

No-Build 2.4 3.5 5.8 
2 EL + DC 2.6 3.4 6.0 
2 EL 2.5 3.5 6.0 
1 EL + DC 2.5 3.4 5.9 
1 EL 2.6 3.4 6.0 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure B.4. 5th Street Travel Time (AM Peak Period) 
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Figure B.5. Travel Time Limits for Westbound Cesar Chavez Street 

 

Table B.3. Westbound Travel Time along Cesar Chavez Street (PM Peak Period) 
Travel Time in Minutes 

Scenario 
Congress Ave 
to Lamar Blvd 

Lamar Blvd to 
Mopac Diverge Total 

No-Build 26.5 6.8 33.3 
2 EL + DC 25.3 5.2 30.5 
2 EL 24.5 5.1 29.6 
1 EL + DC 20.1 5.1 25.2 
1 EL 19.4 4.5 23.9 
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Figure B.6. Westbound Cesar Chavez Street Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 

 

 
Figure B.7. Travel Time Limits for 6th Street 
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Table B.4. Travel Time along 6th Street (PM Peak Period) 
Travel Time in Minutes 

Scenario 
Congress Ave 
to Lamar Blvd 

Lamar Blvd to 
Mopac Diverge Total 

No-Build 41.7 3.6 45.3 
2 EL + DC 20.1 3.4 23.5 
2 EL 20.4 9.1 29.5 
1 EL + DC 17.8 4.4 22.2 
1 EL 14.0 4.5 18.5 

 

 
Figure B.8. 6th Street Travel Time (PM Peak Period) 
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Multimodal Traffic Study of the Guadalupe Corridor  

Technical Report 
Prepared for:  CAMPO and City of Austin 

Prepared by:  Center for Transportation Research, The University of Texas at Austin 
Date:  November 6, 2015 

This technical report describes the scenarios analyzed, an overview with the methodology used, along 
with a summary of preliminary results for the dynamic traffic modeling study of the Guadalupe Street 
corridor.  Current year a.m. and p.m. peak period dynamic traffic assignment and transit models were 
created for the baseline scenario, along with scenarios assessing changes to transit and auto routing 
through the corridor and the West Campus area. All scenarios have been modeled using 2015 year 
traffic demand. The preliminary results, including auto and transit performance metrics, are presented 
and discussed herein. 
 

Description of Scenarios 

Scenario 0: Baseline 
This scenario uses the current year conditions and provides a baseline for evaluating other scenarios in 
terms of effectiveness. Results were calibrated with field data and performance measures are 
calculated for evaluation purposes. Figure 1 shows the network configuration in the corridor.  

  

(a)      (b) 

Figure 1: Baseline Configuration (Scenario 0) 
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Scenario 1: Transit Priority Lane on Guadalupe Street 
This scenario models the transit routes in an exclusive lane along Guadalupe Street between MLK 
Boulevard and 29th Street. It assumes that the right lane of Guadalupe Street is dedicated to transit 
routes and other through traffic can use the left lane only. However, cars may turn right at 
intersections using the right lane. To improve traffic flow for cars, left-turns at 21st Street in the 
southbound direction are prohibited. Figure 2 shows this scenario configuration. 

   

(a)      (b) 

Figure 2: Transit Priority Configuration (Scenario 1) 

Note: Bus traffic shifts to Nueces St for the southbound route 642, to allow buses to bypass the prohibited left 
turn at 21st Street.  
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Scenario 2: Transit Rerouting to West Campus Streets 
In Scenario 2, all buses are rerouted from Guadalupe Street to San Antonio Street for the northbound 
direction and Nueces Street for the southbound direction. No other changes are assumed for the 
network, including signals and stop signs. The northbound bus routes use San Antonio Street to 26th 
Street and then east to Guadalupe Street to use the existing signal at the intersection there.  

  

(a)      (b) 

Figure 3: Rerouted Transit Configuration (Scenario 2) 
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Scenario 3: Southbound Transit Rerouting, Northbound Transit Priority Lane 
In Scenario 3, Nueces and San Antonio are converted to bidirectional roadways. Southbound buses are 
rerouted from Guadalupe to Nueces and San Antonio St, whereas northbound buses use a transit 
priority lane from MLK Blvd to Dean Keeton St. There are additional signals at the intersections of 
Nueces and Guadalupe, Nueces and 26th, San Antonio and 22nd, and San Antonio and Guadalupe. There 
is an added contraflow transit lane on northbound Lavaca St, that takes buses west on 18th St and 
north on Guadalupe St. Finally, southbound buses are rerouted to San Antonio St south of MLK Blvd to 
link back up with Guadalupe St at 18th.  

  

(a)      (b) 

Figure 4: Hybrid Configuration (Scenario 3) 
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Methodology Overview 
The Center for Transportation Research (CTR) used dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) and transit 
assignment to model each of the scenarios described in the previous section.  For the purpose of this 
study, the roadway network modeled area consisted of the area bordered by: 

• Interstate Highway 35 on the east,  
• 38th Street on the north,   
• Cesar Chavez Street on the south, and 
• Lamar Boulevard on the west. 

 
The objective of the study was to predict route changes and travel time gain/loss by passenger cars, as 
well as improvements in bus operations and its effect on passengers’ route choice. The DTA model 
simulated cars and buses in a mixed traffic condition to incorporate the effect of each mode on the 
other. A schedule-based transit assignment model was used in integration with the DTA model to 
determine how transit users choose their paths and stops according to each scenario.  

Results 
The following questions are answered in this report. 

• How does travel time change for auto drivers on the Guadalupe corridor between W. Martin 
Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 29th Street? 

• How does travel time change for auto drivers traveling between the south end of downtown 
(South 1st Street bridge) and 38th Street? 

• How is transit travel time impacted between Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 29th Street? 
• How is transit ridership impacted? 
• How does transit travel time change for passengers traveling to and from university-area 

destinations along Guadalupe Street? 
• How does walk access to transit change? 
• What is the impact on parallel roadways? 

How does travel time change for auto drivers on the Guadalupe corridor between W. 
Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 29th Street? 
Table 1 shows the range of travel times in minutes for vehicles traveling along the Drag corridor across 
each scenario. If transit is given priority on Guadalupe Street and the auto capacity decreases by one 
lane in each direction, the southbound direction of travel is adversely impacted for autos. In the 
northbound direction, the volume of auto traffic can be handled by one lane, and the decrease in 
weaving leads to some improvement. However, traffic volumes are higher in the southbound direction 
and require two lanes to operate smoothly in each peak period.   
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Table 1 – Range of Peak Hour Auto Vehicle Travel Times (minutes) on Guadalupe Street between W. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. Boulevard and 29th Street.  

 
  Baseline 

Transit 
Priority 

Rerouted 
Transit Hybrid 

AM
 Northbound 3 to 9 2 to 5 3 to 5 2 to 4 

Southbound 3 to 6 6 to 9 3 to 4 3 to 4 

PM
 Northbound 4 to 9 4 to 5 3 to 4 3 to 4 

Southbound 4 to 5 5 to 8 4 to 5 4 to 5 
 

When transit is rerouted to West Campus, auto travel times improve on the corridor, as expected. In 
the hybrid scenario (northbound transit priority on Guadalupe Street, maintaining two auto lanes in 
each direction, rerouting southbound transit to West Campus), auto travel times improve as well, 
similar to the previous scenario.  

An interesting finding is that the variability in travel time decreases as the separation between autos 
and transit is greater. In the Baseline Scenario, the range of travel times during the peak periods span 
several minutes. This decreases somewhat when transit is given priority, and even more when transit is 
re-routed. It is well-known that when a facility is operating at or above capacity, the reliability of the 
travel time decreases, which is what we observe here. 

How does travel time change for auto drivers traveling between the south end of 
downtown (South 1st Street bridge) and 38th Street? 
In the morning peak, we expect relatively small changes in travel time. When buses have priority lanes 
on Guadalupe Street, average auto travel time increases by one minute in the northbound direction 
and three minutes in the southbound direction. When transit is rerouted through West Campus, and in 
the hybrid scenario (which maintains two auto lanes in each direction on Guadalupe Street), travel 
time improves in each direction by about one minute. 

How is transit travel time impacted between Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 
29th Street? 
Table 2 shows the travel time of buses in the corridor, between Martin Luther King Boulevard and 29th 
Street in both a.m. and p.m. peak periods. Transit travel times are the lowest when transit is given 
priority on Guadalupe Street, and the highest when transit is re-routed to West Campus. The hybrid 
scenario transit travel times are higher than the rerouting scenario in the southbound direction due to 
additional signal delay that is assumed.  
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Table 2 – Range of Peak Hour Transit Travel Time (in minutes) between W. Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard and 
29th Street.  

 
  Baseline 

Transit 
Priority 

Rerouted 
Transit Hybrid 

AM
 Northbound 4 to 9 3 to 7 7 to 12 3 to 8 

Southbound 4 to 8 3 to 8 4 to 7 7 to 10 

PM
 Northbound 5 to 10 3 to 9 7 to 11 4 to 9 

Southbound 3 to 10 3 to 8 5 to 11 6 to 13 
 

How is transit ridership impacted? 
Allowing transit to have priority, or travel on a street with lower congestion than Guadalupe Street, 
improves service and has the potential to attract more riders. The MetroRapid buses see the greatest 
benefit, and may attract some riders away from local bus service as the difference in service increases. 
This study did not look at how many travelers would switch from auto to transit or transit to auto, but 
instead focused on changes in service and how transit riders would select their routes differently. Two 
key conclusions are 1) fewer passengers use the southbound transit routes to access The University of 
Texas when the routes are shifted to West Campus, and 2) more passengers use the routes that have a 
priority lane. 

How does transit travel time change for passengers traveling to and from university-
area destinations along Guadalupe Street? 
Figure 5 shows the average travel time by transit to or from the UT area along Guadalupe Street. The 
average travel time of a passenger remains approximately the same when transit is re-routed through 
West Campus, and sees a very small decrease (less than one minute) when transit is given priority on 
Guadalupe Street and in the hybrid scenario. These trends are the same in the morning and afternoon 
peak periods. 
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Figure 5 – Average In-Vehicle Travel Time of Transit Trips that Start or End along the Drag Corridor 

How does walk access to transit change? 
While this study did not look at changes to walking time to transit, due to the more aggregate nature 
of the model used, it did look at changes to the number of transit users crossing Guadalupe Street 
between W. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 29th Street. Figure 6 shows the number of transit 
users that cross Guadalupe Street at the Drag corridor to access their origin or destination zones. The 
number of crossings increased slightly in the transit priority scenario, which is the result of more 
passengers taking the routes on the Drag. The number of crossings decreased in the rerouting scenario 
due to the fact that passengers destined to West Campus do not need to cross Guadalupe Street any 
more. The greatest decrease is observed in the hybrid scenario, which is the result of fewer passengers 
using southbound transit routes specifically to access UT campus to the east of the drag. In other 
words, although there is an increase in the ridership of the northbound routes, fewer people use the 
southbound transit to access UT zones in the hybrid scenario.  
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Figure 6 - Number of Transit Users Crossing Guadalupe Street between W. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard and 
29th Street 

What is the impact on parallel roadways? 
If transit is given priority on Guadalupe Street, we expect an additional 100 vehicles going northbound, 
and an additional 200 vehicles going southbound through West Campus in the morning peak hour. The 
other scenarios do not show a significant change in traffic on parallel facilities in the morning. In the 
afternoon peak hour, if transit is given priority, we expect a shift of s100-200 northbound vehicles from 
Guadalupe Street to I-35. In the afternoon peak hour in the southbound direction, we expect some 
relief (approximately 200 vehicles) to Lamar Boulevard in scenarios where there is increased auto 
capacity on Guadalupe Street (hybrid scenario and rerouted transit scenario). 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) 
funds the development of a dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) 
model for the metropolitan planning region, with The University of 
Texas at Austin’s Center for Transportation Research (CTR) tasked 
with the development and application of the DTA model. Part of the 
funding provided by CAMPO enables CTR to apply the DTA model to 
analyze various locations in the region. CAMPO’s support of its 
member agencies enabled this project to be completed for the City 
of Georgetown.  

The DTA model constructed for this study covers the Georgetown city limits and surrounding 
areas. The transportation network used in the DTA model comes from a larger network 
developed by Kimley-Horn and Associates.  

The objective of this study was to answer the following questions regarding the Austin Avenue 
bridge re-construction:  
 

• What is the morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) peak period traffic impact of 
implementing a traffic control plan (TCP), which closes one lane in each direction on 
both Austin Avenue bridges, to complete reconstruction in 2016 or in 2035? 

• What is the AM and PM peak period traffic impact of providing a left-turn lane on the 
Austin Avenue bridges (for a total of five lanes) versus only providing four lanes in 2035?   

 
The DTA model estimated changes to area travel patterns for base year (2016) conditions, short 
and long range forecast year (2016 and 2035) closures, and for the two potential lane 
configurations (2035), assessing both AM and PM peak periods for a total of ten DTA models: 

1) 2016 Base model (AM and PM peak) – current Austin Ave configuration 
2) 2016 TCP model (AM and PM peak) – one lane closed (each direction) along Austin Ave  
3) 2035 4-Lane model (AM and PM peak) – planned 4-lane Austin Ave configuration, with 

bond projects 
4) 2035 5-Lane model (AM and PM peak) – planned 4-lane with left-turn lanes Austin Ave 

configuration, with bond projects 
5) 2035 TCP model (AM and PM peak) – one lane closed (each direction) along Austin Ave, 

with bond projects 
 
Table 1 presents the pairs of scenarios compared for results analysis.   
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Table 1.  Scenario Comparisons 
Scenario Comparison AM PM 

2016 Existing Conditions 
Vs. 

2016 Lane Closures (TCP) 

2016 AM Base  
compared to  
2016 AM TCP 

2016 PM Base 
compared to  
2016 PM TCP 

   
2016 Lane Closures (TCP) 

Vs. 
2035-Lane Closures (TCP) 

2016 AM TCP 
compared to  
2035 AM TCP 

2016 PM TCP 
compared to  
2035 PM TCP 

   
Final 4-Lane Configuration 2035 AM 4-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 

Vs. compared to compared to 
Final 5-Lane Configuration 2035 AM 5-Lane 2035 PM 5-Lane 

 
Below is a summary of key results. 

2016 AM Base vs 2016 AM TCP 

• Reducing the number of lanes on the bridges during the reconstruction phase results in 
less traffic from incoming streets (Austin Avenue and Williams Drive) compared to the 
base scenario. 

• There is a significantly higher drop in southbound traffic than northbound traffic on the 
Austin Avenue bridges. 

2016 PM Base vs 2016 PM TCP 

• The PM peak period traffic along the Austin Avenue bridges is not significantly affected 
by the reconstruction phase. 

• There is a slight drop in southbound traffic and a slight rise in northbound traffic. PM 
traffic is much lower than AM traffic due to vehicle preference for I-35. 

2016 AM Lane Closures (TCP) vs 2035 AM Lane Closures (TCP) 

• There is less southbound traffic along the Austin Avenue bridges in 2035 than in 2016. 
This indicates that even with increased demand on the network in 2035, commuters 
spread out, using some of the new roads available. 

• The northbound traffic almost doubles in 2035 from 2016. This corresponds with the 
increase in demand in 2035 and indicates that northbound traffic does not diversify 
along new paths as much as southbound traffic. 

• There is more southbound traffic approaching form N. Austin Avenue in 2035 than in 
2016 with a decrease in traffic approaching from Williams Drive in 2035 from 2016. 
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• 2016 trips have lower travel times, overall, than 2035 trips. Throughout the network, 
commuters using the bridges will experience less delay if construction is completed in 
2016 rather than 2035.  

2016 PM Lane Closures (TCP) vs 2035 PM Lane Closures (TCP) 

• Southbound traffic remains the same in both years, whereas northbound traffic 
doubles. 

• The overall reach time is similar in the PM peak hours for 2016 and 2035. However, 
commuters traveling to the southeast and northwest experience lower travel times in 
2035 than 2016. This appears to be a result of the improvements in the South East Inner 
Loop area. 

2035 AM 4-Lane Configuration vs 2035 AM 5-Lane Configuration 

• The results are very similar. There is slightly higher traffic volume on I-35 in the 5-lane 
configuration than the 4-lane configuration. 

• Twice as many vehicles travel along San Gabriel Village Boulevard to the west in the 5-
lane scenarios as the addition of the left-turn lane makes it easier for vehicles to turn 
onto the road. 

• There is slightly more reach in the 5-lane scenario, where vehicles can travel farther 
west in the same time as the 4-lane scenario. Otherwise, the reach time does not 
change much. 

2035 PM 4-Lane Configuration vs 2035 PM 5-Lane Configuration 

• Traffic volumes and travel times on Austin Avenue are lower in the 4-Lane scenario 
compared to the 5-Lane scenario. 

• Overall, in the study area, trip travel times are lower in the 5-lane scenario than the 4-
lane scenario. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The City of Georgetown plans to rehabilitate the two Austin Avenue bridges that cross the San 
Gabriel River north of downtown Georgetown. Rehabilitation may be performed in the near-
term (2016) and long-term (2035) or in the near-term only. This process will involve closing one 
lane of Austin Avenue in each direction of travel through the area (Figure 1).  The City of 
Georgetown is also considering upgrading the roadway from a standard four-lane facility 
(Figure 2) to a four-lane facility with a left-turn lane (for a total of five lanes) (Figure 3).   

The objectives of this study are to determine how traffic reroutes in response to closing one 
lane in each direction during the reconstruction of the bridges, as part of a traffic control plan 
(TCP), and the traffic impact of providing the cross-section with left-turn lanes. The study used 
dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models to estimate path-changing behavior in response to the 
network modifications. 

The Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (CAMPO) funded this study through an 
existing contract that provides transportation network modeling services to member agencies. 
This report summarizes the results observed from the DTA models. 
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Figure 1.  Location of Austin Avenue Bridges 
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Figure 2.  Austin Avenue Bridge 4-Lane Design  
(Source: Aguirre & Fields Engineers and Planners) 

 

 

Figure 3.  Austin Avenue Bridge 5-Lane Design  
(Source: Aguirre & Fields Engineers and Planners) 
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The DTA model estimated changes to area travel patterns for base year (2016) conditions, short 
and long range forecast year (2016 and 2035) closures, and for the two potential lane 
configurations (2035), assessing both AM and PM peak periods for a total of ten DTA models: 

1) 2016 Base model (AM and PM peak) – current Austin Ave configuration 
2) 2016 TCP model (AM and PM peak) – one lane closed (each direction) along Austin Ave  
3) 2035 4-Lane model (AM and PM peak) – planned 4-lane Austin Ave configuration, with 

bond projects 
4) 2035 5-Lane model (AM and PM peak) – planned 4-lane with left-turn lanes Austin Ave 

configuration, with bond projects 
5) 2035 TCP model (AM and PM peak) – one lane closed (each direction) along Austin Ave, 

with bond projects 
 
Table 2 presents the pairs of scenarios compared for results analysis.   

Table 2.  DTA Model Scenario Comparisons 
Scenario Pairs to Compare AM PM 
2016 Existing Conditions 

Vs. 
2016 Lane Closures (TCP) 

2016 AM Base 
compared to  
2016 AM TCP 

2016 PM Base 
compared to  
2016 PM TCP 

   
2016 Lane Closures (TCP) 

Vs. 
2035-Lane Closures (TCP) 

2016 AM TCP 
compared to  
2035 AM TCP 

2016 PM TCP 
compared to  
2035 PM TCP 

   
Final 4-Lane Configuration 2035 AM 4-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 

Vs. compared to compared to 
Final 5-Lane Configuration 2035 AM 5-Lane 2035 PM 5-Lane 

2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 DTA Model Overview 
DTA can reveal changes to travel patterns resulting from closing lanes for the reconstruction of 
the two Austin Avenue bridges in 2016 or 2035, and the final build-out of the four and five lane 
bridge alternatives in 2035.  The traffic assignment process involves assigning vehicles between 
their origin and destination to paths with the shortest travel times (determined by simulating 
the movement of vehicles through the network on their assigned paths).  The model evaluates 
possible paths and assigns vehicles to the paths across the network to achieve the lowest travel 
time for each individual vehicle modeled while considering the travel times of all other vehicles 
in the network. 
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The DTA model updates the assignment of vehicles to paths iteratively as traffic conditions 
change due to prior assignment patterns.  The model allows for congestion to form and affect 
travel times and thus, generally makes the model more realistic for evaluating traffic impacts 
during peak periods.  This is particularly useful for assessing conditions related to network 
modifications, such as a change to roadway capacity, which is common for traffic control plan 
(TCP) scenarios. The DTA model, unlike a traffic microsimulation model, can model the changes 
in paths and travel times for a larger network; microsimulation is more suitable for using path 
assignments as an input to find travel times in a smaller network area or along a corridor.  The 
closure of lanes and the possible addition of a left-turn lane on the Austin Avenue bridges lend 
itself to DTA, where there is concern about traffic rerouting along roadways throughout the 
downtown area and along adjacent north-south corridors. 
2.2 Network 
The DTA model used for this analysis is comprised of a subnetwork extracted from a regional 
travel demand model provided by Kimley-Horn and Associates (KHA).  To establish appropriate 
models for 2016 and 2035 conditions, a number of changes were made to the KHA network. 

The first DTA model developed used a KHA 2030 network model as the foundation to create the 
2035 model used for this analysis.  Changes to the KHA network model included deletion, 
addition, and revision of links and their attributes based on the latest transportation and 
construction plans and proposed bond projects. For a list of considered bond projects, please 
see Appendix A. Since DTA can explicitly model the impacts of traffic signals, those were added 
to the model too.  The 2016 network was built from a copy of the 2035 network using updates 
to the links to more accurately represent base-year conditions with near-term improvements. 
The subnetwork is located within the City of Georgetown’s city and ETJ limits (Figure 4 and 
Figure 5). These limits extend beyond the area of concern for the project evaluation while 
encompassing several major path alternatives and travel productions within the region. 
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Figure 4.  2016 DTA Network 
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Figure 5.  2035 DTA Network 
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2.2.1 Traffic Signals 
The CTR team used traffic signal plans obtained from TxDOT and the City of Georgetown, and 
used estimated timings from a network model prepared for Williamson County when traffic 
signal plans were not available from the aforementioned sources. When applicable, the AM and 
PM networks included the AM and PM signal plans. The 2035 network also used the current 
available traffic signal plans. 

For some signalized intersections, signal timing plans could not be obtained or accounted for, 
especially for the future 2035 scenario. In those cases, CTR used the signal optimization tool 
within the DTA modeling software to develop estimated signal timings. Though not intended for 
actual implementation in the field due to the coarse (less detailed) consideration of movements 
in the traffic assignment model compared to a microsimulation or signal optimization software 
program, the optimized signal plans provide a way to estimate the delays and capacity 
restrictions of signalized intersections.    

2.2.2 Roadway Capacity 
Roadway capacities are assigned uniformly based on roadway functional classifications (e.g., 
freeway, arterial, and collector) and area type (e.g., urban or rural areas). The assigned 
capacities in the KHA network were kept but adjusted as needed according to updated 
information regarding functional classification from the City of Georgetown.   

2.3  Travel Demand 
Estimates of travel demand for the 2016 and 2035 networks came from interpolating for 2016 
and extrapolating for 2035 using the 2010 and 2030 KHA 24-hour demand estimates. Since the 
KHA model used a 24-hour time period, a method to estimate the AM and PM peak period 
relied on using the CAMPO 2005 base model to find the percentage of 24-hour demand for the 
region occurring during the AM and PM peak periods. Those resulting time-of-day factors 
applied to the KHA interpolated and extrapolated demand estimates created the subsequent 
AM and PM peak period tables for 2016 and 2035, respectively (Table 3 shows the peak and 
total demand estimates). Those peak period demand tables were then included in a model run 
of the full KHA regional model for each time period and year to extract the demand for the 
subnetwork used in this study. 
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Table 3.  AM, PM, and Total Demand Estimates for Georgetown Subnetwork 

Year AM PM Total (24 hour) 

2010 1,297,935 1,382,772 5,411,440 

2016 1,633,971 1,746,049 N/A 

2035 2,494,580 2,677,664 10,553,208 

3. MODEL RESULTS 

3.1 DTA Model Results 
This section summarizes the DTA modeling results for the six scenario comparisons described in 
Section 1.0 Introduction.  The results analysis includes looking at travel times along Austin 
Avenue for the scenarios, as well as changes to routing and travel patterns. This section 
explains the three frequent types of analyses: 

• Selected path analysis 
• Routing analysis 
• Isochrones 

 An online software tool developed by CTR and the Texas Advanced Computing Center, hereby 
referred to as Viztool, was used to create the maps presented in this section. 

3.1.1 Selected Link Path Analysis 
Viztool is used by CTR offers an option to select a particular link to visually see the paths used 
by vehicles in the network that use the selected link in their path, and also how many vehicles 
travel on each link on those paths. That information provides a useful visual of the volume and 
direction of traffic using the Austin Avenue bridges. This analysis sums the vehicle count and 
path information over a three-hour “peak” period. 

To read the maps for selected path analysis, there is a color gradient bar accompanying each 
map. The values on either side of the bar are the upper and lower bounds for the color 
gradient. Since most of the analysis is a comparison of two scenarios, each scale will have 
different upper and lower bounds. The bounds are adjusted to whichever scenario has the 
lowest lower bound and highest upper bound. For example, Figure 6 shows two gradient scales 
with the same lower and upper bounds. The number in the parentheses next to the upper 
bounds is the original upper bound. The first map represented by the first gradient bar had at 
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most 2,378 vehicles on one of its links, but the second map had 4,062 vehicles. For a fair visual 
comparison between scenarios, the bounds must be equivalent.  

 

 

Figure 6.  Example of Color Gradients for Vehicle Counts 

3.1.2 Routing Analysis 
The routing analysis finds the top origins and destinations by number of vehicles on paths or by 
fraction of demand that use the bridges in the base year scenarios. In most cases, the origin-
destination (OD) pairs with at least 100 vehicles are chosen when selecting by number of 
vehicles (and at least a quarter of demand). A query is then done in Viztool to create a map that 
shows the paths taken between the selected origins and destinations. The paths shown may or 
may not include the bridge link. The query in Viztool is repeated for other scenarios and the 
resulting maps are compared to identify shifts in the paths taken by vehicles between those 
selected origins and destinations. This process identifies network-wide changes in travel 
patterns for OD pairs of interest.     

3.1.3 Isochrone (Time Contour) Maps 
An isochrone map connects points that have the same value of time. The use of isochrones in 
transportation analysis allows one to estimate how far someone can drive from a single point to 
areas around it. The provided isochrone images depict accessibility from a specific area using 
travel time contours. These travel time contour maps show accessibility from Austin Avenue at 
the north end of downtown in the vicinity of the bridges.  

The contours represent travel times, over a three-hour “peak” period, as follows: 

• Blue – 2-minute travel time 
• Cyan – 4-minute travel time 
• Green – 6-minute travel time 
• Orange – 8-minute travel time 
• Red – 10-minute travel time 

3.1.4 Traffic Counts 
Traffic counts provided by the City of Georgetown for Austin Avenue (Table 4) provide a 
reference point for determining if the 2016 model results fall within an acceptable range for the 
modeling.  The vehicle count data was provided for inside and outside lanes, so the sum of 
those provides the total traffic count for each direction. The traffic counts are for 24-hour and 
three-day counts, but since the modeling is done for the peak periods, only a fraction of the 
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vehicle count should be compared to the model traffic volumes.  Without having peak period 
counts, Table 4 provides possible minimum and maximum estimates of peak period traffic 
based on work with other studies that indicate peak period traffic can be anywhere between 
5% to 20% of 24-hour traffic.   
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Table 4.  Austin Avenue Traffic Count Data 
Count 
Date Location Daily # of 

Vehicles 

Lower Bound 
on Peak Period 
Estimate of # of 

Vehicles 

Upper Bound 
on Peak Period 
Estimate of # of 

Vehicles 
2013-11-

08 
Austin Ave @ 

2nd Street 
    

 3 Day Count NB 11,267 563 2253 
 Sonics SB 14,044 702 2809 

2014-07-
10 

North Austin 
Avenue Bridge 

  
  

 24 Hour Count NB Inside Lane 4,073 204 815 
 Plates NB Outside Lane 1,990 100 398 
  SB Inside Lane 3,433 172 687 
  SB Outside Lane 3,354 168 671 

2014-07-
10 

South Austin 
Avenue Bridge 

  
  

 24 Hour Count NB Inside Lane 2,210 111 442 
 Plates NB Outside Lane 4,331 217 866 
  SB Inside Lane 3,665 183 733 
  SB Outside Lane 3,543 177 709 

2014-12-
02 

Austin Ave @ 
5th Street 

  
  

 3 Day Count NB Inside Lane 12,423 621 2485 
 Plates NB Outside Lane 9,052 453 1810 
  SB Inside Lane 12,316 616 2463 
  SB Outside Lane 3,690 185 738 

2014-12-
02 

5th Street @ 
Austin Ave 

  
  

 3 Day Count EB Monument 236 12 47 
 Plates EB 5th 1,246 62 249 
  WB 5th 792 40 158 
  WB Monument 1,218 61 244 

2014-12-
17 

Austin Ave @ 
5th Street 

  
  

 24 Hour Count NB Inside Lane 3,937 197 787 
 Plates NB Outside Lane 2,963 148 593 
  SB Inside Lane 3,961 198 792 
  SB Outside Lane 3,833 192 767 

 
The following sections contain figures and summaries depicting the model results and relevant 
comparisons of scenario conditions. 
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3.1.5 Comparison of 2016 AM Base Scenario vs. 2016 AM TCP Scenario 

Selected Link Path Analysis 
The traffic control plan (TCP) scenario has fewer vehicles using the Austin Avenue bridges 
(specifically for this analysis, the northernmost bridge). For the southbound direction during the 
AM peak period, the TCP scenario has 2,222 vehicles and the base case has 3,805 vehicles 
(Table 5). 

For the northbound direction, the TCP scenario has 881 vehicles and the base case has 982 
vehicles (Table 6). This reduction in vehicles on the bridge link when the TCP is in place occurs 
for two reasons: 

• The reduction in lanes to one lane each direction cannot handle the same amount of 
traffic as having two lanes.  

• Drivers find other paths in response to knowing the Austin Avenue bridges are reduced 
to one lane in each direction.   

Reducing the number of lanes on the bridges during the reconstruction phase results in less 
traffic from incoming streets (Austin Avenue and Williams Drive) compared to the base 
scenario. Intuitively, the model indicates that Austin Avenue is a less attractive alternative 
during reconstruction when the lanes are closed. Since demand is the same for both scenarios, 
those vehicles not traveling on the Austin Avenue bridges in the TCP scenario have rerouted to 
other paths in the network that do not use the Austin Avenue bridges.  
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Table 5.  2016 AM Base and 2016 AM TCP Southbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 AM Base 2016 AM TCP 
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Table 6.  2016 AM Base and 2016 AM TCP Northbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 AM Base 2016 AM TCP 

  
 

Routing Analysis 
Table 7 shows a small change in routes used and number of vehicles on these routes between 
the base and TCP scenarios (for OD pairs that have a demand of at least 100 vehicles). Actually, 
Table 7 appears to show a slight decrease in traffic volume along the bridge and roads just 
north of the bridge in the TCP scenario with a shift in volume west of I-35.  The southbound I-35 
frontage road at University Avenue shows increased traffic in the TCP scenario. This suggests 
that some commuters take the I-35 frontage road route instead of the bridge. 
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Table 7.  Southbound Direction Regional Flow Pattern (for origins and destinations with OD 
pairs having 100 vehicles or more demand) 

2016 AM Base Case 2016 AM TCP 

  

 

Isochrone 
Table 8 compares isochrone images for trips from the Austin Avenue area (at the north end of 
downtown in the vicinity of the bridges) for 2016 AM and AM TCP conditions. Both scenarios 
show similar contour patterns, which corresponds with average travel time data presented 
later in Table  (in Section 3.1.11).  The average travel time on Austin Avenue in the northbound 
direction is approximately the same, and in the southbound direction the average travel time 
increases in the 2016 AM TCP scenario by approximately one minute.   
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Table 8.  2016 AM Travel Time Contours 
2016 AM Base 2016 AM TCP 
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3.1.6 Compare 2016 PM Base Scenario vs. 2016 PM TCP Scenario 

Select Link Path Analysis 
In the 2016 PM scenarios there is a slight decrease in the number of vehicles (890 to 840) in the 
southbound direction from the base case to the TCP scenario. The northbound direction 
experiences a slight increase in vehicles (950 to 980), but a difference in 50 or 30 vehicles is 
insignificant. This indicates that closing lanes will have negligible effect on the number of 
commuters using the bridge in either direction. 

It is important to point out the rather large difference in the vehicle volumes between the AM 
and PM peak southbound traffic (Table 9). The difference is consistent for peak volume traffic; 
southbound traffic is going towards big trip attractors such as downtown Georgetown, Round 
Rock, and Austin. 

Table 9.  Comparison of 2016 Base and TCP Traffic Volumes 
 AM Peak 

Southbound 
AM Peak 

Northbound 
PM Peak 

Southbound 
PM Peak 

Northbound 
2016 Base 3805 982 889 953 
2016 TCP 2222 881 836 978 

 

Northbound traffic volumes, on the other hand, are similar between AM and PM. In both AM 
and PM alternate routes, such as I-35 and Inner Loop Drive, are more attractive heading north 
than Austin Avenue. The traffic volumes suggest that commuters heading south towards 
downtown Georgetown, Round Rock, and Austin have the largest impact on the network. 
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Isochrone 
Table 10 indicates that the base scenario has noticeably better reach times to the west portion 
of the subnetwork (as was the case for the 2016 AM base too) and to the south.  Indeed, 
corridor travel times along Austin Avenue are slightly lower for the base scenario (as shown in 
Table 27). 

Table 10.  2016 PM Travel Time Contours 
2016 PM Base 2016 PM TCP 

  
 

3.1.7 Compare 2016 AM TCP Scenario vs. 2035 AM TCP Scenario 

Select Link Path Analysis 
This analysis shows which option (of closing a lane in each direction in either 2016 or 2035) 
results in more vehicles using the Austin Avenue bridges.  Interestingly, the number of vehicles 
using the bridges in the 2035 AM TCP scenario for the southbound direction (1,924) is lower 
than the 2016 AM TCP scenario (2,222) (Table 11). That is a promising finding since it would be 
expected that because of higher forecasted demand in 2035, the traffic on the bridges in 2035 
would also increase.  But fewer vehicles in 2035 indicates use of alternative paths, of which 
there are more of in 2035 because of new roadways, roadway extensions, and roadways with 
capacities increased (e.g., additional lanes) compared to 2016. 

Looking at the results for the northbound approach, Table 12 shows that the northbound traffic 
peak period volume in the 2016 AM TCP scenario is about half (881) that of the 2035 AM TCP 
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scenario (1,623).  Those results are quite different from the southbound direction, but what 
would be expected considering the higher forecasted network demand in 2035.      

The 2016 and 2035 scenarios also differ in regards to the paths assigned to vehicles to reach the 
Austin Avenue bridges (in this case from the north going southbound) (Table 11). Southbound 
traffic using the bridge shifts from originating predominantly along Williams Drive (in the 2016 
AM TCP scenario) to predominantly originating from Austin Avenue to the north (in the 2035 
AM TCP scenario).   

Because fewer vehicles take Williams Drive in 2035, there appears to be less dependency on 
Austin Avenue for vehicles traveling from the northwest (west of I-35).  This is mostly due to 
increased capacity along I-35 in the 2035 model and additional north-south connections to the 
west (e.g., Southwest Inner Loop).  

Table 11.  2016 AM TCP and 2035 AM TCP Southbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 AM TCP 2035 AM TCP 
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Looking just at the traffic volume changes on roadway segments is not enough though.  A 
comparison of the isochrone maps in the next section (Table 13) shows that there are travel 
time consequences for waiting until 2035 to implement the TCP on Austin Avenue.  

Table 8.  2016 AM TCP and 2035 AM TCP Northbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 AM TCP 2035 AM TCP 
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Isochrone 
The 2016 AM TCP scenario, with significantly less network demand, overall has a better reach 
time than 2035 AM TCP (for most areas of Georgetown).  The exception is in the southeast, 
most likely due to the changes expected to be completed in that area for 2035, such as the 
conversion of Southeast Inner Loop to a highway with frontage roads, which would allow for 
better travel times in the southeast direction.   

The 2035 TCP scenario reach time is restricted especially in the northwest area of the 
subnetwork due to more traffic demand throughout the network, such as along Williams Drive 
where peak period traffic increases from 4,175 in 2016 to 4,815 in 2035 (Table 14).    

Table 9.  2016 AM TCP and 2035 AM TCP Travel Time Contours 
2016 AM TCP 2035 AM TCP 
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Table 10.  2016 AM TCP and 2035 AM TCP Williams Drive Traffic Volume 
2016 AM TCP 2035 AM TCP 

  
 

3.1.8 Compare 2016 PM TCP Scenario vs. 2035 PM TCP Scenario 

Select Link Path Analysis 
The amount of traffic traveling southbound on the northernmost Austin Avenue bridge is about 
the same with 835 and 836 vehicles for 2016 and 2035 PM TCP, respectively (Table 15).   As 
with the TCP in the AM peak period, for the southbound bridge approach, more traffic volume 
exists on Williams Drive in 2016 compared to 2035.  As mentioned before, that may be due to 
additional roadway options (such as Southwest Loop) west of Georgetown that help alleviate 
traffic demand on Williams Drive.  
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Table 11.  2016 PM TCP and 2035 PM TCP Southbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 PM TCP 2035 PM TCP 

  
 

Also, like the AM 2016 and 2035 TCP scenarios for the northbound bridge approach, Table 16 
shows a higher traffic volume of 1,472 in 2035 compared to 978 in 2016.  Contributing to this 
significant difference in traffic volume is the forecasted amount of demand in 2035 and, since 
the traffic on northbound I-35 in the PM in 2035 (25,791 vehicles) is heavier than in 2016 
(16,642 vehicles), more traffic may have shifted from I-35 to Austin Avenue.   
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Table 16.  2016 PM TCP and 2035 PM TCP Northbound Link Path Analysis 
2016 PM TCP 2035 PM TCP 

  
 

Table 17 shows, for origins (green) and destinations (purple) with at least 25% of their vehicle 
demand using the northernmost Austin Avenue bridge in the 2016 base scenario, that in 2035 
PM the highest traffic volume (red links) occurs on SH 29 to the west due to high destination 
demand. Few vehicles from the selected origins to the selected destination use Austin Avenue 
in either scenario. 
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Table 17.  Northbound Bridge Approach Regional Flow Pattern (for origins and destinations 
with OD pairs having at least 25% demand using bridge link) 
2016 PM TCP 2035 PM TCP 
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Isochrone 
A contraction of reach time occurs in the north/northwest and south direction with the 
implementation of the TCP in the year 2035 compared to 2016 (Table 18).  However, again in 
the southeast area where the planned improvements for 2035 noticeably improve travel time 
in that area (such as the Southeast Inner Loop), the 2035 PM TCP scenario has better reach 
time, even with more demand to handle than 2016.  

Table 18.  2016 PM TCP and 2035 PM TCP Travel Time Contours 
2016 PM TCP 2035 PM TCP 
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3.1.9 Compare 2035 AM 5-Lane Scenario vs. 2035 AM 4-Lane Scenario 

Select Link Path Analysis 
Interestingly, the link path analysis (Table 19) shows about the same total peak period traffic 
(2,508 and 2,409, respectively) for the five-lane and four-lane configurations for the Austin 
Avenue bridges.  The provision of a left turn lane is a minor modification for this large scale of a 
model; therefore, the results often reveal only subtle differences, as is the case here. 

Table 19.  2035 AM 5-Lane and 2035 AM 4-Lane Southbound Link Path Analysis 
2035 AM 5-Lane 2035 AM 4-Lane 

  
 

Routing Analysis 
As with the select link analysis, the 2035 AM 5-Lane and 2035 AM 4-Lane scenarios share very 
similar results, although the color scale indicates a slightly higher traffic volume on I-35 
frontage road in 5-Lane rather than in 4-Lane (Table 20), which is unexpected since vehicles 
may use I-35 as an alternate path to an Austin Avenue without a left turning lane. That finding 
applies specifically to the top origins and destinations selected, but a check of the traffic 
volume on the I-35 on-ramp link closest to Austin Avenue and Williams Drive, where those 
taking I-35 instead of Austin Avenue may enter the highway, shows that there is slightly more 
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on-ramp traffic in the 5-Lane scenario (4,926) than in 4-Lane scenario (4,561). The increase in 
traffic volume along the I-35 southbound frontage road seems to result from the extra traffic 
coming from the left-turn lane. There is a direct connect turnaround from the northbound 
frontage road to the southbound frontage road. It appears that the addition of the turn lane 
gave more vehicles access to the direct connect which is obviously faster than crossing the 
bridge and waiting at the lights.    

Overall, aside from I-35, there is not much difference detected between the 5-Lane and 4-Lane 
scenarios in the routing analysis except twice as many vehicles travel on San Gabriel Village 
Boulevard to the west in between the bridges (for the selected OD pairs) (Table 20).  The 
addition of the left turn lane in the 5-Lane model helps facilitate the left turn on to the street; 
that vehicle movement would be more difficult in the 4-Lane scenario. 

Table 20.  Southbound Bridge Approach Regional Flow Pattern 
2035 AM 5-Lane 2035 AM 4-Lane 

  
 

Isochrone 
The isochrones in Table 21 shows the 5-Lane scenario providing much better reach time notably 
for the west portion of the network, though the 4-Lane 2035 AM scenario shows better reach 
time to the east. Again, in the 5-Lane scenario, this is probably a result of commuters able to 
access the direct connect across I-35 rather than wait at the lights. With the only difference 
between the two networks being the number of lanes on the Austin Avenue bridge segments, 
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the differences in travel time contours may be due more to the travel time data particular to 
the origins in downtown Georgetown selected for this analysis, rather than to an overall impact 
on the network.  However, the reach is contracted slightly along the north and south ends in 
the 4-Lane scenario in the central area (purple and blue contours) as would be expected (and 
confirmed by looking at Austin Avenue corridor travel times in Section 3.1.7). 

Table 21.  2035 AM 5-Lane and 2035 AM 4-Lane Travel Time Contours 
2035 AM 5-Lane 2035 AM 4-Lane 
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3.1.10 Compare 2035 PM 5-Lane Scenario vs. 2035 PM 4-Lane Scenario 

Select Link Path Analysis 
In 2035 in the PM, the maximum amount of traffic traveling southbound on the northernmost 
Austin Avenue bridge (red links) in the 4-Lane scenario is slightly less (864) than the 5-Lane 
scenario (945) (Table 22).  The 4-Lane scenario also has less traffic volume (1,578) compared to 
the 5-lane scenario (1,813) for the northbound approach to the northernmost Austin Avenue 
bridge (Table 23).  This is the same pattern seen with the 2035 TCP scenario compared with the 
2035 5-lane scenario.  Reducing the capacity of the roadway, by either taking away left turn 
lanes or closing a travel through lane, results in a decrease in the number of vehicles choosing a 
path that uses the bridges.  

Table 12.  2035 PM Base and 2035 PM 4-Lane Southbound Link Path Analysis 
2035 PM 5-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 
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Table 23.  2035 PM Base and 2035 PM 4-Lane Northbound Link Path Analysis 
2035 PM 5-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 

  
 

Routing Analysis 
As with the AM period, for the origins and destinations with demand of at least 100 that have 
some vehicles taking paths using the bridges in the base scenario, the 5-Lane and 4-Lane 
scenarios have similar maps of paths and almost the same maximum traffic (8,346 vs. 8,339) 
(Table 24).  However, the minimum traffic volume value in the table shows that for the selected 
OD pairs, there are fewer vehicles using Austin Avenue bridges (only 1 vehicle in the 4-Lane 
scenario and 23 in the 5-Lane scenario) than compared to the 2035 AM peak period scenarios 
(which have at least 50 vehicles using Austin Avenue bridges).   

At least for the selected OD pairs, the inclusion of a left turn line on the Austin Avenue segment 
does not appear to have much impact on the network. 
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Table 24.  Southbound Bridge Approach Regional Flow Pattern – 2035 PM Peak 
2035 PM 5-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 
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Table 25 shows that for the vehicles coming from and to the very high demand OD pairs (those 
with demand 1,000 or greater), the vehicle paths do not use the northbound northernmost 
Austin Avenue bridges in either the 5-Lane or 4-Lane scenario.  The scenarios also appear 
similar when considering origins and destinations with demand of 100 or more. For those, the 
number of vehicles using the Austin Avenue bridges is about the same (57 for 5-Lane and 62 for 
4-Lane). Again, it appears that the inclusion of a left turn line on the Austin Avenue segment 
does not appear to have much impact on the network.      
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Table 25.  Northbound Bridge Approach Regional Flow Pattern – 2035 PM Peak 
2035 PM 5-Lane (ODs with demand 

1,000+) 
2035 PM 4-Lane (ODs with demand 1,000+) 

  
2035 PM 5-Lane (OD s with demand 100+) 2035 PM 4-Lane (ODs with demand 100+) 
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Isochrone 
The reach from points near the Austin Avenue bridges at the north end of downtown to all the 
destinations appears slightly better in the 4-Lane scenario than the 5-Lane scenario in the west, 
northeast, and southeast directions during the 2035 PM peak period (Table 26).  This result may 
be explained by reviewing the estimated travel times and volumes on Austin Avenue (see 
Tables 29 and 30).  For the PM peak period: 

• Traffic volumes on Austin Avenue are less in the 4-Lane scenario compared to the 5-
Lane scenario. 

• Travel times on Austin Avenue are slightly less in the 4-Lane scenario. 

That would explain seeing the larger purple, blue, and green contours in the 4-Lane scenario.   

The vehicles that do not take the Austin Avenue bridges in the 4-Lane scenario (that would in 
the 5-Lane scenario) are using alternative paths.  Their alternative paths may be negatively 
affecting travel times on those paths such that the reach time contracts in the other directions. 

Table 26.  2035 PM 5-Lane and 2035 PM 4-Lane Travel Time Contours 
2035 PM 5-Lane 2035 PM 4-Lane 
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3.1.11 Travel Time and Volume Data 
This section identifies the average travel time and volumes along the Austin Avenue corridor 
during the AM and PM peak periods obtained from the DTA models. Table 27 shows a 
comparison of northbound and southbound travel times along Austin Avenue between 
Madison Oaks Avenue and FM 971.  

Table 27.  Estimated Travel Time (Minutes) for Austin Avenue – 2016 Conditions 

Direction 
Morning Peak Afternoon Peak 
AM AM TCP PM PM TCP 

Northbound Austin Ave 6.8 6.8 6.9 7.0 
Southbound Austin Ave 10.1 11.9 7.3 7.5 

 

The travel time values indicate that the closure of a lane along Austin Avenue does not result in 
a large increase in the corridor travel time with the exception of the southbound direction in 
the AM peak period due to relatively lower traffic volumes in the model, influenced in part due 
to vehicles changing paths. Lower volumes indicate that traffic is not congested in the model in 
this section in the off-peak directions, and as a result, the travel times between scenarios are 
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similar.  Table 28 shows the traffic volume taken from the 2016 DTA models at the two San 
Gabriel River bridge locations. 

Table 28.  Estimated Volumes (Peak Hour) for Austin Avenue – 2016 Conditions 

Direction 
Morning Peak Afternoon Peak 
AM AM TCP PM PM TCP 

Northbound Austin Ave at North Bridge 318 293 319 347 
Northbound Austin Ave at South Bridge 331 300 279 304 
Southbound Austin Ave at North Bridge 1,358 797 334 269 
Southbound Austin Ave at South Bridge 1,459 959 393 322 

 

Like the travel times, the volumes at the north and south bridges are not very different 
between the scenarios except for the southbound direction during the AM peak period. As 
discussed earlier, uncongested conditions due to lower traffic volumes result in relatively small 
differences between scenarios. It appears that the longer travel time for the southbound 
direction during the AM peak results in fewer vehicles using the corridor. It appears that the 
longer travel time results in fewer vehicles using the corridor.  This is substantiated by the 
select path analysis that showed a total reduction in vehicles on Austin Avenue bridges in the 
2016 TCP AM and PM scenarios.  

For 2035, three different scenarios were evaluated for the AM and PM peak periods, Austin 
Avenue 5-lane section, Austin Avenue 4-lane section, and the Austin Avenue TCP (1-lane) 
section.  Table 29 shows a comparison of northbound and southbound travel times along Austin 
Avenue for each scenario. 

Table 29.  Estimated Travel Time (Minutes) for Austin Avenue – 2035 Conditions 

Direction 
Morning Peak Afternoon Peak 

AM 5 AM 4 AM TCP PM 5 PM 4 PM TCP 
Northbound Austin Avenue 7.2 7.2 14.5 7.2 7.2 7.2 
Southbound Austin Avenue 8.3 9.5 17.7 8.0 7.8 8.0 

 

The travel time values indicate the following: 

• The closure of a lane along Austin Avenue does not result in a large increase in the 
corridor travel time during the PM peak, but does result in a noticeably higher travel 
time for the AM peak in both directions.  
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• Provision of left turn lanes appears to result in little change for the corridor in the 
model, with the exception of the southbound direction during the AM peak, which 
consistently had the highest traffic volume within each scenario.  

• There are noticeable increases in travel time for the AM peak in 2035 compared to 2016 
conditions, particularly in the southbound direction.  

• It should be noted that during the AM peak, the travel times were taken for the first two 
hours of simulation for the model.  Beyond the first two hours, congestion along SH 29 
creates gridlock conditions at Austin Avenue, causing corridor travel times to increase 
dramatically and skew the results.  

• The PM peak period reveals a consistent travel time for the corridor. 

Table 30 shows the traffic volume taken from the 2035 DTA models at the two San Gabriel River 
bridge locations. The model volumes at the north and south bridges for the AM peak period 
show little difference between the scenarios with and without left-turn lanes, though volumes 
are generally lower for the TCP scenario.  Since the travel times were approximately equal or 
higher for the 4-lane configuration and the TCP scenario, this is indicative of congestion on 
nearby north-south corridors, notably I-35, and the inability for vehicles to adjust their paths to 
avoid congestion on Austin Avenue.  

For the PM peak, the 5-lane roadway configuration has consistently higher volumes than both 
the other scenarios. Overall, the 2035 volumes along the corridor are much higher than 2016, 
with the exception of the southbound direction during the AM peak. These patterns are 
illustrated and discussed in more detail in Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.6.  Congestion along I-35 
and SH 29 in the area during this period noticeably influences the use of Austin Avenue. 
Gridlock conditions along SH 29 during the AM peak period result in vehicles re-routing away 
from Austin Avenue in the 2035 scenario models.  Thus the southbound volume is lower in the 
model for 2035 than 2016 even with more network demand. 

Table 30.  Estimated Volumes (Peak Hour) for Austin Avenue – 2035 Conditions 

Direction 
Morning Peak Afternoon Peak 

AM 5 AM 4 AM TCP PM 5 PM 4 PM TCP 
Northbound Austin Ave at North 
Bridge 700 630 581 636 507 604 
Northbound Austin Ave at South 
Bridge 868 887 757 469 421 434 
Southbound Austin Ave at North 
Bridge 841 863 796 319 290 288 
Southbound Austin Ave at South 
Bridge 950 984 918 377 348 340 
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3.1.12 Signalized Intersections 
The DTA program can estimate the signal delay at signalized intersections, and the Viztool can 
render visual representations of the results. This analysis was done for four scenarios: 

• 2016 AM non-TCP     
• 2016 PM non-TCP 
• 2035 AM non-TCP 
• 2035 PM non-TCP 

Signals in the DTA model approximate delay according to the signal timing plans. However, the 
resolution of DTA is too coarse to recommend particular signal timing plans for 
implementation. Nonetheless, the Viztool can be used to estimate delays in the model 
attributable to input traffic signal control for determining the relative performance of each 
signalized intersection in the network. Signal timing plans throughout the modeled area were 
obtained from area agencies to include in the model.  However, these timing plans do not 
necessarily represent the optimized plan for each intersection for 2016 or 2035 conditions. 
While these provide estimates for controlling movements at the intersections, they are 
effectively approximations of appropriate control at these locations. 

Figure 7 shows the location of the signals in the 2016 network.  Additional signals were added 
as deemed plausible because of new roadway segments in the 2035 network per planned 
improvements. This brought the number of signalized intersections up from 61 to 75. 
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Figure 7.  Traffic Signals in 2016 Georgetown Subnetwork 

Network-Wide Signal Analysis 
These conclusions are drawn from a broad scope analysis. Specific intersections and corridors in 
are addressed through more in-depth analysis discussed in subsequent sections. The following 
are main conclusions resulting from the analysis of the performance of the intersections in the 
model runs: 

• Delays in the AM scenarios are much higher than in PM scenarios. 
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• As expected, delays worsen from 2016 to 2035. 
• The 2016 PM model represents the only scenario to show no long delays (>55 seconds). 

Table 31 shows the maximum, minimum, average, and standard deviation in intersection signal 
delay (per vehicle) for the four scenarios.  

Table 13.  Network-wide Aggregate Performance 
Year 2016 AM 2035 AM 2016 PM 2035 PM 

Maximum (sec) 111.9 149.8 36.3 58.1 
Minimum (sec) 0 0.1 0 0 
Average (sec) 18.5 28.2 9.3 11.3 

Standard Deviation (sec) 18.3 25.9 6.6 9.6 
 
Network-wide, there seems to be noticeably less delay in the PM peak scenarios. The higher 
delay values seen for the AM peak period reflect the significant number of high delay 
intersections in both 2016 and 2035 AM. Figure 8 shows the difference between AM and PM in 
terms of delay. The x-axis represents the Average Delay (per vehicle) and the y-axis is the Total 
Delay. The Average Delay is calculated as the average amount of delay, in seconds, a car spends 
at an intersection. The Total Delay is the cumulative sum of all delay experienced at an 
intersection in seconds. The spread and range of data for the AM peak demonstrates that many 
of the signals are functioning worse in the AM peak when compared to the PM peak for both 
modeled years. 

 
Figure 8. Delay Distribution AM vs PM 
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Intersections of Interest 
The City of Georgetown staff provided a list of intersections for review in the model based on 
reported performance. The DTA analysis includes an assessment of signalized intersection delay 
but not un-signalized intersection delay. Therefore, only four of the intersections of interest are 
part of the detailed intersection delay analysis. Figure 9 shows the location of these four 
intersections. Table 32 lists the intersections of interest (TWSC:  two-way stop control; AWSC:  
all-way stop control). 

Table 32.  Intersections of Interest 
Street 1 Street 2 Actual Control 
Southwestern Blvd Inner Loop TWSC 
Inner Loop CR 151 (Stadium Drive) Signal 
CR 151 (Stadium Drive) Austin Avenue TWSC 
Shell Road Shell Spur Road TWSC* 
Lakeway Drive Northwest Blvd AWSC 
Lakeway Road Airport Road AWSC 
River Bend Williams Drive Signal* 
Lakeway Drive Williams Drive Signal* 
Serenada Drive Williams Drive Signal* 

*Those intersections identified for special consideration by City staff 

 

Figure 9.  Signalized Intersections of Interest 
 

Table 33 shows the average delay experienced at each intersection and how the intersections 
rank in terms of worst average vehicle delay. (e.g., Williams @ Lakeway ranks 9th in 2016 AM, 
which means this intersection has the ninth worst delay out of 61 intersections). Again, the 
2035 model has 75 intersections. 
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Table 33.  Intersections of Interest 
Name/Year 2016 AM 2035 AM 2016 PM 2035 PM 
Williams @ Lakeway 34.3s 9th 35.0s 23rd 19.2s 5th 24.3s 7th 
Williams @ River Bend 21.3s 20th 34.6s 24th 14.3s 12th 12.2s 20th 
Williams @ Serenada 3.6s 55th 24.6s 33rd 2.9s 54th 15.9s 9th 
Inner Loop @ CR 151 6.1s 49th 5.7s 70th 4.1s 48th 5.5s 58th 

 
The average delays were determined by looking at a 4-hour time period. None of these 
intersections appear to contribute as significantly to overall system performance as other 
intersections in the network. However when broken down into 1-hour segments there are a 
noticeable peaks in delay. 
 

• Williams @ Lakeway showed average delays over 50 seconds during three analyzed 1-
hour time periods. Once in 2016 AM and twice in 2035 AM. 

• Williams @ River Bend showed average delays over 50 seconds once in 2016 AM. 
• Williams @ Serenada showed average delays over 60 seconds once in 2035 AM. 

 
Figure 10 shows an output of Viztool, which clearly shows that these four intersections are not 
as heavily delayed as others. In the figure, the size of the circle represents Total Delay whereas 
the color represents Average Delay. Larger circles represent higher total delays at the 
intersection. The color ranges from dark blue to green to red, where red represents the worst 
delay experienced in the network.  
 

 

 

Figure 10.  Significance of Intersections of Interest 
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Corridors of Interest 
The City of Georgetown was also interested in the Williams Drive and Austin Avenue corridors. 
Most of the delay in both of the corridors occurred near their intersection east of I-35. Figures 
11 and 12 show the distribution of delay along Austin Avenue, and Figures 13 and 14 show the 
delay along Williams Drive. 

             Austin Avenue 2016 AM    Austin Avenue 2035 AM 

 
Figure 11.  Austin Avenue Corridor 

 

 

Figure 12.  Austin Avenue Corridor Delay Distribution 
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In Figure 12, the first and sixth hours of the simulation are not included in the delay analysis 
since the network is loading and unloading during these periods. The second through fifth hour 
of simulation provide a more accurate model of traffic delay representative of the peak period. 
Figure 12 is a ranking based on average delay from the second through fifth hour. SE Inner Loop 
clearly experiences the highest average delay along the Austin Avenue corridor. However, the 
majority of delay is concentrated around the Austin Avenue @ Williams Drive intersection. 
There is almost no delay at the 5th, 7th, and 8th Street intersections, and the discrepancy 
between those three locations and the intersections near Williams Drive gets larger in 2035. 

One interesting case is Georgetown HS during the 4th hour of simulation in 2035. The overall 
delay is rather low, but there is a spike in the 4th hour with delay = 84.2 seconds. On the other 
hand, the delay in 2016 does not get higher than 6 seconds. The two intersections with the 
largest increase in delay are Austin Avenue @ 2nd Street and Austin Avenue @ Georgetown HS. 
The intersection with the largest decrease in delay is Austin Avenue @ W University Avenue. If 
you look at the rankings in Figure 12, remembering that there are 61 intersections in 2016 and 
75 in 2035, the ranking of the Austin Avenue corridor in the scope of the network almost stays 
the same. Although individual intersections along Austin Avenue got worse or better, as a 
corridor, its delay grew evenly with the network’s delay. 
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Williams Drive 2016 AM           Williams Drive 2035 AM 

 

Figure 13. Williams Drive Corridor Delay 
 

 

Figure 14.  Williams Drive - Corridor Delay Distribution 
 
Figures 13 and 14 show a large increase in delay along the entire length of Williams Drive. The 
only intersections that show little change in delay are Lakeway Drive, River Bend Drive, and 
Rivery Boulevard. While they are ranked as the worst intersections along Williams Drive in 2016 
with delays above 30 seconds at certain times, they get surpassed in 2035 by the intersections 
at the southernmost and northernmost ends of the corridor. Also, the overall rankings from 
2016 to 2035 get worse. Most of the intersections in 2016 perform well with low delay, 
whereas in 2035 the entire corridor has higher delay and performs worse in the scope of the 
Georgetown network. 
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2016 AM vs. 2035 AM 
Figures 15, 16, and 17 visually summarize the signal performance for the AM peak. Figure 15 
shows the signal delays during the peak of the simulation. Figure 16 shows the spread of delay 
and isolates the intersections with the worst delay from 2016 to 2035.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15.  Average and Total Delay for the AM Scenarios 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2016 AM 2035 AM 
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Figure 16.  Spread of Delay and Important Intersections 

The Total Delay and Average Delay in Figure 16 are calculated for a four-hour simulation period. 
 

• Total Delay: Each vehicle experiences some amount of delay as it goes through an 
intersection. The total delay is the sum of all the delays experienced at the intersection 
over a given period. 

• Average Delay: The total delay divided by the number of vehicles that passed through 
an intersection. 

 
Several conclusions can be drawn from Figure 16. 
 

• Intersections creating bottleneck conditions can be easily identified. 
• High total delay and low average delay imply highly used, uncongested intersections. 
• High average delay and low Total delay imply few vehicles, yet highly congested 

intersections. 
• The general trend in delay shift can be seen from 2016 to 2035. 
• Several of the selected intersections experience large increases in delay from 2016 to 

2035. 
o Southeast Inner Loop Drive @ Blue Springs Boulevard 
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o CR 111 @ I-35 Southbound Frontage Road 
o Williams Drive @ I-35 Southbound Frontage Road 

 
Figure 17 specifically focuses on average delay, ranking intersections by highest average delay. 
The figure shows some consistency in the rankings between the two model years. The SE Inner 
Loop Drive at Austin Avenue intersection consistently ranks the highest in terms of delay. A 
number of intersections along SE Inner Loop and University Avenue also show up in both lists. 
 

 

Figure 17.  Intersections with Highest Average Delay 

2016 PM vs. 2035 PM 
As in, the AM scenarios, Figures 18 and 19 visually summarize signal performance for the PM 
peak. The color and size of the circles cannot be compared with the AM scenarios. The scale 
was adjusted for the PM so it would be easier to see the variation in delay. 
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Figure 18.  Average and Total Delay for PM Scenarios 

There are four important conclusions from Figure 18. 

• There are three significant increases in delay in the southern portion of the PM network. 
o I-35 SB FR @ Westinghouse Road 
o I-3 NB FR @ Westinghouse Road 
o S. Austin Avenue @ SE Inner Loop 

• With the introduced intersections along West University Boulevard, TX 29, the delay at 
TX 29 @ DB Wood Road shifted to the intersections to its west. 

• Delay along Austin Avenue does not change, whereas delay along Williams Drive 
increases. 

• TX 195 @ I-35 Northbound Frontage Road at the northern tip of the network shifts its 
delay to the intersections farther north-west along TX 195 from 2016 to 2035. 

2016 PM 2035 PM 
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Figure 19.  Spread of Delay and Important Intersections 
 
Although the changes in delay shown in Figure 18 are useful, when the actual delay in the PM 
scenarios is compared to the delay in the AM scenarios, the network does not look bad. There 
is only one intersection estimated to experience an average delay greater than 50 seconds in 
the model over the four-hour simulation period. 

4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The following summarizes the findings and conclusions from the model results: 

For the TCP scenarios: 

• The TCP scenario results in fewer vehicles on the bridge links during the 2016 AM and 
PM peak periods (except for the northbound bridge approach in the PM). 

• Interestingly, for the southbound Austin Avenue bridge approach in the AM, the 2035 
AM TCP has lower traffic volume than the 2016 AM TCP.  This suggests more use of 
alternative paths in 2035 to avoid Austin Avenue during the lane closures, most notably 
on the west side of I-35.  
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• Closing the bridge in either 2016 or 2035 would not change the traffic volume 
substantially, if looking just at the traffic volume impact; however, some path changes in 
travel patterns during the AM peak are discernable.  Additionally, a review of the 
isochrone maps shows that there are travel time consequences for waiting until 2035.    

• Where vehicles travel (i.e., the paths taken) in response to the TCP will depend upon the 
year of TCP implementation since the 2035 network offers additional path alternatives. 

• Improvements in the southeast portion of the network, including those to Inner Loop 
Drive into a highway with frontage roads in 2035, improve the reach travel time in the 
2035 scenarios compared to the 2016 scenarios, including the 2035 TCP scenarios.   

• More traffic routes to I-35 in response to closure of Austin Avenue bridge lanes. 
• In 2035, the proportion of southbound traffic in the morning using Austin Avenue is less 

than in 2016 (considering I-35 main lanes and frontage roads, Northeast Inner Loop 
Drive, and Austin Avenue).  Due to the incorporated improvements to I-35 and 
Northeast Inner Loop, rerouting southbound traffic during the 2035 AM peak period 
primarily uses these roadways.   

• Some increase in travel time was found for the scenario without left-turn lanes (4-Lanes) 
along Austin Avenue in the vicinity of the bridges during 2035 conditions. 

• Substantial congestion appears to build along SH 29 in the model for 2035 conditions, 
particularly during the AM peak, and influences traffic along Austin Avenue.  

For the TCP scenarios: 

• DTA model results detect very few significant differences between the 4 and 5-Lane 2035 
scenarios 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on observations from the model results and subsequent conclusions, as well as a review 
of the project, the following are recommended: 

• The model indicates a preference for using San Gabriel Parkway and Morrow Street for 
access to the northbound frontage road (and ultimately N/S I-35).  These roadways 
become even more attractive with growth in the area (2035 conditions).  
Accommodation of traffic from the north along Austin Avenue influences northbound 
left turns along the corridor and should be considered with improvements to Austin 
Avenue.  Consideration should be made for treatment of these connections with future 
development. 

• Reducing Austin Avenue to one lane will require careful consideration of turning 
movements that could block through traffic. Special provision should be made to 
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accommodate turning movements at intersections within the construction limits (this 
need can be verified with turning movement counts at the intersections prior to 
implementation of a traffic control plan) to reduce delays and impacts to area traffic. 
These impacts are not readily assessed using a DTA model. 

• Consideration should be made of the impact of construction along I-35 as part of the 
Mobility 35 project which may influence traffic along Austin Avenue. 

• Provision of left-turn lanes along Austin Avenue will accommodate through traffic along 
the corridor and consideration should be made for this result, particularly during 
construction along I-35. This should be considered in deciding on a cross-section through 
this area. 

• Turning movement counts should be collected at San Gabriel Boulevard and 2nd Avenue 
to further assess left-turn movements and verify the need for left-turn bays at these 
intersections. 
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Table A.1.  Area Bond Program, February 2015 

No. Roadway  
Project 

Functional  
Classification 

Target 
Completion 

Year 
1 Austin Avenue Bridges Minor Arterial 2018 

2 Northwest Blvd Bridge - Fontana Dr To Austin Ave Major Arterial 2019 

3 Rivery Blvd Extension - Williams Dr To Northwest Blvd Collector 2019 

4 IH 35 NB Frontage Road - Williams Dr To Lakeway Bridge Frontage 2020 

5 Southwest Bypass - Wolf Ranch Pkwy To Leander Rd Freeway 2022 

6 Wolf Ranch Pkwy - DB Wood Dr To Southwest Bypass Minor Arterial 2023 

7 Intersection/Capital Pool -   

8 Leander Rd Bridge @ IH 35 - 2020 

9 Sidewalk, Safety and ADA Accessibility Pool -   

10 Leander Rd (RM 2243) - W of SW Bypass to River Ridge Dr Major Arterial  2023 

11 DB Wood Dr - SH 29 To Oak Ridge Dr Minor Arterial 2024 

12 Williams Dr - Rivery Blvd. to Frontage Rd Major Arterial 2024 

13 IH 35 SB Frontage Rd - Williams Dr To Rivery Blvd Frontage 2029 

14 NE Inner Loop - Stadium Dr To FM 971 Major Arterial 2021 

15 SE Inner Loop - Southwestern Blvd To IH 35 Freeway 2025 

16 Stadium Dr (CR 151) - Austin Ave To NE Inner Loop Minor Arterial 2025 

17 SE Inner Loop - SH 29 To Southwestern Blvd Minor Arterial 2021 

18 Southwestern Blvd - Raintree Dr To SE Inner Loop Collector 2026 

19 Southwest Bypass- Wolf Ranch Pkwy To SH29 Freeway 2026 
20 Shell Rd - Williams Dr to Shell Spur Rd Major Arterial 2031 
21 SH 29 (Haven Lane to SH130) Major Arterial 2026 

22 DB Wood Dr - Oak Ridge Dr To Lake Overlook Dr. Major Arterial 2035 
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

 
FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

Task 5.1 Summary of workshops, including documentation of feedback 
received 

For CTR’s contract with CAMPO, Task 5 includes outreach and training, workshops, documentation, and 
quarterly updates. Task 5.1 deliverables include summary of workshops, as well as documentation of 
feedback received.  

One of the primary tasks for CTR this past fiscal year was to deploy the DTA modeling tool through a 
series of trainings. CTR and CAMPO’s shared goal is to train practitioners to use the tool, so that others 
eventually run the model on their own to address their needs. This fiscal year, we held a total of four 
workshops related to DTA deployment. DTA 1.0 was an introductory training workshop, which 
summarized the elements of DTA, the visualization tool used to understand results, and provided an 
overview of how the tool can be used to study a variety of scenarios. DTA 2.0 was a much more detailed 
workshop given to CAMPO modeling staff. This training was technical in nature, and walked through the 
entire process for coding, running, and visualizing results from a DTA model.  

The workshops featured an interactive training approach using presentation materials, demonstrations, 
exercises, and surveys led by CTR staff. Attendees were asked prior to the first DTA 1.0 workshops (in 
January) to utilize laptops in order to participate in workshop activities, including interactive surveys and 
software exercises. CTR staff members helped participants during portions of the workshops where 
attendees were asked to complete these interactive elements. Interactive surveys presented 
periodically through the presentation were intended to elicit feedback regarding attendee subject-
matter knowledge and perceived value of the tools presented. Feedback was used to help shape the 
proceedings such that the presenters could cater to the needs of the group, as well as refine subsequent 
training. 

Workshop exercises were formulated to introduce material to the participants in an interactive and 
engaging way. Participants were encouraged to apply the skills learned during the presentation portion 
and increase their knowledge of typical applications of the software tools, including the dynamic traffic 
assignment software, interactive visualization tool, and additional tools designed to help users review 
model results. The DTA 2.0 material was designed to build on the materials and exercises introduced in 
DTA 1.0, advancing the capabilities of those in attendance.  

At the conclusion of each workshop, attendees were asked to fill out a brief survey indicating their 
interest in further training, perceived benefit of the presented tools and desire to use them, and general 
evaluation of the workshop format and content. The feedback following each workshop was over- 
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

 
FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

whelmingly positive, with participants expressing enthusiasm about future training opportunities and 
the value of using the tools in their respective agency or jurisdiction to evaluate the impact of 
transportation improvement projects in the region. It is intended that training opportunities continue to 
be offered in the future. 

The first DTA training sessions were held in January, 2016. There was such high demand for the training 
that two sessions were held, on concurrent mornings (1/27 and 1/28) in the large conference room at 
CTR. In order to notify member agencies of training opportunities, CTR utilized its partnership with 
CAMPO to distribute training announcements and invitations. 

The first of two sessions had twelve attendees representing the following agencies: CAMPO, City of 
Austin, City of Hutto, City of San Marcos, and Williamson County. The second session also had twelve 
attendees representing the following agencies: CAMPO, City of Austin, City of Hutto, City of Bastrop, City 
of Cedar Park, Travis County, CAPCOG, and CapMetro. 

DTA 2.0 was held on April 19, 2016, in a full day session at CTR. Three attendees from CAMPO attended 
the training to obtain great insight into the DTA tool applications.  

Another half-day DTA 1.0 training session was held on June 7, 2016, this time at the newly opened Texas 
Advanced Computing Center (TACC). Representatives from six agencies, including CTRMA, Travis County, 
HNTB Corporation, and CapMetro, were in attendance.  

 

Enclosed 
• Invitations to DTA 1.0 and 2.0 training sessions 
• Feedback from DTA 1.0 and 2.0 training sessions  
• Sign-in sheets from DTA 1.0 and 2.0 training sessions 
• Announcement of NMC/CAMPO seminar 

 



















Brandy Savarese 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Westerfield Ross, Heidi R <heidiwross@austin.utexas.edu> 

Thursday, May 05, 2016 3:53 PM 

Westerfield Ross, Heidi R 

Duthie, Jennifer C; Tindall, Phillip; Johnson, Ashby (Ashby.Johnson@campotexas.org) 

DT A 2.0 Workshop Follow-Up 

Workshop Attendees: 

Thanks again for attending the DTA 2.0 workshop last month. We appreciate the feedback you provided to us, 

and encourage you to send us additional feedback if you have any. 

Here are a few items to note: 

1. There is a time line for future trainings located on the DTA Deployment webpage: http://ctr.utexas.edu/dta/.

2. On this webpage, you'll find an email address for sending questions/comments about using DTA. Please feel

free to send us questions about use of the tool, or about DTA in general.

3. The DTA 2.0 Workshop Materials webpage can be used as an ongoing reference. It can be accessed through

the previously listed website link, or directly using this link: http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-2-0-workshop

materials/

4. On this page, you'll find access to the workshop materials.

The next DTA 1.0 Training has been scheduled for June 7th. We'll be sending an announcement out soon. 

Thanks again for your attendance. 

Heidi Ross 

********************** 

Heidi W. Ross, P.E., PTOE 
Network Modeling Center 
Center for Transportation Research 
The University of Texas at Austin 
512-934-1400
heidiwross@austin.utexas.edu

1 



DTA 1.0 Training 
Follow-up survey 
January 27, 2016 

 
 
 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes, very well coordinated" 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How the regional TDM is uploaded into the DTA system" 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes, and they are." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"increase the number of server locations to meet the size of the training class" 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Fair enough " 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"Little more information on how to measure TT using simulator" 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes" 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Absolutely! I would like to know more about the technical explanation of (more on 
transit side) DTA." 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"na" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"Good Presentation." 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes." 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"At least 2-day training course." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes. " 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes, obviously. " 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"We should have longer training sessions. " 

 



1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes." 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How to import existing network files from GIS." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes, CAMPO TAC members." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes." 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"I thought the training was good. Training 2.0 should include building a network from an 
existing GIS network." 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes, good training. " 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How do we upload our local data to run models and simulations in our jurisdictions?" 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Pretty excited about the representation from my colleagues, did not expect this many to 
show up." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes" 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"content at this time" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"Some technical difficulties, but that stuff happens, hard to predict. " 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes. Just a quick overview." 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How to get network set up like the example San Angelo." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes, the other engineer and our consultants" 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes" 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"How to use in our city" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"be able to do the hands on exercise." 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes, very much so. " 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 



"More about the requirements for new projects. I'd also like more of an opportunity to 
experiment with the product." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Perhaps. I could see this tool being used by staff-level employees to support projects. I 
think a presentation for the senior officials would be helpful, but not a full training 
session. " 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes. " 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"As much as I can about the modelling work that CTR is developing. " 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"Due to the system requirements and data limitations, I think smaller class sizes would 
be preferred. " 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"It did! As a non-transportation focused planner, I had limited knowledge going into 
today. So this provided a good introduction for me regarding DTA and the software." 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"I would be interested in learning more particulars regarding the specific data that goes 
into DTA, especially existing and future land use." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Definitely." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes." 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Definitely surpassed expectations - was expecting to see a tool for viewing modeling 
results, am excited to see how interactive and customizable this tool is" 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"Would like to see how the remaining features worked - I'd like to be able to use a 
specific example from our county and visualize it in the tool" 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"I think this training is best for GIS-oriented people in our office, but I'd love to be able to 
show less technical demos of this tool to my supervisors to see how they foresee its use 
in Wilco" 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"definitely!" 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"I'd like to learn more about the data warehouse" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"I really enjoyed this training - I think this tool has a lot of cool uses for local 
governments. I'd like to be able to meet in smaller groups (maybe 5 or so people) to be 
able to get a more in-depth look at how this could be used" 

 



 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes. I would like to see a Manual/Help material to learn the interface" 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How to build the network" 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes. This tool can be used to simulate a network before making changes." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes" 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"Data management" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"NA" 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes, the training today basically met my expectation." 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"How the network, input files, model parameters, etc, got initiated and setup." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"Yes, I would recommend all CAMPO modeling team members to attend this training." 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes, it would be interesting." 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"Maybe a detailed case study workshop?" 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"During the training today, there were a few technical difficulties due to the server or the 
software being used by more than 10 people at the same time. Was there any way to 
improve the stability and reliability of DTA Vista model tool?" 

 
1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 
"Yes it is a good basic introduction. " 
2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 
"More advanced training about using the tool." 
3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 
"N/A" 
4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 
"Yes" 
5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 
"Current projects CTR is working on." 
6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 
"Need to make the tool more user friendly. Need a stand alone version so consulting 
engineer can run models on their own server." 

 



DTA 1.0 Training  

Follow-up survey 

January 28, 2016 

 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"yes, it met my expectations. I expected to learn how the system works and what it's 
capabilities are." 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"I'd like to be able to add new roadways to a system and then run iterations for route 
assignment" 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

"I believe Scheleen Walker and Charlie Watts from our Long Range Planning would 
benefit from this." 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"yest" 

5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

"ability to generate reports" 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"Yes. I would love to see how cities have used the information from the tool" 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"How DTA can be used for future scenarios (long-range) with changes in mode split" 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"Yes" 

5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

"How we could work with NMC on our current planning effort" 



6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 

"I believe you said there will be smaller groups for the next training, but having a laptop 
for everyone would be helpful." 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"Yes the training met my expectations and I was pleased with the way it was presented in 
an engaging format" 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"I would like to learn more about the different functions that DTA has and see possible 
ways it can be utilized. Learning about the transit tool would also be nice" 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

"I think my colleagues that handle planning for projects and modeling scenarios should 
attend this training." 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"I am interested in attending the next training" 

5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

"What data that NMC has available and what data it would like to have" 

6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 

"I thought the training was well done and would not change much about the training 
format. Being able to interact with the system was extremely helpful so making sure 
that's possible would be best." 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"Yes, it's a good one." 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"Remote access to play with various scenarios " 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 



"Yes, it'd open their eyes to see opportunities in applying DTA for daily operations" 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"For sure" 

5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

"Manipulate O-D tables" 

6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 

"A good job!" 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"yes " 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

"Unknown" 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"yes" 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"Yes" 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"More detailed instruction." 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"Yes." 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"Yes, I'm interested in getting the more detailed training, but this was a great primer." 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 



"How it could be a long term planning tool beyond closures and other short term 
scenarios. Also, different mode shift scenarios." 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

"Yes, we could probably have 2 or 3 other employees in my group learn this." 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"Yes." 

6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 

"Great job guys!" 

 

1. Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

"yes" 

2. What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

"more detail regarding DTA" 

3. After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

"no" 

4. Are you interested in attending the DTA 2.0 training? 

"yes" 

5. What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

"data availability and coordination, assistance with analyses" 

6. Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future 
audiences. 

"very informative! looking forward to next training." 

 



Which aspects of the training 
you would like to learn more 

about?

Are there any parts 
of the training you 

would remove? 

Can you suggest any 
improvements to the 

training?

What do you like about 
the visualization tool? 
Also, how could it be 

improved?

Would you like to 
participate in further 
DTA training about:

Respondent 1

Preparing DTA model data, 
Quality Control of Inputs, Model 

Results Analysis, Scenario 
Comparisons with the 

Visualization Tool

Keep all The TA's (assistants) 
were helpful

Transit modeling, 
Subnetwork analysis

Respondent 2 Quality Control of Inputs, 
Validation of Outputs

Transit modeling, 
Subnetwork analysis, 

Model Calibration

Respondent 3
Quality Control of Inputs, 

Running a model, may some 
more frequent errors

none It is good. Transit modeling, 
Subnetwork analysis

DTA 2.0 Training Survey Responses



Survey responses, DTA 1.0 June 7, 2016 

 

Did the training meet your expectations for today? If not, what were you expecting to learn? 

1. Yes. 
2. Yes. 
3. Yes. 
4. Yes. Good introduction to what it is and how it works. 

What more would you like to learn about DTA? 

1. Would be interesting to see comparisons to real world results after modeling. 
2. I would like to learn more about the modeling decisions that were made. How are lights 

handled? Are vehicles discretized or a continuous flow? If continuous how do you handle transit 
vehicles?" 

3. more real world applications, need to play with it more to get familiar first though 

After attending today, do you think your colleagues should attend this training? If so, who? 

1. I can't think of anyone who needs to attend. 
2. yes, traffic engineering section 

Are you interested in attending additional DTA training? 

1. "I think the understanding provided today is sufficient for what we need to know, which is the 
capability of the system. The details of advanced training would be used by our consultants. 

2. Yes! 
3. Yes. 

What more would you like to learn about the Network Modeling Center at CTR? 

1. Possibly 
2. what other services are available to jurisdictions 
3. What other resources are available to agencies. 

Please provide any additional feedback that will help us improve our training for future audiences. 

1. Great training actually. Setup and functions were good. 
2. The presentation was great!  







 

 

 
Sign-In Sheet  DTA 2.0 Workshop 

April 19, 2016 
Check

-In 
First Last Position Organization Email Phone 

X Michael Dutton Planner CAMPO Michael.dutton@campotexas.org 512.232.8336 
X Lei Xu Senior Planner CAMPO Lei.Xu@campotexas.org 512.232.8342 
X 

Daniel Yang 
GIS & Modeling Program 
Manager CAMPO Daniel.Yang@campotexas.org 512-232-8393 

 Kelly Porter Senior Planner CAMPO kelly.porter@campotexas.org 512.974.2084 
 

Rohit Vij 
Sr. Engineer, Engineering 
and Capital Improvements City of San Marcos rvij@sanmarcostx.gov 512-393-8133 

 





 

Seminar for NMC and CAMPO modeling staff 

Who: Robert Lehr (NMC staff) 

When: 9/18/15, 12:15pm 

Where: UTA 4.302 

Title: "Bluetooth in the City: Analyzing Austin Traffic" 

 

Abstract: The appeal of Bluetooth in transportation research is its low cost and high volume of data. 
Bluetooth detectors spread throughout Austin offered an opportunity to gather individual and mass 
travel time and origin-destination information with a granularity not offered by current methods. We 
will explain how Bluetooth works, its benefits and drawbacks, and what we gleaned from Austin's 
network of Bluetooth detectors. 
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

 
FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

Task 5.2 Summary of feedback given at quarterly updates to CAMPO’s TAC 
and/or TPB meetings 

An important element of CTR’s contract with CAMPO includes accountability for the work that we are 
completing as part of our contract. To ensure that we are effectively communicating with CAMPO 
leadership as well as the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and Transportation Policy Board (TPB), our 
scope of work includes providing periodic updates. The list of enclosures includes board and committee 
presentations made throughout the fiscal year. Through this accountability process, CTR obtained 
feedback and worked together with CAMPO to better meet the region’s needs. 

Enclosed 
• October 2015 TAC Meeting Memo and Presentation 
• January 2016 TAC Meeting Presentation  
• February 2016 TAC Meeting Presentation 
• March 2016 TAC Meeting Presentation 
• March 2016 TPB Meeting Memo 
• April 2016 TPB Meeting Memo and Presentation 



   

Date: October 21, 2015 
Continued From:  

Action 
Requested: 

N/A  

 
 
To: Technical Advisory Committee 
From: Jen Duthie, Ph.D., UT - Austin 
Agenda Item: 9 
Subject: Quarterly Update on CTR’s DTA Deployment  

 
RECOMMENDATION 
None. 
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The purpose of this agenda item is to provide the TAC with a quarterly report on the deployment 
of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) by the Center for Transportation Research (CTR) 
under the current interlocal agreement in the CAMPO region. 
FINANCIAL IMPACT 
No financial impact to CAMPO. 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
CAMPO and CTR entered into an interlocal agreement in December 2014 for the fiscal year of 
2015 for supporting the research and deployment of DTA in the CAMPO area.    

  
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
None  
 

 



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE. 

 
Update on Work for CAMPO: 

 
General Assistance, 

Dynamic Traffic Assignment,  
& Data Warehouse 

Presentation to TAC 

October 28, 2015 

 

Jen Duthie, Ph.D. 



General Assistance 

• Plan for 2015 base year travel demand model 

– RFP 

– QAQC 

– Tools and methods 

2 



DTA Model Applications 

• Austin Avenue Reconstruction for City of 
Georgetown 
– Report sent to Georgetown staff for review 

• SH 71 Overpass Construction for City of Bastrop 
– Complete; planning follow-up  

• Guadalupe Corridor Improvements for City of 
Austin 
– Report sent to team for review 

• MoPac South for Central Texas Mobility Authority 
– Report on impacts to downtown sent to team for 

review 
– Open houses 11/5 and 11/10 
– http://www.mopacsouth.com/voh/impacts.php 

3 



Data Discovery Environment 

• Prototype 

– Sharing at NACTO session tomorrow 10:15 a.m. 

• Active in region’s Integrated Corridor 
Management conversations 

4 

http://shiny.utnmc.org:8000/DataWarehouse_Prototype/server/


 

5 



QUESTIONS? 

 

 

Center for Transportation Research 
The University of Texas at Austin 
Email: jduthie@mail.utexas.edu 

 



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Training 1.0

January, 2016

Workshop Feedback
"I thought the training was well done and 
I wouldn’t change much about the format. 

Being able to interact with the system 
was extremely helpful."

"I think my colleagues who handle planning . . . and 
modeling scenarios should attend this training” . . . 

“it'd open their eyes to opportunities in applying 
DTA in daily operations."

Workshop Highlights
• collaborative learning environment
• hands-on access to DTA resources
• “engaging presentation”
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Data Portal & Analytics 
Environment

• Hosted at UT’S TACC
• Versioning capabilities
• Edit via free tools or 

ArcGIS

Public release of select data
OpenStreetMap

City and State 
open data portals

Published and crowd-sourced data

Transportation Agencies

Regional Transportation Data Portal

Third parties 
• OpenAustin

• Private sector/Consultants

Ag
en

cy
 D

at
a

Regional D
ata

Central Texas 
Data Rodeo
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Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
1.0 Deployment January 2016

“I am interested in 
attending the next 
training.”

“I really enjoyed this training - I think this tool has 
a lot of cool uses for local governments.”

“… As a non-transportation focused planner, I had limited 
knowledge going into today. So this provided a good 
introduction for me regarding DTA and the software.”

“Definitely surpassed expectations - was 
expecting to see a tool for viewing 
modeling results, am excited to see how 
interactive and customizable this tool is.”

http://ctr.utexas.edu/dta/

http://ctr.utexas.edu/dta/
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Update

• Interlocal Agreement with CoA ATD
• Regional transportation data portal 



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Interlocal Agreement with CoA ATD

• 5 years
• Max $2.5mil
• Leverage expertise at 

CTR and throughout 
UT
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Interlocal Agreement with CoA ATD
Potential Work Tasks
• Smart City Challenge Grant

– Assist with grant preparation

• TMC Expansion
– Evaluate performance
– Pilot new sources of data and 

technologies

• Adaptive Signal Control 
Performance
– Evaluate City pilots
– Recommend improvements



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Interlocal Agreement with CoA ATD
• ROW Fee Assessment

– Evaluate current fee capture methods 
in Austin and nationwide

– Recommend method that captures all 
costs and minimizes community 
impact

• Open Data and Analytics
– Facilitate opening real-time data 

streams
– Develop tools to merge data streams 

and maximize value 
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UT’s Data Portal and 
Analytics Environment

Hosted at UT’S TACC

Versioning

Editing using free tools or 
ArcGIS

OpenStreetMap

City and State open 
data portals

Public release of 
select data

Pull published and 
crowd-sourced data

Third parties (e.g., OpenAustin, 
private sector)

Select access

Transportation 
Agencies

Transportation system data

Open data

W
eb

 v
ie

w
er
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Regional Transportation Data Portal



   

Date: March 16, 2016 
Continued From:  

Action 
Requested: 

N/A  

 
 
To: Transportation Policy Board 
From: Jen Duthie, Ph.D., UT - Austin 
Agenda Item: 11 
Subject: Quarterly Update on CTR’s DTA Deployment  

 
RECOMMENDATION 
For informational purposes only. 
PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The purpose of this agenda item is to provide the TPB with a quarterly report by the Center for 
Transportation Research (CTR) on contract activities under the current interlocal agreement in 
the CAMPO region.  CTR will update TAC on deployment of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
(DTA) model, development of the Regional Data Warehouse, and other contract-related 
activities. 
 
FINANCIAL IMPACT 
No financial impact to CAMPO. 
BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 
CAMPO and CTR entered into an interlocal agreement in December 2014 for the fiscal year of 
2015 for supporting the research and deployment of DTA in the CAMPO area. 
 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 
None  
 

 



   

Date: March 25, 2016 

Continued From:  

Action 

Requested: 

N/A  

 

 

To: Transportation Policy Board 

From: Jen Duthie, Ph.D., UT - Austin 

Agenda Item: 11 

Subject: Quarterly Update on CTR’s DTA Deployment  

 

RECOMMENDATION 

For informational purposes only. 

PURPOSE AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this agenda item is to provide the TPB with a quarterly report by the Center for 

Transportation Research (CTR) on contract activities under the current interlocal agreement in 

the CAMPO region.  CTR will update TAC on deployment of the Dynamic Traffic Assignment 

(DTA) model, development of the Regional Data Warehouse, and other contract-related 

activities. 

 
FINANCIAL IMPACT 

No financial impact to CAMPO. 

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION 

CAMPO and CTR entered into an interlocal agreement in December 2014 for the fiscal year of 

2015 for supporting the research and deployment of DTA in the CAMPO area. 

 
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

None  
 

 



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Training 1.0

January, 2016

Workshop Feedback
"I thought the training was well done and 
I wouldn’t change much about the format. 

Being able to interact with the system 
was extremely helpful."

"I think my colleagues who handle planning . . . and 
modeling scenarios should attend this training” . . . 

“it'd open their eyes to opportunities in applying 
DTA in daily operations."

Workshop Highlights
• collaborative learning environment
• hands-on access to DTA resources
• “engaging presentation”



COLLABORATE. INNOVATE. EDUCATE.

Data Portal & Analytics 
Environment

• Hosted at UT’S TACC
• Versioning capabilities
• Edit via free tools or 

ArcGIS

Public release of select data
OpenStreetMap

City and State 
open data portals

Published and crowd-sourced data

Transportation Agencies

Regional Transportation Data Portal

Third parties 
• OpenAustin

• Private sector/Consultants

Ag
en

cy
 D

at
a

Regional D
ata

Central Texas 
Data Rodeo
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CAMPO-CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment 
Interlocal Agreement 

 
FY16 Deliverables Submittal 

Task 5.3 DTA Training Materials and Documentation 

For CTR’s contract with CAMPO, Task 5 includes outreach and training, workshops, documentation, and 
quarterly updates.  Task 5.3 deliverables include DTA training/presentation materials and the 
documentation developed to enhance the trainings and provide post-training support for users. 

We utilized customized websites for each training session, to provide easy, centralized access to training 
materials. The DTA 1.0 training portal is permanently located at http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-1-0/. 
The DTA 2.0 web portal is permanently located at http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-2-0-workshop-
materials/. 

Enclosed 

• DTA 1.0 Deployment materials and documentation. (The June presentation differs slightly from 
the January presentation due to improvements made as a result of feedback from the January 
session.) 

• DTA 2.0 Deployment materials and documentation. (The presentation is followed by a collection 
of “cheat sheets” and reference documents that will provide post-training support for users.) 

 

http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-1-0/
http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-2-0-workshop-materials/
http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-2-0-workshop-materials/
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Dynamic Traffic Assignment
Deployment Training 1.0
January 27 and 28, 2016

UT Center for Transportation Research 
In collaboration with 

To access training resources, please visit 
ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta-deployment/
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Tentative Schedule

8:30 Set-up and introductions

9:00 What is DTA and why use it?

9:50 Break

10:00 How to build and run a DTA model

11:00 Break

11:10 DIY: Web-based analysis of DTA model results

12:00 What’s next?
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Center for Transportation Research 
(CTR)

UT 
Austin

College of 
Engineering

Center for 
Transportation  

Research

Network 
Modeling 

Center

CTR is one of the leading 
university-based 
transportation research 
centers in the world. 

We have been working with 
CAMPO to apply a Dynamic 
Traffic Assignment (DTA) tool 
to the region and we are now 
ready to teach users how to 
maximize its benefits.
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Today’s goals
Understand Dynamic 
Traffic Assignment (DTA)

Learn how to create and 
view DTA model results

End

Start
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What Do You Already Know About DTA?
What is Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)?
• DTA is a planning tool used to compare possible future year scenarios.
• DTA models “strategic” driving behavior, or how drivers choose their routes at a 

typical time based on least-cost path selection. 

What makes DTA different from other models?
• DTA considers the evolution of traffic conditions at small time intervals (seconds).
• DTA captures changes in traffic conditions every 100 to 500 feet.

What kinds of resources does DTA use?
• Because DTA model results are very fine-grained, models require significant 

computational and data resources.

How would you use DTA in your jurisdiction?
• DTA analyzes region-wide changes to traffic patterns and illustrates the resulting 

traffic conditions.

Please access the survey at 
http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta-deployment/
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Model Types

Macro
• CAMPO Travel Demand Model

• Less detailed, regional study

Meso
• CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)

• More detailed, sub-area study

Micro
• Consultant microsimulation models

• Most detailed, corridor study 
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DTA Applications in Texas
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7th Street and 8th Street Conversions

Path 
Analysis

ONE-WAY TWO-WAY 

7:00 AM to 9:00 AM

4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
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State Highway 45 Southwest
Analysis of Major Corridors

2025 AM Peak Conditions 
Northbound

2025 PM Peak Conditions
Southbound
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Williamson County

2035
Alternative B

2035
Alternative A

Average 
speed 

compared to 
speed limit

Slow Fast
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Austin Avenue
2035 PM 5-Lane    

  
 
2035 Northbound Traffic Flow

PM Peak

Signalized Intersections of Interest
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SH 71 Interchanges
Existing

Construction of Loop 150 
Interchange

Construction of SH 95 Interchange
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A typical DTA application

What are the impacts of two different intersection designs?

Process
• Collect data
• Build and review model inputs (GIS tools)
• Test and calibrate the model
• Run and validate the model
• Analyze results

AT GRADE OVERPASS
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DTA Model Results

• Individual vehicles 
trajectories

Raw Results

1:00:00
1:00:06

1:00:18

1:00:30

1:00:36

1:00:42

1:00:48

1:01:00

• Space
• Time

Aggregation for analysis
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DTA Results Analysis

System-level and average performance

Detailed analysis to interpret system-level trends
– Intersections, corridors, roadway segments
– Origins and destinations
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System-Level Analysis

Total system travel time

Average travel time

Network-wide vehicle volumes
– Time-dependent
– Difference across scenarios

Delay at signalized intersections
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Detailed Metrics

Select link analysis
– Identify the paths of all vehicles using a particular 

roadway segment (link)

Origin-Destination path analysis
– Identify all used paths connecting selected origins 

and destinations

Reach time
– Identify how far vehicles can travel from selected 

origins within pre-specified time intervals
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How will you use DTA?

1. Name a current or prospective project in your 
jurisdiction where rerouting is an issue. 

2. Name a current or prospective project where 
traffic impacts will differ by time of day.

3. Name other projects where DTA can be helpful 
to your jurisdiction.

Please access the survey at 
ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta-deployment/
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Ten-Minute Break
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Fundamental DTA Concepts

Goal
– Given: Travel demand and transportation network
– Find:  Paths that travelers take to go from origins 

to destinations throughout the network.
• Traffic patterns and system performance emerge from 

these paths

Assumptions
– Selfish behavior of drivers
– Equilibrium of usage
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Equilibrium
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Non-Equilibrium Solution

Delays   Faster Paths Available

Long Travel Times
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Equilibrium Solution

All used paths have equal and minimum travel time

• Represent recurrent traffic conditions
• Stable
• Allow for meaningful comparisons
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Dynamic Traffic Equilibrium

100%

6:00AM – 10 min 
8:00AM – 18 min

50%

40%

10%

10:00AM – 12 min

20%

80%

Different Equilibrium Strategy per Time Period
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Methodology

Finding an Equilibrium Solution in a real network 
is a complex and iterative process
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Find fastest 
path

Assign 
vehicles

Measure 
travel times

DTA Iterations

No

Yes

END

GAP
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Model Area Boundaries
Include most of the expected changes in 

drivers’ route choice

Typically a sub-area within the region
– Reduce runtime
– Improve convergence for better comparisons

Sub-area demand
– From a  regional DTA model
– From a regional static model

Boundary Conditions
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Subnetwork Analysis
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Data Used in DTA Models
Input Data

– Network
– Travel demand 

(vehicle trips)
– Traffic control
– Transit network 

and schedule
Validation Data

– Traffic counts
– Corridor travel 

times (including 
Bluetooth data)
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Data Sources

Travel Demand Data
– MPO

Network Data
– MPO + refinement (GIS maps)

Validation Data
– Project specific

Transit Network Data
– Transit agency (GTFS format)
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Accessing the Model

Web-based environment 
with project specific login 
to access model, data, 
and results

– Upload data
– Access GIS editor
– Run model
– Analyze results

Software/data live in 
powerful servers

Data stored in databases
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Log in to VISTA
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Typical Model Run

Specify desired 
number of iterations

In each iteration 
– Find paths
– Assign vehicles to paths
– Confirm they all have the 

same travel time, or “GAP”

Iterations repeated until “GAP” 
is acceptable

Process takes from 15 minutes 
to 48 hours depending network
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Ten-Minute Break
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Practice Exercises

Practice Exercise 1
– Use GIS editor to model a roadway closure
– Run traffic simulator (vehicles will NOT change 

paths in response to the closure)
– Visualize results in GIS editor

Practice Exercise 2
– Use interactive visualization tools to compare 

two scenarios for which we have computed an 
equilibrium solution
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Practice Exercise 1

Use “practice_simulation” network

Create a delay by changing a traffic signal or creating a closure

Run the simulator to estimate the impacts

Import results

Visualize results in the GIS editor
– How far is congestion propagating?
– How long does it last?

 REMEMBER: If we only run simulation, travelers don’t change 
routes, and impacts are exaggerated.
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Accessing the GIS Editor

2) Open 
Download

1) Download 
Launcher

4) Select 
Network

3) Login with same 
credentials
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Creating a road closure
1

2

3

6

9

1. Enter “Closure” menu
2. Enter “Link Selection” menu
3. Click on “Add” to select links 

from the map
4. Once the links appear in the box, 

highlight one or more (two values 
will appear for two-way streets)

5. Select “Custom Closure” and 
specify desired values

6. Enter the “Schedule” menu
7. Select start time (in hh:mm:ss 

from beginning of simulation)
8. Select end time or duration
9. Click “OK”

7

8

5

4

Closure details
Link ID 1993
Start 0:0:0
Location “0”
Length 1300 feet
Duration 2 hours
Closed 1 lane
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Running Simulation and Importing Results

1

4

2
3

1. Enter “Simulate” menu
2. Select “Network” from 

drop-down menu
3. Click on “Start” 
4. Once done, enter the 

“Import Results” menu 
and repeat steps 2 & 3
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1. Right click on “Links” to display menu
2. Select “Style”
3. Check the “Lanes visible” box to visualize directional traffic
4. Enter the “Data” menu and select “Data Animation”
5. Select what to animate: “Travel Time” or “Level of Service” 

are appropriate to visualize congestion. Click “OK”
6. Select a time step. Three minutes (180 seconds) is small

enough to see congestion  
7. The animation bar may take a few seconds to appear. 

Press “Play” to visualize. 

Visualizing congestion in the Editor

1 2
3

4

5

6

7
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Our Case Study

Closure details
– Created a closure on 

link 1993
– Start 0:0:0
– Location “0”
– Length 1300 feet
– Duration 2 hours
– Closed 1 lane

Observed backups on main 
lanes, entry ramp, and briefly 
on frontage road

Backups start around 50 
minutes into the simulation 
and dissipate around 1:50 
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Short-term versus Long-term Impacts
Simulation Only New DTA

If we run DTA on the same network with the closure in place, 
the new solution shows less congestion than the simulation-only 
case because drivers are able to change their paths.
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Example of Path Change

No Incident

Incident
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Practice Exercise 2
Use your “base_case”, “scenario_1” and “scenario_2” networks

– Base case: Original network
– Scenario 1: Network with closure analyzed in Exercise 1 (DTA)
– Scenario 2: Network with major reduction in capacity (DTA-Next 

Slide)
Use web-based chart tool to compare average performance metrics

– Total system travel time
– Average travel time

Export results to Interactive Visualization tool
Analyze detailed metrics

– How has the traffic flow pattern changed?
– Who was using the affected link before?
– How have major origins/destination paths changed?
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Scenario 2

Full closure for construction 
work (northbound direction)
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Visualize average performance metrics

Access this tool by clicking
Interactive Chart Tool

in your DTA Deployment Resources

1

2

1. Import results into the VISTA 
GUI (same as Exercise 1)

2. Login with your credentials 
into the prototype tool 
(see above)

3. Change the host to nmc-
compute1.ctr.utexas.edu

3
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1. Check all networks to compare and select the performance metric to be displayed.
• TSTT: total system travel time
• VMT: Vehicles miles traveled
• AVGTT: Average travel time
• AVG SPEED: Average speed
• AVG DIST: Average distance traveled

2. Results are displayed as horizontal bars. It may take a few seconds for the plot to appear.

1

2

Prototype tool for high-level analysis
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Our Analysis: Average Metrics

Very small changes in most 
average performance metrics
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Interactive web-based results analysis

Click Interactive Map Tool in your DTA Deployment 
Resources

Login with your credentials and select the network 
you wish to analyze

Initially only major roadways are displayed

We’ll have a training workshop on the use of the tool.  

2

3

4

5

6
Some basics 

1. Zoom in/out
2. Dim background map
3. Main menu
4. Hide/show options of selected feature in 

main menu (when available)
5. Hide/show color map and other attributes 

of the feature selected in the main menu
6. Select “Network Data” to explore the 

network properties

1
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1. Select “Network Data” from main menu
2. Click on “+” sign next to “Links”
3. Select “Predefined” tab
4. Choose a name for the comparison
5. Choose “Volume”
6. Choose a time-step (minutes)
7. Check “Compare with” box
8. Select the network to compare
9. Click “Load”

Comparing link-flows

1
2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9
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Our Analysis

We compared Scenario 2 (top) to Base Case (bottom) every hour

1
2

1. Manually adjust scale so that  
lower bound (negative) is equal 
to upper bound (positive)

2. Set the width to be constant
3. Animate

3

Reduced 
Traffic

Increased 
Traffic
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Identifying Roadway Users in Base Case

1

2

3
5

4

1. Select “Selected Link Paths” in main menu
2. Choose “All” in Lower capacity limit field
3. Select a time interval (in minutes)
4. Select a link by clicking on the map or typing a known ID
5. Click on “Selection Done“
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Analyzing Your Results

Increase minimum 
value to better 
observe trends

Click on scale 
to change color 

map

Likely major destination

Likely major origin
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Visualizing origin-destination paths

1 2

3

4

1. Select “OD Paths” from main 
menu

2. Select time step (minutes)
3. Select origins by typing ID or 

dragging box on screen and 
click “Done”

4. Select destinations and click 
“Done”
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Our Analysis

Origins

Destinations

Main Path 
(thicker)

Change scale to 
use one color

Base Case
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Main path shifted

Scenario 2
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1. Select “Network Data” from main menu
2. Check the “regular nodes” box and 

uncheck “regular links”
3. Click on “+” sign next to “Nodes”
4. Select “Predefined” tab
5. Choose “Signal Delay”
6. Choose a name for the signal delay
7. Choose a time-step (minutes)
8. Click “Load”

Visualizing Signal Delay

1

32

4

5

6

7

8
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Visualizing Reach Time

1

2 3
5

6
1. Select “Reach Time” from main menu
2. Select time-step for animation
3. Select origins by typing IDs or clicking 

on the map
4. Define the time thresholds used to create the 

plot (a different color will be used to identify 
the area that can be covered from the 
selected origins at each of these thresholds)

5. Click “Done”
6. Check the “Origin” box to visualize the 

selected origins along with the contour plots

4
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Please take our survey on today’s training, 
located in the DTA Deployment Resources at
http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta-deployment/
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What’s Next?

Future DTA Deployment Trainings
DTA 1.0 DTA 2.0 DTA 2.1 Webinar

May April July As requested

August August September

Questions?

Thank You!
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Dynamic Traffic Assignment
Deployment Training 2.0

UT Center for Transportation Research 
In collaboration with 

To access training resources, please visit 
ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-2-0-workshop-materials/
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Today’s Schedule

8:30 Set-up and Introductions

8:45 Training Overview

9:15 Module 1: Prepare DTA Model Data

10:30 Break

10:40 Module 2: Quality Control of Inputs

11:15 Module 3: Run a DTA model

12:00 Lunch

12:30 Module 4: DTA Model Results Analysis

1:00 Module 5: Validate Model Results

1:45 Module 6: Analyze and Compare Scenarios

3:00 Wrap-Up
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Today’s goals
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) 
characteristics and uses

DTA Modules
• Prepare data

• Run the model

• Validate model results

• Compare scenarios

End

Start
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What do you recall from DTA 1.0?
What is Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)?
• DTA is a planning tool used to compare possible future year scenarios.
• DTA models “strategic” driving behavior, or how drivers choose their routes at a typical time based 

on least-cost path selection. 

What is different about DTA?
• DTA considers the evolution of traffic conditions at small time intervals (seconds).
• DTA allows for different traveler strategic behavior depending on departure time.
• DTA captures changes in traffic conditions every 100 to 500 feet.

What types of data do we use in DTA?
• Model inputs: Transportation network, traffic control and travel demand data.
• Model validation/calibration: time-dependent traffic counts/travel times.

What are some of the tools used at CTR for DTA modeling?
• The DTA software VISTA is used at CTR (equilibrium and convergence).
• The VISTA Editor tool can be used to edit networks and animate results.
• A sophisticated web-based visualization tool and supplemental applications have been developed 

to review results.
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What is “dynamic” about DTA?
DTA uses input and generates output that will vary over time

Dynamic Inputs
• Travel demand
• Signal timing plans
• Tolls
• Closures

DTA is different than multiple/discrete static models

Dynamic Outputs
• OD route selection strategies 

and corresponding
• Link volumes
• Link travel times
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State Highway 45 Southwest

2025 PM Peak Conditions SB

2025 PM Peak Conditions NB

2035
Alternative B

2035
Alternative A

Av
er

ag
e 

sp
ee

d 
co

m
pa

re
d 

to
 sp

ee
d 

lim
it Fa

st
Sl

ow

Bastrop

SH 95 Interchange

LP 150 Interchange

Existing
Williamson County

SH
 7

1 
In

te
rc

ha
ng

es

An
al

ys
is

 o
f M

aj
or

 C
or

rid
or

s

DTA Applications

Analyze time-dependent 
changes in traffic patterns 
within peak period/short 

duration

Compare results 
across scenarios

Visualize  impact of projects on 
medium/large regions
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DTA Model Results

• Individual vehicles 
trajectories

Raw Results

1:00:00

1:00:06
1:00:18

1:00:30

1:00:36

1:00:42

1:00:48

1:01:00

• Space
• Time

Aggregation for Analysis
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TODAY:  Workflow for a DTA application

AT GRADE OVERPASS

GIS 
software

VISTA Web 
Portal

VISTA 
Editor Viztool

Interactive 
reports

What are the impacts of different 
intersection designs?

Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios

DT
A 

At
-A

-G
la

nc
e 

1
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Getting Ready: Accessing Modeling Tools
Ch

ea
t S

he
et

 1

Your credentials
UT EID

Project login

Access to software 
tools

VISTA web portal

VISTA GIS Editor

Viztool

Interactive 
Reports
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The VISTA web portal

Web-based environment with project 
specific login to access model, data, 
and results

– Upload data
– Access GIS editor
– Run model
– Analyze results
– Generate Interactive reports

Model processes completed using 
Vista software module

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 2
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The VISTA GIS Editor
Ac

ce
ss

 th
e 

VI
ST

A 
GI

S 
Ed

ito
r Download small file  into 

your computer  and launch 
(no installation needed)

Edit network 
elements

Fix network errors

Add traffic control
Animate model 

results

Query links and 
nodes

Java application that allows changes to data in the VISTA database using a GIS interface 

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 3
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The Viztool
Ac

ce
ss

 th
e 

Vi
zt

oo
l

General use tips

Detailed feature 
use

Visualize link & 
node data

OD paths

Select link paths

Intersection delay

Contour plots

Web-based application that allows for interactive analysis and animation of model results  

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 4
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Module 1: Prepare DTA Model Data
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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Discussion of model data types and sources

Exercises
– Importing roadway network data
– Importing travel demand data
– Creating traffic control data
– Adding calibration data
– Reviewing transit data
– Reviewing toll data

Module 1: Prepare Model Data
Ov

er
vi

ew
 o

f p
ro

ce
ss
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Summary of Input Data
What types of input data are used in DTA models?

DT
A 

At
-A

-G
la

nc
e 

2

Roadway Network Data

Demand Data 

Traffic Control Data 

Calibration Data

Transit Data 

Toll Data
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Roadway Network Data
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Roadway Network Data Characteristics
Links

– Origin/destination node
– Speed in miles per 

minute
– Capacity in vphpl
– Lanes 
– Length in feet
– Type (regular/

centroid connector)
– Geometry 

Nodes
– Coordinates
– Type (regular/centroid)

Important to remember:
• 2-way street requires two links
• Centroids: one for origin, one for destination
• Boundary congestion
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Roadway Network Data Tables

Required Tables
– Links (geometry)
– Linkdetails (attributes)
– Nodes

Additional and optional tables
– Link bays (linkbays)
– Link prohibitions (prhb_links)
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Create Network Data

Cr
ea

te
 N

et
w

or
k 

Da
ta New DTA model

Upload GIS files following 
proposed standard

Upload tables in 
appropriate format

From existing VISTA 
Model

Copy existing network 
& edit

Edit in VISTA

Export as GIS file & edit
Extract a subnetwork 

& edit

Upload GIS file in 
VISTA format

DT
A 

At
-A

-G
la

nc
e 

3

Cheat Sheet 5

Cheat Sheet 6

Cheat Sheet 7
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Create Network Data

Import shapefiles (CAMPO format)
1. Utilizes shapefiles exported from TransCAD

(need files to contain specific fields)
2. Use “Shapefile Import” module in VISTA
3. Review network in EditorEx

er
ci

se
 1

.1
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Create Network Data

Import shapefiles (VISTA Format)
1. Utilizes shapefiles exported from VISTA or ArcGIS 

(need files to contain specific fields)
2. Use “Shapefile Import” module in VISTA 

with different inputs than Exercise 1.1
3. Review network in VISTA Editor

Ex
er

ci
se

 1
.2
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Demand Data
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Demand Data Characteristics

Time Dependent

Define intervals within the 
analyzed period (10-15min)

Define proportion of 
travelers departing during 

each interval

Demand Profile

Duration of demand

Duration of each 
interval

“Weight” of each 
interval

Module “Prepare Demand”

Combines total OD 
demand information 
with demand profile

Produces “demand” 
table used by VISTA
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Demand Data Tables
When using same demand profile 
for all OD pairs 

Different profile per OD. Typically 
when extracting subnetwork from 
DTA model. Only the interval 
duration is used from the 
demand_profile

Raw data

od_data 

demand_data

Input Tables

Trip Tables
• Static_OD
• Dynamic_od

Demand Profile

Processed by 
VISTA

Demand
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Create Demand Data
DT

A 
At

-A
-G

la
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e 
4
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Create Demand Data

Import and Prepare Demand Data
1. Upload source data for travel demand 

and temporal distribution
2. Use database function in the Web 

Portal to create VISTA input tables and 
add boundary centroids

3. Use VISTA Prepare Demand module

Ex
er

ci
se

 1
.3

 

See Cheat Sheet 8
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Traffic Control
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Traffic Control Data Characteristics

Traffic signals 
– Location
– Timing plans/optimization
– Modeling: right-of-way allocation

Stop signs
– Location
– Identifying stop-controlled approaches
– Modeling: approximate speed/capacity impacts
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Traffic Control Tables

Traffic Signals
– Signals table
– Phases table

Stop/Yield Control
– Controlsigns table
– Potential modifications to linkdetails (link 

attriutes) table
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Create Traffic Control

Create and Edit Traffic Control
1. Insert traffic signal control
2. Insert STOP sign control
3. Use instructions to complete exerciseEx
er

ci
se
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– Obtain field data, including signal timing plans 
as appropriate

– Enter control information into model 
– Run additional queries/optimize as needed
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Validation Data
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Validation Data Characteristics
Ch
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t S
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Types

•Link counts from 
fixed sensors

•Corridor travel 
times from probe 
vehicles

•Turning 
movements at 
intersections

Characteristics

•Time-dependent
•Directional

Processing

•Obtain field data, 
including source 
and collection 
time

•Map data to 
network elements

•Reformat data for 
input into model 

•Upload data into 
VISTA via web 
portal

Use

•Link counts: 
compare field 
data to model 
estimates on 
appropriate links 

•Corridor travel 
time: simulate 
“probe vehicles” 
along corridors 
and compare 
their travel time 
to field data.
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Validation Data Tables

Upcoming improvements
Tools to facilitate the mapping of corridors to model link IDs (when data is collected using GPS).
Alternative methodology which does not require simulation of probe vehicles.

Link Count

Link_group

Link_volume_data

Corridor Travel 
Time

Ttime_group

Ttime_data

Tables to define 
corridors in the model
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Add Validation Data

Upload and View Calibration Data
1. Upload count data
2. Use instructions to complete exercise
3. Visualize data locations in VISTA EditorEx
er

ci
se
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• Obtain field data, including source and collected 
data

• Reformat data for input into model 
• Upload data into VISTA via web portal
• If using corridor travel times: model corridors for 

the simulation of probe vehicles

Ov
er

vi
ew
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Transit Data
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Transit Data

• Departure times for buses are fixed within the schedule
• Requires route, stops, and schedule information
• Schedules can vary by time of day/peak period
• Importing data from General Transit Feed 

Specification (GTFS) generates one “route” per bus, 
based on map-matching algorithm

• VISTA “Prepare Transit” module 
generates vehicles for model

• Can be validated using AVL 
data

Characteristics
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Transit Data
Tables

Input Tables

Bus_route

Bus_route_link table

Bus_stop table

Bus_frequency table (regular 
headways)

Bus_period table (time period 
over which buses run)

Processed by 
VISTA

Bus
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Add Transit Data

Review Transit Input Data
1. Run query to see how many buses in 

model during peak period
2. Visualize bus routes in VISTA EditorEx
er

ci
se
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Ov
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ew – Import from GTFS with map-matcher, or
– Add manually (using agency information)
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Toll data
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Toll Data
Characteristics

• Link based, time dependent, and vehicle-type dependent

• Modeled using generalized costs (value of time)

• Cost units $/sec
– Ensure consistency across tables in database
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Toll Data
Tables

– Link toll
• Identify tolled links and corresponding toll per time  period 

and vehicle class. Only one fare per time period and toll type 
is allowed.

– Toll type
• Define types in order to specify different toll fares per 

vehicle type.
– Cost function

• Specify the impact of tolls on routing decisions assuming a 
money value of time.

– Vehicle class
• Identify an appropriate toll type per vehicle
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Add Toll Data
Overview of Process

Data sources and manipulation
• CAMPO network
• Cross check toll authority info 
• Data must be translated into links so that VISTA 

can utilize it
Review cost function

Review Toll Input Data
1. Run query to see how many links have a toll assigned
2. Visualize toll route in VISTA Editor

Ex
er
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Ten-Minute Break
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Module 2: Quality Control of Inputs

Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters
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• Use Sanity Check module
• Use visualization tool to review network data

Quality Control of Inputs

• General concepts
• Review of Equilibrium
• Overview of built-in iterative methodology for DTA
• Typical model run
• More about simulation and path search

DTA Model Run

Module 2: Quality Control of Inputs

Ov
er

vi
ew
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Quality Control of Inputs

Run sanity check module
• Identify missing or inconsistent 

data
• Identify input values that are 

outside expected ranges

Visual inspection in the 
visualization tool

• Identify potential network coding 
errors, such as discontinuities in 
the values of link attributes (e.g. 
number of lanes)
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Quality Control of Inputs: Sanity Check Module

Use the VISTA Sanity Check Module
1. Run the module
2. Review log file
3. Review HTML output file 
4. Review .csv output file
5. Correct errors in VISTA Editor

Ex
er

ci
se
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Quality Control of Inputs
Viztool

Use the Visualization Tool (Viztool) to 
Check Model Inputs
1. Export data to the Viztool using 

the VISTA module
2. Use Network Data visualization 

capabilities
3. Look at the network data and 

identify potential errors

See Cheat Sheet 4

Ex
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Module 3: DTA Model Run
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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Run the Model: Find Equilibrium Solution
Equilibrium is attained by repeating a series of steps 

(also called an iterative process)

Path search (time-dependent shortest path)

Distribution of vehicles among paths

Simulation of resulting traffic conditions to find 
actual path travel times

Gap computation
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Equilibrium
Running DTA means finding Dynamic Traffic Equilibrium 
for a given travel demand & traffic network

Equilibrium is widely accepted as a way 
to reflect recurrent traffic conditions
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Non-Equilibrium Solution

Delays   Faster Paths Available

Long Travel Times
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Equilibrium Solution

All used paths have equal and minimum travel time

• Represent recurrent 
traffic conditions

• Stable
• Allow for meaningful comparisons
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Dynamic Traffic Equilibrium

100%

6:00AM – 10 min 
8:00AM – 18 min

50%

40%

10%

10:00AM – 12 min

20%

80%

Different Equilibrium Strategy per Time Period
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Methodology

Finding an Equilibrium Solution in a real network 
is a complex and iterative process
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Find fastest 
path

Assign 
vehicles

Measure 
travel times

DTA Iterations

No

Yes

END

GAP
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MSA: An Iterative Process
Method of Successive Averages
– Proved to find an equilibrium solution in Static Traffic Assignment

A B
P1 (c=1)

P2 (c=2)

P3 (c=3)

Iter
. #

Path 
Cost

Assign
Veh.

New 
Cost

Rel.
Gap

1 P1:1
P2:2
P3:3

6
0
0

P:7
P2:2
P3:3

0

2 P1:7
P2:2
P3:3

3
3
0

P1:6
P2:5
P3:3

3 P1:6
P2:5
P3:3

2
2
2

P1:3
P2:4
P3:5

Cost=c+n

P4 (c=2.5)

True Gap?

3 × (6 − 5)
3 × 6 + 3 × 5

2 × 1 + 2 × 2
2 × (3 + 4 + 5)
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Non-exiting Vehicles & Partial Demand 
Loading

MSA behaves well in DTA, however:
– Congestion may be excessive at initial iterations
– Gap may peak at later iterations
– Slow convergence

Partial Demand 
Loading

Normal ups 
and downs

All veh. exit

Undesirable 
spikes

Options to prevent Gap increase

Manual assignment/Advanced method
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DTA Model Run
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios

Automated Run

DUE New

Due Continue 
(repeat as needed)

Manual Run

Manual Path 
Generation

Manual DUE
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Built-in Procedures for DTA

•Estimate time-dependent traffic conditions for a given assignment of vehicles to paths

Simulation 

•Find a time-dependent shortest path for each origin-destination pair and assignment 
period

•Shift a pre-defined fraction of OD demand to the new shortest  path

Path Generation

•Balance vehicles among existing paths by testing several values of LAMBDA and choosing 
the one that reduces the gap the most.

•LAMBDA is the fraction of vehicles shifted to the current shortest path

Manual DUE

•Run iterative process (MSA) starting from scratch or continuing from previous iteration

DUE New/DUE Continue
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Typical Model Run

• Process takes between 15 minutes and 48 hours 
depending on the input data

• DUE Continue is necessary when the gap value 
remains high after running DUE New

DUE New + DUE Continue

• “Options” Tab in web interface

Start by adjusting run-time parameters
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Run-time Parameters

Assignment & 
Routing

• For advanced 
users 
performing 
manual runs

Outputs

• For debugging 
and research, 
uncheck all 
boxes to avoid 
slow downs

Simulation

• Duration (secs)
• Mesoscopic 

Step
• Mesoscopic 

DeltaCh
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DUE New
1. Specify number of iterations
2. Gap increase:  it will revert iterations in 

which the gap increases. Not 
recommended in the initial run

3. Seeding random numbers: guarantee 
identical results if the run is repeated

4. Partial demand loading: avoid over-
congested conditions in the initial 
iterations. Recommended 3-7.

5. Warm start iterations: used if results from 
previous model runs are available 
(networks must be identical). 

6. Report: for debugging and research. 
Do NOT use unless required (large 
outputs slow down process) 

7. Non-exiting threshold: reverts an 
iteration if the number of non-exiting 
vehicles increases. 
Not recommended in the initial run.
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DUE Continue

1. Specify TOTAL number of iterations 
(including previous runs)

2. Equilibrate: continue path search 
(if checked) or use exiting paths only

3. Gap increase (As above)
4. Route report (As before)
5. Non–exiting (As before)
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Run a Model in Vista

Run a model in VISTA
1. Copy the network guad_base_am
2. Create a new scenario model by editing the network
3. Set runtime model parameters
4. Start the model run with the VISTA DUE - New module

See Cheat Sheet 7
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Path Search Algorithm

Time-dependent shortest path
– Time-dependent link cost
– Travel time depends on arrival time -> may select different 

paths at different times

A B C

T T.time

1 1

2 4

3 5T T. time

All 1

T T.time

All 2

0
1 2

2

3 5
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More About Simulation

• A primary component of DTA is a flow model
• VISTA implements the cell-transmission model
• The cell-transmission model is based on 

concepts related to water flow
• Involves dividing links into equal-length cells
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Module 4: DTA Model Results Analysis

Import results to 
database

Export results to 
viztool 

Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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• Overview of DTA model results
• Results Analysis Workflow
• DTA results in database
• Types of results analysis

– model validation 
– scenario analysis

Module 4: DTA Model Results Analysis
Ov

er
vi

ew
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DTA Model Results

• Individual vehicles 
trajectories

Raw Results

1:00:00
1:00:06

1:00:18

1:00:30

1:00:36

1:00:42

1:00:48

1:01:00

• Space
• Time

Aggregation for analysis
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Results Analysis Workflow

Model produces multiple files
• All files live in network-specific folders in the same 

server where the model runs

Files are imported into database tables for analysis 
using queries and charts

• Module “Import Results”

Files are exported to a different database for analysis 
in Viztool

• Module “Visualization Export”
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Model Output Files

• Text files
– sim.vat (trajectories)
– Vehicle.xx

(assignment)
• Binary Files

– Paths
– Link travel times & 

flows
– Movement travel 

times and flows

• Can be converted to .csv
• One row per simulation step
• One column per link/movement

Vehicle.xx

Sim.vat
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Results in Database Tables

Vehicle Path
• One row per path
• Column with sequence of links

Vehicle Path Time
• One row per vehicle
• Column with sequence of arrival times to each link on path
• Additional columns with path IDs, simulation departure time and 

arrival time
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Types of Results Analysis

Before any analysis
– Check output of last run

• Are all vehicles exiting? Is the gap acceptable?
– Check high-level output analyses

• Are average travel times reasonable? (Query or Report?)

Model Validation
• For present-year models: 

compare model results to field 
data to detect errors 

Scenario analysis and 
comparison
• Detailed analysis of model 

results to describe/explain 
current or future year scenarios
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Results Analysis Tools

Reports

GIS Editor

Visualization tool

Database queries

Direct analysis of output files

Flexibility

Ease of U
se
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A 
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Module 5: Validate Model Results
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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Module 5: Validate Model Results

• Validation of model results
• Typical causes of differences between 

model and data
• Validation tools

– Interactive reports
– Queries

Ov
er
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ew
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Validate Model Results

Goal: Compare model outputs to field data
• Usually done for present-year models (or near future)

Typical field data 
• Corridor Travel Times (Ttime_data,ttime_group)
• Link Counts (link_volume_data,link_group)
• Turning movement data (used less frequently)
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Considerations

Data processing
• Requires mapping of data to network 

elements & data aggregation. Manual 
processing may be tedious, working on 
automated procedures.

Deciding what to compare
• Select temporal aggregation to compare model results to field data 

• Options:  Entire simulation period, hourly results, or smaller 
intervals

• Model results may be noisy at time intervals of less than 15 
minutes

• Comparing only averages may be misleading
• Field and model data may vary within the selected period
• Visualization can support the selection of appropriate intervals and 

metrics
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Typical Causes of Differences 
Between Model and Field Data

Error in network model inputs

Placement of centroid connectors

Congestion

Travel demand matrix

Error in data

Ch
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Validation Reports

Interactive reports will be generated using a Module in the Web Portal

Validation reports will be HTML files that can be opened by any browser.

• Data stored in your computer and is static (a snapshot of the database)

Reports include maps/charts for quick analysis and tables that users can 
copy and paste for custom analysis

Validation reports

• Link counts
• Corridor travel times
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Validate model results using reports 
and database queries

1. Open HTML reports and assess model 
performance

2. Try database queries from the web 
portalEx

er
ci

se
 5
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VISTA Queries
Q

ue
rie

s

Comparing link 
counts

Comparing corridor 
travel times

Comparing AVERAGE 
probe travel time

Total travel time

Segment travel time 

Looking at individual 
probes travel times

End-to-end 

Field

Model

Segment by segment

Field

Model

See Cheat Sheet 11
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Module 6: Analyze and Compare Scenarios
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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• Typical steps in model result analysis
• High-level results analyses and scenario 

comparisons
• Detailed results analyses and comparisons

Module 6: Analyze and Compare Scenarios
O

ve
rv

ie
w
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DTA Results Analysis

System-level and average performance
– Important to understand model performance beyond 

the area where large impacts are expected

Detailed analysis to interpret system-level trends
– Typically focused on areas where changes are 

expected
– Intersections, corridors, roadway segments
– Origins and destinations
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System-Level Analysis
Reports

• Summary of aggregate performance metrics
• Travel times from/to TAZs & differences (if more than two scenarios are compared, 

difference is with respect to the first scenario)
• Frequency distribution of travel time, distance and speeds in all scenarios
• Corridor travel times for pre-programmed corridors (bus_route_link, 

bus_route,bus_frequency,bus_period)
• Link volumes for pre-programmed links (links_for_analyisis, link_group)

Network-wide vehicle volumes

• GIS Editor

– Quick approach, less flexibility for visuals

• Visualization Tool

– More flexible visuals

– Can visualize differences across scenarios

Delay at signalized intersections

• Visualization tool
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Detailed Metrics in Viztool

Select link analysis
– Identify the paths of all vehicles using a particular 

roadway segment (link)

Origin-Destination path analysis
– Identify all used paths connecting selected origins 

and destinations

Reach time
– Identify how far vehicles can travel from selected 

origins within pre-specified time intervals
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Compare Scenarios

1. Discussion of scenario modeled in 
network “guad_scenario_am”

2. Open HTML reports for high-level 
scenario comparison

3. Use visualization tool for network-level 
comparisons

4. Use visualization tool for detailed 
results analysis

5. Analyze your own scenario

Ex
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Scenario Description

What happens with travel times and flows on Guadalupe?
What are the most affected corridors
Which travelers are affected the most

Any signal seems to be a problem?
Impacts constant over time?

What’s the system-level impact?

What questions would YOU like to answer with DTA?

Scenario
Reduction in the number of 
lanes on Guadalupe St.
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High-level Analysis

Any significant difference in the summary statistics?
– Higher total system travel time in the scenario, along with lower 

vehicle-miles-traveled. Why?
• Possibly vehicles are forced to take shorter, more congested paths

Travel time differences
• Small changes, in general
• There are “winners” and “losers”
• Notice large change for node 129912
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High-level Analysis

Frequency distributions
• A few less trips with travel times <5 minutes 

in the scenario.
• Similar pattern if we look at speeds

Corridor travel time
• Guadalupe (both directions): Increase of travel 

time, mostly after the first time interval
• Lamar NB: DECREASE of travel time 

in the initial intervals, compensated by an 
increase during the last interval

• Red River SB: DECREASE in travel time. Identify 
link where differences are most noticeable for 
further analysis.
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High-level Analysis
Link Volume
– Guadalupe: decrease in volume in both 

directions
– Lamar NB: minor changes, possible because the 

corridor is congested under current conditions
– Lamar SB: volume increase
– Rio Grande/Nueces: volume increase
– Red river NB: volume increase
– Red river SB: change in congestion pattern
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Results: Network-level

Link volume difference
– Decrease in Guadalupe
– Increase in Lamar NB
– Impacts on MLK @ IH35

• May be convergence
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Results: Network-level

Link travel time (side-to-side)

Base Scenario
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Results: Network-level
Intersection delay (side to side)
– Average delay per vehicle, in seconds (for interval starting at 10800, when visualizing delay 

every 30 minutes)
– Maximum delay reduced to 15 seconds to enhance visualization
– We could also use total delay (sum across al vehicles) to define circle size

• This would allow us to assess reduction in volume across scenarios

Base Scenario
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Detailed Analysis

Select link analysis of Guadalupe St. 
NB in the base case (link 106199)
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OD paths

Base Scenario

Notice larger use of Lamar in scenario, as well as smaller streets 
in West Campus and Red River
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Reach time from the UT campus area

Base Scenario
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VISTA Database 

Input Tables

User defined
• Links_for_analysis
• Link group
• Bus data for probe 

vehicles

Generated when we 
import results
• Vehicle_path
• Vehicle_path_time

Queries

Link volumes for 
selected time intervals

Corridor travel time for 
selected time intervals
• End-to-end
• Link- by link
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DTA 2.0 Summary

• Complete workflow of a 
typical DTA application

• Training material
– Presentation
– Cheat Sheets
– Practical Exercises
– Files

• Data
• Examples
• Interactive reports

Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run Model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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Feedback

Please take our survey!

(https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16r1pCJ4abLYoCMJnqOz2VLtrxrws_m
P-AcJO3utqYQg/viewform)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/16r1pCJ4abLYoCMJnqOz2VLtrxrws_mP-AcJO3utqYQg/viewform
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What’s Next?
Training

– Transit modeling
• Dynamic Transit Assignment & integration with DTA
• Results analysis and visualization 

– Advanced model use
• Subnetwork creation
• Modeling tips (stop signs, link bays, blocking turning 

movements)
• Manual model run
• Calibration tips
• High Performance Computing

Data Rodeo
– COA wavetronix and bluetooth data
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1 Access Modeling Tools 9 

2 Use the Vista Web Portal 10 

3 The Vista GIS Editor 11 

4 The Viztool 12 

5 Create Network Data 19 

5a Create a Shapefile for Import Directly from 
TransCAD − 

5b Create a Shapefile for Import Directly from 
ArcGIS (non-VISTA format) − 

6 Upload Data Tables 19 

7 Copy a Network 19 

8 Import Travel Demand Data 26 

9 Validate Model Results 32 

10 Run a DTA Model in VISTA 62 

11 Run VISTA Queries 83 
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5.1 Validate Model Results 82 
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6.1 Compare Scenarios 89 
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Roadway Network Data
• Roadway links and nodes & relevant attributes
• Centroids/centroid conectors

Demand Data 
• Trips among TAZs by vehicle type
• Boundary demand
• Demand profile 

Traffic Control Data 
• Loaction of traffic signals (and stop signs if available)
• Signal timing plans

Calibration Data
• Traffic counts
• Corridor travel times
• Boundary conditions 

Transit Data 
• Bus routes & stops
• Schedules and dwelltimes

Toll Data
• Toll locations and rates

MPO 
Open source data 
Google Maps 

MPO 
Traffic counts 
Previous model 

Transportation 
agencies 
Open source data 
Google Maps 

Project-specific 
Open data 

Transit agencies (GTFS 
files 

MPO 
Tolling agency 
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Approaches to create network data 

 

 

Cr
ea

te
 N

et
w

or
k 

Da
ta New DTA model

Upload GIS files following 
proposed standard

Upload tables in 
appropriate format

From existing VISTA 
Model

Copy existing network & 
edit

Edit in VISTA

Export as GIS file & edit
Extract a subnetwork & 

edit

Upload GIS file in VISTA 
format

Cheat sheet 1.4 

Cheat sheet 1.6 

Cheat sheet 1.3 
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demand_profile

Divide the analyzed period 
in 10-15min intervals

Define fraction of trips 
starting in each interval (for 

static_od only)

Approaches to create travel demand data  

 
 

 

Travel Demand Data

From static OD matrix

Import static OD matrix 
into VISTA format 

(static_od)

From Existing DTA model

Subnetwork demand 
extraction through 

scripts (dynamic_od)

Total trips per OD pair 
for all vehicle types 

Total trips per OD pair and 
assignment interval for all 

vehicle types 
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Workflow 

 

Tools 

 

Files are exported to a different database for analysis in viztool

Module “Visualization Export

Files are imported into database tables for analysis using queries and charts

Module “Import Results”

Model produces multiple files

All files live in network-specific folders in the same server where the model runs

Reports
• Pre-programmed queries and charts for typical 

summaries analyses

GIS Editor
• Quick visualization and animation of link-based 

congestion (map based)

Visualization tool
• Web-based, interactive graphical user interface
• Detailed map-based results analyses and animations 

at different time steps

Database queries
• Flexible analysis of model inputs and results
• Use of SQL in GUI or connecting to the Postgres

database
• User must create graphs/maps based on outputs 
Direct analysis of output files
• Advanced users, usually requires programming 
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Your Credentials 

UT EID and password 
• Obtain these directly from UT:  

https://idmanager.its.utexas.edu/eid_self_help 
• Used to grant you access to computational 

resources (servers) 
 

 

 
 

Project specific username/password 
• Obtained from a VISTA administrator 
• Required to login into various web-based tools 

used for DTA modeling 

VISTA web portal 

 
VISTA GIS Editor 

 
 

Viztool 
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Vista Web Portal 

Access 
• Link available on training pages. 
• Web address of appropriate server: 

o https://nmc-
compute1.ctr.utexas.edu/vista 

o https://nmc-
compute2.ctr.utexas.edu/vista 

Required credentials 
o UT EID 
o Project-specific login 
 

 

Use 
• Create scenarios 
• Upload input data and validation data 
• Edit data in the database 
• Quality control of model inputs 
• Run DTA modeling tools 
• Analyze results using database queries 

 

 
 

• Export results to Viztool 
• Import results into database 
• Launch the VISTA GIS editor for easier network data 

manipulation 
• Generate interactive reports (Upcoming) 
• Record workflow and intermediate results/outputs 

 
 

VISTA GIS Editor 

Access 
• Launch from Vista web portal 
• Required credentials 

Required credentials 
• UT EID 
• Project-specific login 

 

 

Use 
• Map-based visualization of network and 

traffic control 
• Manual edition of link/node attributes 
• Manual addition/edition of traffic 

controls (traffic signals/stop signs) 

 
 

• Manual edition of transit routes 
• Simple analysis of model inputs and results using 

database queries 
• Animation of limited link-based results (LOS, flow) 
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Viztool 

Access 
• Launch from Vista web portal 
• Web address: nmc-mongo.tac.utexas.edu 

Required credentials 
• Project-specific login 

 

 

Use 
• Detailed analysis of time-dependent model 

results using pre-programmed features 
o Link volume difference 
o Select link analysis 
o Origin-destination paths 
o Travel time contour plots  
o Link travel time/congestion 
o Intersection delay 

 

 
 

• Map-based visualization of network inputs 
and results 

• Quality control of model inputs 
• Advanced: manipulation and analysis of 

custom time-dependent node/link data sets 
 

Interactive Reports 

Access 
• Launch from Vista web portal 

Required credentials 
• None once it’s generated and downloaded 

to local computer 
 

 

Use 
• Perform high-level scenario comparisons 

and assessment of model consistency with 
field data using automatically generated 
charts, maps and tables. 
 

 
 

• Reports reflect results from a specific run and 
do NOT communicate with the database once 
generated. 

•  Interactivity facilitates the analysis of fine- 
grained data stored in a single file. 
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Your credentials: UT EID and password 
• The home tab has a list of all running 

processes and all networks created 
within a particular project 

• To visualize the data corresponding to a 
specific network 
o Click on the blue text in a running 

process 
o Click on the network name in the 

list displayed in the “Home” tab 
o Select the network name from 

the drop-down menu “Network” 
in the top bar 

 

 
 

Network Data 
• Once a network is selected,  a second 

set of tabs specific to the network 
becomes available 
o Overview: summary of network 

characteristics 
o Options: runtime options 
o History: contains a list of all 

processes run in the network and 
corresponding outputs when 
applicable 

o Tables: database tables 
containing data used in model 
runs 

o Query: interface to enter queries 
in SQL language for data and 
results analysis 
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Processes 
• The tabs “Modules” and “Reports”  

contain processes that can be run on 
any network 
o The progress bar is updated when 

the page is refreshed  
o The red cross to the right of the 

progress bar indicates a running 
process and can be used to cancel 
it 

 

 
 

System 
• The tab “System” can be used to : 

o Create blank networks 
o Copy existing networks 
o Download the editor 
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Launching the Editor 
1. Prepare your computer: 

a. Make sure Java is installed 
                  https://java.com/en/download/ 

b. Make sure the Java configuration 
allows running content from 
compute servers by adding the two 
following web addresses to the 
“Security” tab 
https://nmc-

compute1.ctr.utexas.edu 
https://nmc-

compute2.ctr.utexas.edu 
 

 

 
 

 
2. Access the VISTA web portal and 

navigate to System->Editor 
a. This will download a file to your 

computer 
3. Double click on the file to launch the 

VISTA GIS editor.   
a. If prompted provide your UTEID 

and password 
b. If prompted, check on the box “I 

accept the risk and want to run 
this application” 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

https://java.com/en/download/
https://nmc-compute1.ctr.utexas.edu/
https://nmc-compute1.ctr.utexas.edu/
https://nmc-compute2.ctr.utexas.edu/
https://nmc-compute2.ctr.utexas.edu/
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1. Enter project-specific login 
2. Select desired network. 
3. Once a network is opened, other 

networks may be accessed by using 
the File->Open menu 

 
 

  

Adjusting the visualization 
1. Select the layers to be displayed from 

the left side list of check boxes. 
Typically only links need to be checked 
to understand the network layout.  

2. The OpenStreetMap layer inserts a map 
background. 

3. Pan and zoom tools are available 
among the icons on the top tool bar 

4. To access the attributes of links, nodes 
and traffic control start the “edit” mode 
for the desired layer (see below) 
a. The information icon in the toolbar 

may be used to visualize link 
attributes 

 

 

 
 

 
5. Visualization options for each layer may 

be accessed by right-clicking on top of 
the layer name 
a. For nodes these may be used to 

visualize centroids. 
b. For links, these include options to 

visualize centroid connectors and 
lanes. 
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Editing Network Elements 
1. Editing links & nodes 

a. Start link editing mode by going to 
data->Link->Edit Link or click on the 
appropriate icon in the toolbar. 

b. Click on any link to visualize and edit 
its properties 

c. In two-way streets, two sets of link 
properties will be available. Switch 
between them by clicking on the 
Link ID in the left list. 

d. There are also icons/menu items to 
delete existing links and to add links 
between existing nodes 

e. Similar features available for nodes 

 

 
 
2. Editing traffic signals 

a. Start link editing mode by going to 
data->Control->Edit Link or click on 
the appropriate icon in the toolbar. 

b. Click on an existing signal to edit the 
timing plan 
i. Each “Phase” box contains 

windows to select the 
movements allowed during that 
phase 

ii. Click on each window to see a 
list of movements from all 
candidate approaches 

iii. Once an approach is selected, 
you can click on individual 
arrows to disallow a specific 
movement 

iv. Add green, yellow and ALL Red 
time for each phase. 

v. Adjust the offset (under the 
total time window)  

c. There are also icons/menu items to 
delete existing signals and to add 
signals to existing nodes 
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Querying Links and Nodes 
1. Access the query window using the icon 

in the toolbar or through Reports-
>QueryLinks. 

2. Type a name for the layer that will be 
generated when running the query 

3. Type a query to identify a subset of 
link/node IDs based on information in 
the data table.  
a. The query must return a list of 

integer values.  
b. If more than one column is 

returned, the first one will be used 
for highlighting the network 
elements 

c. All nodes/links with IDs matching 
the query return will be 
highlighted. 

4. Change the style of the new layer as 
desired (see above) 

 

 

Animating model results 
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Accessing the Viztool 
1. Export results to Viztool 

a. Each time results are updated they 
must be exported to the Viztool 
through the VISTA web portal 

b. Login into the VISTA web portal and 
navigate to Modules->Viztool Export 

 

 
2. Select the correct network 
3. Set options as desired, based on 

available data/results 
a. Network Data: appropriate if you have 

set your links/linkdetails/nodes tables 
b. Vehicle trajectories, Link flows and 

intersection delay are only available if 
the model has been run 

c. Fasttrip outputs are available only 
when a dynamic traffic assignment 
model has been run 

 

 
1. Access the Viztool 

a. Point your browser to the Viztool 
website from the NMC website 

b. Access website directly at 
 nmc-mongo.tacc.utexas.edu 

2. Enter your project specific credentials 
3. You will see a list off all networks that 

have been exported to the the Viztool 
from the VISTA web portal 
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General Use 
4. Basics 

 

 
 

5. Network Data 
1. Select elements to be shown 
2. Select pre-computed dataset 

to specify element color/size. 
3. Pre-computed datasets 

include all link attributes 
  

4. Adding pre-computed datasets 
a. Raw datasets are very fine-

grained VISTA outputs. They 
can be manipulated in the 
“custom” tab using a special 
language. 

b. Pre-defined datasets 
summarize the information in 
the raw data files for typical 
analyses. See link volume 
comparison for an example 
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Adjusting visualization 
5. Mappers depend on the type of 

visualization. 
a. Color scales can be changed by 

clicking on the scale. 
“Quantize” allows to select 
how many color bins to display 

b. All the white boxes defining 
the domain of the visualized 
attribute may be edited. Press 
enter after making changes. 

 
 
 

 

Visualizing link data sets: comparing link flows across scenarios 
1. Process 
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2. Results 

 

Select Link Analysis 
3. Process 
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4. Results 
 

 

OD Paths 
1. Process 
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2. Results 
 

 

Reach Time 
1. Process & 

Results 
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Signal Delay 
1. Process 

 

 
2. Results 
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1. Access VISTA web portal and login to project from which 

data will be copied 
2. Navigate to Modules->Import Shapefiles 

 
 
3. Select the VISTA model to which the data will be uploaded 
4. Select the data to be uploaded (see formats below) for the 

appropriate location in your computer 
i. A single .zip file can be uploaded per network 

ii. Separate files are required for links and nodes. Respective 
names MUST include the word link/node. 

iii. Three files with the same name and the following 
extensions must be provided per data type (link/node): 
shp, shx, dbf 

iv. In shapefiles generated by TransCAD the extension is often 
in capital letters. Manually modify it. 

 

 
 

 
5. Adjust options as desired 

a. If importing network in VISTA format 
i. Check “Data are in VISTA format” 
ii. Check ”Links shapefile contains speeds” 

iii. Check “Links shapefile contains capacities” 
b. If importing from other formats 

i. Check “Import nodes to node_data” if node data is 
available 

ii. Check “Import links to link_data” if link data is available 
iii. If you wish to automatically generate VISTA tables 

1. Check “Create VISTA nodes table” and/or “Create 
VISTA link tables” 

2. See required format and options below 
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Format requirement for automated generation of network tables 

Refer to Cheat Sheets 5a and 5b for additional information on how to format data in TransCAD/ArcGIS to 
prepare for VISTA import. 

Link Data 
1. “ID” (integer): Link ID  
2. “from_node” to indicate node id at beginning of link 
3.  “to_node” to indicate node id at end of link 
4.  “Dir”  : as typically defined in TRansCAD. Dir=1 denotes a link that allows flow in the direction specified 

by “from_node” and “to_node”, while Dir=-1 indicated a link which allows flow in the opposite 
direction. Dir=0 is used for links that allow bidirectional flow. 

5.  “Type” to indicate link type (1 for regular links, 100 for centroid connectors) 
6.  “FC” to indicate functional class 
7.  “AT” to indicate area type 
8.  “Lanes_AB” to indicate lanes in direction drawn 
9.  “Lanes_BA” to indicate lanes in opposite direction 
10.  “Cap_AB” to indicate capacity in direction drawn. Capacity is required in vehicles per hour for all 

lanes. It may be necessary to divide the values typically used in TransCAD by the duration of the 
modeled period (e.g. 3hours for the morning peak period)  

11.  “Cap_BA” to indicate capacity in opposite drawn. Capacity is required in vehicles per hour for all 
lanes. It may be necessary to divide the values typically used in TransCAD by the duration of the 
modeled period (e.g. 3hours for the morning peak period) 

12. “Speed_AB” to indicate speed in direction drawn. Speed is expected in miles per hour. 
13.  “Speed_BA” to indicate speed in opposite drawn.  Speed is expected in miles per hour. 

Node Data 
1. ID: Integer 
2. Type: 1 for regular nodes and 100 for centroid connectors 
3. X: longitude, in decimal degrees 
4. Y: latitude, in decimal degrees 

Options for automated generation of input tables 
1. Split centroids and their connectors: If the original data contains a single centroid per TAZ, a 

transformation is needed to generate one origin centroid and one destination centroid per TAZ. 
Unidirectional centroid connectors must be created from each origin centroid to one or more regular 
nodes, and to each destination centroid from one or more regular nodes. 

a. Centroid ID offset: value added to the TAZ ID to generate the ID of the corresponding origin 
centroid (The offset will be multiplied by 2 for destination centroid IDs). Use a number larger 
than all existing node IDs. Using multiples of 10 facilitates identifying original TAZ ID when 
needed.  
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b. Connector ID offset: value added to the TAZ ID to generate the ID of the corresponding origin 
centroid (The offset will be multiplied by 2 for destination centroid IDs). Use a number larger 
than all existing node IDs. Using multiples of 10 facilitates identifying original TAZ ID when 
needed.  

2. Split bidirectional links: If the original data uses a single link to represent two way streets, a 
transformation is needed to create two separate links in VISTA, one for each direction. 

a. Bidirectional ID offset: value added to the original link ID to generate the ID of the link in the 
reverse direction (if Dir=1 or Dir=0, the original ID will be used for the link that runs in the 
direction defined by the “from_node” and “to_node” fields). Use a number larger than all 
existing link IDs. Using multiples of 10 facilitates identifying original Link ID when needed.  

3. Link file contains speeds/Link file contains capacity: check when link capacity/speed values are not 
available, or when it is desirable to replace the values contained in the data based on link functional 
classification and area type. The latter is often done to ensure that the selected values are not affected 
by adjustments made during the calibration of static traffic assignment models. If this option is 
checked, the table capacity_lookup must be populated with values appropriate for the FC/AT defined 
for the network.  
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1. Make a selection of links (including connectors) in TransCAD and export the selection to a 
standard geographic file and add the layer to the map. 

a. This should create a node and link layer to manipulate 
2. Open a Dataview portal for the new node layer 

a. The layer should already have the ID field which will be used for the VISTA node id  
b. Create a formula field called “type” for node type and enter the following formula: 

i. if Centroid=1  then 100  else 1 
ii. This will populate the necessary “type” field for import to VISTA 

3. Export the node layer as an Esri Shapefile 
4. Open a Dataview portal for the new link layer 

a. The layer should already have the ID field which will be used for the VISTA link id  
b. Create a formula field to populate from and to nodes 

i. Adding node fields can be selected in the dialogue box and the “ID” field used to 
generate these values 

ii. A subsequent formula field should then be created called “from_node” using 
the newly created “From ID” field 

iii. Another formula field should be created called “to_node” using the newly 
created “To ID” field  

c. The layer should already have the “Dir” field which will be used for creating directional 
links in VISTA 

d. Create a formula field called “lanes_AB” for lanes in the AB direction consistent with the 
model year intended: 

i. Use the “ABLNYY” field where YY represents the year intended 
e. Create a formula field called “lanes_BA” for lanes in the BA direction consistent with the 

model year intended: 
i. Use the “BALNYY” field where YY represents the year intended 

f. Create a formula field called “cap_AB” for link capacity in the AB direction consistent 
with the model year intended (DO NOT NEED, can use VISTA lookup table – this may 
require correcting for low/zero values): 

i. Use the field for the AB capacity for the period and year intended 
ii. Since the CAMPO capacity is currently coded for the entire analysis period and 

VISTA uses an hourly value, it is important to use the formula to divide by the 
analysis period duration in hours (e.g., 3 for the peak) 

g. Create a formula field called “cap_BA” for link capacity in the BA direction consistent 
with the model year intended (DO NOT NEED, can use VISTA lookup table – this may 
require correcting for low/zero values): 

i. Use the field for the BA capacity for the period and year intended 
ii. Since the CAMPO capacity is currently coded for the entire analysis period and 

VISTA uses an hourly value, it is important to use the formula to divide by the 
analysis period duration in hours (e.g., 3 for the peak) 
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h. Create a formula field called “speed_AB” for link speed in the AB direction consistent 
with the model year intended (DO NOT NEED, can use VISTA lookup table – this may 
require correcting for low/zero values): 

i. Use the field for the AB/link speed for the year intended 
i. Create a formula field called “speed_BA” for link speed in the BA direction consistent 

with the model year intended (DO NOT NEED, can use VISTA lookup table – this may 
require correcting for low/zero values): 

i. Use the field for the BA/link speed for the year intended 
j. The layer should already have the “Length” field which will be used for the VISTA length 
k. Create a formula field called “type” for link type and enter the following formula: 

i. if SEGMENT = "CC" then 100  else 1 
ii. This will populate the necessary “type” field for import to VISTA 

l. Create a formula field called “FC” for functional class consistent with the model year 
intended: 

i. Use the “FCYY” field where YY represents the year intended 
ii. This is used for the lookup table to establish speed and capacity if no data exists 

or it is not intended for use from the CAMPO model 
iii. Check for missing values and update as appropriate 

m. Create a formula field called “AT” for area type consistent with the model year 
intended: 

i. Use the “ATYY” field where YY represents the year intended 
ii. This is used for the lookup table to establish speed and capacity if no data exists 

or it is not intended for use from the CAMPO model 
iii. Check for missing values and update as appropriate 

5. Verify that direction (Dir) and lane designation (AB, BA) fields are consistent.  If a link has a 
direction indication and zero lanes in an associated field, it will fail the import when capacity is 
checked as defined in the shapefile (directional capacity values are divided by the directional # 
lanes in the import process; zero lanes results in an invalid mathematical solution). If capacity is 
unchecked, resultant link will have a capacity value assigned, but will still have zero lanes and 
result in a VISTA sanity check error. 

6. With the Dataview portal open for the links, drop all fields that are not needed for export 
leaving only the following (too many active fields causes some to be dropped at export which 
may leave out the newly created formula fields): 

a. ID 
b. from_node 
c. to_node 
d. Dir 
e. Lanes_AB 
f. Lanes_BA 
g. Capacity_AB 
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h. Capacity_BA 
i. Speed_AB 
j. Speed_BA 
k. Length 
l. Type 
m. FC 
n. AT 

7. Export the link layer as an Esri Shapefile 
8. Zip the link and node files together (shp, shx, and dbf files for each) – make sure that the file 

naming convention has consistent casing and the file extension is not in all caps for any of the 
required file types (TransCAD may export with names/extensions for the dbf file in all caps). 
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1. If not already working with a subnetwork, make a selection of network elements in ArcGIS to 
cover intended area of study. 

a. Select the links (including connectors – make sure these link types are distinguishable by 
a unique attribute value) within the limits intended and export as a separate 
subnetwork links file and add the layer to the map. 

b. Select the nodes (including centroids – make sure these nodes are distinguishable by a 
unique attribute value) within the limits intended.  Make sure that both nodes that 
serve as endpoints to included links are included in the selection (the network boundary 
should be represented by nodes). Export the selection as a separate subnetwork nodes 
file and add the layer to the map. 

2. Create new fields in the node shapefile. 
a. If one does not already exist, create a new field in the node shapefile with name “ID” 

(integer).   Use “Field Calculator” to calculate ID = “currentIDfield”.  
b. Create a new field in the node shapefile with name “Type” (integer).   Use “Field 

Calculator” to calculate: Type = 100 where “CENTNODE = 1” (“CENTNODE” is indicator 
field for centroid - use a selection by attributes to establish which values to apply the 
calculation. Reverse the selection and calculate Type = 1 for non “CENTNODE” links (i.e., 
where “CENTNODE = 0”). 

3. Create new fields in the link shapefile for the following: 
a. “from_node” to indicate node id at beginning of link 

i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate from_node = FROM_ID (from node field 
added to link file in TransCAD) 

b. “to_node” to indicate node id at end of link 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate to_node = TO_ID (to node field added to link 

file in TransCAD) 
c.  “Type” to indicate link type 

i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate Type = 100 where “SEGMENT = CC” (Use 
selection by attributes to establish which values to apply the calculation) 

ii. Reverse selection and calculate Type = 1 for non “CC” links. 
d. “FC” to indicate functional class 

i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate FC = FCYY where YY represents respective 
model year. Used to establish estimated capacity and speed if missing. 

e. “AT” to indicate area type 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate AT = ATYY where YY represents respective 

model year. Used to establish estimated capacity and speed if missing. 
f. “Lanes_AB” to indicate lanes in direction drawn 
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i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate lanes_AB = ABLNYY where YY represents 
respective model year. 

g. “Lanes_BA” to indicate lanes in opposite direction 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate lanes_BA = BALNYY where YY represents 

respective model year. 
h. “Cap_AB” to indicate capacity in direction drawn 

i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate value based on corresponding field, if 
available and intended for use.  FC and AT combination can be used to establish 
estimated capacity if missing. 

i. “Cap_BA” to indicate capacity in opposite drawn 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate value based on corresponding field, if 

available and intended for use.  FC and AT combination can be used to establish 
estimated capacity if missing. 

j. “Speed_AB” to indicate speed in direction drawn 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate value based on corresponding field, if 

available and intended for use.  FC and AT combination can be used to establish 
estimated speed if missing. 

k. “Speed_BA” to indicate speed in opposite drawn 
i. Use “Field Calculator” to calculate value based on corresponding field, if 

available and intended for use.  FC and AT combination can be used to establish 
estimated speed if missing. 

4. Save the shapefile 
5. Be sure that the link and node files (shp, shx, dbf) contain connectors and centroids, respectively 
6. Zip the link and node files together (shp, shx, and dbf files for each) – make sure that the file 

naming convention has consistent casing and naming convention with “link” and “node” in 
respective filenames 
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1. Access VISTA web portal and navigate 

to the network to which data will be 
uploaded 

2. In the “Tables” Tab, select the table to 
be uploaded from the list on the left 

3. Click on the “Upload” button 
 

 

 
 

 
4. Click on “Choose File” and select the 

appropriate .csv file in your computer 
a. The file must contain headers 
b. The headers in the file must match 

the headers in database table 
c. There may be additional data 

before the headers, which will be 
ignored. 

5. Click on “upload” 

 

 
6. Examine the data sample to confirm 

that the correct file has been selected 
7. Enter the line number corresponding to 

the row with column headers 
8. Check box if existing data in the 

selected VISTA database table must be 
erased. If unchecked, new data will be 
ADDED to the table. 

9. Click on “Start” 
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1. Access VISTA web portal and login to 

project from which data will be copied 
2. Navigate to System -> Administration 

 

 
 

 
3. Select the Networks Tab 
4. Click on the  “copy” option for the 

desired network 
 

 

 
 

 
5. Adjust options as desired 

i. Destination username (if network will 
be used in a different project) 

ii. New network name 
iii. Click to copy results 

(warmstart/network refinement) 
iv. Replace existing database if name 

exists 
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• Navigate to desired network and 
upload table “od_data” 

• Format: 
o One row per origin/destination 

pair  
o Columns: 

i.  Origin ID 
ii. Destination ID 

iii. Demand in four categories:  
iv. SOV 
v. HOV2 

vi. HOV3 
vii. Trucks 

viii. External 
o All passenger car types are added 

together as vehicles type 1 when 
the VISTA travel demand is 
generated 

o Origin/Dest ID must be TAZ IDs 
consistent with those used when 
uploading the network or VISTA 
centroid IDs created using the 
same convention used when 
creating the network data. 

 

 
 

 

 
• Run query  to create static OD table 

(refer to Cheat Sheet 11 – Running 
Database Queries) 

• Run query to create border centroids  
(refer to Cheat Sheet 11 – Running 
Database Queries) (only if the original 
query returns a table with a list of 
missing origins/destinations) 
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• Verify that static OD table has been 
created by looking at it in the web 
portal 

• Verify that there are centroid nodes 
at all entry points 
o Run the following node query in 

the VISTA GIS editor  (refer to 
Cheat Sheet 3 – Using the VISTA 
GIS Editor) 

“select id from nodes where type=100” 
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Creating Validation Data 

Link counts 
Map • Map traffic counts to model Link IDs (manual) 
Define time 
intervals 

• For each available count, identify start and end time of the corresponding data 
collection period (in seconds form beginning of simulation) 

• Aggregate data as desired (manual) 
Group • Create groups based on data source, collection date,  project characteristics, etc. 

• Data for all links in a group must have same number and duration of intervals 
• At least one group must be specified 
• Table count_group 

Create • Populate table link_volume_data 

Corridor Travel Times from Probe vehicles 
Map • Map corridors to sequence of links using tables 

o bus_route:  define one per corridor 
o bus_route_link: one sequence of links required for each routes. 
o bus_period: define the period within the model during which probes will be simulated 

(start and end defined in seconds from the beginning of the model). Typically consistent 
with the period during which field data was collected.    

o bus_frequency: define how often probe vehicles should be simulated within the defined 
period. Smaller frequencies will produce a better representation of average travel times, 
but values lower than 300 seconds (5 minutes) may alter corridor travel time 
significantly. One row per route. 

Define time 
intervals 

• For each available probe identify start time and arrival time to one or more intersections 
along the corridor(manual) 

Group • Create groups based on data source, collection date,  project characteristics, etc. 
• At least one group must be specified 
• Table ttime_group 

Create • Populate table ttime_data 
o Include data for one or more probe vehicles per defined corridor. Use field “vehid” to 

identify probes. 
o For each probe enter information for AT LEAST the first and last links along the corridor. 
 Link_atime : arrival time to the link. For the first link, this is consistent  

with the departure time of the probe vehicle. 
 Link_dtime : departure time from the link. For the last link, this is consistent  

with the arrival time of the probe to its destination. 
 If arrival time data is NOT available for the last link on the corridor set it equal to  

the last available link_atime. 
o If arrival time data to intermediate intersections along the corridor is available for  

one or more points 
o Set link_dtime(i)=link_atime(i+1), where i and i+1 are two successive links in 

the corridor. 
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Typical causes of differences between model results and field data 
Cause Explanation Find/Fix 

Error in network 
attributes 

User error when defining network 
attributes may create unrealistic 
congestion or provide excessive capacity, 
distorting traffic patterns 

Double check signal timing 
plans, capacities, speed limits 
& number of lanes in 
locations of concern. 

 
Placement of centroid 
connectors 

Centroid connectors define traffic 
entry/exit points and their location may 
distort traffic counts and/or 
increase/decrease congestion. 

Assess whether centroid 
connectors in the area of 
concern may be affecting 
traffic patterns significantly, 
and considering new 
placement or changes to the 
traffic network that may 
mitigate their impact. 

Congestion Overly congested networks may exhibit 
lower counts during a specific time 
period (but adequate values over the 
entire simulation). DTA models may 
create more congestion due to capacity 
constraints and explicit modeling of 
traffic signals. 
 

Identify  and fix possible causes 
of artificial congestion 

• Errors in signal timing 
plans or network 
attributes 

• Errors in travel 
demand 

• Position of centroid 
connectors 

Assess whether overall 
network capacity is adequately 
represented 

Travel demand matrix The temporal or spatial distribution of 
travel demand may not be correct 
 

Use traffic counts or other data 
sources to adjust demand 
profile 
Use data to adjust OD matrix.  

• The process is 
complex, and it is not 
easy to project 
changes into future 
year networks. 

Error in data Often, data samples are small and they 
may not represent typical traffic 
conditions. There may be also human 
errors during data processing 

• Identify and fix processing 
errors. 

• Use data from alternative 
sources to double-check 
the validation data in 
problematic areas (google 
maps, traffic sensors) 
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DUE New 
Set run-time options 

1. Login to the VISTA web portal and navigate to the 
desired network  

2. In the “Options” tab adjust the Simulation parameters 
(all other values are automatically adjusted) 
a. Duration: Length of simulation period. Should be at 

least 2 hours longer than demand profile.  
b. Mesoscopic step: 3 or 6 seconds.  Run module 

“Prepare Network” after making a change. Smaller 
values lead to more precise simulation but longer 
run times 

a. Mesoscopic Delta: Related to the speed at which 
congestion is propagated through the network. 
Recommended value is 0.5, other values may be 
adopted if justified by data/research. 

 

 

 
 

Run DUE-New 
1. Go to Module->DUE New 
2. Confirm that the selected network is correct 
3. Options: 

c. Total Iterations: Recommended to start with 20 
d. Prevent gap increase: not recommended 
e. Seed Random number: recommended for 

reproducibility of results 
f. Partial demand loading: recommended values 3-7 
g. Warm-start: use if an existing set of results can be 

used to reduce computational effort. Results MUST 
be totally consistent with latest network data. 

h. Route report: Used only for software development & 
enhancement. 

i. Non exiting vehicles threshold:  it may be used to 
accelerate convergence.  Recommended values 
depend on network characteristics. Use a large value 
(>30% of demand) if combined with new run. 
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DUE Continue 
Decide if needed 

1. Analyze output of last DUE new/DUE continue 
run 

2. Run when gap after DUE new (or last DUE 
Continue run) is higher/less stable than 
desired. Acceptable values depend on 
network (10% in large networks, 1-3% in small 
networks).  

3. In some cases DUE continue is not able to 
improve the gap. This may reflect issues in the 
existing network, excessive congestion, or 
insufficient capacity.  
j. Large, congested networks may require 

manually running other built in 
procedures to reduce gap. 

 
Options 

1. Total Iterations: reflects the total number of 
iterations including those previously run (refer 
to the last number visible in the log of the last 
run) 

2. Equilibrate: check if no more path searches 
are needed. Usually done when the true gap is 
very close to the last relative gap value in the 
latest run log (<0.1-0.5%). 

3. Prevent gap increase: usually desirable after 
the first 20 iterations (if all vehicles are 
exiting) 

4. Other options as above 
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1. Access VISTA web portal and login to 
project from which data will be 
copied 

2. Navigate to desired Network and 
select the “Query” tab 

 

 
 

3. Approaches to execute a query 
a. Type a query in the Query 

box using SQL (see examples 
below). 

i. The last 10 
successfully executed 
queries are saved on 
the left.  

b. If you write a name for your 
query in the “Notes box”, it 
will save the query as a 
“Named” query. These are 
not replaced by new queries. 
Only 10 Named queries can 
be stored per database. To 
make space for new ones, run 
query: “delete from 
userquery” 

c. Choose a named query or a 
previously run query from the 
list on the left 
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4. If the query returns data, results are 
displayed in a table that may be 
downloaded 

5. BE CAREFUL if you run queries that 
update/delete from tables, as these 
can NOT be UNDONE. 

 

 

Sample Queries Using Custom Database Functions 

Results Validation 

Comparing link counts 
Query select * from link_count_check();  
GOAL Compare model results to count data as specified in link_volume_data table 
Parameters None 
Results [linkid]: link ID 

[from_sec]: start of the analysis interval 
[to_sec]: end of the analysis interval 
[field_count]: field counts for the selected period 
[model_count]: model counts for the selected period 
[error_veh]: difference between field and model counts. Negative values indicate 
underestimation by the model 
[error_perc]: difference between field and model counts, expressed as a percent of field 
counts. Negative values indicate underestimation 
[error_vph]: difference between field and model counts, expressed in vehicles per hour 
equivalent. Negative values indicate underestimation 
[count_groupid]: count group, as defined in table count_group 

Comparing travel times 
o The following queries compare model results (in tables vehicle_path and vehicle_path_time) to field 

data (in table link_volume_data ).  
o Entries in  tables bus_route, bus_route_link, bus_frequency and bus_period are required to collect 

data from model results. 
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Query select * from corridor_ttime_validation(3600,7200,1800); 
GOAL Comparison of total corridor travel time (average within the considered time aggregation) 
Parameters From time: start time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 

To time: end time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 
Aggregation: time interval for the comparison. Only intervals for which there is field data 
available will be reported 

Results [[routeid] Route ID consistent with ttime_Data routeid and bus_route ID 
[from_sec] beginning of analysis period. The travel time of all probe vehicles departing within 
the analysis period will be averaged and compared to the travel time of all model probes 
departing during the same time frame. Corresponding standard deviations will be reported. 
[to_sec] end of analysis period 
[field_ttime_avg] average travel time of all reported probe vehicles departing during the 
considered period 
[field_ttime_stddev]  standard deviation of probe travel time during the period 
[model_ttime_avg]average travel time of all model probes assigned during the considered 
period 
[model_ttime_stddev] standard deviation of model probe travel time during the period 
[ttime_error_min] difference between average travel time in the model and according to probe 
data. Negative values indicate underestimation by the model 
[ttime_error_perc] travel time error as above, expressed as a percent of field travel time 
[ttime_groupid] group id for analysis purposes (identifying source or other) 

 

Query select * from validate_corridor_link_tt(7200,10800,3600); 

GOAL Compare segment travel time  (average within the considered time aggregation) 
Parameters From time: start time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 

To time: end time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 
Aggregation: time interval for the comparison. Only intervals for which there is field data 
available will be reported 

Results routeid] route id, consistent with bus_route and ttime_data 
[ttime_groupid] ttime group id 
[from_t] start of analysis period 
[to_t] end of analysis period 
[to_link] considered link along the corridor 
[field_tt_to_link] travel time from beginning of corridor to link source. Average across all 
probes departing within the analysis period 
[field_link_ttime] travel time on link (from source to destination, as defined in vista). 
Average across all probes departing within the analysis period 
[model_tt_to_link] travel time from beginning of corridor to link source. Average across 
all buses departing within the analysis period 
[model_link_ttime] travel time on link (from source to destination, as defined in vista). 
Average across all busesdeparting within the analysis period 
[field_count] number of probes departing withing the analysis period 
[model_count] number of buses dispatched during the analysis period 
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[model_sd_tt_to_l] standard deviation of model ttime to link 
[model_sd_l_tt] standard deviation of model link travel time 
[field_sd_tt_to_l] standard deviation of field travel time to link 
[fieldl_sd_l_tt] standard deviation of field link travel time 

 

Query select * from get_probe_ttime(); 
GOAL Analyze total travel time of individual vehicles (field data) 
Parameters None 
Results [routeid] Route ID consistent with ttime_Data routeid and bus_route ID 

[vehid] Vehicle ID, consistent with ttime_data vehID 
[dtime] vehicle departure time 
[ttime] vehicle travel time 
[ttime_group_id] travel time grou, used to identify source or other grouping 

 

Query select * from get_veh_ttime(); 

GOAL Analyze total travel time of individual vehicles (model data) 
Parameters None 
Results [routeid] Route ID consistent with ttime_Data routeid and bus_route ID 

[vehid] Vehicle ID, consistent with ttime_data vehID 
[dtime] vehicle departure time 
[ttime] vehicle travel time 

 

Query select * from get_probe_ttime_link(); 

 
GOAL Analyze segment travel time for all vehicles (field) 
Parameters None 
Results [routeid] route id consistent with bus_Route and ttime data 

[vehid] vehicle id, consistent with ttime_data 
[dtime] vehicle departure time 
[linkid] link id 
[ttime_to_link_source] cumulative travel time to beginning of link 
[link_ttime] travel time on link  
[ttime_groupid] travel time group for analysis purpose 

 

Query select * from get_veh_ttime_data(); 

 
GOAL Analyze segment travel time for all vehicles (model) 
Parameters None 
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Results [[routeid] route id consistent with bus_Route and ttime data 
[vista_vehid] vehicle id, consistent with bus,demand tables 
[dtime] vehicle departure time 
[linkid] link id 
[ttime_to_link_source] cumulative travel time to beginning of link 
[link_ttime] travel time on link 

Scenario Analysis 
o The following queries summarize results for an individual scenario based on data imported to tables 

vehicle_path and vehicle_path_time  
o Entries in table links_for_analysis and link_group are required to identify analyzed links 
o Entries in  tables bus_route, bus_route_link, bus_frequency and bus_period are required to report 

corridor travel time results. 

Query select * from link_flow_analysis(0,10800,900) ; 

GOAL Analyze link volumes for links in table links_for_analysis 
Parameters From time: start time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 

To time: end time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 
Aggregation: time interval for the comparison. Only intervals for which there is field data 
available will be reported 

Results [linkid]: link ID 
[from_sec]: start of the analysis interval 
[to_sec]: end of the analysis interval 
[counts]: model counts for the selected period 
[vph]: model counts for the selected period expressed in vph 
[link_groupid]: group id as defined in table link_group 

 

Query select * from corridor_ttime(0,7200,1800); 

 
GOAL Analyze total corridor travel time (average within selected time interval) 
Parameters From time: start time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 

To time: end time of the comparison, in seconds from beginning of simulation 
Aggregation: time interval for the comparison. Only intervals for which there is field data 
available will be reported 

Results [routeid] Route ID consistent with ttime_Data routeid and bus_route ID 
[from_sec] beginning of analysis period. The travel time of all probe vehicles departing 
within the analysis period will be averaged and compared to the travel time of all model 
probes departing during the same time frame. Corresponding standard deviations will 
be reported. 
[to_sec] end of analysis period 
[model_ttime_avg]average travel time of all model probes assigned during the 
considered period 
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[model_ttime_stddev] standard deviation of model probe travel time during the period 
[avg_speed_mph] average speed on the corridor in mph. Computed using average 
travel time over corridor length 
[stddev_speed_mph] standard deviation of the speed of each probe on the corridor, 
computed as above 
[corridor_length_mi] corridor length, computed as the summation of the length of all 
links in the bus_oute_link table, and used for speed computations 

 

Query select * from bus_link_report(); 

 
GOAL Analyze link-by-link travel time for all vehicles in each corridor ( as defined in bus_route 

table) 
Parameters None 
Results [veh_id] VISTA vehicle ID 

[route] bus route ID 
[to_link] link along the vehicle route 
[distance_ft] cumulative distance traveled from beginning of route to the END of the 
considered link 
[sim_departure_sec] departure time of vehicle in seconds from beginning of simulation 
[link_at_time_sec] arrival time to begginign of link in seconds from the start of the 
simulation 
[dwelltime_sec] irrelevant for this analysis 
[ttime_sec]  cummualtive travel time from the beginning of the route to the end of the 
route 

 

Travel Demand Creation 
Query Select * from create_static_od (100000,200000) 
GOAL Generate table static_od based on data in table od_data 
Parameters Origin centroid offset: Value to be added to the “origin” column in table od_data to generate 

the “origin” column in table static_od 
Destination Centroid Offset: Value to be added to the “dest” column in table od_data to 
generate the “destination” column in table static_od 

Results Populated static_od table 
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Query select * from add_border_centroids(100000,200000,50000,1000000);  
GOAL Insert centroids and corresponding connectors on top of regular  nodes listed as trip 

origins/destinations in the od_data table 
Parameters Origin centroid offset: Value to be added to the “origin” column in table od_data to generate 

the “origin” column in table static_od 
Destination Centroid Offset: Value to be added to the “dest” column in table od_data to 
generate the “destination” column in table static_od 
Border Centroid Offset: Value to be added ( in addition to the corresponding centroid offset)  
to the origin/dest column in table od_data to generate the origin/destination ID column in 
table static_od.  The same ID will be used to denote new centroid nodes (border centroids) 
located at the same position as the node ID listed in the od_data table. 
Border Connector  Offset: Value to be added to the border centroid ID to generate the ID of 
the corresponding centroid connector. 

Results Updates/additions to tables links, linkdetails, nodes and static_od 
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1. Login to the VISTA web portal 
2. Upload capacity_lookup table consistent with network data 

a. Locate file “capacity_lookup.csv” 
b. In the VISTA web portal, select the target network and navigate to the “Tables” 

tab 
c. Select table “capacity_lookup” from the list of tables on the left of the screen 
d. Click on “Upload” 
e. Click on “Choose file” and select the .csv file identified in a) 
f. Adjust options:  

i. Start at line number 6 (which contains the appropriate headers for this 
table).  

ii. It is not necessary to clear the table, as it is empty to begin with. 
g. Click on “start” to run the module 

3. Locate network shapefile and supporting files as a zipped package: 
“CAMPO_Subnetwork_Sample.zip” 

a. Node and link files (shp, shx, and dbf files for each) must be zipped for import 
into VISTA 

b. See cheat sheet on instructions for creating network shapefiles in TransCAD for 
import into VISTA 

4. In the VISTA web portal, select the “Modules” tab and click on the “Shapefile Import” 
module 

5. Make sure that the network select in the drop down menu says “guad_base_am_test” 
6. Click the “Browse…” button and find the location of the zip file.  Select the file for 

import “CAMPO_Subnetwork_Sample.zip” and click “Open”. 
7. Make sure that the options are set consistently with the following: 

a. Check the box next to “Import nodes to node_data” 
b. Check the box next to “Import links to link_data” 
c. Leave the box unchecked next to “Data are in VISTA format” 
d. Check the box next to “Create VISTA nodes table” 
e. Check the box next to “Create VISTA links tables” 
f. Check the box next to “Split centroids and their connectors” 

i. This splits single centroids in the current CAMPO format to dual centroids 
consistent with VISTA format (1 origin and 1 destination per TAZ) 

g. Change the “Centroid ID offset” to 1000000 (1 million) 
i. This sets the offset from the CAMPO centroid ID to an offset ID in VISTA 

(original CAMPO ID + offset value for origin centroids; original CAMPO ID 
+ 2 * offset value for destination centroids) 
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h. Leave the “Connector ID offset” to the default (1000000) 
i. This sets the offset from the CAMPO connector ID to an offset ID in VISTA 

(original CAMPO ID + offset value for origin/outbound connectors; 
original CAMPO ID + 2 * offset value for destination/inbound connectors) 

i. Check the box next to “Split bidirectional links” 
i. This splits links in the current CAMPO format to directional links 

consistent with VISTA format 
j. Change the “Bidirectional link ID offset” to 1000000 (1 million) 

i. This sets the offset from the CAMPO link ID for bidirectional links with the 
CAMPO ID for one direction and an offset ID (original CAMPO ID + offset 
value) for the opposite direction consistent with VISTA format 

k. Uncheck the box next to “Links shapefile contains speeds” 
i. If checked, the module uses speeds entered into the shapefile database 

for VISTA 
ii. If unchecked, the module uses a VISTA lookup table to convert functional 

class and area type values entered into the shapefile to a speed estimate 
(the VISTA lookup table may be manually updated by the user) 

l. Uncheck the box next to “Links shapefile contains capacities” 
i. If checked, the module uses capacity values entered into the shapefile 

database for VISTA (these values must be set to a vehicles per hour total 
for the individual link directions [AB and BA], not per lane) 

ii. If unchecked, the module uses a VISTA lookup table to convert functional 
class and area type values entered into the shapefile to a capacity 
estimate in vehicles per hour per lane (the VISTA lookup table may be 
manually updated by the user) 

8. Add notes to document the import process 
9. Click the “Start” button to run the module 
10. Confirm the module status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list; clicking on the 

Task number will show the status in real-time 
11. After the module completes, the database tables for “nodes”, “links” and “linkdetails” 

will be populated and may be reviewed 
12. Open the VISTA Editor to view the network 

a. In the VISTA web portal, select the “System” tab and click on “Editor” 
b. Complete the process to run the Java application 
c. Enter the username (e.g., training##) and password (e.g., password) for the 

VISTA network and click “Login” 
d. Select the network “guad_base_am_test” in the dialogue box and click “Open” 
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e. The network and related attribute layers can be viewed and filtered in the Editor 
window 
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1. Locate network shapefile and supporting files as a zipped package: 
“VISTA_Subnetwork_Sample.zip” 

a. Node and link files (shp, shx, and dbf files for each) must be zipped for import 
into VISTA 

b. See cheat sheet on instructions for creating network shapefiles in ArcGIS for 
import into VISTA 

2. In the VISTA web portal, select the “Modules” tab and click on the “Shapefile Import” 
module 

3. Make sure that the network select in the drop down menu says “guad_base_am_test” 
4. Click the “Browse…” button and find the location of the zip file.  Select the file for 

import “VISTA_Subnetwork_Sample.zip” and click “Open”. 
5. Make sure that the options are set consistently with the following: 

a. Check the box next to “Import nodes to node_data” 
b. Check the box next to “Import links to link_data” 
c. Check the box next to “Data are in VISTA format” 
d. Check the box next to “Create VISTA nodes table” 
e. Check the box next to “Create VISTA links tables” 
f. Do not check the box next to “Split centroids and their connectors” 
g. The “Centroid ID offset” may remain its default value as it will not be used in this 

format 
h. The “Connector ID offset” may remain its default value as it will not be used in 

this format 
i. Do not check the box next to “Split bidirectional links” 
j. The “Bidirectional link ID offset” may remain its default value as it will not be 

used in this format 
k. Check the box next to “Links shapefile contains speeds” 
l. Check the box next to “Links shapefile contains capacities” 

6. Add notes to document the import process 
7. Click the start button to run the module 
8. Confirm the module status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list; clicking on the 

Task number will show the status in real-time 
9. After the module completes, the database tables for “nodes”, “links” and “linkdetails” 

will be populated and may be reviewed 
10. Open the VISTA Editor to view the network 

a. In the VISTA web portal, select the “System” tab and click on “Editor” 
b. Complete the process to run the Java application 
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c. Enter the username (e.g., training##) and password (e.g., password) for the 
VISTA network and click “Login” 

d. Select the network “guad_base_am_test” in the dialogue box and click “Open” 
e. The network and related attribute layers can be viewed and filtered in the Editor 

window 
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Upload Data 

1. Locate origin-destination (OD) demand files: “od_data_raw.csv” and 
“od_data_header.csv” 

a. The OD data tables represent demand from the CAMPO model that can be 
exported using TransCAD in Origin, Destination table format, not matrix (origin, 
destination, sov, hov2, hov3, auto_ext, truck are the included fields) 

b. The OD data tables typically represent only a peak period for analysis (AM or PM 
peak) 

c. The tables must be in CSV format for compatibility with the upload functionality 
in the VISTA web portal 

2. Review the format of the Excel table “od_data_header.csv” 
a. The table intended for import should have a header row that matches the 

corresponding table header row in VISTA 
3. In the VISTA web portal and navigate to the table “od_data” 

a. Make sure that the active network is “guad_base_am_test” (this can be found in 
the web address at the top of the page or under the “Home” tab in the web 
portal); if not, click on the “Networks” tab and select the appropriate network 

b. Click on the “Tables” tab and find the “od_data” table in the list to the left 
4. While in the “Tables” tab, click on the table “od_data” to view the table 
5. Click on the “Upload” link 
6. Click the “Browse…” button and find the location of the Excel data files.  Select the file 

for import “od_data_raw.csv” and click “Open” 
7. Click “Upload” 
8. In the “Options” dialogue, change the “Start at line number:” to 1 and click “Start” 
9. The upload task should now fail – note that this underscores the need to have a 

matching header row in VISTA.  The upload process will fail otherwise. 
10. Repeat the upload process for the “od_data” table and use the “od_data_header.csv” 

file instead. 
11. Confirm the task status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list 
12. Now navigate to the “od_data” table for the “guad_base_am_test” network and verify 

that the table is now populated with demand data 
13. Next, navigate to the “demand_profile” table and verify that it is populated; if it is not, 

complete the upload process as before by finding and selecting the 
“demand_profile.csv” file 
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Create Static OD table 

14. The next step involves using a function in VISTA which formats the data in “od_data” to 
generate “static_od” automatically. This function will become part of the “upload 
demand” module in future updates  

a. The function is run by typing a query in the box available in the “Query” tab in 
the VISTA web portal 

b. Appropriate queries have been saved in network “guad_base_am_test”; these 
are listed on the left on the screen. To use saved queries, click on the query title 
(in green). This will paste the query in the query box. You can then press 
“execute”. 

c. To create the static_od table use query “Create_static_od”. The parameters are 
i. Dummy Origin ID (100000): represents the number to be added to the 

origin ID in the “od_data” table to be consistent with the “nodes” table 
for origin centroid IDs (set up during the network shapefile import 
process) 

ii. Dummy destination ID (200000):  represents the number to be added to 
the destination ID in the “od_data” table to be consistent with the 
“nodes” table for destination centroids IDs 

d. If the “create_static_od” function returns a table with “missing centroids”. These 
are nodes listed as origins/destinations in the od_data table which are not coded 
as centroids in the nodes table. When subnetworks are used, missing centroids 
are typically found at the boundaries of the network, given that transcad uses 
regular nodes as origins/destination at such locations. Missing centroids may be 
visualized in the editor. The function described in the next sections can be used 
to add the necessary centroids and centroid connectors 

e. To visualize existing centroids in the editor run the following query in the “node 
query” dialog 

“select id from nodes where type=100” 
f. To visualize missing centroids in the editor run the following query in the “node 

query” dialog 
“select origin from od_data where origin+100000 not in (select id from nodes )” 

 

Add Border Centroids  

15. Run saved query “add_border_centroids” as described in step 14. The parameters for 
this function are 
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a. Dummy Origin ID (as in 14.c.i) 
b. Dummy destination ID (as in 14.c.ii) 
c. Dummy border ID:  the number to be added to the node ID in the od_data table 

to distinguish border centroids from regular centroids. 
d. Dummy centroid connector ID: number to be added to the node id in the OD 

data table to generate the corresponding centroid connector ID. . In general the 
value is chosen so that the centroid connector IDs are higher than the centroid 
connector IDs for regular centroids and any other link ID. Typical values are 
100000/1000000 depending on the order of magnitude of dummyO/dummyD 

16. The function “add_border_centroids” will automatically do the following: 
a. Create an origin and a destination centroid on top of all boundary node 

locations; these centroids will have a node ID = orignal_ID+DummyO+DummyB, 
where DummyO and DummyB are user inputs 

b. Creates centroid connectors to connect the new origin/destination centroids to 
the underlying regular nodes. The connectors will have a link ID = 
original_ID+DummyCC+DummyB for the origin connector, and 
original_ID+DummyCC*2+DummyB for the destination connector, where 
DummyCC is another user input 

Create vehicles  

17. In the VISTA web portal, select the “Modules” tab and click on the “Prepare Demand” 
module to generate a dynamic demand based on the “static_od” and “demand_profile” 
tables; the “Prepare Demand” module distributes the static demand based on the 
entered profile  

18. Make sure that the network select in the drop down menu says “guad_base_am_test” 
19. Make sure that the options are set consistently with the following: 

a. Leave the “Demand Percentage” at 100 
b. Leave the box unchecked for “Use Dynamic Trips” 

20. Add notes to document the import process 
21. Click the start button to run the module 
22. Confirm the module status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list; clicking on the 

Task number will show the status in real-time 
23. After the module completes, the database table for “demand” will be populated and 

may be reviewed 
24. Verify that the network demand matches the “static_od” table: 

a. Click on the “Query” tab in the VISTA web portal, entering the following query 
and press “Execute”: 
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b. select sum(demand) from static_od; 
c. Compare this total against the total number of entries in the “demand” table; 

this can be done by selecting the table or running the following query: 
d. select count(*) from demand; 

25. Open the VISTA Editor to view the network 
26. Select the “Query Nodes” button, enter the following query and select “Query” to run: 

a. Select * from nodes where type = 100; 
b. This query will select all centroids in the network for viewing 
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1. Locate the intersection of Guadalupe and 21st  in the VISTA editor 
a. Turn on the “Open StreetMap” layer and find the Guadalupe Street/West 21st 

Street intersection at node ID 6339; this can also be done by using the “Find a 
Node” button 

2. Click on the “Edit a Control Action” button and select node 6339; click “Ok” to add 
control for the intersection, click on the “Signals” radio button and select “Ok” to add a 
signal at the node 

3. Insert a reasonable signal timing plan 
a. Timing plans in nearby signals may be used as a reference. When data is 

available real timing plans are used (the NMC has a web-based tool to access 
available timing plans) 

i. Enter the offset time  
ii. Add a phase by clicking the “Add” button 

iii. Select the allowed movements 
iv. Enter the green, yellow, and all red times for each phase 
v. Select “Ok” to save the entered data 

4. With the “Open StreetMap” layer on, find the San Antonio Street/West 21st Street 
intersection at node ID 55000; this can also be done by using the “Find a Node” button 

5. Click on the “Edit a Control Action” button and select node 55000; click “Ok” to add 
control for the intersection, click on the “Signs” radio button and select “Ok” to add sign 
control at the node 

6. In the subsequent dialogue box, click on each approach to the intersection to adjust the 
sign control and establish a stop sign (clicking twice) for each of the three applicable 
approaches; then click the “Ok” button to save the control information 

7. In the VISTA web portal, the following tables can be viewed to see entered control 
information 

a. signals (node ID and offset time) 
b. phases (phase ID, node ID, phase times, and linkto/from movements) 
c. controlsigns (node ID, sign type [1 for stop, 2 for yield], and impacted approach 

link ID) 
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1. Find the files for the traffic count data: “counts.csv” and “count_group.csv” 
2. Find the original data collection files: “Guadalupe_Intersection_Counts.pdf” and “Travel 

Time Run Summary” 
3. Review the format of the “counts.csv” calibration data and compare it with the 

“Guadalupe_Intersection_Counts.pdf” file 
4. Upload the tables through the vista web portal 

a. In the “Options” dialogue, change the “Start at line number:” to 1 and click 
“Start” 

5. Next, open the VISTA Editor to view the network and review link locations for the 
entered count data: 

a. Select the “Query Links” button, enter the following query and select “Query” to 
run: 
select * from links where id in (select linkid from link_volume_data); 

b. The following query can isolate a count group (e.g., count group 1): 
select * from links where id in (select linkid from link_volume_data where 
count_groupid=1); 
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1. Access the VISTA web portal and navigate to the “Tables” tab for the 
“guad_base_am_test” network: 

a. Select the “bus_route” table and review the bus routes entered in the model 
database (note some are set for travel time runs and others for transit) 

i. Route ids 1-7 are for setting probe vehicle routes to collect travel time 
information from the model 

ii. The other routes represent transit routes map matched from GTFS data 
b. Select the “bus_route_link” table to review the link sequences for the different 

routes map matched in the model database 
c. Select the “bus_stop” table to review the map matched bus stops in the model 

database 
d. Select the “bus_frequency” and “bus_period” tables to review the user-defined 

inputs 
e. Select the “bus” table to review the individual buses assigned in the model by 

route and departure time (these are established by the “Prepare Transit” 
module) 

2. Next, open the VISTA Editor to view the network and review link sequences for the 
transit routes: 

a. Uncheck all of the layers on the left-hand side except for the “Bus Stops”, “Bus 
Routes”, and “Links” layers for ease of viewing transit data in the network 

i. The bus routes are outlined in grey 
ii. The bus stops are represented by bus icons 

b. Individual routes may also be visualized using queries and in the visualization 
tool 

i. Select the “Query Links” button to review a specific bus route sequence, 
enter the following query and select “Query” to run: 
select * from links where id in (select link from bus_route_link where 
route = 1395855); 

ii. In absence of knowing a specific coded route ID, review the “bus_route” 
table for a CapMetro coded route name 

iii. Use the following query to identify a link sequence for a specific route 
name (e.g., 1: Metric/South Congress SOUTHBOUND): 

iv. select * from links where id in (select link from bus_route_link where 
bus_route_link.route in (select id from bus_route where name = ‘1: 
Metric/South Congress SOUTHBOUND’)); 
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1. Access the VISTA web portal and navigate to the “Tables” tab for the 
“guad_base_am_test” network: 

a. Select the “costfunction” table and review the costfunction entered in the model 
database 

i. A separate function exists for passenger cars and trucks 
ii. The “timefactor” is a representation of the value of time in the model in 

the unit $/sec 
iii. The “moneyfactor” represents a coefficient multiplier for the toll cost per 

link in the database 
iv. The “distancefactor” represents a coefficient multiplier for the cost ($) 

per unit mile 
v. These function coefficients can be adjusted by the user 

b. Select the “linktoll” table to review the links with tolls established 
i. The “tolltypeid” represents 1 for passenger cars and 2 for trucks 

(separate toll rates for each vehicle class) 
ii. The start and end times are associated with the simulation time over 

which the toll rates are to be established (allows for time variability) 
iii. The “tollcost” is the total toll cost for the link (not a toll rate per unit 

length) 
2. Next, open the VISTA Editor to view the network and review links with tolls applied: 

a. Select the “Query Links” button, enter the following query and select “Query” to 
run: 
select * from links where id in (select linkid from linktoll); 

b. This will highlight the links in the network with a toll assigned for at least one 
vehicle type; zoom in to reveal the IH 35 ramps with tolls assigned 
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Run the module 

1. Access the VISTA web portal and go to the “guad_base_am_test” network 
2. While in the “guad_base_am_test” network, select the “Modules” tab from the menu 

and click on the “Sanity Checks” module 
3. Make sure that the network select in the drop down menu says “guad_base_am_test” 
4. Add notes to document the module process if desired 
5. Click the “Start” button to run the module 
6. Confirm the module status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list; clicking on the 

Task number will show the status in real-time 

Correct Errors 

7. Click on a link to the network (click on the network name in the “Tasks” window) 
8. On the “Task History” page, click on the “Log” icon for the Sanity Checks task (last 

completed task) to open the log file 
a. The log file opens in a separate tab and shows the summary output, including 

the checks run and the number of errors reported 
b. Some errors (e.g., network connectivity related errors) will cause subsequent 

network runs to completely fail; therefore, it is important to run this module 
before running the network and correct errors reported 

9. Next, return to the “Task History” page, click on the “Output” icon for the Sanity Checks 
task to open the output file 

a. The output file shows a more detailed output in html format; a description of 
each check is presented along with important network element attributes 
associated with individual reported errors 

b. This information is more useful for specifically identifying and correcting errors 
than what is reported in the log file (though the log provides a general idea of 
how many issues are present in the model) 

10. The next step is to open the VISTA Editor to view the network 
a. In the VISTA web portal, select the “System” tab and click on “Editor” 
b. Complete the process to run the Java application 
c. Enter the username (e.g., training##) and password (e.g., password) for the 

VISTA network and click “Login” 
d. Select the network “guad_base_am_test” in the dialogue box and click “Open” 
e. The network and related attribute layers can be viewed and filtered in the Editor 

window 
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11. Turn on centroids using the node layer “Style” option; do the same for connectors with 
the link layer 

a. Right click on the layer to access the layer “Style” and check the box next to the 
appropriate visual element to turn it on 

12. In the output file, look for the “Centroid Is Source and Destination Check”, and also the 
related “Demand Destination is Link Source Check” 

a. With the Editor window, search for the node ID listed in the output file (200385) 
using the “Find a Node” button;  

b. Another option is to search for corresponding link ID “218505” 
13. Use the link editor tool to examine the connecting links (notably 218505) 

a. Click on the “Edit a Link” button and select the adjacent links to pull up their 
attribute information in the Editor 

14. Edit the origin to be the correct origin centroid ID; this will fix both of the reported 
errors 

15. In the output file, look for the “Connector Speed Check”, and also the related “Fast 
Speed Check” 

a. With the Editor window, search for the link ID listed in the output file (217610) 
using the “Find a Link” button  

16. Again use the link editor tool to adjust the link speed 
a. The adjacent links may be used for determining the appropriate speed for the 

link 
b. Google Streetview or other sources may also be used to verify roadway speeds 

17. In the output file, now look for the “Invalid Move Check” 
a. In the Editor window, make sure the “Signals” layer is turned on by checking the 

adjacent checkbox 
b. With the Editor window, search for the node ID listed in the output file (6336) 
c. Click on the “Edit a Control Action” button and select node “6336” 
d. With the edit control window open, fix the southbound thru movement in the 

phases list 
18. In the output file, look for the “Link Endpoint Check”, and the related “Transit Route 

Continuity Check” 
a. With the Editor window, search for the link ID listed in the output file (18613) 

19. Use the link editor tool to adjust the source node to the correct node ID 
20. In the output file, look for the “Link Lanes Check”, and the related “Non Positive Lanes 

Check” 
a. With the Editor window, search for the link ID listed in the output file (106204) 
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21. Again use the link editor tool to adjust the link lanes 
a. The adjacent links may be used for determining the appropriate number of lanes 

for the link 
b. Google Maps or other sources may also be used to verify the number of lanes 

22. In the output file, look for the “LinkTrueLengthCheck” 
a. With the Editor window, search for the link ID (type 1) listed in the output file 

(18612) 
23. Use the link editor tool to adjust the link length 

a. Use the length value for the link in the opposite direction to establish an 
appropriate length value 

b. A script has been developed to automatically calculate link length based on link 
geometry and will be available as a VISTA module soon 

24. In the output file, look for the “Low Capacity Check” 
a. With the Editor window, search for the link ID listed in the output file (6016) 

25. Use the link editor tool to adjust the link capacity  
a. Use the capacity value for the link in the opposite direction to establish an 

appropriate capacity value (or an adjacent link) 
26. In the output file, look for the “Missing Movement Check” 

a. With the Editor window, search for the node ID listed in the output file (6335) 
b. Click on the “Edit a Control Action” button and select node “6335” 
c. With the edit control window open, find and open the Excel file for the traffic 

signal timing plan for the intersection (Guadalupe at 24th) 
d. Find the corresponding timing plan information for the AM peak hours (6-9 AM) 
e. Find the plan ID in the schedule portion of the spreadsheet 
f. Enter the offset time for the associated plan ID 
g. Add a phase by clicking the “Add” button 
h. Enter the green, yellow, and all red times for the first phase based on the timing 

plan for the corresponding plan ID 
i. In the Editor, click on the phase windows and select the corresponding 

movements for the first phase 
j. Complete adding each phase with corresponding times and movements for each 

subsequent signal phase 
k. Verify the “Total Time” at the top of the dialogue box (automatically summed) 

matches the cycle length for the timing plan 
l. Select “Ok” to save the entered data (for more information, see instructions for 

Exercise 1.4: Creating/Editing Traffic Control Data 
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27. In the output file, look for the “Unused Node Check”, and the related “Tethered Node 
Check” 

a. With the Editor window, search for the node ID listed in the output file (233411)  
b. Use the “Delete a Node” button to the delete node ID 233411 

28. Close the Sanity Check “Output” file 

Use .csv Outputs to Analyze Errors 

29. While in the “guad_base_am_test” network, reselect the “Modules” tab and click on the 
“Sanity Checks” module to rerun the validation 

30. On the “Task History” page, click on the “Output” icon for the Sanity Checks task to 
open the output file and confirm resolution of the errors corrected 

31. Find the corresponding “CSV” file for “Missing Movement Check” output 
a. Note the information provided; node ID, link from ID, link to ID 

32. Create a table in database in import the CSV file 
a. To create a table, first click on the “Query” tab in the VISTA web portal 
b. Then, enter the following query and press “Execute”: 
c. create table missingmovementcheck (node_id integer, in_link integer, out_link 

integer); 
33. Click on the “Tables” tab and find the “missingmovementcheck” table just created in the 

list to the left 
34. While in the “Tables” tab, click on the table “missingmovementcheck” to view the table 

(which should be blank) 
35. Click on the “Upload” link 
36. Click the “Browse…” button and find the location of the Excel data files.  Select the file 

for import “missingmovementcheck.csv” and click “Open” 
37. Click “Upload” 
38. In the “Options” dialogue, change the “Start at line number:” to 1 and click “Start” 
39. Confirm the task status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list 
40. Now navigate to the “missingmovementcheck” table for the “guad_base_am_test” 

network and verify that the table is now populated with the error data 
41. Open the Editor tool if it’s not open already 
42. Select the “Query Nodes” button, enter the following query and select “Query” to run: 

a. select * from nodes where id in (select node_id from missingmovementcheck); 
b. This will highlight the nodes with missing movements to visualize the 

extent/location of the errors (or were identified as erroneous when the Sanity 
Check module was initiated) 
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1. Access the VISTA web portal and go to the “guad_base_am_test” network 
2. While in the “guad_base_am_test” network, select the “Modules” tab from the menu 

and click on the “Visualization Export” module 
a. Leave only the “Network and attributes” item checked (uncheck all of the other 

boxes) 
3. Find the link to the VizTool login on the DTA training instructions website 

a. Click on the link “map visualizations” 
4. A dialogue box will pop up: enter your EID and password 
5. ON the subsequent webpage, at the prompts, enter the username (e.g., training##) and 

password (e.g., password) for the network (for more information, see the cheat sheet 
on Accessing the Visualization Tool) 

6. Click on the link for the “guad_base_am_test” network 
7. Look at the network data in the map 
8. Turn off the links in the “Base Network Preferences” to help with visibility of specific 

network attributes 
9. Select “Network Data” from the provided dropdown menu at the top left corner of the 

page 
10. In the corresponding dialogue box at the top of the page, select “lanes” from the 

dropdown menu next to “Links” 
11. Find the link along Guadalupe St that violates color attribute consistency (#15778) 
12. Now select “capacity” from the dropdown menu next to “Links” 
13. Find the link along Guadalupe St that violates color attribute consistency (#118516) 
14. Use the Editor tool to find the corresponding links for adjustment: 

a. The “Open StreetMap” layer in the Editor is a good reference for finding the link 
locations 

b. Click on the “Edit a Link” button and select the identified links to pull up their 
attribute information in the Editor; use the “Find a Link” button to search for the 
individual link IDs listed above if having trouble locating them using the map 

c. Use the link editor tool to adjust the link lanes for link ID “15778” 
i. The adjacent links may be used for determining the appropriate number 

of lanes for the link 
ii. Google Maps or other sources may also be used to verify the number of 

lanes 
d. Use the link editor tool to adjust the link capacity for link ID “118516” 

i. Use the capacity value for the link in the opposite direction to establish 
an appropriate capacity value (or an adjacent link) 
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Create your own scenario 

1. Copy network “guad_base_am” 
2. Open network in the GIS Editor and make a change to the network or traffic control 

Prepare for running 

3. In the VISTA web portal select the new network from the “Networks” dropdown menu 
and go to the “Options” tab.  

4. Adjust the runtime parameters. Only the Simulation options need to be changed (others 
are adjusted automatically when running DUE New/DUE continue): 

 

Run the module 

5. From the “Modules” drop-down menu, select “DUE-New” 
6. Confirm that the network showing in the drop-down window is the one you want to run. 
7. Adjust options as shown below. You can choose a different number of iterations. 
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8. Add notes to document the module process if desired 
9. Click the “Start” button to run the module 
10. Confirm the module status and that it has completed in the “Tasks” list; clicking on the 

Task number will show the status in real-time 
11. Once the run is completed, check the “History” tab for the appropriate network and 

look at the log.  
a. Check the number of non-exiting vehicles 
b. Check the gap value.  
c. Compare True Gap to last relative gap value 

12. If desired, conduct additional runs using the “DUE-Continue” module. Below is an 
example of typical module parameter values for a network that is close to convergence. 
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Open Interactive Reports 

1. Locate and open the .html files provided for the training. In the future these will be 
generated from the VISTA web portal. 

2. Explore location and magnitude of link volume errors 
a. Link count report:  Maps and charts showing the difference between model and 

field data expressed in 
i. Total number of vehicles 

ii. Vehicles per hour equivalent 
iii. Percent of the field counts 

3. Explore corridor travel time errors and possible location of modeling issues 
a. Corridor Travel Time report: Charts displaying  

i. Average end-to-end travel time 
ii. Average segment travel time (when intermediate arrival times are 

available in field data) 
iii. Individual probe travel time visualization  

Explore Data Using Database Functions 

4. Navigate to the “guad_base_am” network in the vista web portal, and click on the 
“Query” tab. 

5. Run the pre-programmed queries. Try to change the input parameters to see their 
impact on the reported errors, or to restrict outputs to desired links/routes.  

a. Link count validation: 
i.  Show only high-volume links: 

select * from link_count_check() where field_count>1000; 
b. Corridor t.time validation:  

i. Show results for route 2, every 15 minutes, sorted by time interval. 
select * from corridor_ttime_validation(0,10800,900) where routeid=2 order by 
from_sec; 

c. Detailed corridor t.time validation 
i. Show results for link 15777 

select * from validate_corridor_link_tt(0,10800,3600) where to_link=15777; 
d. Model probe t.time:  

i. Show travel time for all probes on route 1 
select * from get_veh_ttime() where routeid=1; 

e. Field probe t.time :  
i. Show travel time for all probes on route 1 
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select * from get_probe_ttime_link() where routeid=1; 
f. Detailed model probe t.time 

i. Pick two probes from previous queries and compare their link-by-link 
travel time. Sort by link ID to facilitate the comparison. 

select * from get_probe_ttime_link() where routeid=1 and vehid in (1,3) order by linkid,dtime; 

g. Detailed field probe t.time 
i. Get the average travel time to all links on route 1 (more advanced) 

select routeid,to_link,avg(link_ttime) as link_ttime from get_veh_ttime_data() 
where routeid=2 group by routeid,to_link; 
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High-level comparison using reports 

1. Locate and open the .html files provided for the training. In the future these will be 
generated from the VISTA web portal. 

2. Explore results (refer to analysis in power point) 
a. Summary: are there any major changes in summary statistics? 
b. Travel Time Differences: identify origin/destination with large changes for further 

analysis 
c. Frequency distributions of speed, distance and travel time: analyze if patterns look 

reasonable 
d. Corridor travel time/link volumes 

i. Are the differences what is expected based on the scenario characteristics?   
ii. Are they the same throughout the simulation?  

iii. Can we identify specific links to help us explain unintuitive results? 

Network-Level comparison using viztool 

1. For examples of results, refer to the power point. 
2. Open two instances of the viztool, one for each scenario (“guad_base_am” and 

guad_scenario_am”) 
3. In the “guad_scenario_am” network 

a.  Analyze link volume differences between models. 
i. Are the differences intuitive? 

ii. Are there links that we need to study in further detail? 
4. In both networks 

b. Visualize link travel times side-to-side 
c. Visualize intersection delay side-to-side 

i. Are the differences intuitive? 
ii. Are there links that we need to study in further detail? 

Detailed comparison using viztool 

5. Explain observed differences in travel times and volumes 
a. Identify travelers using the Guadalupe NB corridor in the base case 

i. Run a select link analysis (e.g. link 106991) 
ii. Visually  Identify corresponding origin/destination areas 

 



Exercise 5.1 
Compare Scenarios 

 

 2 
 
 

b. Visualize the alternative paths connecting the identified origins/destinations 
i.  Run an OD Path analysis in both networks. You can try the following origins 

and destinations 
1. 100405,125469,100406,100381,125551,100403,100380,100404,5551,10

0849 
2. 200346,231270,200345,11270,226168,231633,200344,226256,231227,2

32153 
ii. Compare paths in both networks 

6. Visualize network-level impact of the modeled scenario 
a. Conduct a reach-time analysis in both networks and compare results 

i. Eg. From UT Campus: 100362 

Analyzing your own scenario 

1. Verify that your network run and attained an acceptable gap (and that there are no not 
exiting vehicles) 

2. Import results to database, and export to Visualization tool. Request an interactive 
report from the instructor 

3. Analyze your scenarios 
4. If needed, add links/corridors to the analysis tables 

a. Links_for_analysis / link_group 
b. Bus tables 

i. If new corridors are added for comparison, it is necessary to run the 
simulator and import results. 
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X Lei Xu Senior Planner CAMPO Lei.Xu@campotexas.org 512.232.8342 
X 

Daniel Yang 
GIS & Modeling Program 
Manager CAMPO Daniel.Yang@campotexas.org 512-232-8393 

 Kelly Porter Senior Planner CAMPO kelly.porter@campotexas.org 512.974.2084 
 

Rohit Vij 
Sr. Engineer, Engineering 
and Capital Improvements City of San Marcos rvij@sanmarcostx.gov 512-393-8133 
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Dynamic Traffic Assignment
Deployment Training 1.0

June 7, 2016
UT Center for Transportation Research 

In collaboration with 

To access training resources, please visit 
ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-1-0/
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Tentative Schedule

8:30 Set-up and introductions

9:00 What is DTA and why use it?

9:50 Break

10:00 How to build and run a DTA model

11:00 Break

11:10 DIY: Web-based analysis of DTA model results

12:20 What’s next?
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Center for Transportation Research 
(CTR)

UT 
Austin

College of 
Engineering

Center for 
Transportation  

Research

Network 
Modeling 

Center

CTR is one of the leading 
university-based 
transportation research 
centers in the world. 

We have been working with 
CAMPO to apply a Dynamic 
Traffic Assignment (DTA) tool 
to the region and we are now 
ready to teach users how to 
maximize its benefits.
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Today’s goals
Understand Dynamic 
Traffic Assignment (DTA)

Learn how to create and 
view DTA model results

End

Start
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What Do You Already Know About DTA?
What is Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)?
• DTA is a planning tool used to compare possible future year scenarios.
• DTA models “strategic” driving behavior, or how drivers choose their routes at a 

typical time based on least-cost path selection. 

What makes DTA different from other models?
• DTA considers the evolution of traffic conditions at small time intervals (seconds).
• DTA captures changes in traffic conditions every 100 to 500 feet.

What kinds of resources does DTA use?
• Because DTA model results are very fine-grained, models require significant 

computational and data resources.

How would you use DTA in your jurisdiction?
• DTA analyzes region-wide changes to traffic patterns and illustrates the resulting 

traffic conditions.

Please take our survey

https://docs.google.com/a/utexas.edu/forms/d/1mf6M0z9gr7aTcUMHKUkH_bFyaLT7iPxGrvfzz8mpSmk/viewform?c=0&w=1
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Model Types

Macro
• CAMPO Travel Demand Model

• Less detailed, regional study

Meso
• CTR Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)

• More detailed, sub-area study

Micro
• Consultant microsimulation models

• Most detailed, corridor study 
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DTA Applications in Texas
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7th Street and 8th Street Conversions

Path 
Analysis

ONE-WAY TWO-WAY 

7:00 AM to 9:00 AM

4:00 PM to 6:00 PM
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State Highway 45 Southwest
Analysis of Major Corridors

2025 AM Peak Conditions 
Northbound

2025 PM Peak Conditions
Southbound
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Williamson County

2035
Alternative B

2035
Alternative A

Average 
speed 

compared to 
speed limit

Slow Fast
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Austin Avenue
2035 PM 5-Lane    

  
 
2035 Northbound Traffic Flow

PM Peak

Signalized Intersections of Interest
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SH 71 Interchanges
Existing

Construction of Loop 150 
Interchange

Construction of SH 95 Interchange
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A typical DTA application

What are the impacts of two different intersection designs?

Process
• Collect data
• Build and review model inputs (GIS tools)
• Test and calibrate the model
• Run and validate the model
• Analyze results

AT GRADE OVERPASS
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DTA Model Results

• Individual vehicles 
trajectories

Raw Results

1:00:00
1:00:06

1:00:18

1:00:30

1:00:36

1:00:42

1:00:48

1:01:00

• Space
• Time

Aggregation for analysis
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DTA Results Analysis

System-level and average performance

Detailed analysis to interpret system-level trends
– Intersections, corridors, roadway segments
– Origins and destinations
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System-Level Analysis

Total system travel time

Average travel time

Network-wide vehicle volumes
– Time-dependent
– Difference across scenarios

Delay at signalized intersections
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Detailed Metrics

Select link analysis
– Identify the paths of all vehicles using a particular 

roadway segment (link)

Origin-Destination path analysis
– Identify all used paths connecting selected origins 

and destinations

Reach time
– Identify how far vehicles can travel from selected 

origins within pre-specified time intervals
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How will you use DTA?

1. Name a current or prospective project in your 
jurisdiction where rerouting is an issue. 

2. Name a current or prospective project where 
traffic impacts will differ by time of day.

3. Name other projects where DTA can be helpful 
to your jurisdiction.

Please take our survey!

https://docs.google.com/a/utexas.edu/forms/d/1WAMQc1LsVv6Q7TeKquy3A47xMvMYovChS7y62J5nVfQ/viewform?c=0&w=1
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Ten-Minute Break
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Fundamental DTA Concepts

Goal
– Given: Travel demand and transportation network
– Find:  Paths that travelers take to go from origins 

to destinations throughout the network.
• Traffic patterns and system performance emerge from 

these paths

Assumptions
– Selfish behavior of drivers
– Equilibrium of usage
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Equilibrium
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Non-Equilibrium Solution

Delays   Faster Paths Available

Long Travel Times
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Equilibrium Solution

All used paths have equal and minimum travel time

• Represent recurrent traffic conditions
• Stable
• Allow for meaningful comparisons
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Dynamic Traffic Equilibrium

100%

6:00AM – 10 min 
8:00AM – 18 min

50%

40%

10%

10:00AM – 12 min

20%

80%

Different Equilibrium Strategy per Time Period
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Methodology

Finding an Equilibrium Solution in a real network 
is a complex and iterative process
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Find fastest 
path

Assign 
vehicles

Measure 
travel times

DTA Iterations

No

Yes

END

GAP
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Workflow for a DTA application
Upload network 
& validation data

Conduct input 
quality control 

Set run-time 
parameters

Run model

Prepare results 
for analysis

Validate model 
results

Compare with 
other scenarios
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Choosing Model Limits
Include most of the expected changes in 

drivers’ route choice

Typically a sub-area within the region
– Reduce runtime
– Improve convergence for better comparisons

Sub-area demand
– From a  regional DTA model
– From a regional static model

Boundary Conditions
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Subnetwork Analysis
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Data Used in DTA Models
Input Data

– Network
– Travel demand 

(vehicle trips)
– Traffic control
– Transit network 

and schedule
Validation Data

– Traffic counts
– Corridor travel 

times (including 
Bluetooth data)
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Data Sources

Travel Demand Data
– MPO

Network Data
– MPO + refinement (GIS maps)

Validation Data
– Project specific

Transit Network Data
– Transit agency (GTFS format)
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Web-based environment 
with project specific login 
to access model, data, 
and results

– Upload data
– Access GIS editor
– Run model
– Analyze results

Software/data live in 
powerful servers

Data stored in databases

Accessing the Model
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Typical Model Run

Specify desired 
number of iterations

In each iteration 
– Find paths
– Assign vehicles to paths
– Confirm they all have the 

same travel time, or “GAP”

Iterations repeated until “GAP” 
is acceptable

Process takes from 15 minutes 
to 48 hours depending network
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Getting Ready: Accessing Modeling Tools
Ch

ea
t S

he
et

 1

Your credentials
UT EID

Project login

Access to software 
tools

VISTA web portal

VISTA GIS Editor

Viztool

Interactive 
Reports
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The VISTA web portal

Web-based environment with project 
specific login to access model, data, 
and results

– Upload data
– Access GIS editor
– Run model
– Analyze results
– Generate Interactive reports

Model processes completed using 
Vista software module

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 2
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Log in to VISTA
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Ten-Minute Break
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Practice Exercises

Practice Exercise 1
– Use GIS editor to model a roadway closure
– Run traffic simulator (vehicles will NOT change 

paths in response to the closure)
– Visualize results in GIS editor

Practice Exercise 2
– Use interactive visualization tools to compare 

two scenarios for which we have computed an 
equilibrium solution
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The VISTA GIS Editor
Ac

ce
ss

 th
e 

VI
ST

A 
GI

S 
Ed

ito
r Download small file  into 

your computer  and launch 
(no installation needed)

Edit network 
elements

Fix network errors

Add traffic control
Animate model 

results

Query links and 
nodes

Java application that allows changes to data in the VISTA database using a GIS interface 

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 3
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Practice Exercise 1

Use “practice_simulation” network

Create a delay by changing a traffic signal or creating a closure

Run the simulator to estimate the impacts

Import results

Visualize results in the GIS editor
– How far is congestion propagating?
– How long does it last?

 REMEMBER: If we only run simulation, travelers don’t change 
routes, and impacts are exaggerated.
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Creating a road closure
1

2

3

6

9

1. Enter “Closure” menu
2. Enter “Link Selection” menu
3. Click on “Add” to select links 

from the map
4. Once the links appear in the box, 

highlight one or more (two values 
will appear for two-way streets)

5. Select “Custom Closure” and 
specify desired values

6. Enter the “Schedule” menu
7. Select start time (in hh:mm:ss 

from beginning of simulation)
8. Select end time or duration
9. Click “OK”

7

8

5

4

Closure details
Link ID 1993
Start 0:0:0
Location “0”
Length 1300 feet
Duration 2 hours
Closed 1 lane
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Running Simulation and Importing Results

1

4

2
3

1. Enter “Simulate” menu
2. Select “Network” from 

drop-down menu
3. Click on “Start” 
4. Once done, enter the 

“Import Results” menu 
and repeat steps 2 & 3
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1. Right click on “Links” to display menu
2. Select “Style”
3. Check the “Lanes visible” box to visualize directional traffic
4. Enter the “Data” menu and select “Data Animation”
5. Select what to animate: “Travel Time” or “Level of Service” 

are appropriate to visualize congestion. Click “OK”
6. Select a time step. Three minutes (180 seconds) is small

enough to see congestion  
7. The animation bar may take a few seconds to appear. 

Press “Play” to visualize. 

Visualizing congestion in the Editor

1 2
3

4

5

6

7
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Our Case Study

Closure details
– Created a closure on 

link 1993
– Start 0:0:0
– Location “0”
– Length 1300 feet
– Duration 2 hours
– Closed 1 lane

Observed backups on main 
lanes, entry ramp, and briefly 
on frontage road

Backups start around 50 
minutes into the simulation 
and dissipate around 1:50 
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Short-term versus Long-term Impacts
Simulation Only New DTA

If we run DTA on the same network with the closure in place, 
the new solution shows less congestion than the simulation-only 
case because drivers are able to change their paths.
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Example of Path Change

No Incident

Incident
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The Viztool
Ac

ce
ss

 th
e 

Vi
zt

oo
l

General use tips

Detailed feature 
use

Visualize link & 
node data

OD paths

Select link paths

Intersection delay

Contour plots

Web-based application that allows for interactive analysis and animation of model results  

Ch
ea

t S
he

et
 4
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• Generated from the web interface  
(starting next release) 
– Self-contained .html file that allows for 

some interactivity
– Data extracted from the database and 

saved in the file. Will NOT change if results 
change.

• Used for high-level scenario analysis
– Validation of model results by comparing to 

field data
• Corridor travel time
• Link volumes

– Comparison of aggregate statistics across 
scenarios

Interactive Reports
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Practice Exercise 2
Use your “base_case”, “scenario_1” and “scenario_2” networks

– Base case: Original network
– Scenario 1: Network with closure analyzed in Exercise 1 (DTA)
– Scenario 2: Network with major reduction in capacity (DTA-Next 

Slide)
Use web-based chart tool to compare average performance metrics

– Total system travel time
– Average travel time

Export results to Interactive Visualization tool
Analyze detailed metrics

– How has the traffic flow pattern changed?
– Who was using the affected link before?
– How have major origins/destination paths changed?
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Scenario 2

Full closure for construction 
work (northbound direction)
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• Use interactive report (provided in file 
attachment)

• Analyze major differences across scenarios  

High-level comparison
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Interactive web-based results analysis

Click Interactive Map Tool in your DTA Deployment 
Resources

Login with your credentials and select the network 
you wish to analyze

Initially only major roadways are displayed

We’ll have a training workshop on the use of the tool.  

2

3

4

5

6
Some basics 

1. Zoom in/out
2. Dim background map
3. Main menu
4. Hide/show options of selected feature in 

main menu (when available)
5. Hide/show color map and other attributes 

of the feature selected in the main menu
6. Select “Network Data” to explore the 

network properties

1
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1. Select “Network Data” from main menu
2. Click on “+” sign next to “Links”
3. Select “Predefined” tab
4. Choose a name for the comparison
5. Choose “Volume”
6. Choose a time-step (minutes)
7. Check “Compare with” box
8. Select the network to compare
9. Click “Load”

Comparing link-flows

1
2

3

4

5

6

7 8 9
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Our Analysis

We compared Scenario 2 (top) to Base Case (bottom) every hour

1
2

1. Manually adjust scale so that  
lower bound (negative) is equal 
to upper bound (positive)

2. Set the width to be constant
3. Animate

3

Reduced 
Traffic

Increased 
Traffic
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Identifying Roadway Users in Base Case

1

2

3
5

4

1. Select “Selected Link Paths” in main menu
2. Choose “All” in Lower capacity limit field
3. Select a time interval (in minutes)
4. Select a link by clicking on the map or typing a known ID
5. Click on “Selection Done“
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Analyzing Your Results

Increase minimum 
value to better 
observe trends

Click on scale 
to change color 

map

Likely major destination

Likely major origin
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Visualizing origin-destination paths

1 2

3

4

1. Select “OD Paths” from main 
menu

2. Select time step (minutes)
3. Select origins by typing ID or 

dragging box on screen and 
click “Done”

4. Select destinations and click 
“Done”
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Our Analysis

Origins

Destinations

Main Path 
(thicker)

Change scale to 
use one color

Base Case
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Main path shifted

Scenario 2
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1. Select “Network Data” from main menu
2. Check the “regular nodes” box and 

uncheck “regular links”
3. Click on “+” sign next to “Nodes”
4. Select “Predefined” tab
5. Choose “Signal Delay”
6. Choose a name for the signal delay
7. Choose a time-step (minutes)
8. Click “Load”

Visualizing Signal Delay

1

32

4

5

6

7

8
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Visualizing Reach Time

1

2 3
5

6
1. Select “Reach Time” from main menu
2. Select time-step for animation
3. Select origins by typing IDs or clicking 

on the map
4. Define the time thresholds used to create the 

plot (a different color will be used to identify 
the area that can be covered from the 
selected origins at each of these thresholds)

5. Click “Done”
6. Check the “Origin” box to visualize the 

selected origins along with the contour plots

4
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Please take our survey on today’s training, 
located in the DTA Deployment Resources

http://ctr.utexas.edu/nmc/dta/dta-1-0/
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